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Introduction 
 

Background 

In March 2015 the West Coast Regional Council (the Council) notified the proposed Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS) in accordance with the provisions of the First Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. A total of 72 submissions were received on the proposed 
RPS.  
 
This document summarises the submissions, and decisions requested, from the 72 
submissions lodged.  
 
Further Submissions 
Further submissions are now invited in support of, or in opposition to, submissions received. 
A further submission is a submission that supports or opposes an original submission to the 
proposed RPS, either in full or in part. A further submission cannot extend the scope of the 
original submission, and can only seek acceptance or rejection of the original submission in 
whole or in part.  
 
Under Clause 8(1) of the First Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991, the following 
persons may make a further submission: 
� Any person representing a relevant aspect of the public interest; and  
� Any person that has an interest in the proposed policy statement greater than the general 

public has; and 
� The local authority itself.   
 
When making a further submission, a copy must be served on the person who made the 
submission to which the further submission relates, within 5 working days of lodging it with 
the Regional Council. Names and addresses of the submitters are included at the rear of this 
Report. 
 
A standard form for making a further submission in support or opposition is available. A copy 
is available with this document or can be downloaded from www.wcrc.govt/newRPS.  
 
The closing date for making further submissions by those people entitled to do so is 5.00pm, 

Friday 20 November. Further submissions can be delivered to the office at 388 Main South 
Road, Paroa, Greymouth; posted to PO Box 66, Greymouth 7840; or emailed to 
rps@wcrc.govt.nz. 
 
Process from here 

After the period for further submissions has finished, the West Coast Regional Council will set 
a hearing date to consider the original submissions and any further submissions lodged in 
support or opposition of original submissions. Pre-hearing meetings may also be used. 
Submitters and further submitters will be kept informed about the process by staff. 
 
Any person wishing to obtain further information, or discuss aspects of the Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement, may write to PO Box 66, Greymouth 7840; email rps@wcrc.govt.nz or 
phone the Regional Council offices on 03 768 0466 or toll free 0508 800 118.  
 
Readers guide 

This document follows the order of the proposed RPS, with the individual decisions requested 
by submitters grouped under the relevant sections of the Proposed RPS. 
 
Each decision requested by a submitter has been assigned a decision number. The decisions 
are numbered sequentially for the Plan. For example: 

� Decision 4.1 is the 1st  decision requested for Section 4; 

� Decision 4.10 is the 10th decision requested for Section 4. 
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Note: GS refers to general submissions made on the proposed RPS. 
 
The following shows the format of this Summary of Decisions Requested Report. 
 

Section of proposed RPS  
on which a submission is  
made 

 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision number Decision Requested: 4.112  
  
Who made submission Submitter 47 PERKI 
  
Submission/Change  
sought 

Plans should support best management practices for all 
development and resource use. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 2(d) “Use or support good management best 
practices;” 

  

 
Copies of the submissions made can be downloaded from Council’s website at 
www.wcrc.govt.nz/newRPS 
 
The decisions sought by each submitter on the Proposed RPS can be found by referring to 
the following table Index of Decisions Requested: Submissions. The number assigned shows 
the relevant chapter and the number of the individual submission, as described above.  
 
New text requested has been shown as underlined and in italics, while text that has been 
requested to be deleted has been shown as struckout. (as indicated above).  
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Table of Submitters 
 

Submitter 

Number 
Submitter ABR 

Wish to be 

heard 

Heard with 

Others 

1 Amalgamated Mining Ltd AML No  

2 Brian Anderson ANDEB Yes Yes 

3 Clare Backes and Ken Moffat BACKC   

4 Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited BALL Yes Yes 

5 Bathurst Resources Limited BRC Yes Yes 

6 Buller District Council BDC No  

7 Barrie Brown BROWB   

8 Kathleen Brown BROWK   

9 Charles Bruning BRUNC If required  

10 William Burton BURTW - Yes 

11 Nicola Calcott CALCN Yes Yes 

12 John Caygill CAYG   

13 Chris J Coll Surveying Ltd COLL No  

14 Community & Public Health West Coast CPHWC   

15 Yvonne Davison DAVIY No  

16 Department of Conservation DOC Yes No 

17 Barry & Wayne Donovan DONOBW   

18 Environmental Defence Society Incorporated EDS Yes Yes 

19 Paul Elwell-Sutton ELWEP Yes Yes 

20 Eldon Mining Limited EML No  

21 Federated Farmers of New Zealand FFNZ Yes  

22 Grey District Council GDC Yes Yes 

23 Gordon Graham GRAHG   

24 Go West Coast GOWC Yes Yes 

25 Lynley Hargreaves HARGH Yes  

26 Heritage New Zealand HNZ Yes  

27 Heritage West Coast HWC Yes Yes 

28 Frida Inta INTAF Yes Yes 

29 Steven Jasper JASPS   

30 William Johnson JOHNW Yes  

31 Brenda Kaye/Dorfliger KAYEB Yes Yes 

32 KiwiRail Holdings Limited KIWIR No  

33 Kaitiaki Mohikinui Charitable Trust  KMTC Yes Yes 

34 A Kremers KREMA   

35 Hamish Macbeth MACBH Yes  

36 Barry MacDonell MACDB No  

37 Greg Maitland MAITG   

38 Steve Maitland MAITS   

39 Paul Maunder MAUNP Yes  

40 Ministry for Primary Industries MPI Yes Yes 

41 Mosman Oil and Gas Limited MOGL Yes  

42 Susan Mueller MUELS No  

43 Minerals West Coast MWC Yes  
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Submitter 
Number 

Submitter ABR 
Wish to be 

heard 
Heard with 

Others 

44 New Zealand Coal & Carbon Ltd NZCC No  

45 New Zealand Defence Force NZDF Yes Yes 

46 New Zealand Petroleum & Minerals NZP&M Yes Yes 

47 Inger Perkins  PERKI No  

48 Radio New Zealand Limited RNZ Yes Yes 

49 Jean Rodgers RODGJ   

50 
Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society of New 
Zealand Inc 

RF&B   

51 Solid Energy New Zealand Limited SENZ Yes Yes 

52 Silver Fern Farms Limited SFFL Yes  

53 Dianne Sharpe SHARD   

54 Straterra Inc STRAT Possible  

55 Supersphag SSPHAG   

56 Hemi Te Rakau TERAK Yes  

57 Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu TRONT   

58 Gareth Thomas THOMG No Yes 

59 Tai Poutini Polytechnic TPP   

60 Transpower New Zealand Limited TRANSP Yes  

61 Trustpower Limited TRUSTP Yes Yes 

62 Justin Venable VENAJ   

63 West Coast Tai Poutini Conservation Board WCCB   

64 
West Coast Commercial Gold Miners Association 
Incorporated 

WCCGM Yes Yes 

65 West Coast Environment Network WCEN Yes Yes 

66 West Coast Fish and Game Council WCF&G Yes  

67 West Coast Penguin Trust WCPT   

68 Westland District Council WDC Yes Yes 

69 Westland Power Limited WESTP Yes  

70 Westland Milk Products WMP No  

71 Hannah Yannai YANNH   

72 Ilana Yannai YANNI   
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Table of Decisions Requested 
 

Submitter 
Number 

Abrv Decisions Requested 

1 AML GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.7 1.16 1.26 1.33 1.39 

2 ANDB GS6 GS7 3.9 4.1 4.87 4.104 4.124 7.19 7.57  

3 BACKC GS8 4.2 7.1        

4 BALL 5.85 8.1 8.43 8.63 8.72 8.113 8.120 10.13 10.16  

5 BRL 4.13 4.14 4.40 4.52 4.62 4.76 4.88 4.105 4.125 4.139 
  4.150 4.159 4.166 4.171 5.1 5.38 5.85 5.117 7.20 7.44 
  7.85 7.91 7.103 8.2       

6 BDC GS9          

7 BROWNB 16.1 16.2         

8 BROWK GS10 GS11 4.3 4.4 4.181 5.2 7.2 7.3 8.3 9.1 
  9.2          

9 BRUNC 16.3          

10 BURTW 5.3 7.4 15.1        

11 CALCN 10.30          

12 CAYGJ GS14 1.1 1.2 1.40 4.15 4.16 4.126 5.26 7.21 7.22 
  7.58 10.1 10.22        

13 COLL GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.5     

14 CPHWC GS15 GS16 1.8 1.17 1.27 1.41 2.1 2.5 2.7 2.9 
  2.11 2.13 2.15 2.18 2.20 2.22 2.24 2.26 2.28 2.30 
  2.32 3.6 4.5 4.53 4.63 4.77 4.140 4.151 5.4 5.27 
  5.28 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.110 7.5 7.6 7.92 8.4 8.5 
  8.6 8.121 9.3 9.4 9.5 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.20 10.23 
  11.1 11.2 11.3 11.35 11.47 11.53 11.57 12.1 12.2 13.16 

15 DAVIY GS17 GS18 GS19 3.10 15.2 16.4     

16 DOC 1.18 1.16 2.4 3.7 4.17 4.41 4.64 4.89 4.106 4.127 
  4.160 5.29 5.30 5.86 5.110 6.9 6.33 6.61 6.111 6.112 
  6.117 7.7 7.23 7.31 7.35 7.45 7.53 7.54 7.55 7.59 
  7.67 7.76 7.86 7.93 7.104 7.118 7.119 7.120 7.121 7.131 
  7.132 7.138 7.140 7.143 7.145 7.147 7.151 7.153 7.156 7.158 
  8.25 8.29 8.32 8.36 8.44 8.54 8.64 8.73 8.82 8.92 
  8.97 8.108 8.109 8.110 8.114 8.116 8.118 8.119 8.122 8.124 
  9.24 9.25 9.26 9.27 9.33 9.38 9.42 9.43 9.48 9.56 
  9.59 9.62 9.65 9.74 9.84 9.90 9.95 9.99 9.107 9.108 
  9.109 9.110 9.111 9.112 9.115 9.117 9.120 9.122 9.123 9.126 
  9.127 9.128 9.129 11.9 11.10 11.13 11.17 11.21 11.20 11.26 
  11.30 11.36 11.39 11.42 11.43 11.44 11.45 11.48 11.51 11.54 
  11.67 11.70 12.3 13.1 13.5 13.14 13.17 13.18 14.1  

17 DONOBW 7.94          

18 EDS GS20 GS21 4.6 5.5 6.4 6.5 6.55 6.97 6.113 7.8 
  7.9 7.10 7.11 7.12 7.32 7.36 7.46 7.68 7.105 7.159 
  8.7 8.8 8.45 8.55 8.74 8.83 9.6 9.7 9.8 9.9 
  9.9 9.10 9.66 9.75 9.85 9.91 9.96 9.118 11.4  

19 ELWEP GS22 1.9 1.42 4.35 4.107 4.141 5.71 5.87 5.107 6.71 
  6.80 7.95 7.106 7.122 8.75 9.28 9.97 17.1   

20 EML GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.7 1.16 1.26 1.33 1.39 

21 FFNZ GS23 1.10 1.19 1.28 1.34 1.43 4.7 4.18 4.19 4.36 
  4.42 4.45 4.54 4.65 4.78 4.90 4.108 4.128 4.142 4.152 
  4.161 4.167 4.172 5.6 5.31 5.39 5.53 5.62 5.72 5.88 
  6.10 6.30 6.34 7.13 7.47 7.60 7.69 7.96 7.123 7.146 
  8.9 8.10 8.11 8.30 8.33 8.37 8.46 8.56 8.65 8.76 
  8.84 8.85 8.93 8.115 8.117 9.11 9.34 9.39 9.44 9.49 
  9.57 9.60 9.68 9.76 9.86 9.92 9.97 10.17 10.18 11.14 
  11.18 11.23 11.27 11.31 11.49 11.52 11.55 11.56 11.58 11.59 
  11.60          

22 GDC GS24 6.45 6.98 13.2 13.6 13.7 13.8 13.15 18.1  

23 GRAHG 1.3 7.14 7.24 7.141       

24 GOWC GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.5 1.11 1.20 1.29 1.35 
  1.44          

25 HARGH GS25          

26 HNZ GS26 9.12 11.5 13.19 15.3 15.4 15.5 15.15 15.19 15.20 
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Submitter 
Number 

Abrv Decisions Requested 

  15.29 15.36         

27 HWC 15.6 15.7 15.8 15.9       
28 INTAF GS27 1.6 1.12 1.21 3.1 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23 4.24 
  4.46 4.55 4.66 4.79 4.91 4.109 4.129 4.151 4.162 4.176 
  4.177 4.182 5.32 5.33 5.40 5.48 5.49 5.50 5.54 5.73 
  5.111 5.112 5.115 5.121 5.124 6.11 6.12 6.25 6.35 6.81 
  6.114 6.118 6.121 6.131 7.15 7.16 7.25 7.26 7.37 7.48 
  7.61 7.70 7.77 7.97 7.107 7.124 7.133 7.134 7.142 7.148 
  7.149 7.152 7.154 7.157 7.160 8.12 8.13 8.14 8.15 8.16 
  8.17 8.18 8.19 8.123 9.13 9.14 9.15 9.16 9.29 9.30 
  9.35 9.50 9.63 9.100 10.5 10.9 10.21 10.24 10.25 10.29 
  10.31 11.6 11.11 11.50 13.20 13.21 15.10 16.5 16.6 17.2 
  17.03 17.4 17.5 17.6 17.7 17.8 17.9 17.10 17.11 17.12 
  17.13 17.14 19.1 19.2 19.3 19.4     

29 JASPS 1.30 4.163         

30 JOHNW GS28          

31 KAYEB GS29 GS30 4.25 4.51 4.164 7.78 8.20 9.17 11.12  

32 KIWIR 1.36 4.80 4.92 4.110 5.43 5.63 5.90 5.91 6.18 6.26 
  6.36 6.62 6.72 6.82 6.90 7.108 7.109 11.32 11.40 13.3 
  13.9          

33 KMCT GS27 1.6 1.12 1.21 3.1 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23 4.24 

  4.46 4.55 4.66 4.79 4.91 4.109 4.129 4.151 4.162 4.176 

  4.177 4.182 5.32 5.33 5.40 5.48 5.49 5.50 5.54 5.73 

  5.111 5.112 5.115 5.121 5.124 6.11 6.12 6.25 6.35 6.81 

  6.114 6.118 6.121 6.131 7.15 7.16 7.25 7.26 7.37 7.48 

  7.61 7.70 7.77 7.97 7.107 7.124 7.133 7.134 7.142 7.148 

  7.149 7.152 7.154 7.157 7.160 8.12 8.13 8.14 8.15 8.16 

  8.17 8.18 8.19 8.123 9.13 9.14 9.15 9.16 9.29 9.30 

  9.35 9.50 9.63 9.100 10.5 10.9 10.21 10.24 10.25 10.29 

  10.31 11.6 11.11 11.50 13.20 13.21 15.10 16.5 16.6 17.2 

  17.03 17.4 17.5 17.6 17.7 17.8 17.9 17.10 17.11 17.12 

  17.13 17.14 19.1 19.2 19.3 19.4     

34 KREMA 10.6 16.7 16.8        

35 MACBH GS31 GS32 1.13 1.22 1.31 1.37 1.45 4.47 4.130 6.19 
  6.37 6.115 7.38 7.98 8.111 9.18 9.36    

36 MACB GS34 4.8 5.7 6.19 6.48      

37 MAITG 4.9 5.8 5.9 5.10 10.7 10.26 10.27    

38 MAITS GS35 1.14 1.23 1.32 5.11 5.12 5.13 5.14 7.33 7.39 
  7.49 16.9         

39 MAUNP 4.10          

40 MPI 7.27          

41 MOGL GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.7 1.16 1.26 1.33 1.39 

42 MUELS GS35          

43 MWC GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.7 1.16 1.26 1.33 1.39 

44 NZCC 4.56 4.67 4.81 4.93 4.111 4.131 4.143 4.154 5.55 5.64 
  5.74 5.92 6.38 6.49 6.56 6.63 6.73 6.83 6.91 7.62 
  7.79 7.87 7.110 8.47 8.57 8.66 8.77 8.86 8.94 9.45 
  9.51 9.58 9.61 9.69 9.77 9.87 9.93 9.98 10.12 10.14 
  10.15 10.19 11.24 11.28 11.33 11.37 11.41    

45 NZDF 5.93 6.39 6.50 6.57 6.64 6.74 6.84 6.92 13.10  

46 NZP&M 2.6 2.8 2.10 2.12 2.14 2.16 2.19 2.21 2.23 2.25 
  2.27 2.29 2.31 4.37 4.43 4.48 4.57 4.68 4.82 4.94 
  4.112 4.132 4.144 4.155 4.168 4.173 5.41 5.47 5.56 5.65 
  5.75 5.94 5.116 6.20 6.27 7.34 7.40 7.50 7.63 7.80 
  7.88 7.111 7.139 7.144 8.31 8.34 8.38 8.48 8.58 8.67 
  8.78 8.87 8.95 9.37 9.40 10.11 11.15 11.19   

47 PERKI 4.95 4.113 4.114 4.180 5.123 6.31 6.99 6.126 7.28 7.41 
  7.89 7.150 8.49 8.125 9.19 9.125 10.28 11.69   

48 RNZ 5.44 5.95 6.21 6.40 6.65 6.75 6.85 13.4 13.11  

49 RODGJ 5.15 6.6 16.10        

50 RF&B GS36 3.2 4.26 4.58 4.69 4.96 4.133 5.37 5.57 5.66 
  5.76 5.96 6.32 6.46 6.86 6.100 7.42 7.51 7.64 7.71 
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Submitter 
Number 

Abrv Decisions Requested 

  7.81 7.83 7.90 7.99 7.112 7.125 8.26 8.40 8.50 8.59 
  8.70 8.88 9.32 9.46 9.52 9.64     

51 SENZ GS37 4.11 4.59 4.70 4.83 4.97 4.115 4.134 4.145 5.16 
  5.58 5.67 5.77 5.97 6.41 6.51 6.58 6.66 6.76 6.87 
  6.93          

52 SFFL 4.49 4.71 4.98 4.116 4.146 5.98 6.67 8.89   

53 SHARD 16.11          

54 STRAT GS38 GS39 1.4 1.24 1.38 4.27 4.99 4.117 4.169 4.174 
  5.17 5.18 5.34 5.35 5.59 5.68 5.78 5.99 7.29 7.72 
  8.21 8.27         

55 SSPHAG 5.19 5.20 5.21        

56 TERAK 8.22          

57 TRONT GS40 2.2 2.17 7.126 7.127 7.128 8.71 8.98 8.99 8.100 
  8.101 8.102 8.103 8.104 8.105 8.106 8.107 9.101 9.102 9.103 
  9.104 9.105 18.2        

58 THOMG GS1 GS2 GS3 GS4 GS5 1.7 1.16 1.58 1.33 1.39 

59 TPP 1.15 4.30 4.31        

60 TRANSP GS41 1.47 3.3 4.38 4.84 4.118 4.165 5.100 6.13 6.14 
  6.15 6.16 6.22 6.28 6.42 6.47 6.52 6.68 6.77 6.88 
  6.101 6.102 6.104 6.105 6.106 6.109 6.119 6.123 6.124 6.129 
  6.132 7.52 7.65 7.113 7.114 9.53 9.78 9.116 13.12  

61 TRUSTP GS42 4.39 4.44 4.60 4.73 4.85 4.100 4.119 4.135 4.147 
  4.155 4.179 5.42 5.45 5.60 5.69 5.80 6.17 6.23 6.43 
  6.53 6.59 6.69 6.78 6.94 6.103 6.107 6.108 6.116 6.120 
  6.122 6.125 6.127 6.128 6.130 6.133 6.134 7.30 7.43 7.73 
  7.100 7.115 7.155 8.35 8.39 8.51 8.60 8.68 8.79 8.90 
  9.47 9.70 9.79 9.88 9.94 9.113 18.3 19.5   

62 VENAJ GS43          

63 WCCB GS44 1.48 2.3 3.4 4.12 5.22 5.101 6.24 6.29 7.17 
  8.23 8.24 9.20 10.10 11.16 11.20 19.6    

64 WCCGM 4.74 4.102 4.120 4.136 4.148 4.157 4.170 4.178 5.81 5.102 
  5.118 6.7 7.66 7.74 7.82 7.101 7.129 9.55 9.80  

65 WCEN GS45          

66 WCF&G GS46 3.8 3.11 4.28 4.72 4.101 4.179 5.46 5.79 5.103 
  5.108 5.113 5.114 5.122 7.84 7.130 7.135 7.137 8.28 8.41 
  8.80 8.112 9.31 9.54 9.81 9.106     

67 WCPT GS47 4.29 7.18 7.75 9.21 9.71 9.72 9.82 9.114  

68 WDC GS48 GS49 GS50 GS51 1.25 1.49 4.32 4.33 4.121 4.137 
  4.183 5.23 5.24 5.36 5.51 5.52 5.104 5.109 5.119 7.56 
  7.116 8.42 9.22 9.119 9.121 9.124 11.7 11.8 11.25 11.29 
  11.38 11.61 11.62 11.63 11.64 11.65 11.66 11.68 15.11 15.12 
  15.13 15.14 15.16 15.17 15.18 15.21 15.22 15.23 15.24 15.25 
  15.26 15.27 15.28 15.30 15.31 15.32 15.33 15.34 15.35  

69 WESTP GS52 4.61 4.75 4.86 4.103 4.122 4.138 4.149 4.158 5.61 
  5.70 5.82 5.105 6.44 6.54 6.60 6.70 6.79 6.89 6.95 
  7.117 7.136 8.50 8.61 8.69 8.81 8.91 8.96 9.73 9.83 
  9.89 11.34 11.46 13.13       

70 WMP GS53 3.5 4.34 4.123 5.25 5.83 5.107 6.8 7.102 8.53 
  8.62 9.23 10.8        

71 YANNH GS54          

72 YANNI GS43          
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GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON THE PROPOSED RPS 
 
Decision Requested: GS 1  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 13, 20, 24, 41, 43, 58 AML, COLL, EML, GOWC, MOGL, MWC, 
THOMG 
 

Support the Proposed RPS in its entirety and are particularly heartened by the focus not only on environment, but also 
economic community and social well being of the West Coast. Support the emphasis on bringing the proposed RMA 
back to its core purpose and function: to provide high level strategic guidance in order to achieve the purpose of the 
Act. Agree that the purpose of the RMA could be achieved in a far more streamlined manner than has been previously 
attempted.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 2  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 13, 20, 24, 41, 43, 58 AML, COLL, EML, GOWC, MOGL, MWC, 
THOMG 
 

Also agree with removing chapters that were no longer regional issues, as well as policy provisions to avoid 
duplication between planning documents will assist in streamlining the process. Support the removal of the mining 
chapter and including mining in the New Chapter 5 which recognises the importance of the role of mining along 
with other natural resource users such as forestry and fishing. 
 
Including mining in the coverage of the new Chapter 5 will allow for the mining environmental effects to be 
evaluated in same manner as earthworks in other sectors of our industries.  Earthworks for mining, or for 
roading or any other infrastructure should be treated the same, because the environmental effects are going to 
be the same.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 3  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 13, 20, 24, 41, 43, 58 AML, COLL, EML, GOWC, MOGL, MWC, 
THOMG 
 

Support the concept of the responsible development of all our West Coast natural resources. Commend the 
Council for also taking the review of the RPS as an opportunity to provide regional leadership on the West Coast 
and be an advocate for the region.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 4  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 13, 20, 24, 41, 43, 58 AML, COLL, EML, GOWC, MOGL, MWC, 
THOMG 
 

The proposed RPS does take a more mature approach to managing ecosystem values and other wellbeing's. 
The document clearly sets out how, in the broadest sense, the region will achieve the sustainable management 
of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast.  
 
There is an aspect of sustainable management to “avoid, remedy and mitigate” any adverse effects on the 
environment, however it is not the sole requirement. Sustainable management also includes an important 
enabling component in respect of the social, cultural and economic wellbeing's and believe that this has been 
captured in the drafting of the new Regional Policy Statement. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 5  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 13, 20, 24, 41, 43, 58 AML, COLL, EML, GOWC, MOGL, MWC, 
THOMG 
 

I am pleased to see that there will be a particular emphasis on balancing both the negative and positive effects 
when preparing planning documents or assessing consent applications. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 6  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

The Regional Policy Statement (RPS), as produced by the West Coast Regional Council (WCRC) does not fit within the 
requirements of the Resource Management Act (RMA). It does not address the sustainable use of air, land and water,  
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but rather twists these into some manifesto for economic development. That manifesto is itself flawed, as we will see, 
but the RPS should not have been made available for consultation in its current state, which is clearly inconsistent 
with the purpose of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 7  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

As the RPS is “Prepared by regional councils to achieve the purpose of the RMA by providing an overview of the 
significant resource management issues for the region, and the policies and methods to achieve integrated 
management” (p.2) it is clear that this proposed RPS fails in this requirement. Further, as the WCRC and the three 
TLAs are required to consider the RPS in formulating and updating their plans, and as the RPS impacts on the 
consideration of resource consents directly, it is not tenable to argue that s6 and 7 matters “…are recognised, 
provided for and given regard to through the regional and district plans and in the resource consenting process.” 
(p.12). This is a circular argument that will be broken if this RPS is approved.  
 
One possibility is that a major revision of the RPS could be done so long as it includes provision for the matters of 
national importance, as outlined in sections 6 and 7 of the RMA, and other considerations. The difficulty with this 
approach, however is that the RPS would be of such different character that the present round of consultation would 
be focussed on quite a different document. Hence I ask that the WCRC withdraw this RPS and consult again with an 
RPS which is consistent with the RMA and fit for purpose. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 8  
 
Submitter 
 

3 BACKC 

The West Coast Regional Council Proposed Regional Policy statement is totally inadequate and does not help to 
enable the social, cultural and economic well-being of the inhabitants of the West Coast, as is its purpose. 
 
It gives no consideration to matters set out in Part 2 of the RMA as it does nothing to recognise or provide for the 
protection of indigenous vegetation and significant habitats. It does not cater for the Councils responsibility to 
maintain biodiversity as specified under section 30 or the RMA. It also fails to recognise and provide for heritage as 
required by the RMA. 
 
This proposed RPS prioritises the use and development of the regions natural resources without proper regard to the 
RMA.  
 
We need a different vision; we cannot simply replicate the past. We need to value our natural heritage, not just 
exploit it through mining and dairy. Natural heritage values, as still retained in many areas of the Coast are becoming 
increasing rare in our world – it is what attracts people here, it is essential that we value them and protect for the 
future. We need an RPS that recognises the natural heritage values of the West Coast and seeks to protect them, to 
cater for the future social, cultural and economic well-being of the inhabitants of the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 9  
 
Submitter 
 

6 BDC 

The Buller District Council (BDC) is supportive of the approach and intent of the Proposed West Coast Regional Policy 
Statement (RPS). While BDC appreciates that changes to the document may occur as a result of the consultation 
process, we seek that the West Coast Regional Council maintains the approach and intent outlined in the Proposed 
RPS. 
 

Decision Requested: GS 10  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

There is concern that the document appears to give primacy to economic development over all else, including the 
environment and conservation in general. This is not the overarching intention of the RMA in its current form. There 
appears to be no connections with activities benefiting from the RMA such as tourism, guiding and forms of recreation 
that bring significant economic returns to the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 11  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

In the overall document there are no indicators of whether “achieving environmental outcomes” will be positive or  
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negative. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 14  
 
Submitter  
 

12 CAYGJ 

The Proposed RPS is a substantially flawed document, and should be revised. It frequently gives the impression of 
side-stepping or turning away from its primary environmental protection obligations under the RMA. I have objections 
to both the form and contents, the way it is written and what it says. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 15  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Health is increasingly seen not just as the absence of disease but rather as a state of complete physical, mental and 
social well-being where an individual is able to identify and realise aspirations, satisfy needs and change or cope with 
the environment. 
 
Among other things, the prerequisites for health include access to adequate shelter, education, work, adequate 
income, sustainable food supply, a stable eco-system and the use and protection of sustainable resources (Ottawa 
Charter for Health Promotion (WHO 1986)). This implies that health outcomes are not only the responsibility of the 
health sector but requires input and collaboration with other sectors at global, national and local levels. 
 
The Dahlgren and Whitehead 1991 model below illustrates how individuals are influenced by factors that generally lie 
outside their control. These factors; often referred to as the social determinants of health and well-being, can be 
described as the conditions in which people are born, grow, live, work and age.  
 
As depicted in the diagram, the sphere of influence is very wide and incorporates the social, cultural, economic and 
natural environment in which people live, work and play. Furthermore changes in any of these areas can impact 
dramatically (both positively and negatively) on health and wellbeing. In order to maximise people’s wellbeing, these 
factors need to be taken into account by decision makers. In its role as the umbrella Policy for decisions made under 
the RMA the Regional Policy Statement (RPS) has great capacity to influence the wellbeing of both the natural 
environment and the residents of the West Coast. 
 
The natural environment supports social and economic wellbeing through its complex systems and processes. It 
provides ecosystem services at no cost to the ratepayer. However, the optimal functioning of these ecosystems 
depends on the critical balance of their constituent parts, including biodiversity. If this balance is upset by human 
activity, not only may it be costly to fix, but it may be impossible. How will an enabling RPS give due consideration to 
the benefits the natural environment provides to our economic and social wellbeing and how will a dollar value be 
given to any immediate, short-term or long-term adverse effects, especially in more complex situations?  
 
What mechanisms are in place or can be used to ensure the positive effects, especially positive economic effects, are 
not overstated?  It is often the most critical infrastructure, or projects that will bring about the most significant 
positive economic or social effects, that will also result in the most significant potential adverse effects.   
 
CPHWC recommends that a cautious approach will be required when assessing the positive (and negative) effects of 
development against the cultural, social, economic and environmental wellbeings. We recommend the use of Social 
and Health Impact assessments as one mechanism for addressing these irreconcilable tensions. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 16  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

CPHWC supports the need for economic diversification to support wellbeing, we therefore encourage an RPS that 
focusses on industries that sustain and enhance the natural environment rather than those which exploit it. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 17  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

I submit that the overall change of direction from stewardship to “enabling development” is unacceptable. We are 
privileged to live in one of the most beautiful parts of the world, and our interests lie in maintaining that situation. 
Unfortunately, many of us become blasé about that beauty and fail to recognise what a valuable asset it is. Our future 
obviously lies in tourism, and maintaining our natural environment and landscape is vital. Tourism is already a top 
earner and growing. Mining is doomed and dairying in decline – “the writing is on the wall.” About the only thing we 
can rely on as a sure support into the future are our wonderful natural surroundings – provided that you don’t allow 
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its despoilation for the short-term profit of a few. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 18  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

There is frequent mention of “management” of any environmental consequences of development. This is using a very 
broad term. It needs to be more clear that “management” leads to minimising or repairing damage, not just clearing 
the site.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 19  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

Another frequently used term is “out-dated”. The whole threat of these changes is 30-40 years outdated, back to the 
pre-RMA days.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 20  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Overall EDS seeks that the West Coast Regional Council (“Council”) withdraws the PRPS in order for it to be redrafted 
and then reworked accordingly and re-notified in a form that meets the requirements of the RMA. 
EDS considers that the PRPS is fundamentally flawed, that it fails to meet the requirements of the RMA for a regional 
policy statement and requires extensive revision. It is not the purpose of the submission process or the role of 
submitters to provide revisions of this scale. EDS considers that unless it is withdrawn and wholly revisited the PRPS: 
i. Will fail to promote the sustainable management of resources; 
ii. Will be inconsistent with the resource management principles addressed in Part 2 of the Resource Management 

Act 1991 (“RMA”); 
iii. Will fail to give effect, and be contrary, to the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (“NZCPS”); 
iv. Will fail to give effect and be contrary to the National Policy Statement Freshwater Manage 2014 (“NPSFM”); 
v. Will variously be inappropriate, unnecessary and contrary to sound resource management practice; 
vi. Will not comply with the requirements of s32 RMA; and 
vii. Will enable the generation of significant adverse effects that warrant being addressed through RPS provisions. 

 
Relief sought: 
EDS seeks the following relief from Council: 
(a) That the PRPS be withdrawn; and/or 
(b) That the PRPS be amended so as to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in the 

region, to comply with the RMA, and to give effect to the relevant national policy statements; 
(c) The relief specified the Decisions Requested of EDS; and 
(d) Such other relief as is considered necessary as appropriate to address the concerns set out in the Decisions 

Requested of EDS. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 21  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The overarching policy approach of the PRPS is one of minimal intervention premised on the importance and enabling 
of economic development and business opportunities. The PRPS has been developed using 5 principles: people, 
economy and environmental, effectiveness, adaptable management and affordability. These focus on business 
opportunities, long term economic success, “managing and investing” in the environment and significant reduction in 
environmental regulation (Part A Intro and Background, Chapt 1, [1.2], p.1-2). 

 
The PRPS identifies 8 “significant resource management issues” for the region. These issues are underpinned by a 
clear direction that the RMA must be implemented in such a way to ensure it is not detrimental to economic growth 
and the creation of employment in the region (Part C, Chapt 3, Table 2, p.11). This economic focus permeates the 
entirety of the PRPS.  
Response  

EDS considers that the uninhibited focus on economic growth and development means the PRPS in its current form 
does not comply with the requirements of the RPS. This conclusion has been reached for the following reasons: 

(a) It is inconsistent with the purpose of the RMA. The function of the PRPS is to achieve the purpose of the RMA in 
the context of the West Coast region (s59 RMA). In order to achieve this, the PRPS must be prepared in 
accordance with (inter alia) Part 2 RMA (s61 RMA). Although economic considerations are relevant to 
sustainable management they are not one benefit to be enjoyed at the cost of adverse effects, on the 
environment (NZ Rail Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1994] NZRMA 70 (HC)). 
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In the recent decision Environmental Defence Society Inc v New Zealand King Salmon Company Limited (EDS v 
NZ King Salmon Compay Ltd [2014] NZSL 38) (“King Salmon”) the Supreme Court highlighted that environmental 
protection must be observed in the course of, and at the same time as, managed development and use (King 
Salmon [24]). It was reiterated throughout the decision that environmental protection is a core element of 
sustainable management (King Salmon [24], [28]). Any exercise of statutory function or power and discretionary 
judgment must promote the statutory purpose. That purpose includes environmental protection. This is not a 
choice available to Council. These are not qualifications or exemptions (RFB v Manawatu-Weymouth A86/96 part 
reported [1995] NZRMA 2 [i]). The PRPS is brazenly unenvironmental. It promotes “sustainable development” Part 
C, Chapt 4, policy 5). It seeks to ensure that the implementation of the RMA does not detriment economic growth 
(Part C, Chapt 3, Table 2), it places the benefits to be derived from the use and development of outstanding areas 
over and above the protection of these areas (Part C, Chapt 2, p.25). The PRPS expressly requires Regional and 
District Plans to recognise and reflect the vision and targets of the West Coast Economic Development Plan 2014-
2030. The gravamen of the PRPS suggests this should come over and above the purpose of the RMA. This is 
incorrect and contrary to Part 2 RMA. EDS considers that the content and structure of the PRPS is wholly 
inadequate to give effect to RMA’s purpose of sustainable management. 
 

(b) The PRPS fails to recognise and provide for Section 6 RMA matters of national importance. Apart from a discreet 
reference in Chapter 7 Coastal, the PRPS does not address or provide for natural character. Further provisions 
relating to ONLS, ONFS and biodiversity are inadequate and fail to implement s6 RMA and the NZCPS. In King 
Salmon, the Supreme Court found that the matters set out in s6 RMA fall naturally with the concept of sustainable 
management in the New Zealand context (King Salmon [26]). As a result, failure to recognise and provide for s6 
matters of natural importance fails to achieve the purpose of the RMA. These are not matters the Council can 
choose whether to implement. They are mandatory considerations which are at the heart of sustainment. 

 
 (c) The PRPS misinterprets and misapplies the finding in King Salmon. The PRPS advocates that an “overall broad 

judgment approach” should be used in all instances (see for example p.12, p.26). This is incorrect. The Supreme 
Court found that where policy documents use, clear, directive language those policies equate to “environmental 
bottom lines” which must be adhered to. Only if the language leaves room for flexibility should an overall 
judgment approach be applied. The PRPS is required to “give effect” to those documents superior to it in the 
hierarchy of planning documents. This includes NZCPS and other NPS’s such as NPSRM. Although a policy in an 
NPS or NZCPS cannot be a “rule” within the RMA definition, it may nevertheless have the effect of what in general 
speech would be a rule (King Salmon [116]). These rules constitute environmental bottom lines. The Council is 
not at liberty to implement provisions inconsistent with these (King Salmon [118]). Currently the RPS fails to 
implement the environmental bottom lines in NZCPS and NZSFM, and in fact, contains objectives and policies, and 
advocates a decision making approach, which contradicts them. 

 
(d) There is a clear anti-regulatory sentiment resonant in the PRPS. Regulation is seen to be wholly inconsistent with 

economic development. Although EDS supports efficient plan making and decision making processes in principle 
there is a fine line between achieving temporal efficiency and compromising the quality of decision making for the 
sake of speed and economic efficiency. EDS considers that in minimising regulation at all costs the PRPS has 
compromised its ability to ensure quality decision making and environmental protection are achieved. 

 
(e) The PRPS exhibits a clear inclination to avoid regulation at RPS level, and leave this responsibility to lower order 

planning documents (See for example Chapt 8, Policy 1 and Chapt 9, Policy 1). The PRPS is “the heart of resource 
management” in the region (North Shore City Council v Auckland Regional Council [1994] NZRMA s21). It sets the 
strategic direction for lower order policy documents which must give effect to it. It is imperative that the PRPS 
sets the region on the right trajectory, and itself gives effect to the environmental bottom lines in the NZCPS, 
NPSFM and Part 2. 

 
(f)  s61 RMA requires the PRPS to be prepared in accordance with the functions afforded to the Council under s30 

RMA. EDS contends that the PRPS fails to implement these functions for the following reasons (but not linked to): 
i. Failure to include provisions providing for environmental protection and implement environmental bottom lines 

will mean the Council is missing a crucial consideration necessary for it to achieve integrated management of 
the regions resources. 

ii. The provision in Chapter 7 and the reliance on land swaps and Department of Conservation (“DOC”) land to 
protect biodiversity is inadequate to fill the Council’s function to maintain indigenous biodiversity. There is a 
complete failure to provide objectives and policies to achieve this maintenance of biodiversity in 16% of region 
not controlled by DOC. The fact that 82% of land is DOC land does not exempt the regional Council from 
protecting the biodiversity present in the balance of the region. 

 
Decision Requested: GS 22  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose the general direction taken by the PRPS. The WCRC has failed to provide any credible evidence that the 
current RPS has held, and does hold, or will hold back economic and social development on the West Coast. Evidence 
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shows that the vast majority of consent applications are processed on time, and that very few are rejected. Those 
that are, are usually delayed or rejected because of incomplete information supplied with the application. There can 
be little doubt that the PRPS is being driven by the pastoral, mining and forestry sectors, manifestly represented by 
the incumbent WCRC councillors, who wish to see the development of district and regional plans which best suit the 
particular economic interests of their respective sectors, at the expense of meaningful care for, and enhancement of 
the West Coast’s unique environment. 
 
The concept of “sensible management of our biodiversity”, as expressed in the “Summary of the PRPS”, fails to define 
“Sensible”, and by whose estimation. “Sensible” according to a farmer or a logger, or “sensible” according to a 
conservationist, a climatologist or a nature tour operator? The PRPS seeks to reverse the purpose and principles of 
Part 2 of the RMA, which places the environment at the heart of all resource management statements and plans, and 
places economic development in its stead.  
 
In attempting to do this, the PRPS reveals and anthropocentric frame of mind which considers Nature as merely for 
humanity’s pleasure and exploitation, and fails to recognise that humanity is an integral part of Nature’s fabric, and 
not a separate entity, independent of, or more important than the entire fabric itself; an arrogant position to take, and 
one certain to lead to environmental and therefore societal catastrophe.  
 
Nature and the planetary environment ultimately sustain all economic activity, and to focus on economic activity 
ahead of environmental well-being is surely a fatal addiction. It is for this reason that the RMA places the environment 
centrally, and this placement has been tested and confirmed in court. By reversing the purpose and principles of the 
RMA, the PRPS extinguishes the possibility of sustainable resource management on the West Coast, and encourages a 
19th and early 20th century pioneering-style free-for-all deregulation at odds with the pressing need to strengthen 
environmental protection both in New Zealand, and worldwide.  
 
Failure to place environmental protection at the heart of the RPS potentially exposes the WCRC to litigation, if 
improved environmental protection measures are attempted in the future. Under the investor-state dispute settlement 
clauses of some existing and proposed Trade and Investment Agreements, to which NZ is, or will be a signatory and 
ratifier, most notably, the proposed Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPAA), any domestic legislation which, for 
example, strengthens environmental or social protection, can be seen by overseas investors as increasing their 
compliance costs and therefore reducing the profitability of their investment. This enables them to sue the 
government responsible for perceived loss of those profits behind closed doors in overseas tribunals, whose panels 
are publicly unaccountable. The proceedings and outcomes of these hearings remain secret at all times, as do any 
resulting pay outs, unless both parties agree to the release of details. Consequently, it is likely that if the RPS places 
economic development ahead of environmental protection, that will be permanently locked in by NZ’s international 
trade and investment agreements.  
 
Subsequent reviews seeking to reinstate the environment as rightful centrepiece in the RPS and related regional and 
district plans, run the risk of exposing council to millions of dollars of ratepayers’ money in fines and court costs. 
There is also the likelihood of appeals against this proposed PRPS on the grounds that it does not give effect to the 
provisions of Part 2 of the RMA. These appeals would be costly in terms of ratepayers’ money.  
 
Relief sought: 

Because of the deficiencies on the PRPS with regard to Part 2 of the RMA, particularly concerning the core principles 
around ecological, environmental and landscape values, I seek for this PRPS to be thrown out and re-drafted in a 
manner which reflects the requirements of those principles.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 23  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the aspirations of the Council in developing an RPS that has the West Coast people and 
communities at its heart, to facilitate development and the long term economic success of the isolated West Coast 
communities. There are a number of guiding principles that Federated Farmers considers must underpin a Regional 
Policy Statement planning framework to effectively balance the four well-beings - social, economic, environmental and 
cultural – and to ensure profitable and sustainable farming can continue to take place on the West Coast.  
 
In general, a planning framework should acknowledge that there is a strong responsibility on landowners to manage 
any effects of their activities on the environment, while at the same time not seeking to burden the region with 
unnecessary compliance and/or without councils trying to impose or implement plans that manage or regulate farming 
or land use activities themselves, rather than managing the potential effects of those activities.  
 
Federated Farmers feels strongly that a regulatory framework that allows for on-farm innovation, flexibility in land use 
and supports a strong stewardship ethic will lead to increasingly better outcomes. We consider that Council has come 
a long way towards achieving many of what Federated Farmers seeks in a planning framework and we support and 
commend Council for the approach taken. The Proposed RPS takes a practical and pragmatic approach to the 
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management of the regionally significant issues for the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 24  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

I would like to record that there are issues, objectives and policies that we are neutral on or that will enable public 
infrastructure. We have not had time to identify these but we are in support of these aspects of the proposed RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 25  
 
Submitter 
 

25 HARGH 

In my view the Proposed RPS needs to be withdrawn and rewritten because the West Coast Regional Council has 
failed to give effect to its responsibilities under the RMA and is therefore in contravention of that Act. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 26  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

Consultation - Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (Heritage New Zealand) [HNZ] has not been consulted during 
the preparation of the RPS despite being government’s specialist advisor on matters the regional council is required to 
take account of in preparing the proposed RPS. HNZ is disappointed that consultation on the proposed RPS has not 
been extended to NZ’s lead heritage agency. As an autonomous Crown Entity there was an expectation that we would 
have been engaged during the drafting stage of the proposed RPS. Early consultation is good resource management 
practice. It provides the opportunity to highlight concerns and actively seek outcomes outside of a formal and 
potentially confrontational process.  
 
First Schedule Consultation - HNZ did not receive formal notification on the proposed RPS. As an autonomous Crown 
Entity and government’s specialist advisor on matters the Regional Council is required to take account of in preparing 
the proposed RPS, there is an expectation that we would have been advised or invited to make a submission to the 
proposed document. 
 
Relief sought: 
That the WCRC establish dialogue with HNZ in undertaking relief sought through this submission.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 27  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

It appears to me that what the WCRC is trying to achieve with this Proposed Regional Policy Statement is the 
extraction of the natural assets of the West Coast at fire sale price. The opposite should actually be happening, where 
the WCRC is ensuring the public that it will only tolerate the highest of environmental standards in any business that 
wishes to operate on the West Coast. The remaining Gondwana heritage on the West Coast is invaluable but tragically 
the WCRC does not see it that way. However tourism on the West Coast reflects this importance; this heritage and its 
protection needs to be at the forefront of any negotiation with business establishing on the west coast. 
 
The regional council and the people of the West Coast need to acknowledge that global warming and climate 
instability is a direct result of our society's desire for economic increase at any cost, fuelled by our carbon economy. 
The rate of deforestation and wetland drainage in New Zealand has rivalled that of the Amazon, and those extant 
activities on the west coast are still no exception. We need to put a halt to this madness and start to respect the basis 
of our existence instead of denying it in the drive for very short-term profit and satiation. The WCRC is abrogating its 
core responsibilities to protect the environment from misuse. 
 
More balance is needed, according to the requirements of Part 2, in particular section 5, the heart of this Act, where 
5(a), (b) and (c) have been extensively disregarded. There is a denial of many of the important environmental and 
resource management issues that face the West Coast, with failure to address issues of national importance in section 
6 of the Act, including protection of significant indigenous ecology and natural character, public access to such places, 
heritage. It fails to address appropriately section 7: Other matters, including stewardship, the intrinsic value of 
ecosystems, enhancement of the quality of the environment, any finite characteristics of natural and physical 
resources, climate change. 
 
Relief sought: 
- This proposed RPS needs to be withdrawn and rewritten because the West Coast Regional Council has failed to 

give effect to its responsibilities under the RMA and is therefore in contravention of that Act; or, 
- Extensive amendments and additions need to be made to this proposed RPS, as submitted.  
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Decision Requested: GS 28  
 
Submitter 
 

30 JOHNW 

I object to the proposed RPS on the grounds that it indicates that the Council seeks the power to override the RMA to 
suit their own interests. These interests being not necessary those of the majority of West Coast people.  
 
Relief sought: 
I seek a more specific RPS or no change to the current RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 29  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

The tone of this paper is shallow and pro-development. It presents as an apology for development at the expense of 
the environment. Miners and farmers promoting their activities rather like having the rabbits make plans for the 
lettuce. I oppose the shallow pro-development stance of the paper as a whole. E.g. (Management of)…”the wealth of 
outstanding natural features and outstanding natural character”…”should not unnecessarily restrict future 
employment, regional growth or development.” 
 
Relief sought: 
The whole RPS needs to be re-written with in-depth consideration of environmental impacts of subdivision, 
development and exploitation, especially biodiversity. Put back in the voices of appropriately qualified natural 
scientists in the various disciplines. E.g. replace “should not unnecessarily restrict future employment, regional growth 
or development” with something like “It needs to be celebrated and treasured.” 
 

Decision Requested: GS 30  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

The RMA has been extensively disregarded. Issues of national importance, for instance Section 6 of the RMA – 
Protection of significant indigenous ecology and natural character, and public access to them have not been included. 
Our indigenous heritage is unique, beautiful, bankable and sufficiently important in its own right to preserve and 
enhance. For instance, if we manage to restore the Rainy Creek site near Reefton to some of its former splendour 
through trapping and poisoning vermin, there will be an amazing bird presence to attract visitors. And if we manage 
to put the South Island Kokako properly back on the map we will have a mecca for twichers from all over the world. 
 
Relief sought: 

Restore the balance and emphasise the preservation and enhancement of indigenous ecology in the paper. For it’s 
own sake, for the enjoyment and pride of climate change amelioration, and for the tourism dollars it will ultimately 
bring.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 31  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

The Proposed RPS has an obvious emphasis towards economic development and employment which is 
understandable given the circumstances which the West Coast currently finds itself in. 
 
Section 59 of the RMA states: The purpose of a regional policy statement is to achieve the purpose of the Act by 
providing an overview of the resource management issues of the region and policies and methods to achieve 
integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the whole region. 
 
My reading of the Proposed RPS suggests that there is an over-sympathetic regard to the needs of economic 
development and employment as being the chief driver, and the natural and physical resources need to be matched 
to suit, whereas the emphasis should be the other way round. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 32  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

I would like to see an assessment and consideration of the economic and aesthetic value of the West Coast's natural 
resources and landscapes taken into consideration in this document. What is the value of the tourist activity? What 
are the qualities that residents appreciate here and how much would that be compromised by inappropriate economic 
development? What proportion of West Coasters live here or have moved here because of its unique flora, fauna, 
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landscapes, recreational opportunities? 
 
I request the council reconsiders its position in regard to the Proposed RPS and gives it a serious rewrite to reflect the 
views of many long term, passionate West Coasters. This would require more emphasis on the positive attributes of 
the natural and physical resources. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 33  
 
Submitter 
 

36 MACDB 

I strongly support the general sentiments in the proposed RPS. For too long Councils have not really given sufficient 
weighting to the social and economic wellbeing of communities when preparing RMA plans. This proposed RPS is a 
breath of fresh air. I fully support it and congratulate the WCRC on developing this document.  
 

Relief sought: 
That the proposed RPS be adopted as soon as possible.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 34  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

It is my view that the proposed RPS holds within it many inaccuracies. It is my view that the intention of the proposed 
RPS is in the realms of a push by private interests and not that of an elected body who should indeed leave their 
prejudices behind them when they get together on matters relating to everybody and everything that exists on this 
land we call the West Coast.  
As we have come to expect in this proposed RPS we have the main focus on dairying matters and mining matters. 
Dairying despite having an energetic response in attempting to mitigate pollution has not got this environmental 
problem under control. I am led to believe that Westland Diary is the only Dairy factory in NZ that is allowed to put 
their waste directly into a river. It is acknowledged by the writer that the Dairy is active in its pursuit of environmental 
neutrality however some Westland Dairy Milk Product board members still think the sea takes care of everything. 
 
The proposed RPS script seems to me to be composed largely by the people or person who composed this document 
“Explore West Coast of New Zealand Minerals”. This document was composed with no public consultation yet it sells 
the West Coast. This document in my opinion is connected to the WCRC board members. I note reference has been 
made in the local press that due to this release miners from overseas are now pushing to mine not only our beaches 
but also our lagoons. Serious stuff considering the world leading pre-emptive work done for our environment over 
many years.  
 
Mining to my mind is one of those industries has completely failed to advance into the 20 century, why? The mining 
industry does not value add to its product not only does it not it leaves behind bills to pay for the local community 
which has had not direct payment for its services. The cost to the Ross community of having a mine in its midst and 
indeed the Department of Conservation estate, will if when added up get into the millions of dollars is ongoing and 
paid for in normal rates and taxes. 
 
Expecting the earth to change to suit overload of human practices can only bring one thing. Human beings are able to 
adapt to suit different ways of life, following the rest of humanity in its rush to destruction (just look at all the strife 
around the world) these countries have all followed policies such as the ones WCRC proposed RPS indicates. Take a 
look at what has happened over the long term to countries that overused, over exploited their natural environment, 
not pretty is it. This WCRC is bringing back overzealous use of the West Coast that started around 1830. Civilization 
globally is at a point where it will either make decisions for the better or for the worse, I would rather have our WCRC 
make decisions that do not hark back to the practices of the rape and pillage days but decisions that consolidate and 
foster natural forward growth using sound environmental practice. Most of the forests around the world that allow 
you and I life via breathing and keep moisture here are being destroyed, our South Westland forests have more and 
more a huge part to play in this going forward can we put our people in jeopardy out of frustrated needs? 
 
Decision Requested: GS 35  
 
Submitter 
 

42 MUELS 

Extensive amendments and additions need to be made to this proposed RPS. Specifically: More balance is needed, 
according to the requirements of Part 2, in particular section 5, the heart of this Act, where 5(a),(b) and (c) have 
been extensively disregarded. There is a denial of many of the important environmental and resource management 
issues that face the west coast, with failure to address issues of national importance in section 6 of the Act, including 
protection of significant indigenous ecology and natural character, public access to such places, heritage. It fails to 
address appropriately section 7: Other matters, including stewardship, the intrinsic value of ecosystems, enhancement 
of the quality of the environment, any finite characteristics of natural and physical resources, climate change. 
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Decision Requested: GS 36  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The PRPS has been developed giving weight, and finding the balance, between economic and environmental 
considerations  [1.2 Regional Policy Statement Guiding Principle Economy and Environment]. The current approach to 
resource management on the West Coast is balanced with section 5 RMA and the relevant planning documents (RPS, 
district and regional plans) providing for the positive effects to be balanced against adverse effects when decisions are 
made on whether activities should proceed. 
 
In Forest and Bird’s view developing a PRPS that recognises the ‘central role of use and development’ [Use and 
Development of Resources -Significant Issues 1] of the region’s natural resources as a means to encourage new jobs 
and stem population decline reference has resulted in the Plan being seriously deficient. It fails to properly describe 
the significant resource management issues for the West Coast and gives little effect to the statutory responsibilities 
Council has under the Act such as the protection of biodiversity and landscapes and fails completely to consider the 
management issues of the regions historic heritage, a matter which must be recognised and provided for under 
section 6(f).  

The PRPS fails to thoughtfully consider how the Council will manage important values over the next decade other than 
to consider there is an abundance of natural values and their protection should not ‘unnecessarily’ restrict growth. The 
PRPS fails to consider the adverse impacts on the region’s natural environment as a result of use and development 
both on the well-being and future sustainability of communities and the impact on tourism, a significant contributor to 
the regions economy  

This misguided view that the PRPS elevates development and use over protection combined with the failure to 
properly articulate the issues has led to the PRPS being contrary to many aspects of the RMA. This includes the failure 
to:  
a. properly address key provisions of the RMA. A particularly egregious example is the failure to make any reference 

to historic heritage, despite this being a matter of national important that the RPS must recognised and provided 
for;  

b. give effect to the NPS Freshwater Management and the NZCPS by placing use and development of the regions 
natural resources at the forefront of every objective and policy without properly considering the provisions of 
these documents. Another egregious example of this is that the PRPS refers to the NPS Freshwater Management 
2011. This is despite the 2011 NPS being withdrawn and replaced by the NPS Freshwater Management 2014 well 
before the PRPS was notified.  

 
The result of this is a poorly written PRPS which provides little or no direction for the next decade around the very 
important resource management issues facing the West Coast.  

This is a critical failure given the economic pressures resulting from the decline in commodity prices. The West Coast 
needs to consider innovative ways in which the regions communities can be vibrant, sustainable places to live that 
value and leverage off the natural values. Rather than valuing the wonderful gift the region has by way of its natural 
resources, the PRPS continues with “business as usual” focusing almost exclusively on the commodity based economy. 
Given the boom/bust nature of industries reliant on commodities, this is a significant lost opportunity.  
 
Relief sought: 
That it should be withdrawn, rewritten in a way that is consistent with and promotes Part 2 and renotified.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 37  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the RPS as notified and considers that it achieves the purposes of the RMA 1991.  
 
Relief sought: 
Do not seek any amendment and seeks that the provisions of the RPS be retained as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 38  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The proposed RPS is supported, as promoting comprehensively for the economic, environmental, social and cultural 
wellbeing of the West Coast region. This model should be followed throughout New Zealand to avoid unfair, 
unintended and unreasonable outcomes for the NZ minerals sector from RMA planning processes (Straterra contends 
that RMA planning processes occurring in Thames Coromandel District, Auckland, the Wellington Region, Tasman 
District, and the Canterbury and Southland Regions carry risks of unfair and unreasonable treatment of the minerals 
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sector, in a way that fails to achieve the purpose of the RMA). 
 
Relief sought: 

That the Council note Straterra’s support generally of the West Coast Proposed Regional Policy Statement, as 
providing appropriate direction in RMA planning for the region’s economic, environmental, social and cultural 
wellbeing 
 
Decision Requested: GS 39  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

At issue is a lack of national direction under the RMA that recognises the national importance of the minerals sector, 
the nature of the industry and the challenges we face (Refer to the Straterra Minerals Briefing Paper 2014 
http://www.straterra.co.nz/news-and-issues/media/minerals-briefing-paper-launch/). The proposed RPS makes an 
important contribution to this debate. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 40  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

It is our understanding that Council considered the inclusion of policies in the proposed RPS which are similar to 
policies already in operative regional plans are unnecessary. Ngāi Tahu wishes to bring to the Council’s attention that 
the RMA requires lower level plans such as district and regional plans to “give effect to” policies and objectives within 
a RPS. We note that this wording is stronger than the wording regarding policies in regional plans, where district plans 
“must not be inconsistent with” regional plans and regional plans “must not be inconsistent with” other regional plans. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 41  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support [proposed RPS] with amendment - Transpower seeks to ensure that the proposed RPS contains appropriate 
provisions to ensure that it provides adequate guidance to inform the development of regional and/or district plans 
and/or plan changes. More specifically, the proposed RPS needs to adequately provide for the core strategic 
infrastructure that is required to support growth within the West Coast region and across New Zealand.  
 

Relief Sought:  
(i) That the provisions of the proposed RPS ensure that:  

� Full effect is given to the National Policy Statement for Electricity Transmission 2008 (NPSET);  
� The sustainable management of the National Grid as a physical resource of national significance is recognised;  
� The benefits of the National Grid at local, regional and national levels are recognised;  
� The need for the ongoing operation and maintenance of the network is recognised;  
� Appropriate provision for the planning and development of new National Grid infrastructure; and  
� The protection of the National Grid from issues of reverse sensitivity and the adverse effects of others' 

activities is recognised.  
 
This would be achieved by adopting the relief sought throughout the balance of [Transpower’s] submission; and  
(ii) Adopt any other such relief, including additions, deletions or consequential amendments necessary to give effect 

to this submission.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 42  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower wishes to emphasise its support for the approach taken in the proposed RPS to recognise the role of 
resource use and development and how it contributes to the wellbeing of West Coast communities. The Council is also 
commended for seeking to create a regulatory framework that provides certainty and consistency, which is important 
to securing business confidence.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 43  
 

Submitter 
 

62, 72 VENAJ, YANNI 

I respectfully request that you dismiss the proposed new WCRC RPS, as it is currently written, for the following 
reasons: 
� This Plan gives no proper consideration, and in fact effectively ignores, matters set out in Part 2 of the RMA, in 

particular recognising and providing for  the protection of biodiversity, nor Councils responsibility under s 30 
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of the RMA ‘to maintain biodiversity’. It completely fails to recognise and provide for Heritage s6 (f) as the RMA 
requires it to do. Instead it prioritises the use and development of the regions natural resources without proper 
regard to the Act. 

� The Plan appears to consider it can pass on its responsibilities under the RMA to the Department of Conservation. 
It assumes there is plenty of protected land managed by DOC and therefore that is enough! DOC land is not 
protected, as clearly evidenced by the many activities that occur on conservation land, mining in particular. 
Regardless of the amount of land managed by DOC, Council still has responsibilities under the RMA to manage the 
use of private land and to protect “significant” areas. 

� It is not appropriate that the Council effectively writes policy, encouraging DOC to swap land with high values with 
lesser value land. This in fact is an abrogation of Council’s responsibility (once again) in relation to biodiversity 
under the RMA.  

� The Plan reinforces the ‘boom and bust’ economy –mining, dairying and tourism- and shows a complete lack of 
leadership around diversifying the region’s economy to protect the region’s economy, natural environment and the 
well-being of its people against the economic fluctuations which have made the region so vulnerable. Obviously 
the Stockton closure is something to raise -perhaps pose the question how does the RPS help the people in 
industries like the coal industry given commodity prices. It is just plain silly to plan for the next 10 years crossing 
their collective fingers that the prices will come back. Also refer to drop in diary pay-outs. There is no leadership 
around the changes to the region as a result of climate disruption - linked to coal. 

� The West Coast needs a different vision not simply replicating what has occurred historically and one that values 
its natural values for more than their exploitation. The natural values are what makes the region so unique, it is 
what attracts visitors et al, and is why people choose to live here. 

 
Decision Requested: GS 44  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

In general the WCCB found the document poorly laid-out and lacked direction as a policy document.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 45  
 
Submitter 
 

65 WCEN 

The WCRC is failing to give effect to its responsibilities under the RMA and is therefore in contravention of the Act. In 
particular, the proposed RPS fails to give effect to Part 2 of the RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 
That this RPS be withdrawn and rewritten. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 46  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

A “future focused” and “proactive” Regional Policy Statement is generally supported provided that this is achieved 
through the sustainable management of natural and physical resources, including the establishment of ecological 
limits. It would be sound management to implement ecological bottom lines so as not to impinge on current and 
future generation’s lifestyles, which are an important consideration in growing and maintaining local communities.  
 
Whilst the setting of limits is more appropriately provided for through Regional and District Plans Fish and Game 
considers that the Proposed RPS provides the overarching set of resource management principles from which the 
more detailed Regional and District planning documents within the Region will be developed. Therefore it is important 
that the Proposed RPS promotes sustainable management of the natural and physical resources in the region in a 
manner which, per Section 5 of the Act and the meaning of "Sustainable Management", will;  
a) sustains the potential of natural and physical resources to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future 

generations; and  
b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems; and  
c) Avoiding, remedying, or mitigating and adverse effects of activities on the environment.  
 
Fish and Game notes that many of these points are highlighted and discussed through the Proposed RPS, and Section 
32 Report, as publicly notified but has some specific matters that it considers should be provided for through 
amendments to the current document. The amendments sought will ensure that relevant resource management 
provisions are established at the more detailed Regional and District Plan level. The amendments sought being to 
achieve Part 2 of, and sustainable management under, the Act and more particularly in relation to the resource 
management issues of specific interest to Fish and Game, being;  
� Matters of National Importance - Section 6(d) the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along 

the coastal marine area, lakes, and rivers:  
� Other Matters - Section7(h) the protection of the habitat of trout and salmon.  
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Decision Requested: GS 47  
 
Submitter 
 

67 WCPT 

The proposed statement gives no proper consideration of matters set out in Part 2 of the RMA. It relies almost 
exclusively on the start of s5, which allows use and development of resources, but neglects s5(a), (b) and (c), which 
provide constraints on that use and development.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 48  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The Westland District Council (WDC) is supportive of the concepts promoted by the Proposed West Coast Regional 
Policy Statement (RPS). The RPS is an extremely important document which guides how the Regional and District 
Councils will mould and develop various statutory documents that have a significant bearing on the future of the West 
Coast Region. 
 
We would like to see the importance of the RPS and what it means for the people of the Region to be even more 
strongly reflected. Recognition needs to be given to the importance of this document and its wide level of influence.  
The RPS is not a Regional Council document, it is a document for everybody and the District Councils will be looking 
to it for guidance as to how we carry out many of our functions. As submitters we wish to both promote the plan as 
notified but to suggest ways that it can be further improved.   
 
Strong direction from the RPS will enable Councils to clearly work together as we strive to implement the projects set 
out in the West Coast Economic Strategy and the Triennial Agreements which seek to align our policy and regulatory 
documents, work towards one District Plan for the West Coast, and ensure that regulation is consistent, efficient and 
reduced where possible. Further detail and clarity within the methods, implementation and explanation sections would 
enable and inform these processes further and we have suggested amendments in the body of this submission.  
There is a strong theme throughout the plan of enhancing business and development opportunities. The Westland 
District Council is extremely supportive of the enhancement of the Region including the promotion of business which 
leads to the betterment of our people. However, in enhancing business opportunities some balance will be required as 
some activities may affect the viability of other activities, including other businesses.  
 
Recent case law has further confirmed the importance of an RPS to set out how Part II matters of the RMA will be 
provided for at a regional level. Ensuring that the RPS addresses and contains provisions for all Part II matters, will 
provide further clarity for plan users as we apply the requirements of the RMA to proposals on the West Coast. The 
RPS as notified misses the opportunity to provide this regional guidance due to omissions of a number of sections.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 49  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The role of the RPS is also to set the environmental bottom lines for the region. Through setting the minimum 
baseline values at the overarching level of the RPS, the expectation for management of activities through Regional 
and District Plans can also be made clear. This in turn provides consistency between plans within the region, certainty 
to plan users, and to our community about the outcomes that are acceptable. The RPS as drafted is clear in its intent 
to promote development throughout the region, and the management of reverse sensitivity for industries and 
infrastructure. With additional clarity provided through policies relating to the management of effects on the natural 
and physical environment and promoting the mitigation of adverse effects, it is considered that the RPS will shape the 
positive development of our Region.  
 
Overall the WDC is extremely supportive of enabling the development and enhancement of the West Coast. The 
benefits of doing so are clear. The WDC also suggests the WCRC should consider further how the promotion of 
development and enhancement of the Coast can be further promoted through the RPS particularly in reference to 
methods. Guidance should be provided as to the next steps that could be taken and the RPS further amended to 
include this.   
 
Decision Requested: GS 50  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Across the course of the RPS there are important themes including: 
� The encouragement and promotion of the development of resources in the Region; 
� To provide for employment and development opportunities; 
� Streamlined regulation; 
� Regional collaboration; and 
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� The creation of strong resilient communities.  
The WDC supports these themes and concepts that will, together with other factors, lead to the strengthening and 
revitalisation of the West Coast.   
 
Decision Requested: GS 51   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The approach within the RPS to recognise the broader definition of environment, as set out in the RMA is supported. 
This approach reflects the existing Westland District Plan, and the direction that Council intends to progress in when 
reviewing the Westland District Plan over the next ten years.  
 
Decision Requested: GS 52  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower is generally supportive of the Proposed RPS 2015 and the approach to management of natural and 
physical resources with an emphasis on enabling use and development of these resources for the social, economic 
and cultural wellbeing of the West Coast community. Having said that it is also recognised that a balance is required 
to ensure that resources are managed in a sustainable manner for the benefit of both current and future generations. 
 
Decision Requested: GS 53  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products are supportive of the function of this proposed RPS specifically with finding a balance between 
development and environmental sustainability.  
 

Decision Requested: GS 54  
 
Submitter 
 

71 YANNH 

Please rethink the new WCRC RPS it really gives priority for the use and development of the regions natural resources 
without proper regard.  It seems to assume it can pass of the responsibility to DOC, and anyone can see that DOC 
land is not protected, with all the mining etc., going on everywhere. 
 
Nothing can survive without a balance and it seems to me that New Zealand is making the same mistakes, how sad it 
will be when the beauty and life style that has drawn so many people here will irrevocably destroyed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 
Decision Requested: 1.1  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

Of concern is the high frequency of one-sided ‘global’ assertions without defining context or examples, scattered 
throughout the RPS, that could have the effect of prejudging specific resource management issues when it comes 
down to case-by-case decision-making (given the requirement that “a consent authority considering a resource 
consent must have regards to any relevant regional policy statement (p.2)” [examples provided by the submitter have 
been included within the relevant sections of this Summary of Submissions, refer Decisions Requested 4.15, 4.16, 
7.21, 7.22] 
 
Decision Requested: 1.2  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

As noted on p.1, the RPS “has an important role in setting out the overall direction for the management of natural and 
physical resources and the environment of the West Coast … the West Coast Regional Council and the District 
Councils of the region are required to given effect to this document when preparing or changing regional and district 
plans … [and to] ‘have regard’ relevant objectives and policies in the RPS when considering an application for a 
resource consent …” 
 
This is an important document; the principles, policies and methods need to be stated as clearly and unambiguously 
as possible, given that they will be cited in future decision-making around specific contents of plans and in support or 
opposition to particular resource consent applications, considered case-by-case. Yet all too often this document does 
not met that basic requirement. It contains statements that are obscure, ambiguous, and contradictory [examples 
provided by the submitter have been included within the relevant sections of this Summary of Submissions, refer 
Decisions Requested 4.15, 4.16, 7.21, 7.22].  
 
“This RPS is enabling, balancing improving the economy and using our resources wisely, with managing and investing 
in the environment to achieve our future aspirations for improvement throughout the West Coast (p.1).”  This is 
obscure in its claim that ‘improving the economy’ is ‘balanced’ against ‘achieving future aspirations for improvement’ – 
they are surely equivalent generalisations. 
 
ROLE OF THE REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT 
 
Decision Requested: 1.3  
 
Submitter 
 

23 GRAHG 

1.1 Role of the Regional Policy Statement states – “The role of the RPS is to promote the sustainable management of 
the natural and physical resources of the West Coast.” This statement does not state what laws the Council use to 
manage the natural and physical resources. “The RPS is the vehicle for identifying and dealing with the significant 
resources that are important to the region.” Again this statement does not state what laws the Council use to manage 
the significant resources that are important to the region. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.4  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

On the statement, “identifying policies and methods to achieve integrated management of the West Coast’s natural 
and physical resources” (page 1), Straterra considers that the proposed RPS generally supports that aim, and is 
consistent with sections 59 and 62 of the RMA. 
 
REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

 
Decision Requested: 1.5  
 
Submitter 
 

13, 24 COLL, GOWC 

I am in support of the RPS Guiding Principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS.  
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Decision Requested: 1.6  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMTC 

There is nothing in this section that mentions the important role that the West Coast has in protecting most of the 
remaining indigenous biodiversity in NZ this is such an important role, and one that is completely undermined by this 
Policy Statement. There is no mention as to the important part that the natural environment plays in providing 
essential ecosystem services; this has to be part of the heart of the West Coast. 
 

People 

 

Decision Requested: 1.7  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 20, 41, 43, 58 AML, EML, MOGL, MWC, THOMG 

I am in support of the RPS guiding principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS. I 
would like to reinforce the following points: 
 
Principle 1 – People 
i. Mining currently directly employs 10% of the regions work force which is down from 20% in 2010. 
ii. The mining industry is a significant contributor to West Coast community development in areas such as: 

‒ Educational scholarships; 
‒ Investments into community and sporting facilities; 
‒ Sponsorship of events which show case the West Coast; 
‒ Sponsorship of the Rescue Helicopter 

iii. The minerals industry underpins other West Coast industries including: 
‒ Construction 
‒ Engineering 
‒ Transport  

 
Decision Requested: 1.8  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

It is reassuring that the draft RPS has people at its heart as decisions made under the RMA impact on people as well 
as the environment. We agree with that all plans should have regard to people and communities and their need for a 
healthy environment, well managed infrastructure, employment and business opportunities. This lens fits very well 
with the Dahlgren and Whitehead model above. It also acknowledges how intimate and complex the relationships are, 
how potential conflicts need good decision processes and how important it is to get it right. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.9  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWELP 

I oppose the guiding principle – People:  as explained in GS 22, people and integral to the fabric of life, which includes 
the inanimate substrate supporting life. For human existence to continue, people should not and cannot be placed at 
the heart of, or central to, any resource management policy statement or plan, but rather as part of a holistic global 
ecosystem, care for which will guarantee humankind’s continuing well-being.  
 
Relief sought: 
I seek that the PRPS, if not thrown out, reiterate the fundamental importance of maintaining the environment at the 
heart of the PRPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.10  
 
Submitter  
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the guiding principles contained with the proposed RPS. Recognition of the importance of 
people, the economy and the environment is a key aspect of what living on the West Coast is about. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.11  
 
Submitter 
 

24 GOWC 

GWC agrees that people need to be at the heart of the RPS. We believe that this RPS provides the guidance required 
to ensure all West Coast regional and district plans have regard to people and communities and their need for a 
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healthy environment, well managed infrastructure, employment and business opportunities for their well being and 
long term economic success. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.12  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“People are at the heart of this Regional Policy Statement” That's all very well, but science should be a guiding 
principle. If people are not guided then it could become open slather, where the environment is the big loser. The 
WCRC needs to understand that people are a product of their environment and the natural world, not the other way 
round, so saying, where did WCRC say the heart of the West Coast is? 
 
Decision Requested: 1.13  
 
Submitter 35 MACBH 
 
I agree that the RPS should have regard to people and communities, but it is the integrated management of natural 
and physical resources that is the heart of the RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

This section needs to be rewritten to reflect this. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.14  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

Pure sugar this section in my opinion, under our system this is impossible that is why there are well off people and 
people who are not so well off. The first thing the People need is a great environment, people can change to suit their 
physical environment however the physical environment must remain healthy the physical environment must retain 
first position. The physical environment should be seen as a provider, essentially a factory putting out those things 
which are essential to all living things not something you can tamper with without forethought or use as some kind of 
lottery! 
 
Wishing for wealth and prosperity for all while being heavily ideal is not something that is about to happen in reality. 
We had Pike River most of those sentiments were crooned then. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.15  
 
Submitter 
 

59 TPP 

TPP considers that education plays an important role in driving economic outcomes, particularly in creating resilient 
and sustainable communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
With this in mind, TPP recommends the inclusion of the following wording: Amend Guiding Principle – People: “People 
are at the heart of this Regional Policy Statement. All District and Regional Plans should have regard to people and 
communities and their need for a healthy environment, well managed infrastructure, education, employment and 
business opportunities for their wellbeing and long-term economic success.” 
 
Economy and the Environment 

 
Decision Requested: 1.16  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 20, 41, 43, 58 AML, EML, MOGL, MWC, THOMG 

I am in support of the RPS guiding principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS. I 
would like to reinforce the following points: 
 
Principle 2 – Economy and Environment 
i. Mining earns high wealth off a relatively small footprint (around 0.06% of the land area of the West Coast 

region). 
ii. Minerals West Coast is currently introducing the concept of environmentally responsible mining to recognise 

mining operations that commit to: 
� Employing selective mining approaches to reduce the ecological footprint 
� Reducing chemical usage; 
� Promoting energy efficiency; 
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� Reducing water usage and promoting water borrowing; 
� Reduction of greenhouse gas production; 
� Development and implementation of effective mine closure and rehabilitation plans; 
� Investing in research and development on green initiatives that can be easily integrated into the current 

mining supply chain; 
� Supporting the cleanup of legacy mine sites. 

 
Decision Requested: 1.17  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree the management of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast is a complex task. Being able to 
understand and adapt to changes in the environment, resources and systems will require collaboration among a 
variety of stakeholders to ensure the achievement of sustainable resource management. The RPS should have 
safeguards that allow as complete an understanding of the complex issues as possible. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.18  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

This paragraph lacks a focus on protection of the natural and physical resources of the West Coast which contribute 
to West Coast’s unique and stunning natural environment and unique built heritage. This natural and built heritage 
underpins the West Coast economy and can diversify the economy by acting as a magnet for new settlers. 

 
An example is the lowland temperate rainforest of South Westland which is the largest area of temperate rainforest in 
the Southern Hemisphere. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the last sentence to read: “This Regional Policy Statement is enabling, balancing  improving the economy and 
using our resources wisely by managing in particular by protecting our unique and stunning natural environment and 
unique built heritage and investing in the environment to achieve  our future aspirations for improvement throughout 
the West Coast.” 
 
Decision Requested: 1.19  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the guiding principles contained with the proposed RPS. Recognition of the importance of 
people, the economy and the environment is a key aspect of what living on the West Coast is about. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.20  
 
Submitter 
 

24 GOWC 

We support this principle and believe that this draft RPS does give weight to finding a balance between economic and 
environmental considerations. We are pleased to note that the proposed RPS does recognise that a healthy West 
Coast economy needs a healthy environment. We do support that this RPS is an enabling document in that it 
promotes the improving of our economy and using our natural resources wisely while managing and investing in the 
environment to achieve our future aspirations for the West Coast region. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.21  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

This RPS is weighted heavily in favour of economic progress above environmental protection. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.22  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

It is not always possible to accommodate or balance both the economy and the environment, in which case in the 
RMA, the environment takes precedence. 

 
Relief sought: 

This section needs to be rewritten to reflect this. 
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Decision Requested: 1.23  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

The WCRC place these grand words and yet minerals have never been cheaper you can purchase overseas at much 
greater ease and with much less financial strain than mining and selling bulk at minimal profit in New Zealand! In this 
statement Economic is placed before Environmental not an oversight in my opinion. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.24  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

 The claim - “This Regional Policy Statement is enabling, balancing improving the economy and using our resources 
wisely, with managing and investing in the environment to achieve our future aspirations for improvement throughout 
the West Coast” – is supported as logical and consistent with the above [Decision Requested 1.4]. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.25  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The RPS is supportive of the development opportunities across the region for the purpose of supporting and 
encouraging business, creating stronger and resilient communities and creating employment opportunities.  The WDC 
is supportive of these concepts but it is suggested that in some instances in order to foster development it will be 
necessary to consider what environments need to be protected and enhanced.  
 
We need to make the West Coast an attractive place to live and provide opportunities for those people who live here.  
Substantial weight needs to be given to the impacts of tourism and the significant positive benefits it can have.  
People visit the West Coast for a variety of reasons but one of the key reasons is the seemingly untouched, wild, 
natural beauty.  It is possible to develop tourism opportunities, such as the West Coast Wilderness Trail, Treetop 
Walkway, Waiatoto Jet, and Glacier Guiding based on this natural beauty. Tourism activities, and their multiplier 
effects, contribute significantly to the Westland and regional economy.  
 
It is not enough to rely on the 86% of the Region which is vested in Conservation ownership.  We want to see the 
Region as a whole being the best that it can.   
 
It is therefore suggested that a balance needs to be incorporated into the RPS to ensure we retain all business and 
development opportunities including those that necessitate a protection and enhancement of our environment.   
 
As part of this we also need to promote that on the West Coast we do things well.  A development can be undertaken 
in various ways which will have varying levels of impact.  For example a well-managed and designed mining activity 
may well have far different impacts compared to a poorly designed and managed activity.  Development can occur in 
areas of natural beauty with appropriate controls to ensure that this beauty is not irrevocably impacted on, and it is 
important to ensure that the RPS is promoting the consideration of these values. This is not to say that the West 
Coast is a museum that should not be altered. It is simply stating that a “development at any cost” approach will be 
damaging to Westland’s development over time.   
 
It is recognised that there is a careful balance required and in accordance with the overall thrust of the RPS it is also 
recognised that development to maintain and enhance the region is of primary importance.  This does not alter the 
fact that we need to use these resources wisely such that a maximisation of opportunities is available so that 
undertaking one activity does not negatively influence another.  An example of this could be significant adverse visual 
impacts of a development negatively effecting local tourism.   
 
If we can achieve an appropriate balance and do things well we will maximise the opportunities for the enhancement 
of our region.  
 
Currently we question whether the RPS provides the appropriate balance, as it seems to be only promoting 
development without considering how it should actually be done.   
 
Relief sought: 
Add sentence to guiding principle – Economy and Environment: 
 
“Economy and Environment 

The Regional Policy Statement is developed giving weight, and finding the balance, between economic and 
environmental considerations. It recognises that a healthy West Coast economy needs a healthy environment. This 
Regional Policy Statement is enabling, balancing improving the economy and using our resources wisely, with 
managing and investing in the environment to achieve our future aspirations for improvement throughout the West 
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Coast. This includes ensuring that developments do not significantly limit or negatively impact other opportunities, 
and that when development is carried out it is done so in a manner that manages environmental effects.”     
 
Effectiveness 
 
Decision Requested: 1.26  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 20, 41, 43, 58 AML, EML, MOGL, MWC, THOMG 

I am in support of the RPS guiding principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS. I 
would like to reinforce that environmental regulation needs clear and simple with quick processes. It does need to 
recognise that solutions must be affordable, fit for purpose and achieve the objectives. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.27  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

While environmental regulation needs good process we question whether these processes ‘have to be quick’  as there 
is potential for poor decision making and pressure from  developers to respond positively to their applications. This 
may also lead to an increase in non-notifiable decisions where interested other parties are further excluded from the 
decision making process. Decisions affecting communities need to be open, transparent and democratic therefore the 
environmental regulation process needs to be effective and efficient. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.28  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Council’s position that environmental regulation must be clear, simple and effective. Solutions must be 
affordable, fit for purpose and appropriate without unnecessary duplication or compliance costs.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts the proposed guiding principles underpinning the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.29  
 
Submitter 
 

24 GOWC 

Go West Coast agrees that environmental regulation needs clear and simple with quick processes. Environmental 
regulation does need to recognise that solutions must be affordable, fit for purpose and achieve the objectives. 

 
Decision Requested: 1.30  
 
Submitter 
 

29 JASPS 

Effectiveness: I agree wholeheartedly that what the Regional Council does has to be affordable by the end user. This 
should be more fully implemented. 
 
I have a land use consent and resource use consents to allow alluvial gold mining o my land at 8 Mile Creek. Each 
year I am inspected by the Regional Council. For approximately a one hour inspection I get a $350 bill. This is 
excessive. An inspection officers hourly charge out rate should be $40,000/(48wks x 40hrs/wk) = $20.83. Your charge 
out rate is way above this and as such is unreasonable under Section 36(4)(a) of the RMA. 
 
I am now going to be regulated under the Health and Safety in Employment Mining Regulations. I now have to have a 
mine plan drawn up by a licensed cadastral surveyor, four times a year. I also have to report to WorkSafe four times a 
year. 
 
I am also regulated by Crown Minerals and the Indigenous Forestry Unit. 
 
Because of this excessive bureaucracy I have decided to shut my mining operation down. I have made an application 
to surrender my mining permit.  
 
In the proposed RPS the effect of excessive government will result in industry shutdown. So I think your lofty 
statements about sustaining communities, people, jobs and industry to be hypocrisy of the highest order, just empty 
words.  
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Decision Requested: 1.31  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

While desirable, these regulations may not always be clear and simple with quick processes. Solutions may not, 
ultimately, be affordable. 

 
Relief sought: 
This section needs to be rewritten to reflect this. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.32  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

I put it to you this paragraph is clearly aimed at getting mining licenses sold with minimal care and attention. For me 
there is a clear attachment to this to the WCRC board makeup. My wife and I recently went through a house rebuild 
and also built a studio. This outlay included earthquake standards at the time which had strict requirements, we 
followed the rules, I was sweating as you do when costs go up but afterward I saw more clearly the intelligence 
behind the rules. The WCRC compliance staff are almost totally dependent on the public to report transgressions. The 
levels of Compliance staff even at this time have little funding nor the levels of staff to police increased levels of 
mining and if numbers did go up the miners should pay for their presence. I was travelling by car to CHCH recently at 
about 7.30am. I saw the Kapitea Ck bank to bank in a grey clay sludge. I was in a line of at least 100 vehicles on the 
road that morning that passed that creek I was the only person that reported the incident associated with mining. Our 
land is for the benefit of all inhabitants not only human beings. Mistakes like this can remove habitat for species and 
stop the people users of the area getting supplementary food supplies for many years. Rules are placed for a reason. 
 
Adaptive Management 
 
Decision Requested: 1.33  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 20,41,43,58 AML, EML, MOGL, MWC, THOMG 

I am in support of the RPS guiding principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS. I 
would like to reinforce that the management regime for the natural and physical resources of the West Coast must be 
able to adapt and respond to change as required to achieve sustainable resource management. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.34  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

There must be recognition that adaptive management and affordability, with appropriate transition times for changes 
required are fundamental aspects of the West Coast RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the proposed guiding principles underpinning the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.35  
 
Submitter 
 

24 GOWC 

Go West Coast agrees that the management regime for the natural and physical resources of the West Coast must be 
able to adapt and respond to change as required to achieve sustainable resource management 
 
Decision Requested: 1.36  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

Support - KiwiRail support the recognition that the environment is complex and dynamic and therefore the 
management regime needs to be able to respond to change as required. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision. 
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Decision Requested: 1.37  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

Adaptive management is a fine idea but in practice can mean moving the goalposts, either closer or further away. 
This can lead to uncertainty in practical expression and cost to the enterprise, and uncertainty in the environmental 
outcome. This is at odds with stated desires elsewhere to be certain of outcomes and costs. 

 
Relief sought: 

This section needs to be rewritten to reflect this. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.38  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

On the reference to “adaptive management”, in the context of achieving “sustainable resource management”, 
Straterra draws attention to the Landcare Research guidelines for mine rehabilitation published on October 2014 on 
the WCRC web site, and the Mine Drainage Decision Making Framework published in 2010 on the CRL Energy 
website, as examples of evolving best-practice for environmental management in the mining industry (Guidelines for 
mine rehabilitation in Westland http://www.wcrc.govt.nz/our-council/news/Pages/Guidelines %20for%20mine%20 
rehabilitation%20in%20Westland.aspx) 
  
We note also work underway by the Centre for Minerals Environmental Research (CMER) on the mine environment life 
cycle guide (CMER http://www.crl.co.nz/cmer/projects.html) which will update the 2010 mine drainage framework 
and encompass the 2014 guidelines for mine rehabilitation by Landcare Research.    
 
Affordability 
 
Decision Requested: 1.39  
 
Submitter 
 

1, 20, 41, 43, 58 AML, EML, MOGL, MWC, THOMG 

I am in support of the RPS guiding principles and agree that they have been effectively woven throughout the RPS. I 
would like to reinforce that where change is required reasonable time is allowed for these changes to be achieved. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.40  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYG 

This tortuously-worded statement provides a generic ‘opt-out’ clause for developers wanting to cut costs and skimp 
on their environmental responsibilities. While cost is obviously a potential factor in most resource management 
decisions, its actual significance has to be objectively assessed on a case-by-case basis, free from pre-determination 
by reference to generic statements in the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.41  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

There are both benefits and negatives from the ‘Affordability’ principle. What does Council define as a ‘reasonable 
time’ for desired environmental outcomes to be achieved when significant financial burden and/or the lack of a 
practical solution to manage resources sustainably is occurring?  Leniency has the potential for creating un-useable 
wasteland which will be a burden on future generations therefore the burden should remain with the developer. The 
goal of the RPS should be to encourage the right development with the focus on treading lightly on our environment 
while enhancing ourselves, our communities and our natural environment. We therefore encourage Council to seek 
early and effective remediation of land by vacating land owners to ensure the land recovers and is available for 
further use. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.42  
 
Submitter 19 ELWEP 
 
I oppose the guiding principle – Affordability: affordability must not be used as a code or cover for avoiding action to 
protect the environment. The wording as it stands, gives great scope for subjective assessment of environmental 
impacts, and the maintenance of a status quo where remediation or avoidance of environmental impacts may be 
inconvenient. The phrase “environmental outcomes’ appears here. It is not an RMA term, and the RPS glossary 
definition under “Anticipated Environmental Results” is unrelated to environmental protection or any of the provisions 
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of Part 2 of the RMA. It is a vacuous and ambiguous term which can mean anything one wants it to.  
 
Relief sought: 

That this paragraph be struck out, or for “reasonable” to be contestable or clearly defined, as “reasonable” is 
potentially a very subjective value. 
 
That the phrase “environmental outcomes” be deleted from the PRPS wherever is appears. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.43  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

There must be recognition that adaptive management and affordability, with appropriate transition times for changes 
required are fundamental aspects of the West Coast RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts the proposed guiding principles underpinning the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.44  
 
Submitter 
 

24 GOWC 

We support the concept that where change is required reasonable time is allowed for these changes to be achieved. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.45  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

The first sentence suggests that the resources are not currently managed sustainably. This sounds like acceptance of 
certain unacceptable practices is justified because it is too costly to avoid, remediate or mitigate. Is this the intention 
of this statement? 
 
Relief sought: 

This section needs to be rewritten to remove this inference and to indicate that no resources should be managed 
unsustainably irrespective of the financial burden. 
 
STATUTORY AND PLANNING FRAMEWORK 

 
Decision Requested: 1.46  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

National Policy Statements: Oppose - The Proposed RPS fails to recognise that the National Policy Statement for 
Freshwater Management (2011) has been superseded by the National Policy Statement Freshwater Management 
(2014).   
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the PRPS to include all references to the National Policy Statement Freshwater Management 2014 2011.  
 
Include the following sentence in this section:  
The National Policy Statement Freshwater Management 2014 requires Council’s to identify freshwater management 
units, identify their values and relevant attributes. This Regional Policy Statement will identify work to implement this 
National Policy Statement. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.47  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - The reference to National Policy Statements is supported as it clearly articulates the importance of these 
documents.  
 
Relief sought:  
That the reference to National Policy Statements within Section 1.3 be retained. 
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Decision Requested: 1.48  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

Whilst the relevance of sections 30 and 31 of the RMA in relation to the responsibilities of the Council are provided in 
Section 1.3.2 of the proposed RPS (functions and Powers) the WCCB considers it would have been relevant to include 
the information in the “purpose” of the RMA i.e. Part 2 section 5: 
 
“Purpose 

(1) The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources. 
(2) In this Act sustainable management means managing the use, development and protection of the natural 

and physical resources in a way in which enables people and communities to provide for the social, economic 
and cultural well-being and for their health and safety while – 
(a) Sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably 

foreseeable needs of future generations’ 
(b) Safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems, 
(c) Avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects of activity on the environment.”  

 
This would have provided submitters a broader view than being given in the draft policy document, and is consistent 
with the definition of sustainable management provided by the Brundtland Report. 
 
Decision Requested: 1.49  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

A theme through the RPS is the integrated management of activities.  For example a significant issue in section 8 
(Land and Water) is identified as follows: 
 
“3. Integrating the management of subdivision, use and development activities on land with the potential effects on 

water quality.”  
 
An integrated management approach is considered appropriate and should be encouraged as it provides the 
opportunity for all aspects of a proposal to be considered together at the same time. Likewise an integrated approach 
would mean that regional and district councils should work together to consider an issue and how that issue is 
managed. The WDC supports the promotion of integrated management in the RPS and encourages that the concept is 
progressed further through additional changes to the RPS such as the additional provisions suggested in this 
submission [refer to Submitters other Decision Requested points] to add further clarity to Council roles and 
responsibilities. Section 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 could also be rewritten to provide further clarity in this regard. This will enable 
all four Councils to progress towards our combined plans with more efficiency and ease. 
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2. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES OF SIGNIFICANCE TO POUTINI NGAI TAHU 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON ISSUES OF SIGNIFICANCE TO POUTINI NGAI TAHU 

 
Decision Requested: 2.1  
 
Submitter 
 

14  CPHWC 

CPHWC is pleased to see that Council’s relationship with both local runanga recognises their status as tangata whenua 
and ensures iwi have a voice in resource management decision making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.2  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Essence of Ngāti Waewae and Makaawhio culture and values not adequately represented. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add more detail in consultation with Ngāi Tahu on tikanga, rangatiratanga, mahinga kai, ki utua ki tai, taonga etc., 
similar to what is in the West Coast Land and Water Regional Plan.   
 
Decision Requested: 2.3  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

THE WCCB endorse full and open consultation with Poutini Ngai Tahu in all aspects of resource consent management, 
environmental and conservation issues.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 2.4  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - There are significant sites for iwi in the coastal environment. Some of these sites may have been 
subject to considerable coastal erosion. Coastal plan provisions are required on this matter. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Background to the Issues – paragraph 2: “As District Councils have responsibility for the use, development 
and protection of land , they have a particular role in relation to managing effects of these activities on wahi tapu. 
Provisions are also required in any coastal plan.” 
 
OBJECTIVE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 2.5  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objective to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in 
particular as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of 
relevant decision making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.6  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment.  
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OBJECTIVE 2 

 
Decision Requested: 2.7  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objective to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in 
particular as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of 
relevant decision making. 
 
Decision Requested: 2.8  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
 
POLICY 1 
 
Decision Requested: 2.9  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the policy to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular as 
Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.10  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 2.11  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the policy to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular as 
Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.12  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
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POLICY 3 

 
Decision Requested: 2.13  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the policy to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular as 
Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.14  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
 
POLICY 4 
 
Decision Requested: 2.15  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the policy to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular as 
Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.16  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 2.17  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Wording surrounding papakāinga policy not strong enough to produce change. 
 
Relief sought: 

Reword policy 2.4 to enable papakāinga housing and include direction for District Councils to amend district plans to 
implement the policy as opposed to only “recognising and supporting” papakāinga housing. 
 
METHOD 1 
 
Decision Requested: 2.18  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.19  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
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Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 2 
 
Decision Requested: 2.20  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.21  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 3 

 
Decision Requested: 2.22  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.23  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 4 
 
Decision Requested: 2.24  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.25  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
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METHOD 5 

 
Decision Requested: 2.26  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
While we agree with the intent of method 5, to ‘add conditions to resource consents incorporating iwi protocols to 
protect ancestral lands…. from adverse effects of activities’ it may be more appropriate to include the right to deny 
consent if iwi consider the adverse effects of the activities outweigh any mitigation options. 
 
Decision Requested: 2.27  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 6 
 
Decision Requested: 2.28  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular as 
Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.29  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 7 

 
Decision Requested: 2.30  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini Ngai Tahu, in particular 
as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be part of relevant decision 
making.  
 
Decision Requested: 2.31  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provision reflects WCRC’s current practice in relation to Poutini Ngai Tahu and its obligations under s8 
RMA to take into account the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision without amendment. 
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EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

 

Decision Requested: 2.32  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objectives, policies and methods to address the significant resource management issues for Poutini 
Ngai Tahu, in particular as Poutini Ngai Tahu have been part of the preparation of this section and will continue to be 
part of relevant decision making. 
 
However, we have a concern regarding the sentence ‘the policies aim to protect such sites and values from the 
adverse effects of resource use and development as far as is practicable’. This could be used to over-ride the interests 
of Poutini Ngai Tahu and effectively negate their status as tangata whenua and kaitiaki of Te Tai o Poutini.  
 
The current view of local runanga regarding the proposed Hollyford road highlights the commitment the RPS needs to 
have with respect to Maori where their views may be in conflict with other, possibly more well-resourced, 
stakeholders.  
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3. SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR THE WEST COAST 
 
TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF THE SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR THE WEST COAST 

 
NOTE: Table 2 is a summary table only. It provides a summary of the significant resource management issues for the 
West Coast identified in each of the relevant sections of the proposed Regional Policy Statement. Some submitters 
made submissions on the Issues in Table 2, but did not carry these over to the relevant Chapter. For ease of 
reference, all submissions on Issues can be found in their relevant Summary of Submission Chapter i.e. Land and 
Water or Air Quality. Amendments to Table 2 will be consequential, arising from changes made during the Hearings 
and Decisions process.   
 
Decision Requested: 3.1  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Is deficient and short-sighted, with too much emphasis on development of the West Coast's natural resources at the 
expense of the natural environment. This table needs to be rewritten, and include other issues, such as the protection 
of soils. This table has a very unbalanced interpretation of section 5 of the Resource Management Act. Section 5 says 
that people's and communities' social, economic and cultural wellbeing can be enabled while AT THE SAME TIME, 
ensuring that the natural environment is cared for and that future generations are not left bereft of nature and what it 
can provide, not only to people but to the intrinsic values of nature. The extant RPS has a much better balance of the 
requirements of section 5 of the RMA. 
 
p 11 “The relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast provides a wealth of outstanding natural features and 
landscapes,…” 
The West Coast is becoming some of the most highly modified areas in NZ, for example, the approximate 21km of 
extensively drained and modified coastal wetlands between Kumara and Hokitika. In days gone by the statement 
above may have had some truth to it, but concomitant with the introduction of paved highways, airflight, instant 
communication etc, land clearance on the West Coast has increased almost exponentially; there is possibly more large 
digger heavy machinery per capita here than anywhere else in NZ, and which is being used regularly. I adhere to the 
belief that land clearance on the west coast is as brisk as that in the Amazon Basin, and although the size of the two 
is vastly different, the rates of loss of indigenous biodiversity is not. 
 

“.....however with a relatively unmodified coastal environment on the West Coast......” 
This statement is manifestly untrue. As stated above, the coastal environment of the West Coast is highly modified; 
one reason being that the lowland area of the West Coast is squashed between the mountains and the sea. North of 
Westport, so much of the coastline up to the Heaphy Track has farmers' fence lines right on the shoreline, with few 
DOC reserves along it, albeit a very few land owners do protect the foreshore strip.  
 
Relief sought: 

This Chapter needs to be re-written, but only once the following chapters have been finalised. 
 
Decision Requested: 3.2  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Table 2 - Significant Resource Management Issues for the West Coast  
The characteristics of a good issue statement (set out in the Quality Planning website) and discussed in an EDS Guide 
includes:  
a. Identify an environment problem (or opportunity for improvement) that the Council can address under the RMA; 

and  
b. Identify the cause of the problem or scope of the opportunity (where this is known) [Strengthening Second 

Generation Regional Policy Statements-An EDS Guide]. 
 
Table 2 does not do what is required under s 59 of the Act. It does not properly set out the significant resource 
management issues for the West Coast. It does not describe any problems (or causes of the problem) other than 
stating in all instances that use and development should have primacy.  
 
The relief sought for the issues are discussed under each section.  
 
Decision Requested: 3.3  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Subject to any amendment to the Issues as sought through our submission, Transpower supports the 
provision of the issues in a summary table as it clearly articulates the issues in an integrated manner.  
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Relief Sought:  
That Table 2 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 3.4  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

Whilst the Table provides an overview of the content of the draft RPS it would have been helpful if the relevant cross 
reference to the detailed section had been included in the summary information.   
 
Decision Requested: 3.5  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products recognises and acknowledges the Regional Council’s categories of issues specifically around 
resilience, land and water use and biodiversity. Westland Milk Products has adopted a sustainability approach on farm 
and on the industrial site at Hokitika where sustainable use of resource throughout the region is encouraged.  
 
SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR THE WEST COAST  
 
Decision Requested: 3.6  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Assessing the degree and significance of effects [paragraph 9], including potential cumulative effects will require input 
from a variety of stakeholders. There is potential for conflicting viewpoints particularly in complex cases. One process 
to ensure all viewpoints are considered is the use of impact assessment, particularly social and health impact 
assessment. CPHWC has experience in both these processes and would be happy to assist Council to implement 
these. 
 
Decision Requested: 3.7  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 9 (p.12) - Oppose in part - In some circumstances, where adverse effects on indigenous biodiversity 
cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, offsetting can be used to ensure no net loss of indigenous biodiversity. 
This is consistent with Councils’ functions under s30(1)(ga) and s31(1)(b)(iii) RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the last paragraph to read: “...outweigh any adverse effects. In some circumstances where there are residual 
adverse effects after avoiding, remedying or mitigating the adverse effects of the activity, then it may be appropriate 
to offset these adverse effects to maintain indigenous biodiversity. The degree and significance of effects ....” 
 
Decision Requested: 3.8  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Paragraph 2 (p.12): Whilst the Regional Councils recognition, in developing the Proposed RPS, of the fundamental 
purpose of the RMA is supported it is noted that the outline of matters required for the achievement of sustainable 
management is not complete. The current commentary, through the last sentence, only refers to Section 5(2)(c) as 
being needed to achieve sustainable management however it is important that 5(2)(a) and (b) are also achieved. This 
would assist, and be consistent with, the following paragraphs in this section which discuss use, development and 
protection of natural and physical resources and the matters in Section 5(2)(a), (b) and (c). 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the last sentence of this paragraph to read: “…while at the same time ensuring that:  
� the potential for natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of 

future generations is sustained; and  
� the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems is safeguarded; and  
any adverse effects on the environment are avoided remedied or mitigated. 
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OTHER MATTERS 

 
Decision Requested: 3.9  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDEB 

It is not appropriate to relegate the core principles of the RMA to ‘other matters’ (p.12). As sections 6 and 7 are so 
fundamental to the RMA, and hence should be fundamental to this RPS, it is worth laying out what sections 6 and 7 
contain [submitter has quoted sections 6 and 7 from the RMA]. 
 
It is hard to see how any of these matters can not be considered as regionally significant to the West Coast. I will not 
go through them one by one but each of these matters is as significant to the West Coast as to any other region – 
which is of course why they are the guiding principles in the RMA.  
 
For example, the WCRC spent almost 10 years in court trying to argue that wetlands (s6a) should not be protected on 
the West Coast, and ultimately lost exactly because they are such an important regional issue.  
 
Decision Requested: 3.10  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

The other issues on pages 9 and 10 considered to be insignificant should also be included because it is your job to 
provide a wide overview. In fact that is the crux of the matter. You are entrusted with taking care of the environment 
under the RMA. That is why you are there – not to “enable” damaging projects. After all, when the Canterbury 
Regional Council was disbanded, it was replaced by Environment Canterbury. The exclusion of these issues can be 
taken to mean you are not interested/don’t care. I submit that you are not entitled to take that stance.  
 
 
Decision Requested: 3.11  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Oppose in part. There is no guidance in the section as to what Section 6, matters of national importance, and Section 
7 matters are considered not to have regional significance. This section should be amended to make it clear what 
Section 6 and 7 matters are being provided for in the Regional Policy Statement and what residual matters are 
required to be provided for through Regional and District Plans. As the policy and planning framework under the 
Resource Management Act is hierarchical and plans must give effect to the Regional Policy Statement there must be 
clear directions in the Statement as to what matters are required to be provided for in those plans even though they 
are not considered to require consistent policy guidance at the regional policy level. The direction and timeliness for 
remedying when a Regional or District Plan does not provide for a Section 6 or 7 matter, which is now not provided 
for in the RPS, should also be clearly established in the proposed RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the section to clarify those Section 6 and 7 matters specifically provided for in the Proposed RPS, and those 
that are required to be established and provided for through Regional and District Plans without guidance at the 
regional policy development level. Include an explanation as to how separating matters out to be dealt with at a 
number of levels, and through a number of policy and planning documents, better achieves integrated and 
sustainable management of natural and physical resources. 
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4. RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES 

 
Decision Requested: 4.1  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

The RPS highlights that a large proportion of West Coast GDP comes from primary production, and that this primary 
production is highly vulnerable to national and international commodity cycles. Section 4 highlights the especially 
fickle nature of mining since, as well as being vulnerable to price fluctuations, it is fundamentally finite in nature. The 
rationale economic response to the high proportion of primary production and its vulnerability would be to attempt to 
diversify the economy into different forms of primary production which are not driven by international commodity 
cycles (e.g. hydro electric power generation), or enrich the secondary and tertiary sectors of the economy. 
 
However, the RPS proposes to for exactly the opposite by (a) increasing the reliance on primary production, and (b) 
reducing the service industry that supports that primary production through light-handed regulation. In short “easy 
come, easy go”. A prime example of this is the Stockton mine which has both provided significant employment in 
Buller (although most of the wealth created has gone out of the district), and a substantial service industry conducting 
environmental monitoring and rehabilitation. If Stockton was subject to light-handed regulation, then (a) this service 
industry might not even exist, and (b) it would stop as soon as the mining stops. 
 
As it is contractors such as MBC Contracting has grown from a small operation providing a service at Stockton to a 
much larger operation which now works outside the region, and has won business industry awards (e.g. West Coast 
Leading Light Business Excellence Award, 2013). This service industry provides income and resilience to the 
community even when mining itself is facing a downturn. As an example of that, bonds at Stockton are presently $40 
m, and $8 m for the Happy Valley extension (reference - Jackie Adams, Grey Star). While the future of Solid Energy 
itself is uncertain, these bonds, and the related $100 m of environmental remediation that Solid Energy has 
committed too even if the company itself fails, will provide employment in this service sector for many years to come.  
 
Hence, appropriate regulation serves to buffer the service industry, create more resilient income for communities, 
widens skill base of communities, and ultimately help the long term viability of these communities. The RPS is instead 
proposing the 'easy come, easy go' approach which would only exacerbate the cyclical nature of these industries. In 
fact, one way of enhancing the breadth of economic activity relating to mining is to require mandatory, automated 
monitoring of environmental values. This could be done through cameras, or water quality measurement devices. The 
cost of installing and maintaining these systems would fall on the operator, and is small compared to that of even a 
small mining operation, but would have the dual benefit of (a) reducing compliance costs on the councils, by having 
objective and quantitative data available for immediate compliance action, rather than expensive site visits which do 
not always result in a clear outcome; and (b) strengthening the environmental monitoring service sector, hence 
broadening the economic base of the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.2  
 
Submitter 
 

3 BACKC 

The plan concentrates on the industries already present in the area – dairying, mining and tourism. These industries 
are all subject to great fluctuations in profitability and demand. Recent closures of both gold and coal mines, the drop 
in the dairy pay-out, and the downturn of tourism over the last few years illustrate that the region needs to broaden 
its economic base. The Council needs to address diversifying the economic base of the region, whilst preserving the 
region’s natural environment and catering for people’s well-being. 
  
The Council also seems to ignore the fact that coal is an industry in decline. People around the world, including the 
Chinese are addressing the problem of climate change, by reducing their dependency on coal. The Council needs to 
take a leadership role in the community to address this changed world. How does the Council intend to address the 
Stockton closures, how will this RPS help these people? 
 
Decision Requested: 4.3  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

The extraction/mining industries on the West Coast are currently in decline with no indication of or when they may 
recover. The Council should, therefore have a strategic plan to promote alternatives to all extraction industries.  
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Decision Requested: 4.4  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

It is considered that the document lacks vision for the West Coast and keeps falling back on historic (extraction) 
industries as a solution to providing economic drivers for the West Coast. This is not the route to a sustainable and 
healthy society on the West Coast.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.5  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that to be resilient and sustainable our communities require consistent and reliable employment and decent 
household income, and that new regional economic diversity is a tool for growth and to prevent population and 
community decline. We also agree that small and medium sized investment can have significant positive impacts on 
West Coast communities.   
 
Decision Requested: 4.6  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The background section to “Resilient and Sustainable Communities” clearly reflects the primacy afforded to economic 
considerations. It refers to the West Coast Economic Development Plan 2014-2030, with no similar or equivalent 
statement addressing environmental effects and protection. It suggests that economic development is the sole 
contributor to resilience and sustainability. There is no reference or understanding of the role of eco-systems in a 
sustainable future. This is compounded by a reliance upon sunset industries including mining and intensive dairy 
farming. The focus on these industries is exceedingly short-sighted particularly given international commitments to 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The third focal point of the chapter is tourism. The lax approach to 
environmental protection is likely to substantially detract from this goal – with regional and national implications. 
 
We consider that the objectives and policies and issues all require revision to reflect the purpose of the Act, the RPS 
and the statutory role of Council. 
 
The anti-regulation sentiment of the PRPS is most acutely demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5. There is a clear 
direction in several sections that regulation should not detriment economic development. For example, Issue 3 sets up 
implementation of the RMA as counter to economic growth, and therefore favouring a minimalist regulatory regime. 
This is exemplified by the direction to regional and district plans in Policy 2, including that regulation should be 
“simple” (2(c)) and that compliance should be minimised (2(e)). These two examples of several in Chapter 4 alone 
demonstrate a lack of focus on environmental protection. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 4 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.7  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

The RPS is not just a policy document; it is also an overall narrative of the West Coast region, providing important 
context to the resource management decisions that happen both at the regional and sub-regional levels.  
 
As Council has acknowledged, the primary industries make a substantial contribution to the West Coast economy, 
both directly and indirectly. Statistics New Zealand information indicates that in 2012, primary production directly 
contributed 12.8% of West Coast’s regional GDP, in addition to contributions made to both the servicing and 
manufacturing sectors. Overall dairy, sheep, beef cattle and grain farming directly employed 8% of the region’s 
population – this amounts to 34% of all those within employment (NZ Govt – MBIE Regional Economic Activity Report 
2014 page 41).  
 
Expenses that result from farm businesses are generally sourced locally and relate to labour, contractor and 
professional fees, bought in feed, and other local services. The Federation emphasises that unlike other industries 
which have a degree of flexibility in operations, farming expenses are relatively stable from year to year; the cows still 
need to be milked, grazing fees paid, animal health expenses paid, regardless of market or climatic conditions. 
Farming thus imparts a degree of economic stability to the region. Added to the benefits on-farm, almost all milk 
produced on West Coast farms is processed locally by Westland Milk, a major employer in the region. In other words, 
reducing opportunities for farm production has a direct proportional effect on jobs and opportunities for enterprising 
West Coasters.  
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Decision Requested: 4.8  
 
Submitter 
 

36 MACDB 

There are too many hurdles in the way of getting a new mining operation underway. This has cost jobs, while we wait 
around for regulatory approvals.  
 

Relief sought: 
I would like to see the WCRC set up an advocacy arm that uses its influence to facilitate development and cut through 
red tape.  

 
Decision Requested: 4.9  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

Population decline. What is the critical mass of a sustainable population? There isn’t one. Influences from global prices 
and monetary systems have plummeted the West Coast into the global cauldron. Since the prosperous days of the 
late 50’s, 60’s and very early 70’s we have followed the path of most western countries and lost much of our diversity 
in both industry and trades. Big players have massaged legislation for their own corporate gains to the detriment of 
small business and trades. Many of the big players control a large slice of our pay packets i.e. mortgage payments to 
overseas banks, fuel, electrical energy. And food costs to Australian supermarkets. The critical mass of our average 
pay-packet is now no longer enough to sustain our towns with our present model.  
 
I consider that Hokitika was a sustainable community in the 1960’s we had the odd bus load of tourists passing 
through. Hokitika’s economy was not reliant on tourists, yet we had the same level of infrastructure, library, 
swimming pool, museum, even a sewerage system in the early 70’s. Yet today we have our local council in a debt 
crisis, putting undue stress on our older citizens on fixed incomes, and no end in sight for future rate rises. Where did 
we go wrong? Should we experience another 2008 (which is strongly on the cards) along with baby boomers retiring, 
the obesity epidemic/the cost of health, the Auckland housing bubble, the debt and negative cash flow being 
experienced by 36% of NZ dairy farms. The loss of jobs in the coal industry. Climate change, with extreme weather 
patterns. And the debt crisis facing many countries in the world today.  
 
Now is the time to forget about growth. Tighten the belt, slash spending and focus on debt reduction. Ultimately 
growth is mantra of banking economist as they drag us kicking and screaming to the nearest cliff. Exponential growth 
is ultimately impossible in any stable economy, we are now seeing burgeoning debt and rapid inflation. Regardless of 
what banking economists may say. To really understand the economy we must listen to economist who are not 
employed by a bank. I want stability, and not a focus on continual growth.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.10  
 
Submitter 
 

39 MAUNP 

While it is admirable that the Council wishes to address the health of West Coast communities as well as the health of 
the environment, I suspect the proposal is grounded in an old contradiction. I also suspect that the motivation was 
the difficulties Bathurst experienced, difficulties which in hindsight actually saved them from going bust.  
 
The document begins with the statement that the West Coast economy has experienced fluctuations relating to 
commodity process which have had ‘some pretty significant impacts on our towns and communities and that we need 
an economy that can withstand these fluctuations.’ That’s a polite way of saying that the extractive industries operate 
on a boom and bust basis; that extraction has a life cycle and when the cycle is complete, everyone moves on. West 
Coast history exemplifies this pattern of intermittent social destruction, and it is a pattern which continues. Hence, a 
continuing small population and the related infrastructural issues. So what’s the solution? More extraction? And to 
make start ups easier? Sounds like bulimia to me.  
 
The other problem is the assumption that community is a uniform thing, and that a community will welcome whatever 
business establishes itself. Often that is the case, but often as well, there are various points of view within a 
community, especially when it comes to the extractive industries. In fact, communities can begin to fall apart when 
faced with this situation. I know Blackball was evenly split when Birchfield Mining wanted to come across the river. It 
was only when the consent process had to have rigour that compromises were reached. Making the consent process 
easy could in fact seriously damage communities.  
 
The real solution is to add value to raw materials and have a diverse economy which encompasses manufacturing, 
processing, service, tourism, IT, the creative industries and so on. How to get such an economy is elusive, but one 
sure thing is it requires an intellectual climate and a cultural climate that is progressive and that is in touch with 
current global realities than the old false hopes of the gold rush.  
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I believe that the Regional Council is best to stick to its core business of watching over the environmental issues. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.11   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the explicit desire expressed in this section to promote economic development of all kinds in a 
region that is rich in natural resources.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.12  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

There is an impression given in this section that the implementation of the RMA can solve population decline and 
employment. There is no evidence to support this and fails to take in to account the complex social issues related to 
decisions to leave the West Coast. It is impossible for West coast employers or communities to influence world 
commodity prices and a future West Coast economy should be based on identifying new and innovation ventures 
where distance does not influence output.  
 
The WCCB considers this section lacks vision. Whilst the West Coast has historically benefitted from extraction 
industries, present international evidence indicates finite growth in these areas. Similarly, in recent times the diary 
industries have not provided the anticipated returns. Currently only tourism is returning a positive return, which is not 
linked to any of the historic economic ventures but on the many and varied aspects of the West Coasts unique land 
forms and landscapes, which historically could have been lost to both logging and mining. The skill in developing the 
tourism industry for the West Coast in the future is ensuring tourists spend more time here and ensuring the natural 
environment is protected.  
 
In this section the statements are vague, for example in para three and four the implication is that by reducing 
regulation and compliance costs the economy will flourish, does this imply that disregarding the natural environment 
further without control and safeguards will enhance the region’s economy? It is impossible to envisage how “relaxing” 
regulation and compliance costs on the West Coast can have significant economic returns when there is a global 
reduction in the use of minerals and related resources. Is there an intention to reduce the West Coast environment to 
a minimally regulated extraction site with no mitigation or remediation. The OECD (2011) report “Towards Green 
Growth”, proposed that there should be a greater focus on decoupling growth from negative environmental impacts 
and dependence on the continual “growth model” results in poor outcomes when growth based economies fail to 
grow. Current speculation is that resource consumption cannot grow forever. A forward thinking plan for economic 
sustainability, resilience and community wellbeing should focus on how to conserve and protect natural resources and 
investigate positive employment outcomes through their management.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 4.13  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

The statement is made that miners are always chasing the next rich seam and thus the population of West Coast 
towns and communities fluctuate and the next paragraph goes on to suggest that alternative sources of jobs are 
preferable.  
 
It is agreed that minerals, like other primary products, suffer from commodity cycles with highs and lows in prices 
leading to higher or lower production. However the mining industry has been the backbone of the West Coast for well 
over a hundred years now and this issue should be put into perspective.  
 
With respect to Bathurst the extremely prolonged consenting process meant that it missed the highs of the coal cycle 
and thus must operate the Escarpment mine at a lower level until the international markets recover. If Bathurst had 
been able to open the Escarpment mine at the peak of the coal process in 2012 it would have had a sufficient buffer 
to weather the current conditions. The situation at Solid Energy has occurred not simply from the drop in coal prices 
but also from the fact that it chose to invest in other areas with the surpluses it had in the good times, and that none 
of those investments proved to be wise.  
 
Diversification of sources of employment is sensible for any region but this should not be at the expense of traditional 
industries such as the minerals industry.  
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Relief sought: 

Rewrite the background to the Issues in 4. Resilient and Sustainable Communities to acknowledge that traditional 
industries such as the minerals industry still do contribute to the welfare of the West Coast communities and that they 
will continue to do so in the future and provision should be made for them to continue to do so as well as seeking 
diversification of industry in the region.  
 
Make any necessary consequential amendments to the Objectives and Policies and Methods.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.14  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

We support the acknowledgment that the Councils can support the growth of industry by applying high quality 
regulation and low compliance costs and consistent application of rules. The coordination between the regional 
councils and the district councils is strongly supported.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.15  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

“…this RPS does not seek to drive economic development of itself,” followed in the next paragraph by: “This RPS 
explicitly links the Council’s statutory roles to the (non-statutory) regional Economic Development Plan.” This is either 
contradictory or the first statement is disingenuous.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.16  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYG 

“It is critical that our planning documents address this risk [of population decline] by ensuring new developments, 
which involve new employment, are welcomed and encouraged” (p.15). Surely this planning document can only 
“welcome and encourage new developments” if they are compatible with “the sustainable management of the natural 
and physical resources of the West Coast” (p.1). The subsequent objective 2 in this section (p.15) adds the qualifier, 
“while ensuring environmental outcomes are met” – but the vagueness of ‘environmental outcomes’ does not match 
the actual bottom line requirement for sustainable management of natural and physical resources.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.17  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 4: Oppose in part - The PRPS states: “This diversification will come in part from providing access to 
regional resources, as well as ensuring sound, consistent and reliable regulatory processes.” 
 
This diversification will come in part from reliable access to regional resources is opposed. The reasons for opposition 
are that the regional resources include the West Coast unique natural and built heritage. These resources can be used 
to attract new residents who develop innovative new industries that are not necessarily extractive in nature. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the last sentence of paragraph four to read: “This diversification will come in part by from providing access to 
regional resources using the West Coast’s unique natural and built heritage to attract new residents wanting to create 
new innovative industries, as well as ensuring sound, consistent and reliable regulatory processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.18  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Council’s comment that ‘to be resilient and sustainable, our communities require more consistent and 
reliable employment’. Poor quality regulation and high compliance costs can and do act as a brake on business 
growth, investment and job creation. It is crucial that through the RPS, the Regional Council ensures that district 
councils remain mindful of the impact of regulation on the economy – with good quality regulation ensuring economic 
growth is stimulated and not stifled; with an overall consistency in interpretation and implementation key to providing 
the certainty businesses need to operate with confidence. 
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Decision Requested: 4.19  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support this Regional Policy Statement providing direction to district councils on the overall importance of an 
enabling RMA framework for the region. It is possible for the West Coast to welcome growth and enable development 
without this being at the cost of environmental objectives and outcomes. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.20  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“The West Coast needs to present itself as an attractive place to live and do business, inviting diversification of the 
key industries and providing alternatives from the cornerstones of the traditional earners. This diversification will come 
in part from providing reliable access to regional resources, as well as ensuring sound, consistent and reliable 
regulatory processes” (p.14). 
 
There needs to be some examples to underscore the written word above, otherwise those words are empty. There is 
already a high degree of access to natural resources for any business that wishes to establish on the West Coast. 
It is very infrequent that a non-notified resource consent is knocked back in any way, especially on environmental 
issues, unless DOC intervenes in relation to significant ecology. Notified consents benefit from scrutiny from many 
sectors of society, and no doubt this proposed RPS is being constructed to enable development in such cases, in the 
face of environmental concerns. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.21  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Poor quality regulation and high compliance costs can act as a brake on business growth, investment and job 
creation. Councils need to be mindful of the impact of regulation on the economy – good quality regulation can be 
used to stimulate economic growth.” 
 
It is not so much the regulation but enforcement of compliance with regulation that is wanting. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.22  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Consistency in interpreting and implementing the law has been identified as a desirable yet problematic feature of 
any regulatory environment. Businesses require a reasonable degree of certainty to operate with confidence, 
especially when it comes to larger investments. Consistency between Councils with approaches that are timely and 
effects based, and provide both certainty as well as flexibility where it is required, is critically important for business 
confidence.” 
 
A resource consent states what can and can't be done, but it is often the monitoring and enforcement of those 
consents that is the failure. What is the meaning of a timely approach in relation to these issues? How can certainty 
and flexibility match? Does it mean consistently certain flexibility? Where does the natural environment fit in here? Is 
it that it is there to be exploited to its maximum? 
 
Decision Requested: 4.23  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“...While this Regional Policy Statement does not seek to drive economic development of itself, it can establish the 
importance of developing and enabling Resource Management Act (RMA) framework in our region, within which 
growth is welcomed, by ensuring that the Regional and District Plans enable development whilst also achieving 
environmental outcomes.” 
 
With average household income on the West Coast of $86,000, putting the West Coast in the highest income category 
in NZ regionally, coupled with the same for employment growth and also low unemployment, it appears that the West 
Coast is doing very nicely in the face of any environmental constraints.  
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Decision Requested: 4.24  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“This Regional Policy Statement explicitly links the Councils’ statutory RMA roles to the (non-statutory) regional 
Economic Development Plan which seeks to co-ordinate the efforts of the four councils and Development West Coast 
in growing the economy, jobs and population in our region. The role of the Regional Policy Statement is to identify 
our regionally significant issues and co-ordinate the management of our natural and physical resources.” 
 
Agree that co-ordination among the agencies is desirable to get good business happening here, along with protection 
of the natural environment, but DWC should not be the driver of regional policy statements. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.25  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

“The West Coast economy needs diversification.” Diversification is about getting away from extractive or finite 
“resource” based (boom and bust) industries and instead enabling our infinite human resources by enhancing ‘Coaster 
education and skills. And attracting the types of people who appreciate our natural heritage while having the know-
how to provide necessary services like medicine or are able to prosper in the global economy through the internet for 
example.  
 
Relief sought: 
Give thought to what makes the West Coast a unique and beautiful place to live. Enhance our biodiversity, liveability 
and bandwidth. Enable and nurture ‘Coaster educational opportunities so kids aren’t sent away to college and parents 
don’t move away to give kids a better education. Make the place so pleasant that people want to come and our kids 
stay or return here.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.26  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

A feature of the PRPS in this section and elsewhere appears to consider the economic and social constraints facing the 
region can be ameliorated by ensuring the provisions in the RMA do not limit employment and economic growth in the 
region. Section 5 of the Act sets out what Council’s responsibilities are in respect to use and development of the 
regions natural resources, the PRPS is supposed to address how these are to be managed regionally.  

The West Coast is going through a difficult time with coal mine closures as a result of falling export coal prices and 
diary prices dropping. Despite acknowledging that the West Coast economy being susceptible to fluctuating 
commodity prices the issues identified do not provide a proper overview of the significant resource management 
issues as required under s 59 of the Act.  

The PRPS can do nothing to address coal mine closures and lower commodity process. Similarly, it is not the case that 
the risk of population decline could be mitigated by simply ‘welcoming and encouraging new jobs in the regions 
planning documents’.  

The section fails to recognise the extent to which the protection of the natural environment is important to the 
region’s tourism industry or the extent to which it contributes to a resilient and sustainable community, other than a 
vague and unquantifiable statement about ensuring communities retain ‘their sense of place, identity and amenity 
value’.  
 
Relief sought:  

Rewrite the Issues discussion:  
a. such that it is in accordance with the requirements of section 59, in that it provides a provide a better overview of 

the significant resource management issues including the current over-reliance of the use and development of the 
region’s natural resources and the adverse effects on social, wellbeing from a loss of employment opportunities 
and population decline.   

b. to provide an overview as to the extent the Council has maximised the economic benefits and employment 
opportunities associated with the natural values and how these values contribute to the well being of the 
communities on the West Coast and the region’s tourist industry.  

 
Decision Requested: 4.27  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

We understand the sentiment behind the statements - “Because miners are always chasing the next rich seam, our 
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towns and communities’ populations have fluctuated, dramatically in some cases” (page 14); and “West Coast 
industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global commodity prices which can affect the social 
and economic wellbeing of our communities” (page 15). The experience in recent years with Pike River Coal, Solid 
Energy, Bathurst Resources, planned closure of the Globe Progress gold mine near Reefton, and the planned closure 
of the Holcim cement plant at Westport, as examples, could be interpreted as reinforcing the above statements.  
We expect a number of submitters will express concern at what they perceive as the boom-bust nature of minerals 
exploration and mining, in particular, coal. It is well known that global commodity prices are cyclic. We are in a strong 
downturn in the coking coal market at present, for example, but significant global production is uneconomic at these 
prices and higher prices are inevitable - we just do not know when that will occur.  Positives are numerous: 
OceanaGold has a significant gold resource in Blackwater and its commitment to NZ is underpinned by the recent 
purchase of Newmont Waihi Gold; NZCC is investing in its mining operations; Whitesails Minerals, NZ Garnet and 
Hardie Resources are exploring the potential of garnet placer deposits; and Westland Titanium is considering 
development of ironsands, and other minerals near Barrytown. The Grey River gold dredge is scheduled to resume 
operations in late 2015. Chartwell Energy and Comet Ridge have explored in recent years the West Coast’s potential 
for coal-seam gas development. Mosman’s onshore petroleum projects at Petroleum Creek, Taramakau, and 
Murchison, are progressing. Alluvial miners continue to produce around 50,000 oz of gold annually, employing more 
than 250 people across more than 50 operations.  
 
In summary, mining is a dynamic and cyclic industry. The West Coast has high minerals prospectivity (Christie, A.B., 
Barker, R.G., & Brathwaite, R.L. (2010). Mineral Resource Assessment of the West Coast Region, New Zealand. 
Wellington: GNS Science Report 2010/61), and the RPS must encourage exploration expenditure to develop that 
prospectivity, which is known to be among the highest in the West Coast of anywhere in New Zealand. That has been 
the case for the last 150 years of the region’s history.  
 
Like many industries in New Zealand, mining follows commodity cycles; ups and downs are inevitable. The current 
downturn has been particularly acute, and the West Coast has been deeply affected. By actively promoting minerals 
exploration and mining, as the West Coast has done for many years, the risk can be mitigated. As well, the region has 
a rich endowment of mineral resources.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Council agree that the West Coast’s rich minerals prospectivity, active promotion and regulation of the 
minerals and mining industry, serve to mitigate the risks of the commodity cycles. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.28  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Fourth paragraph: Oppose in part - The need to provide reliable access to resources and provide quality regulatory 
processes is supported however it should be made clear what the processes are to achieve, i.e. maintenance and 
enhancement of natural and physical resources and amenity values. This is given the stated aim to diversify and 
encourage sustainable growth and the health and wellbeing of the community.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the last sentence of this paragraph to read; “..... consistent and reliable regulatory processes which provide 
for the maintenance and enhancement of the natural and physical environment and amenity values.”  
 
Decision Requested: 4.29  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCPT 

The term “environmental outcomes” and “environmental results” are confusing.  Their meaning includes subjective 
terms such as “desired” and refers to development and regulation as opposed to the results or effects of development 
and regulation.  It may be helpful to break down sections using these terms to more accurately reflect the potential 
environmental results of the proposed policies, i.e. how they may affect habitat. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.30   
 
Submitter 
 

59 TPP 

TPP considers that education plays an important role in driving economic outcomes, particularly in creating resilient 
and sustainable communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
With this in mind, TPP recommends the inclusion of the following wording: Amend paragraph 3: Background to the 
Issues: “To be resilient and sustainable, our communities require a skilled workforce in more consistent and reliable 
employment, and a decent household income, and local access to as well as modern health, education and recreation 
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services. Our regional community cannot grow and prosper without new economic development  that is driven by 
infrastructure, innovation, capital, international connections, and a skilled workforce. in the region and the 
employment that this creates. Without this, there is a very real risk that this region will start to experience population 
decline and the loss of core services.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.31   
 
Submitter 
 

59 TPP 

TPP considers that education plays an important role in driving economic outcomes, particularly in creating resilient 
and sustainable communities.  
 
Relief sought: 

With this in mind, TPP recommends the inclusion of the following wording: Amend paragraph 4: Background to the 
Issues: “Further diversification of the West Coast economy is crucial - to counteract fluctuations caused by external 
influences, such as in the commodities market, exchange rates and the needs and wants of our export and tourism 
markets. The dispersed nature of the West Coast means that even small to medium-sized investment can have 
significant positive impacts. The West Coast needs to present itself as an attractive place to live, learn, innovate and 
do business, inviting diversification of the key industries and providing alternatives from the cornerstones of the 
traditional earners.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.32  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend para 4 of the Background to the Issues: “The relatively recent emergence of the strengthening dairy and 
tourism sectors have provided alternatives to the mineral extraction industries. But the future of the region cannot 
rely on these three sectors alone. Further diversification of the economy is crucial - to counteract fluctuations in the 
commodities market, exchange rates and the needs and wants of our export and tourism markets. The dispersed 
nature of the West Coast means that even small to medium-sized investment can have significant positive impacts. 
The West Coast needs to present itself as an attractive place to live and do business, inviting diversification of the key 
industries and providing alternatives from the cornerstones of the traditional earners. This diversification will come in 
part from providing reliable access to regional resources, an availability of quality living environments, an assurance 
that other activities that may affect a development are suitably controlled, as well as ensuring sound, consistent and 
reliable regulatory processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.33   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The recognition of the importance of community and the importance of increasing the resilience and sustainability of 
our townships is also supported and encouraged.   
 
Decision Requested: 4.34  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products acknowledges the statement around good quality regulation can be used to stimulate 
economic growth. 
 
ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 4.35  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I conditionally support the issues set out in this section. There is little doubt that reliance on traditional primary and 
extractive industries, whose futures depend largely on global commodity prices out of Council’s control, is likely to 
lead to poor social outcomes and migration of labour qualified in those fields away from the Coast when commodity 
process fall. Focussing on attracting people and enterprises who are attracted to and will flourish in a natural and well 
protected environment, which the Coast can provide, is a more certain way to promote social and economic 
development, than continuing to facilitate environmental degradation by the traditional primary and extractive 
industries. However, Council has failed to provide any evidence that the current RPS and/or the regional and district 
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plans derived from it, have, do, or will discourage new enterprises from establishing on the West Coast. If expansion 
of extractive and environmentally damaging activities, such as open-cast mining and intensive dairying, is in fact 
discouraged by current regulations, that must surely be a positive development likely to lead to better protection of 
the very features which will attract new people and industries to the Coast; namely, clean air, water, soils and intact 
forests, wetlands, coastlines and mountains, which are becoming a rare asset in the world today. Fields such as IT, 
distribution, education and some light manufacturing, for example, no longer need to be located in urban areas, if 
reliable and sophisticated internet access is available, and transport infrastructure is good.  
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that the wording in these sections be amended to more explicitly take account of the potential to expand 
beyond economic reliance on the traditional primary sectors and embrace a broader vision. 
 
ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 4.36  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the inclusion of the ‘significant issue’ identified within this section. It appropriately reflects the concerns 
facing the region. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopt the significant issue identified.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.37  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.38  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Transpower supports the recognition and need for Resilient and Sustainable Communities. However, 
a key part of ensuring communities are resilient and sustainable is provision of regionally significant infrastructure to 
support any new developments, and that this infrastructure is not compromised by such development. In light of this, 
an amendment is sought to Issue 1 to recognise regionally significant infrastructure within the issue.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That issue 1 be amended as follows: “The West Coast is at risk of experiencing population decline. It is critical that 
our planning documents address this risk by ensuring new developments, which involve new employment, are 
welcomed and encouraged. This includes ensuring that the operation, maintenance and upgrade of regionally 
significant infrastructure is not compromised.” 
  
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.39  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the identification of those issues that recognise the contribution that regionally significant 
infrastructure make to local communities and the need to encourage economic growth as part of achieving 
sustainable management.  
 
ISSUE 2 

 
Decision Requested: 4.40  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

The need to manage resource use and development in a way that makes communities more resilient and sustainable 
in the long term is also supported.  
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Relief sought: 

Retain Issue.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.41  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - A number of West Coast communities also have stunning natural and built heritage. Examples 
include Moana, Ross, Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers communities. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Issue 2 to read: “West Coast industries are traditionally susceptible to fluctuating cycles and global commodity 
prices which can affect the social and economic wellbeing of our communities. Council’s management of natural and 
physical resources needs to contribute, where possible, to making our communities more resilient and sustainable in 
the long term. This includes ensuring that communities retain their sense of place, identity, and amenity values and 
protect their stunning natural and built heritage. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.42  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the inclusion of the ‘significant issue’ identified within this section. It appropriately reflects the concerns 
facing the region. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopt the significant issue identified.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.43  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.44  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the identification of those issues that recognise the contribution that regionally significant 
infrastructure make to local communities and the need to encourage economic growth as part of achieving 
sustainable management.  
 
ISSUE 3 

 
Decision Requested: 4.45  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the inclusion of the ‘significant issue’ identified within this section. It appropriately reflects the concerns 
facing the region. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopt the significant issue identified.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.46  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There appears to be little problem with economic growth on the West Coast. Conversely the implementation of the 
RMA, if not treated with care and sensitivity, can see reckless degradation of the environment during economic 
development. 
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Decision Requested: 4.47  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

I accept Clauses [Issues] 1 and 2, as any West Coast enthusiast would. However that does not mean that Clause 3 
follows consequentially. What does 'care and sensitivity' possibly mean? Who is to judge such subjective terms? This 
statement has no place in this document. The RMA is the law to be applied to activities precisely to safeguard against 
inappropriate development and activity. 

 
Relief sought: 
Clause [Issue] 3 needs to be rewritten to reflect that economic growth and creation of employment in the region must 
not be detrimental to sustainable resource management. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.48  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.49   
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports the Council's stance on the implementation of the RMA. Inappropriate and incorrect 
implementation of the RMA can be detrimental to economic growth and the creation of employment. 
 
Relief sought: 

No changes sought. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.50  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the identification of those issues that recognise the contribution that regionally significant 
infrastructure make to local communities and the need to encourage economic growth as part of achieving 
sustainable management. Without appropriate implementation of the RMA, the ability for economic growth and 
sustainable management are difficult to achieve.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.51  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

Putting business first and allowing them to count environmental impacts as so-called externalities puts a burden on 
the rest of us to pay for them, whether now or in the future.  
 
Relief sought: 

The environment is where we live – it deserves to be given the highest consideration, and not development at any 
cost.  
 
OBJECTIVE 1 
 
Decision Requested: 4.52  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Objective 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.53  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objective to enable sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast.  
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Decision Requested: 4.54  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt objective 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.55  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 1: “To enable sustainable and resilient communities whilst protecting the natural environment on the 
West Coast.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.56  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.57  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.58  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

An objective to enable sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast is supported. However the objectives 
as currently worded do not properly consider Council’s responsibilities under s.5(2), 6, 7 of the Act.  
 
Relief sought  
Rewrite objectives to give proper effect to s 5, 6, 7 of the Act. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.59  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the leadership provided in the Objective which supports economic development and 
employment opportunities while ensuring environmental outcomes are met.  
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.60  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the objective.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.61  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 
That the Objective is retained.  
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OBJECTIVE 2 

 
Decision Requested: 4.62  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Objective 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.63  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objective to ensure the region’s planning framework welcomes and enables economic development 
and new opportunities, while ensuring environmental outcomes are met. We agree that diversification of industry will 
enhance community resilience and sustainability. However an effective regulatory frame-work is required to ensure 
the environment is effectively managed and protected. No community can be considered resilient or sustainable if the 
natural environment is degraded and/or at risk. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.64  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Objective 2 uses the term “while ensuring environmental outcomes are met.” The PRPS has general 
environmental outcomes but fails to recognise West Coast’s unique natural and built heritage that has been identified 
in the WCREDP. Fails to give effect to s5 and s6 RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 2 to read: “To ensure the regions planning framework welcomes and enables economic development 
and new employment opportunities in the region, while ensuring the West Coast’s unique natural and built heritage 
are protected and environmental outcomes are met.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.65  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts Objective 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.66  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33  INTAF, KMCT 

"Environmental outcomes" is meaningless.  
 

Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 2: “To ensure the region’s planning framework welcomes and enables environmentally sustainable 
economic development and new employment opportunities in the region. while ensuring environmental outcomes are 
met.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.67  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.68  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
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Decision Requested: 4.69  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objectives as currently worded do not properly consider Council’s responsibilities under s.5(2), 6, 7 of the Act. For 
example, in terms of Objective 2, it is unclear how an RPS can ‘welcome’ economic development and employment 
opportunities in the region. Economic activities that result in the use and development of the regions natural and 
physical resources, regardless of the job opportunities they may bring to the region, must be considered in 
accordance with Part 2 matters.  
 
Relief sought  

Rewrite objectives to give proper effect to s 5, 6, 7 of the Act, including amending Objective 2 to state (or something 
similar):  
 
“To ensure the regions planning framework welcomes and enables economic development and new employment 
opportunities agencies in the region, while ensuring environmental outcomes are met any adverse effects on the 
environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated.” 
Rewrite introductory and explanatory text accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.70  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the leadership provided in the Objective which supports economic development and 
employment opportunities while ensuring environmental outcomes are met.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.71  
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms generally supports new development within the West Coast region. However, whilst assisting the 
creation of new opportunities is important, it is also important to support and enable existing activities so they can 
operate effectively and efficiently.   
 
Relief sought: 
Recognition of existing industry is also needed in the objectives within this section. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.72   
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Whilst the intent of Objective 2 is supported it is important that it is clear that the environmental outcomes are 
sustainable to ensure that the potential of natural and physical resources to meet both the current and future needs 
of the community is maintained. This is in line with the stated aims to ensure that a diverse range of potential 
economic opportunities are available both in the present and into the future rather than an over reliance on one 
particular opportunity or activity type. The outcomes should result in a sustainable environment that continues to 
provide for a range of working and living opportunities as sought in the background to the issues. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Objective 2 to read: “To ensure the region's planning framework welcomes and enables economic 
development and new employment opportunities in the region, while ensuring sustainable environmental outcomes 
are met.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.73   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower particularly supports Objective 2 that seeks to ensure the region’s planning framework welcomes and 
enables economic development and new employment opportunities, while achieving appropriate environmental 
outcomes.  
 

Relief sought: 
Retain Objective 2. 
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Decision Requested: 4.74  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We strongly support this.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.75  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained. 
 
OBJECTIVE 3 

 
Decision Requested: 4.76  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Objective 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.77  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the objective to ensure that built environments effectively integrate subdivision, use and development 
with the natural environment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.78  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts Objective 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.79  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 3: “To ensure that the West Coast has built environments that effectively integrate incorporate 
subdivision, use and development with whilst protecting the natural environment, and which have a sense of place, 
identity and a range of lifestyle and employment options.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.80  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the integration of subdivision and development with the natural environment, and the management 
of the resources to enable long term sustainability benefits. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.81  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 3. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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Decision Requested: 4.82  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.83   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the leadership provided in the Objective which supports economic development and 
employment opportunities while ensuring environmental outcomes are met.  
 
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.84   
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - In order to give effect to the relief sought for Issue 1, Transpower seeks a further amendment to 
Objective 3 to clarify that regionally significant infrastructure is a key component of the built environment (as Built 
Environment is not defined in the Proposed RPS), and that any subdivision, use and development must integrate with 
it.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Objective 3 be amended as follows: “To ensure that the West Coast has built environments (which includes 
regionally significant infrastructure) that effectively integrate subdivision, use and development with the natural 
environment, and which have a sense of place, identity and a range of lifestyle and employment options.  

 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.85   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the objective. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.86  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained. 
 
POLICY 1 
  
Decision Requested: 4.87  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

With regards to the policies laid out on p.15, many of these are inappropriate and poorly considered.  
 
Policy 1 - the wording is unclear. Presumably it means prioritising activities competing for natural and physical 
resources. It cannot mean prioritising these activities above the matters to be considered under s6 and 7 of the RMA. 
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Decision Requested: 4.88  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Policy 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.89  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Prioritising activities that provide substantial employment may result in the loss of West Coast’s 
unique natural and built heritage and damage existing industries and the public’s perception of the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 1 to read: “To manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a range of 
economic activities to occur, prioritising those activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long 
term sustainability of the region’s communities and maintains the West Coast’s unique natural and built environment.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.90  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the proposed policy. Given forecast low growth on the Coast, we consider it is 
appropriate for Council to ensure an appropriate balance is found between enabling economic activities to enhance 
employment opportunities, with natural and physical resource sustainability. We support Council’s position that 
prioritising activities for growth will also provide incentives for both businesses to develop in the region, as well as 
encouraging people to reside on the West Coast.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts Policy 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.91  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Policy 1: “To manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a range of 
economic activities to occur, prioritising activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term 
sustainability of the region’s communities, whilst protecting the natural environment.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.92  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the integration of subdivision and development with the natural environment, and the management 
of the resources to enable long term sustainability benefits. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.93  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.94  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
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Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.95  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

The RPS needs to be about balance as opposed to prioritising development. Sustainable management objectives will 
be achieved when the natural resources, or natural capital and ecosystem services, are protected for future 
generations.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend: “To manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a range of economic 
activities to occur, prioritising activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term 
sustainability of the region’s communities while ensuring the sustainable management of those resources.”  
 
Decision Requested: 4.96   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Policy 1 is inappropriate as it prioritises particular activities regardless of the job opportunities that they may bring to 
the Region. Activities need to be considered in accordance with Part 2 of the Act. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 1: “To manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a range of 
economic activities to occur, prioritising activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term 
sustainability of the region’s communities.”   
 
Rewrite introductory and explanatory text accordingly.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.97  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the policy generally.  
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.98  
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms generally supports new development within the West Coast region. However, whilst assisting the 
creation of new opportunities is important, it is also important to support and enable existing activities so they can 
operate effectively and efficiently.   
 
Relief sought: 
Recognition of existing industry is also needed in the policies within this section. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.99  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

In relation to Policy 1, “To manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that enables a range of 
economic activities to occur, prioritising activities likely to provide substantial employment that benefits the long term 
sustainability of the region’s communities”, we suggest that the more that minerals exploration and mining are 
promoted on the West Coast, the more resilient the sector and the West Coast will be. A Berl report (Berl 2010. 
Potential contribution of mining to the West Coast region (http://www.wcrc.govt.nz/ Documents/Environmental 
%20Management/Value%20of%20Minerals%20to%20the%20West%20Coast%20Economy%202010.pdf) produced 
in late 2010, launched at Parliament in 2011, spoke to the role of the mining industry in promoting community 
resilience on the West Coast.  
 
As well, the mining industry provides for a range of community development, including support of the rescue 
helicopter, as well as investments in sporting and other facilities in Westport, and elsewhere in the region. Educational 
scholarships have been offered by Solid Energy, Holcim and other companies. It is noted that exploration and mining 
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underpin a range of industries, including a number represented on the West Coast, in: engineering; transport; and 
environmental and other consulting services. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.100  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower particularly supports Policy 1 to ensure that the region’s planning framework welcomes and enables 
economic development and new employment opportunities, while achieving appropriate environmental outcomes.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 1.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.101   
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Whilst the intent of Policy 1 is supported in part, it seeks to both manage resources and prioritise activities but does 
not provide guidance as to how decisions may be made in terms of sustainability of natural and physical resources. 
The policy should clearly state that natural and physical resources will be sustainably managed to enable a range of 
economic activities to occur, this is to provide an enabling opportunity to a diverse range of activities rather than 
attempting to "pick winners", i.e. provided sustainable management is achieved a range of activities are to be 
enabled. This will be consistent with the stated objectives and aims of this section. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 to read: “To sustainably manage the West Coast’s natural and physical resources in a way that 
enables a range of economic activities to occur, prioritising activities likely to provide substantial employment that 
benefits the long term sustainability of the region's communities.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.102  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We endorse the proposed policy.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.103  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 
That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 4.104  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

Policy 2(a): Regulation is required to achieve regard for the matters laid out in s6 and 7 of the RMA. It is not 
appropriate to have some kind of subjective analysis about the costs, benefits and risks as these cannot be assessed 
in any objective way, especially with regards to environmental costs, benefits and risks. It is these environmental 
objectives that should be at the heart of the RPS.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.105  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.106  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Policy 2 is generally supported: Regional and District plans must give effect to, that is, implement 
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national policy statements.(s55 RMA) 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy2 with the following amendment: 
“f) Enable subdivision, use and development that implements the relevant national policy statements and that accords 

with the Regional Policy Statement; and” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.107  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

Policy 2(a) – I oppose this policy. This is a code for deregulation, and consequently, the loss of effective 
environmental protection. This policy is a veiled attack on the environmental values which attract many people to 
settle on the West Coast, and one of the most retrograde features of this document. 
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that this Policy be reworded to read that a regulation will only not be included in a plan if it is clearly not 
required, and there is widespread public consensus on that matter.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.108  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Council requiring District and Regional plans to be effective, efficient, consistent, and concise and only 
require regulation where it is necessary – given likely costs, benefits and risks. We support a focus on minimising 
compliance costs, where possible and a strong focus on effects.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.109  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Policy 2: 
“Regional and District Plans shall: 
a) Only c Contain regulation that is if it is the most effective and efficient in way of achieving resource management 

objective(s), taking into account the costs, benefits and risks, including that of the natural environment; 
b) Be as consistent as possible; 
c) Be as simple as possible; 
d) Use or support good management practices; 
e) Minimise compliance costs where possible; 
f) Enable subdivision, use and development whilst protecting natural values, that accords with the Regional Policy 

Statement; and 
g) Focus on effects and, where suitable, use performance standards whilst ensuring that the quality of the West 

Coast's natural environment is sustained/ improved for the use of future generations.” 
 

Decision Requested: 4.110  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the approach outlined in Policy 2, in particular that Regional and District Plans be as simple as 
possible, be consistent, minimise compliance costs where possible and focus on the effects along with using 
performance standards where suitable. These all have the potential to benefit KiwiRail through providing certainty and 
enabling a consistent approach to the management of the rail network throughout the region, along with enabling 
consideration of the specific features of operating a rail network that arise when works are carried out, e.g. that 
public access is generally not supported for safety reasons. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 4.111  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
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Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.112  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.113  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Plans should support best management practices for all development and resource use. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 2(d) “Use or support good management best practices;” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.114  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Operators should be supported and encouraged to achieve social license to operate.  
 
Relief sought: 
New 2(h) “Emphasise the value to West Coast communities of, and encourage the achievement of social license to 
operate.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.115  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the policy generally.  
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.116  
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports this policy that guides the content of Regional and District plans. To attract and maintain 
industry, a sensible and pragmatic approach to the drafting of regional and district plans is required. 
 
An effects-based approach to resource management is an efficient way to achieve excellent environmental outcomes, 
without placing unnecessary demands on industry. 
 
Relief sought: 

No changes sought. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.117  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Straterra supports the directive for RMA planning processes to: remove unnecessary regulation; find opportunities for 
streamlined, efficient processes; increase flexibility of approach, certainty of provisions, and consistency of process; 
and to take a risk-based approach. 
 
Relief sought: 
That the Council note Straterra’s support for the directives for RMA planning to: remove unnecessary regulation; find 
opportunities for streamlined, efficient processes; flexibility of approach, certainty of provisions, and consistency of 
process; and to take a risk-based approach. 
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Decision Requested: 4.118  
 
Submitter  
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Related to Decision Requested 4.38 and 4.84, Transpower seeks an amendment to Policy 2 to 
include a new clause h) which clearly recognises the benefits and role of regionally significant infrastructure in 
establishing and sustaining resilient and sustainable communities.  
 
Relief sought:  
That a new clause be inserted to Policy 2 as follows:  
“h) Recognise the role and benefits of regionally significant infrastructure in enabling resilient and sustainable 
communities.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.119  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower particularly supports the Policy. Trustpower also supports the requirement for all regional and district 
plans to adopt a regulatory framework that promotes diversity, innovation and encourages businesses to invest in the 
region, while aligning planning documents accordingly. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.120  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We endorse the proposed policy. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.121  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add new clause f) to Policy 2: 
“f) Assist in the enhancement of the Region through the encouragement of the area being an attractive place to live 

and visit;”   
 
Decision Requested: 4.122  
 
Submitter 69 WESTP 
 
Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.123  
 
Submitter 70 WMP 
 
Agree: Westland Milk Products believe there is value in ensuring a consistent regulatory approach avoiding high 
compliance costs on farm and at factory. 
 
Relief sought: 

Where compliance staff plan and initiate compliance visits attempt wherever possible to plan so as to avoid high 
compliance costs to individual farmers. 
 
For consistency in interpretation of the RMA regional rules and policies staff training and retention is an important 
consideration for Councils. 
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POLICY 3 

  
Decision Requested: 4.124  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

Policy 3 – It is entirely inappropriate that a non-statutory text which has not been developed in consultation with the 
public, and has no standing in the RMA, should be recognised in regional and district plans. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.125  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain Objectives and Policy 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.126  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

The RPS “explicitly links the Council’s statutory roles to the “non-statutory” regional Economic Development Plan 
which seeks to coordinate the efforts of four councils and Development West Coast in growing the economy, jobs and 
population in our region.” (p.14) Further, Policy 3, states that “Regional and District Plans shall recognise and reflect 
the vision and targets of the West Coast Economic Development Plan 2014 – 2030.” (p.15) However, as the RPS itself 
acknowledges, the RPS is constrained by the Regional Council’s statutory roles, while the Regional Economic 
Development Plan is a brief, ‘non-statutory’ statement of ‘visions and targets’ for the future, with a short list of actions 
in a few selected fields of activity, reflecting solely resource development concerns and with no mention of sustainable 
management principles. It is simply inappropriate to link these two very different documents so directly. There is no 
mandate to do so. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.127  
 
Submitter  
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - The Director-General supports the general direction and vision in the West Coast Economic 
Development Plan 2014-2030. The PRPS fails to implement this vision as it fails to recognise “The West Coast is 
perceived to be a vibrant, cosmopolitan and diverse region with a unique and stunning natural environment...” 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 3 as notified. Amend the proposed RPS to give full effect to the West Coast Regional Economic 
Development Plan 2014-2030 (WCREDP) in particular ensuring the proposed RPS issues, objectives, policies and 
methods recognises and reflects the full vision of WCREDP in particular treasuring our unique natural and built 
heritage and keeping the perception that the West Coast is a vibrant, cosmopolitan and diverse region with a unique 
and stunning natural environment.   
 
Decision Requested: 4.128  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

It is appropriate for the vision and targets of the West Coast Economic Development Plan to be both recognised and 
reflected within Regional and District Plans, again with an overall focus on effectiveness and efficiency throughout. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopt Policy 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.129  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

What is the WCEDP? It at the very least needs a reference. If it is the Development West Coast 10 year strategic plan 
than it looks as though the WCRC is forsaking its duty to protect the natural environment in favour of economic 
development. An economic plan should not guide a policy statement and according to s59 of the Act that is not the 
purpose. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Policy 3. 
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Decision Requested: 4.130  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

Trying to align the RPS to the WC Regional Economic Development Plan is inappropriate. It is more appropriate to 
align an economic development strategy with an RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.131  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.132  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.133   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Policy 3 implements the West Coast Economic Plan 2014-2030, a non-statutory document that has not been through 
any public notification process. The RPS cannot direct Regional and District Plans to ‘recognise and reflect’ the vision 
and targets of that Plan. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Policy 3 and related explanation. Rewrite introductory and explanatory text accordingly.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.134  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the policy generally.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.135  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower particularly supports the Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.136  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We endorse the proposed Policy. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.137  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is recognised that there are several tools to support economic growth and the creation of strong resilient 
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communities and the RPS is but one of these tools. The provisions of the RPS should complement other strategies and 
initiatives being developed by Councils and the community so that these various documents work together towards an 
end goal. It is pleasing to see that reference to the West Coast Regional Economic Development Plan has been 
included in the RPS as this demonstrates a consistency of documents. The proposed RPS will reflect and give 
statutory weight to much of the work that is being jointly progressed by the local authorities on the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.138  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 4 

 
Decision Requested: 4.139  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

We support Policy 4 and the direction to consider transfer and delegation of Council functions, but seek that this 
policy is strengthened by making it a requirement for such transfer and delegation to take place where it would result 
in increased efficiencies and effectiveness. As a user of Councils’ services through various resource consenting rounds, 
Bathurst has incurred significant costs from duplication of processes between regional and district councils.  
 
Decision sought: 
Amend Policy 4 to require the transfer and delegation of regional and district council functions where increased 
efficiencies and/or effectiveness will be achieved.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.140  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We support the policy that allows Councils on the Coast to share functions to improve efficiency, especially where one 
Council has a particular area of expertise.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.141  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose this Policy. This Policy opens the door for full or partial privatisation of public services provided by the 
WCRC. These so-called Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) are a means of upward transfer of public wealth into private 
hands, and result in the primary focus of a public service becoming profitability ahead of service. Generally speaking, 
their tendency is to increase costs either to councils or to users, while service standards suffer. The rationale behind 
their creation is ideologically driven. Furthermore, PPPs are exempt from the provisions of the Official Information Act 
(OIA), so that their activities become opaque and publicly unaccountable, despite ostensibly delivering a public 
service.  
 
Relief sought: 

That this Policy be struck out.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.142  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the proposed policy. Given forecast low growth on the Coast, we consider it is 
appropriate for Council to ensure an appropriate balance is found between enabling economic activities to enhance 
employment opportunities, with natural and physical resource sustainability. We support Council’s position that 
prioritising activities for growth will also provide incentives for both businesses to develop in the region, as well as 
encouraging people to reside on the West Coast.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts Policy 4. 
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Decision Requested: 4.143  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 4. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.144  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.145  
 
Submitter 
 

50 SENZ 

Solid Energy particularly supports Policy 4, allowing consideration of the transfer and delegation of regional and 
district council functions where it would result in increased efficiencies. Such an approach would assist in streamlining 
resource consenting and other functions.   
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.146   
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports this policy as increased efficiencies between regional and district council functions result in 
reduced costs and increased certainty for industry. 
 
Lack of expertise within regulatory authorities can place significant strain and uncertainty on industry. Every effort 
must be made by regulatory authorities to ensure that staff are working within the limits of their training and 
expertise. 
 
Relief sought: 
No changes sought. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.147   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports Policy 4.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.148   
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We endorse the proposed policy but it should be stronger.  
 
Relief sought: 
Should read “To consider  promote the transfer and delegation…” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.149  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
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Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 5 
 
Decision Requested: 4.150  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Bathurst supports the commitment in Policy 5 to promote sustainable development in urban areas and small 
settlements, but considers that this commitment could also be extended to rural areas. A strong economy and healthy 
environment depends on sustainable development across the whole region.  
 
Decision sought: 

Amend Policy 5 to extend to rural areas. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.151  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We also support the inclusion of the policy that seeks to ensure smaller Coast communities remain viable.   
 
Decision Requested: 4.152  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the proposed policy. Given forecast low growth on the Coast, we consider it is 
appropriate for Council to ensure an appropriate balance is found between enabling economic activities to enhance 
employment opportunities, with natural and physical resource sustainability. We support Council’s position that 
prioritising activities for growth will also provide incentives for both businesses to develop in the region, as well as 
encouraging people to reside on the West Coast.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts Policy 5. 
 

Decision Requested: 4.153  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Policy 5: 
“To promote sustainable development in urban areas and small settlements, along with the maintenance and 
enhancement of amenity values, natural areas and landscapes in these places.” 
 

Decision Requested: 4.154  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 5. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 4.155  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
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Decision Requested: 4.156   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports Policy 5.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.157  
 
Submitter  
 

64 WCCGM 

We endorse the proposed Policy. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.158  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of sustainable and resilient communities on the West Coast. 
 

Relief sought: 
That the Policy is retained. 
 
NEW POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 4.159  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Bathurst would support a policy that requires councils to work more closely with other regulators such as DOC and 
Heritage NZ to further reduce duplication and overlap of regulatory processes. During the consenting of the 
Escarpment Mine there were significant overlaps of responsibilities between DOC and the Councils, often in respect of 
the same subject matter, and this added costs and time the consenting process took. Bathurst recognises that the 
separate legislation and statutory responsibilities may preclude the delegation of responsibilities to other organisations 
but nevertheless it should be possible for the councils and other regulatory bodies to work together thus eliminating 
reduplication of information etc. A good example of this in practice has been the setting up and apportionment of the 
bond quantum for the Escarpment mine between three regulatory agencies.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add an additional Policy that will require councils to work actively with other regulatory bodies to reduce costs and 
delays for resource consent applicants.  
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 4.160  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - West Coast’s unique natural and built heritage is a significant basis for the tourist industry. The 
unique natural and historic heritage also attracts people to settle on the West Coast. These people have the ability to 
create new industries. Inconsistent with s5 and s6 RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 
Reword the explanation second sentence of the first paragraph to read: “The importance of both the natural and 
physical resources is recognised to achieve this as it is through their protection, use and development that our 
communities’ economic and social wellbeing will be provided for in the future.” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.161  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We also support the Explanation to the Policies including reference to the adoption or support of good/best practice 
through other tools such as performance standards or codes of practice. We agree that such an approach enables 
landowners to take ownership of environmental performance. 
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Decision Requested: 4.162  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There needs to be more specificity on codes of practice and performance standards - when will they be formulated? 
"Ownership of environmental performance" - this needs clarification that environmental performance must be of a 
high standard and that the WCRC will not abdicate its responsibility of monitoring and enforcement in this respect. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Explanation to the Policies: “The implementation of Policy 1 supports diversification of the economy in 
order to create communities that are both more resilient and sustainable. The importance of both natural and physical 
resources is recognised to achieve this as it is through their use, and development and also protection, that our 
communities’ economic, environmental and social wellbeing will be provided for in the future. Welcoming 
opportunities for a wide range of environmentally-sustainable industries to establish in the region. 
 
Policy 2 aims to provide a regulatory framework that promotes diversity, innovation, and encourages businesses to 
invest in the region and grow whilst protecting remaining natural values of the region. The policy seeks to make the 
Regional and District Plans as ‘business friendly’ as possible (while whilst still maintaining/ enhancing environmental 
standards). 
 
Adopting or supporting good/best practice through other tools such as performance standards or codes of practice 
should avoid regulation from becoming out of date as well as promoting ownership of environmental performance and 
reducing compliance costs… 
 
…Effects of activities should be the focus of Plans. This encourages innovation and avoids unnecessarily restricting 
uses and developments that are able to meet, and possibly improve environmental bottom lines standards…” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.163  
 
Submitter 
 

29 JASPS 

Policy 2 explanation: “It can lead to smarter shared services, and ensuring that regulation is effective and not 
excessively costly…” 
 
Relief sought: 

Remove the word “excessively”. We already know your costs are excessive. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.164  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

Explanation to Policy 2 – reducing compliance costs by limiting resource consent notifications to adjacent neighbours. 
Limiting notifications limits the discussion and prevents repositories of community knowledge to be propagated over 
time. It allows secrecy and back room deals with some of our iconic sites, such as the Westland Petrel Colony and 
highly inappropriate drilling consents in Maher’s Swamp last year.  
 
Relief sought: 

Public notifications of all but the most minor applications is not expensive and can be done in a timely manner. Please 
make it a priority that we are well informed of intentions to disturb the environment in any significant way.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.165  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - As a consequence of the relief sought in Decisions Requested 4.38, 4.84 and 4.118, a further 
amendment to the Explanation is sought to aid interpretation. 
  
Relief Sought:  
That the following be inserted after paragraph 5, Explanation, as follows: “Effects of activities should be the focus of 
Plans. This encourages innovation and avoids unnecessarily restricting uses and developments that are able to meet 
environmental bottom lines. There will be circumstances whereby specific constraints are justified. However, Plans 
should provide the ability to innovate and adapt where possible. Recognition of regionally significant infrastructure is 
important given the role such infrastructure plays in contributing to the resilience and growth of communities and 
development.”  

 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
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METHOD 1 

 
Decision Requested: 4.166  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

 Retain Method 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.167  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council’s proposed Method appropriate and we fully support it proposed. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts Method 1 as proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.168  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome, business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment.  
 
Decision Requested: 4.169   
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Straterra supports the directive for RMA planning processes to: remove unnecessary regulation; find opportunities for 
streamlined, efficient processes; increase flexibility of approach, certainty or provisions and consistency of process; 
and to take a risk based approach. 
 
The proposed Method is supported, and we refer again to the ongoing work by CRL Energy, Landcare Research, the 
Universities of Canterbury and Otago, and others, in creating best-practice around mine rehabilitation, mine 
drainages, and predicting and managing the environmental impacts of mining (which goes to Method 1 (c)). 
 
Relief sought: 
That the Council note Straterra’s support for the directives for RMA planning to: remove unnecessary regulation; find 
opportunities for streamlined, efficient processes; increase flexibility of approach, certainty or provisions and 
consistency of process; and to take a risk based approach. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.170  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We support the proposed Method particularly removing unnecessary regulation. 
 
METHOD 2 
 
Decision Requested: 4.171  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

 Retain Method 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.172  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council’s proposed Method is appropriate and we fully support it as proposed. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts Methods 2 as proposed.  
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Decision Requested: 4.173  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions welcome, business, innovation and employment and will enhance resilient and sustainable 
West Coast communities.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.174  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Proposed Method is supported. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.175  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We support the proposed Method.  
 
NEW METHOD 
 

Decision Requested: 4.176  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Add new method: “3. Protect natural values of the region.” 
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 4.177   
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend: “The objectives, polices and methods of implementation have been adopted to enhance the quality of life for 
the residents of the West Coast by creating sustainable and resilient communities that have vibrant, safe and cohesive 
town centres with a range of residential and business opportunities whilst ensuring and protecting ecosystem 
services, landscapes and natural values…” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.178  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - While Trustpower supports the intent of the ‘Principal Reasons’, it is concerned that the following 
statement could be applied to large infrastructure, which is unlikely to be what is intended in this context. “…The 
intent is for development that is compatible with surrounding uses and values, is served by the appropriate level of 
social infrastructure and is appropriate within the context of the surrounding environment….” 
  
Trustpower therefore seeks a minor amendment to clarify that this statement is intended to relate to urban 
development only.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the following text to read: “…The intent is for urban development that is compatible with surrounding uses 
and values, is served by the appropriate level of social infrastructure and is appropriate within…” 
 
Decision Requested: 4.179  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Whilst this paragraph is generally supported it is important that it is placed within the context of sustainable 
management as appears to be the intent of the Proposed RPS. The paragraph should be amended to provide for this. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the second sentence of the paragraph to read: “Providing a region that is welcoming to business and that will 
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enable growth, diversification and innovation within a framework of sustainable management of the natural and 
physical resources of the West Coast is one step towards achieving this leading to greater community wellbeing.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Decision Requested: 4.180  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes.  
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 

 
Decision Requested: 4.181  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

Concern regarding this [no indicators of whether “achieving environmental outcomes” will be positive or negative] is 
linked to the indication that reducing regulators and compliance costs are considered to be economic drivers. In 
addition it is not clear what is meant by the sentence: “Simplified application of regulation, using a light touch 
whenever possible”. This implies minimal protection of the environment. 
 
Decision Requested: 4.182  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The council must be mindful that it is not worth keeping a town alive if there is no community will. Amend AER 2: 
“Simplified application of regulation, using a light touch wherever possible, without compromising core values.” 
 
NEW ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 

 
Decision Requested: 4.183  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add new AER: “4. Development is encouraged and promoted using best practice to manage environmental impact, so 
that significant potential development and opportunities are not precluded.”   
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5. USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON USE AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESOURCES 

 
Decision Requested: 5.1  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

We support the identification of the use and development of the region’s natural and physical resources as a 
significant resource management issue for the West Coast and agree that future growth is likely to continue to be 
based around the use and development of natural resources in the first instance.  
 
Decision sought: 
Retain 5: Use and Development of Resources in its entirety.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.2  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

There should be a movement away from coal to alternative domestic fuels and alternative energy generation. This 
would improve air quality and reduce emissions contributing to global warming. It is noted that major coal users such 
as China are now decreasing their use of coal and acknowledge the significance of coal in global warming. Mining is 
not a long term solution to solving the West Coast economy. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.3  
 
Submitter 
 

10 BURTW 

It [the Plan] prioritises the use and development of the regions natural resources without proper regard to the Act. 
 
Repeal the proposed amendments. Even changes to the RMA have not yet been made by central government, so 
what right has Council to pre-empt any changes.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.4  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We are concerned that the ‘limited information currently available about some resources’ may prevent good decision 
making. We suggest there needs to be a period of time set aside to collect and collate resource information to a level 
sufficient to ensure decisions will benefit the long-term well-being of people and communities, and the natural 
environment of the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.5  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS considers that Chapter 5 places an unjustifiable emphasis on social, economic and cultural well being, and 
ignores legislative direction that these elements of sustainable management must be provided for at the same time as 
achieving environmental protection (section 5(2)). For example, environmental protection is not mentioned in either 
objective. Further, in Policy 2 protection is only afforded to natural and physical resources that are important to the 
economy, rather than the wider environment. Another example lies in the fact that the “reverse sustainability” 
provisions in Policy 2a focus entirely on economic activities rather than environmental elements such as outstanding 
landscapes (and rivers and streams). 
 
Relief sought: 
That Chapter 5 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.6  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We recognise that impacts to natural resources on the West Coast can relate to cumulative effects of their use and 
development, and it is essential that there is explicit recognition of the role of the landowner/manager and the 
importance of good stewardship in relation to land use and resource use in order to achieve good environmental 
outcomes. Federated Farmers believes that managing uses and values of natural resources must be carried out 
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carefully to avoid conflict between land users.  
Additional discussion around the West Coast economy’s reliance on natural resources for the purposes of primary 
production and economic wellbeing would be beneficial. Protection of natural resources is only half the equation; it is 
also critical to make effective and efficient use of our natural resources, and to recognise the importance of the 
benefits derived from resource use.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council ensures that further discussion occurs around enabling effective and efficient use of the region’s natural 
resources. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.7  
 
Submitter 
 

36 MACDB 

Support this Chapter. For too long Councils have not really given sufficient weighting to the social and economic 
wellbeing of communities when preparing RMA Plans. New mining proposals should be welcomed. Mining is an 
integral part of the West Coast culture, and has a very small footprint on the land compared to the income that can 
be generated. 
 
Relief sought: 

That this proposed RPS be adopted as soon as possible.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.8  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

In regards to the extraction of minerals. The extraction of minerals is not sustainable as they are a finite resource. 
Therefore their extraction can only be considered sustainable, over a long term in order to benefit future generations. 
I think we first need to quantify what minerals we have and only let selected areas be mined when there is a strong 
demand for the mineral.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.9  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

It is imperative that the West Coast region receive good royalties of at least 10% of market value in exchange for 
minerals mined. The proceeds to go to Development West Coast to further develop infrastructure that would enhance 
future work prospects and assist existing industry. In this regard I would like to see DWC work towards the building of 
an offshore port off Point Elizabeth. Such a facility would greatly benefit the Westland Dairy and make the dairy 
industry less reliant on the tenuous rail link to Christchurch. The Greymouth river port may have difficulty being viable 
at present, however, “a built for purpose” port I would believe have a totally different outcome. A deep water port 
would allow the delivery of heavy machinery and also be a transport lifeline in the event of a major earthquake. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.10  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

Other potential future industries for export could be aggregate. And woodchip for both export and energy generation. 
The West Coast could have a string future in wood chip as a renewable energy and helping NZ meet targets for the 
Kyoto Protocol.  The West Coast climate can achieve phenomenal growth rates in eucalyptus nitens, radiate and 
Chinese poplar. Growing wood for chip doesn’t harbour the same risks associated with conventional forests i.e. the 
risk of wind-throws, insect damage and are much less costly to produce than a conventional forest. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.11  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

Tourism has a very small footprint and yet here in this WCRC proposed RPS it receives hardly a mention. Tourism 
brings in the dollars as they say and leaves little damage if applied in a healthy fashion. Figures released on the year 
2013 NZ employment numbers put the number of West Coaster’s employed at 2317, this number giving tourism the 
title of the largest employer on the Coast. Couple this with the revenue produced in 2014 by tourism which was 
$309M and you have a very sustainable future. If we keep our lowland forests and our hills covered in forest we will 
on the business front have something to continually ‘sell’. Looking at this this is a ‘no loss’ scenario not something that 
normally happens in a business, the ‘Coast’ is lucky why ruin it all.  
 
The proposed RPS has failed to recognise tourism as not only a legitimate long term prospect that will not only return 
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income but will educate good environmental practice and also show off what most other countries have destroyed. 
This industry returns money, overseas money that main cost to NZ lies in rubbish. The rubbish question could be 
taken out of the negative by government requiring green packaging on materials used for packaging. As mentioned 
tourism and the importance of the industry in the RPS has almost been ignored.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.12  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

I put it to you that encouraging mining with a quick slash pf a pen is in direct opposition to NZ’s clean green image 
and opposite to our projected long term tourism objectives and image. The latest mining start-ups via overseas 
interests and also NZ interests have shown very mixed results in the profit department with many going broke. It is all 
very well to fly a plane over a land area and find indications of minerals, finding them in payable quantities is another 
matter.   
 
Decision Requested: 5.13  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

As we are seeing right now prices are going down in the dairy world. New Zealand has given it’s secrets away to 
South America China and the like it is not unreasonable that we will find the future does not bode well for continued 
markets overseas due to the huge low cost labour market overseas. Incidentally our own farmers as you know can 
run a 1000 cow herd given automated milking with only three people. Throw in a couple of visits a year from 
contractors and not so many people will be employed.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.14  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

The defense for fields of work often brings out the comment “We have to leave our kids okay” or similar. I often 
reflect in the case of coal is that  “No podocarp forest, No good coal from the future”. This is not rocket science we 
should use our “Natural resources” prudently they are not inexhaustible. There should be no excuse for lack of New 
Zealand processing of raw materials. I think if you have a mine you should have to process to wholesale product or 
retail product here.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.15  
 
Submitter 
 

49 RODGJ 

I would like to see mining discouraged particularly coal mining as the burning of fossil fuel has significantly 
compromised the future viability of the earth to sustain life. Even gold mining does significant damage to the 
environment - we are all poorer for the destruction of the rare and beautiful native mistletoe (on private land but very 
visible to the public) near the Blackball turn off. Maybe the gold miner in question got rich but the rest of us will 
probably never see mistletoe again. 
  
Coal mining as well as producing co2 and sulphur dioxide when burned releases large quantities of methane during 
extraction. Methane is 100x more powerful a greenhouse gas than co2. We need to stop coal mining altogether if we 
want our children and grandchildren to inherit a habitable planet. 
  
We should also discourage dairying as cows produce a great deal of methane and pollute waterways. 
  
We should encourage green industries such as increased production of kanuka and manuka honey both of which are 
very sought after for their many health benefits. Also the growing of industrial hemp for a building material called 
hempcrete - it can be used like concrete but is vastly superior as it is lighter, more insulating. Hemp grows very 
quickly and locks up carbon which stays locked up if used to make hempcrete. Hemp fibre can also be used to make 
very fine quality clothing and hempseed oil also has many health benefits. A lucrative business creating much 
employment could be built around hemp. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.16  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Solid Energy supports the focus of this section which recognises the importance of the use and development of 
resources, including coal, as well as their protection.  
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Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.17   
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Two key things the RPS can do towards promoting the development of minerals resources are: to provide for minerals 
exploration everywhere because this is essential to finding new mines; and to have all mining proposals considered on 
their merits, that is, the economic benefits, likely effects on the environment, and proposals for their management. 
This is the effects-based approach to sustainable management that the RMA was originally set up to do, which, at the 
time, was world-leading legislation. What the RPS should do – and largely achieves - is uphold that intent of the RMA, 
and provide the appropriate RMA framework for consideration of minerals exploration and mining proposals.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Council agree to provide for minerals exploration everywhere on the West Coast, as a permitted activity 
subject to standard conditions, because the environmental effects are minor or can be managed to be no more than 
minor; and for all mining projects to be considered on their merits, because every mining project is different 
 
Decision Requested: 5.18  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Referring to the material on pages 19 and 20, there are a number of aspects to the minerals and mining industry that 
should be borne in mind:  
� Mining earns high wealth off a relatively small footprint (around 0.06% of the area of the West Coast region);  
� Methods for environmental management are becoming standardised, e.g., mine site rehabilitation, water 

management (as discussed above);  
� The above activities can lead to land post-mining being returned to a former use, an enhanced use (e.g., more 

fertile pasture), or a new use, depending on the views of the community and iwi;  
� Mining today employs skilled people, to produce essential materials, safely and responsibly; and  
� The Minerals West Coast initiative to develop the concept of environmentally responsible mining (refer to the MWC 

submission).  
 
Decision Requested: 5.19  
 
Submitter 
 

55 SSPHAG 

Would be fair to say, West Coast is becoming rather dependent on too few industries. Dairy, mining and tourism seem 
to have been the big hopes as endorsed with no halt to new developments. Meat, fishing and timber the other visible 
industries. Some land use into the big players I do wonder if much or any net gain had in mind for the West Coast 
economy when planned or capital gain investments. Once the diggers are gone, what remains year on year. 
 
Don’t forget the smaller industries. They employ a lot, with some having high labour input which would be mostly 
spent locally and a diverse economy is way healthier than all the eggs in just too few industries long term whatever 
the size. The bigger they are, larger the risk to all. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.20  
 
Submitter 
 

55 SSPHAG 

What I think could be taken into account on Resource Consents for change of land use: 
Jobs increase yes/no 
Is there a prior land use: yes/no 
Green house gas increase: yes/no 
Environment diversity as per WCRC long term plan: yes/no 
Economic diversity as per GDC long term plan: yes/no 
 
Decision Requested: 5.21  
 
Submitter 
 

55 SSPHAG 

Local authorities will have to be hands on with this as industries will never halt land change themselves. West 
Coasters are better to do this within, Environment Court it should not be left to again, or worse, overseas market 
places.  
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Decision Requested: 5.22  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

This is linked to the previous section and does not consider the concept of “Natural Capital” rather than resource 
exploitation. The WCCB re-emphasises the issues made earlier in our submission that the mineral extraction industries 
are not consistent with the protection of the natural environment and in current economic terms have little economic 
value in returns to the West Coast.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.23  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The provisions relating to recognising the importance of the use and development of resources and the need to 
manage potential conflicts of interest with these are supported.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.24  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is agreed that an important part of assisting in strengthening the economic position of the West Coast is to enable 
the utilisation of resources and it is recognised that the West Coast is resource rich. Resources include minerals, water 
availability, pastoral areas, the rich natural environment and features and our townships and residents. These features 
can be utilised in different ways to enable stronger economic viability and strong resilient communities.   
 
Decision Requested: 5.25  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products supports this and has shown this by the implementation of the FarmEx program designed to 
allow farmers to farm and develop sustainably.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 5.26  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

“Recognising the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast” (p.19), and the subsequent 
Objective: “To recognise the role of resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution to enabling 
people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing.” The requirement under the RMA 
is not to ‘recognise the central role of’ but to ‘sustainably manage’. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.27  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

It is clear that natural and physical resource use drives the West Coast economy with mining and farming producing 
over half the income and most of the export income for the region and requiring ancillary businesses to support both 
industries. Tourism is also a growing industry primarily based around the unique physical resource available on the 
West Coast. However, all activities that are resource-based have some effect on the ecology of the area.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.28  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We are aware that past decisions made under the current (and less enabling) RPS have in some circumstance allowed 
development and resource use that has impacted negatively on the natural environment. Development of sub-
divisions have resulted in problems with infrastructure including water supplies, waste water and roading, while 
increased dairy farming has lead to increased contamination of rivers and lakes. It is difficult to see how an ‘enabling 
RPS’ will not end up prioritising profit over the environment.  
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Decision Requested: 5.29  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Background to the Issues (4th paragraph): Support in part - Fishing should specifically identify the whitebait fishery as 
it is a major albeit seasonal industry on the West Coast. Targeted sustainable gravel and sand extraction can also 
assist in reducing natural hazard risks. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the 4th Paragraph by: “… fishing including the whitebait fishery, horticulture, .... construction sectors.  
Targeted sustainable extraction of gravel and sand can also assist in reducing natural hazard risks to communities and 
infrastructure. The manufacturing and construction sectors…” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.30  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Background to the Issues (5th paragraph): The last two sentences do not reflect the consideration required under the 
relevant legislation in particular the Conservation Act 1987. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete the last two sentences of Paragraph 5: There is also consideration required regarding the activities and land 
use undertaken within the conservation estate. In these situations an evaluation of the ecological as well as the 
economic and social values will need to be undertaken which can result in many situations in a mutually beneficial 
outcome. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.31  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers is cautious about how the issue of minimising nuisance from incompatible activities may be 
treated. While we agree that some developments are locationally dependent, local communities and residents should 
be provided sufficient opportunity to have input into the siting of, and mitigation of, effects from activities of a 
significant scale.  
 
While it is appropriate to define areas where values indicate activities should not proceed, it is also important that for 
those other areas not defined as inappropriate, there remains an ability to sufficiently weigh the benefits and costs, 
including community views, of such activities proceeding.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.32  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“The state and availability of natural resources is relatively more important for the West Coast's economy than for 
many other regions in New Zealand. Twenty percent of the West Coast’s Gross Domestic Product is derived from the 
primary sector…”   
 
Mining and dairying are 2 of the most environmentally destructive economic activities, this in a region that has some 
of NZ's most fantastic natural features. It is therefore vitally important that a high level of environmental stewardship 
is employed with these activities. Protecting natural values during primary production leads to more jobs and a safer 
environment. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.33  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Ecological values should always be considered in planning any regional future, whether it be the conservation or 
private estate.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Background to the Issues: “Future growth in the region is likely to continue to be based around the use and 
development of natural resources in the first instance, with supporting industries developing alongside these, followed 
by other sectors as demand determines or sectors diversify. Some land and resource use activities are incompatible 
with others, for example mining near residential areas. Planning and managing for these is essential to ensure that 
both the economic and social wellbeing of communities is looked after. There is also consideration required regarding 
the activities and land use undertaken within natural, especially significant natural areas and the conservation estate. 
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In these situations an evaluation of the ecological as well as the economic and social values will need to be 
undertaken which can result in many situations in a mutually beneficial outcome.” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.34   
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The West Coast is prospective for a variety of minerals beyond the traditional gold and coal – investigation by private 
companies includes ironsands and other minerals, such as ziron and in garnet. Minerals exploration and mining 
contribute to the regional economy and society in many ways, including direct and indirect employment, payments to 
suppliers of goods and services, and contributions to community development. Refer also the Government’s Regional 
Economic Activity Report 2014 (http://www.mbie.govt.nz/what-we-do/business-growth-agenda/regions/documents-
and-image-library/rear-2014.pdf). 
 
Relief sought: 
That the Council note that the West Coast is prospective for a variety of minerals beyond the traditional gold and coal, 
including ironsands, zircon, rare earth elements, garnet, and many other mineral resources. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.35   
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

It is noted that methods for environmental management are becoming standardised, e.g., mine site rehabilitation, 
management of mine drainages, and land and water management generally.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Council note that methods for environmental management in relation to exploration and mining are 
becoming increasingly standardised and best practice. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.36  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Ensuring the availability of resources for their utilisation also provides clear guidance as to how a district council 
should approach the imposition of regulatory controls. This could include the simplification of land use controls but 
also stronger regulations to ensure other activities do not impose limitations on potential development. For example, 
ensuring that lifestyle developments will not impact or limit other activities, such as mining to occur. In the 
preparation of future regulatory documents such as a new district plan the WDC will be looking towards the guidance 
of the RPS and like the WCRC we will be looking at how a district plan will also assist in the promotion of development 
in our district including the strengthening of our communities.    
 
ISSUES 
 
Decision Requested: 5.37  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The issues described in this section give no consideration as to how the central role of use and development on the 
West Coast has impacted on the region despite the PRPS recognising under ‘Resilient and Sustainable Communities’ 
that a fluctuating global commodity prices can impact on the social and economic well-being of the people in the 
region. It does not give effect to s59 as it fails to describe the significant issues regarding any adverse impacts as a 
result of the use and development of the regions resources.  

This section does not acknowledge the way in which inappropriate use and development is to be managed, (s5(2) of 
the Act, and once again puts economic use over and above matters the Council must have regard to in s 5,6,7 ,30 ,62 
of the Act when considering the natural values of the West Coast.  
 
Relief Sought  

Rewrite “Use and Development’ issues to:  
a. Properly identify the significant issues, including the extent to which inappropriate use and development can 

impact on the life supporting capacity of ecosystems and other matters described in s 5(2) (a), (b), (c) of the Act.  
b. recognise and provide for matters of national importance under section 6;  
c. have regard to other matters under section 7;  
d. rewrite introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly.  
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ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 5.38  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

We strongly support the identification of the central role of resource use and development on the West Coast as a 
significant resource management issue for the West Coast. The need to manage resource use and development in a 
way that makes communities more resilient and sustainable in the long term is also supported. We also support that 
management of relatively unmodified environments should not unnecessarily restrict future employment, regional 
growth or development.   
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Issue.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.39  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports Council identifying as a significant issue the central role of resource use and development 
on the West Coast. As noted within the proposed RPS, the use of natural resources is of fundamental significance to 
the Coast, with farming and mining together producing over half the income and most of the export income for the 
region. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the proposed significant issue. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.40  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The central role is the ecosystem and the services it provides. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Issue 1 and renumber as Issue 2: “Recognising the central important role of resource use and development on 
the West Coast.” Add new Issue 1 – refer Decision Requested 5.43. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.41  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.42  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the identification of those issues that recognise the contribution that regionally significant 
infrastructure make to local communities and the need to encourage economic growth as part of achieving 
sustainable management.  
 
ISSUE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 5.43  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the recognition that some land uses are incompatible, and therefore integrated land use management 
is essential to ensure adverse environmental effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision. 
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Decision Requested: 5.44  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

Support Issue 2 – RNZ supports the wording of this issue, particularly the reference to managing conflicts arising from 
the use and development of resources. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the issue as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.45  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the Issues  listed under the heading “Use and Development”, which involves managing conflicts 
arising from the use and development of resources. This is an issue of importance for Trustpower as the use of 
resources is crucial to our economic viability.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain “Use and Development” Issue 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.46   
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Oppose in part. Whilst generally supportive of the recognised issues it is not clear from the issue what the conflicts 
are arising from. It is assumed that the reference is to conflicts between uses and potential protection of aspects of 
the environment both from use and development and between potentially competing use and development. It should 
be made clear that the issue relates to the conflict between the matters relevant to sustainable management of 
natural and physical resources. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Issue 2 to read (also amend Table 2, p 11): “Managing the conflicts arising from the use, and development 
and protection of natural and physical resources.”  
 
Decision Requested: 5.47  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain without amendment. 
 
NEW ISSUE 

 
Decision Requested: 5.48  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The central role is the ecosystem and the services it provides.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add new Issue 1: 
1. Recognising the central role of the natural ecosystem; 
 
Decision Requested: 5.49  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The central role is the ecosystem and the services it provides. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add new Issue 3: “Protection of natural values.” 
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Decision Requested: 5.50  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

ISSUE 16.2 [of the extant RPS], concerning the adverse effects of the use and development of mineral resources on 
other natural and physical resources. There is nothing in the PRPS on this very important issue.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.51  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25.  
 
Relief sought: 

New Issue 3 added: “Ensuring developments are carried out in accordance with best practice so as to ensure the 
qualities of the West Coast are maintained where possible.” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.52  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

A significant issue for District Council generally is the management of activities including their location so as to ensure 
resources, particularly infrastructure, are used to their potential. A common issue in regards to this is the locating of 
commercial activities. It is preferable to group similar activities together such that potential effects can be contained 
to an area. This has a more controlled effect compared to commercial activities being scattered over a wider area 
amongst areas such as residential.   
 
Given the common and ongoing issues with the management of activities and their groupings including retention of a 
commercial area it is sought that support is provided through the RPS.  
 
Within Westland District there is perceived conflict between mineral extraction, commercial activities, and their 
residential or rural residential neighbours. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Issue 4 added: “Encouraging activities of a like nature to be grouped together to ensure potential effects are 
controlled and infrastructure is efficiently utilised.” 
 
OBJECTIVE 1 
 
Decision Requested: 5.53   
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Given this reliance on the natural resources of the region, we agree that this requires the environment to remain in a 
healthy functioning state and that managing the conflicts that may arise in this area is a significant issue for the 
Council. On that basis we consider that the Objective is appropriate. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the proposed Objective.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.54  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The central role is the ecosystem and the services it provides. 
 
Amend Objective 1: 
1. To recognise the role of resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution to enabling people 

and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing, whilst protecting natural values. 
 

Decision Requested: 5.55  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
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Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 5.56  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – the provisions recognise and provide for the use and development of natural resources on the West Coast. 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.57  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Objective 1 fails to take into account Council’s responsibilities to give effect to s5 (2) of the Act which includes 
safeguarding the life supporting capacity of water and ecosystems and to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects of 
activities on the environment.  
 
Relief sought  

Re-write Objective 1 to properly set out that use and development is also subject to s.5 (2) (a) (b) (c). Amend all 
introductory, explanatory text and explanation and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.58   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the Objective. 
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.59  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The proposed Objective - In some instances, a carefully-considered judgment will need to be made; e.g., it may be 
desirable and cost-effective to quarry aggregate for local river bank protection works from an area of World Heritage 
(outside of national parks). Refer to Decision Requested 7.29.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.60  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports Objective 1, which recognises the importance of the role of resource use and development on 
the West Coast and its contribution to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of people and communities, both 
regionally and nationally.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 1.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.61  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of recognition of the role of use and development of 
resources contributing to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the communities on the West Coast.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Objective is retained. 
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OBJECTIVE 2 

 
Decision Requested: 5.62  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Given this reliance on the natural resources of the region, we agree that this requires the environment to remain in a 
healthy functioning state and that managing the conflicts that may arise in this area is a significant issue for the 
Council. On that basis we consider that the proposed Objective is appropriate. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts the proposed objective.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.63  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the recognition that some land uses are incompatible, and therefore integrated land use management 
is essential to ensure adverse environmental effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 5.64  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 2. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 5.65  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – the provisions recognise and provide for the use and development of natural resources on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.66  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Amend Objective 2: “To recognise that the use and development of natural resources may be incompatible with other 
land uses, including conservation, in some situations and locations.” 
 
Amend all introductory, explanatory text and explanation and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.67  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the Objective.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.68  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The proposed Objective 2 is appropriate with a qualification. In some instances, a carefully-considered judgment will 
need to be made; e.g., it may be desirable and cost-effective to quarry aggregate for local river bank protection works 
from an area of World Heritage (outside of national parks). Refer to Decision Requested 7.29.  
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Decision Requested: 5.69   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Oppose - While Trustpower acknowledges that the use and development of resources needs to be carefully managed 
with other land uses, it is unclear whether Objective 2 is intended to address direct environmental effects of resource 
use or potential reverse sensitivity effects on established activities.  
 
Based on the content of Policy 2 and recognition within the ‘Explanation to the Policies’ that “some activities can only 
occur in certain places depending on where the natural resource is located”, it is considered that Objective 2 should 
be redrafted so as to protect existing and planned infrastructure from reverse sensitivity effects. Trustpower’s 
suggested approach would also assist in giving effect to NPSREG Policy D ‘Managing reverse sensitivity effects on 
renewable electricity generation activities’. Additional wording is proposed to address the issue of land ‘sterilisation’ as 
referred to in Policy 2.  
 
Relief sought:  

Delete ‘Use and Development of Resources’ Objective 2 and replace with the following text: “To protect existing 
infrastructure that relies on the use of natural resources from reverse sensitivity effects and maintain the productive 
potential of the natural resource.”  
 
Decision Requested: 5.70  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of recognition of the role of use and development of 
resources and the potential for conflict between some land uses.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained. 
 
NEW OBJECTIVE 

 
Decision Requested: 5.71  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I seek inclusion of a new objective to recognise the economic and social advantages for the West Coast of being and 
remaining free of genetically engineered (GE) organisms in any agricultural, forestry, pest control or other profess 
taking place outside of a contained laboratory. Globally, the demand for certified GE-free products is growing fast. 
The West Coast can use its isolation to advantage by producing GE-free products branded as from “GE-free West 
Coast”. Issues around food and environmental safety of GE products have yet to be resolved.  
 
POLICY 1 

 
Decision Requested: 5.72  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the policies proposed in this area. Policy 1 appropriately recognises the importance of 
resource use development on the West Coast region and its importance in providing communities with their economic, 
social and cultural wellbeing. We support this policy in its entirety. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the proposed policy.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.73  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Policy 1: “Recognition will be given in resource management processes to the role of resource use and 
development on the West Coast and its contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their 
economic, social and cultural wellbeing. It is also important that the natural values of the region are protected at the 
same time.” 
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Decision Requested: 5.74  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 5.75  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – the provisions recognise and provide for the use and development of natural resources on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.76  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RF&B 

The explanation to Policy 1 acknowledges the requirements of s.5 (2)(a)(b) and (c) but it is not referred to in the 
policy itself. 
 
Relief sought: 

Re-write Policy 1 to make explicit that any resource consent must take it into account the adverse effects of activities. 
Amend all introductory, explanatory text and explanation and reasons accordingly.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.77   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the policy.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.78  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The proposed policy is supported.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.79  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

The policy is generally supported although it is unclear in the policy whether the reference is to sustainable resource 
use and development. There is no additional guidance in the related objective which is essentially a repeat of the 
policy. It seems clear from the explanation to the Policies that the intention is that the use and development of 
resources will occur within the sustainable management framework. Presumably that will be within the "resource 
management processes". To encourage a diversity of economic activities it will be important that use and 
development is sustainable in the context of the region and therefore the Policy should be amended to reflect that it is 
role of sustainable use and development that is to be recognised. 
 
Relief sought:  
Amend Policy 1 to read: “Recognition will be given in resource management processes to the role of sustainable 
resource use and development on the West Coast and its contribution to enabling people and communities to provide 
for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.”  
 
Decision Requested: 5.80   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Refer Decision Requested 5.60. 
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Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.81  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We strongly support the policy and are extremely pleased the significance and importance of the use of resources is 
recognised.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.82  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of recognition of the role of use and development of resources 
contributing to the social, economic and cultural wellbeing of the communities on the West Coast.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.83  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

To recognise the role of resource use and development Westland Milk Products acknowledges the policies for the use 
and development of natural resources, but not at the expense of the farmer 
 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 5.84  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance supports (with amendments) Policy 2 to Section 5: Use and Development of Resources of the proposed RPS. 
As Ballance understands it, Policy 2 seeks recognise that those natural and physical resources that are important to 
the Region’s economy should be protected from significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development 
within the Region. 
 
Ballance supports Policy 2 as the Company is concerned about potential reverse sensitivity issues and the siting of 
incompatible land use activities, both in close proximity to its existing consignment stores and also in close proximity 
to existing rural production activities. 
 
Ballance questions, however, how the ‘protection’ advanced by Policy 2 is to be delivered and considers that Policy 2 
and the associated identified ‘method’ are not sufficiently directive.  In this respect, the Company notes that reliance 
is placed solely upon Regional and District Plans and resource consents as mechanisms to deliver the outcomes 
sought by Policy 2. 
 
Ballance are also concerned that clause ‘b’ of Policy 2, through the use of the term ‘sterilisation’, may unnecessarily 
preclude the interim use of land that is either containing significant mineral resource or required for regionally 
significant infrastructure. 
 
In this respect, Ballance's primary concern is that the proposed RPS recognise and provide for appropriate interim 
uses of land, such as pastoral farming, until such time as that land is actually required for the identified purpose (that 
is, mineral extraction or regionally significant infrastructure). To preclude such uses would, in Ballance's opinion, 
represent an inefficient use of that land resource and be inconsistent with Section 7(b) of the RMA. Notwithstanding 
the above, in terms of mineral resource, Ballance notes that the proposed RPS does not identify what these are or 
their potential locations within the Region. 
 
Additionally, in terms of regionally significant infrastructure, Ballance notes that Section 6: Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure of the proposed RPS comprehensively addresses matters relating to regionally significant infrastructure.  
The Company questions the need for additional provisions in the RPS for the ‘sterilisation’ of land in light of the 
designation provisions under Part 8 of the RMA and note that it is included in both clauses ‘a’ and ‘b’ of Policy 2. 
 
Ballance also consider that the term ‘and land protection’ within the introductory paragraph makes no sense and 
confuses the Policy. 
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Relief sought: 

Ballance seeks that Policy 2 to Section 5: Use and Development of Resources of the proposed RPS, be adopted with 
the following amendments: 

“To recognise that natural and physical resources important for the West Coast’s economy need to be protected from 
significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development, and land protection with particular emphasis 
on either: 
a) Reverse sensitivity effects on for:  

i)  primary production activities;  
ii)  industrial and commercial activities;  
iii)  minerals extraction (including, but not limited to, aggregates and other mining activities)*;  
iv)  significant tourism infrastructure; and  
v)  existing and planned regionally significant infrastructure.  

b) The identification and protection of land with significant mineral resource, whilst recognising and providing for 
appropriate interim land use activities. Sterilisation of:  

i)  land with significant mineral resource; or  
ii)  land which is likely to be needed for regionally significant infrastructure.  

*Minerals extraction includes aggregates and other mining activities.“ 
 
Any similar amendments with like effect. 
 
Any consequential amendments that stem from the amendments sought for Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.85  
 
Submitter  
 

5 BRL 

We support the identification of sterilisation and reverse sensitivity issues around the use and development of natural 
resources and the need to address those issues. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.86  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - Land protection is essential for the health of the West Coast. For example protected areas are very 
significant resources for the tourism industry. The tourist industry is one of West Coast’s major industries that 
Councils’ want to grow. The reference to significant tourism infrastructure is therefore supported. Development of 
protected catchments can result in increased flood risk to the detriment of downstream industries such as dairying 
and communities. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 2 by deleting the following; 
“and land protection” and 
“b) Sterilisation of: 

i) Land with significant  mineral resource ; or 
ii) land which is likely to be needed  for regionally significant infrastructure.” 

 
Decision Requested: 5.87  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose this Policy which states that the Coast’s natural and physical resources need to be protected from land 
protection, and that the mechanism for doing so include reverse sensitivity and land sterilisation. This policy clearly 
places industrial land uses, whether extractive, pastoral, infrastructure, or tourism related, well above the protection 
and preservation of environmental and ecological values, in the hierarchy of land use, and is extremely retrograde and 
destructive. By placing development ahead of sustaining the natural and physical resources of the Coast, this policy 
appears in breach of the requirements of s.5 of the RMA which make it clear that development can occur provided 
that natural and physical resources are sustainable managed. Council has failed to provide any evidence that land 
protection is impeding economic development on the Coast, so this policy is both superfluous and environmentally 
dangerous. In effect, this subsection of policies gives carte blanche to land developers and prioritises development 
over ecological and landscape values, including those relating to significant indigenous flora and fauna.  
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that the concept of protecting land from land protection be deleted.  
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Decision Requested: 5.88   
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We also support appropriate recognition to the issue of reverse sensitivity within Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopt the proposed Policy 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.89  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The use of the term, "reverse sensitivity" in the RPS here is unnecessary, there should be a simpler and more 
explanatory term used. 
 

Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 2: 
“To recognise that natural and physical resources important for the West Coast’s economy need to be protected from 
significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development, and land protection with particular emphasis 
on either: such as 

a) Reverse sensitivity for: a) existing use of: 
i) primary production activities; 
ii) industrial and commercial activities; 
iii) minerals extraction*; 
iv) significant tourism infrastructure; and 
v) existing and planned regionally significant infrastructure. 

b) Sterilisation of: or potential use of: 
i) land with significant mineral resource; or 
ii) land which is likely to be needed for regionally significant infrastructure.” 

 
Decision Requested: 5.90   
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the protection of regionally significant infrastructure from reverse sensitivity provisions as proposed 
at Policy 2(a)(v) and in particular that this relates to existing and planned infrastructure. KiwiRail acknowledges that 
there are instances when development can be more suitably located, however KiwiRail is not opposed to development 
adjoining the rail corridor and generally seeks that this is appropriately mitigated through setbacks and design 
standards, to ensure that the land use and the rail network are integrated and reverse sensitivity effects do not arise.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.91  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail also support the recognition at Policy 2(b)(ii) that some regionally significant infrastructure often does not 
have a choice as to location, and therefore careful consideration of land use and development that would impede 
future improvement to that infrastructure is supported.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.92  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
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Decision Requested: 5.93  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

Support. Reverse sensitivity is a significant issue for NZDF as it is for other infrastructure providers and industrial 
operators. Policy 2 appropriately recognises and addresses potential reverse sensitivity effects and should be retained.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.94   
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – the provisions recognise and provide for the use and development of natural resources on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.95  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports this policy, in particular it supports the recognition of need for protection against reverse sensitivity 
effects on existing significant infrastructure (such as RNZ’s facilities) [Policy 2 (a)(v)]. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the policy as notified.   
 
Decision Requested: 5.96   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The explanation to Policy 2 states that is aims to ‘create a framework for getting the right development in the right 
place at the right time’ and is described as a ‘strategic and proactive policy’. It is in fact contrary to Part 2 RMA.  
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Policy 2. Amend all introductory, explanatory text and explanation and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.97   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the Policy.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.98   
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports the recognition of reverse sensitivity. Industry must be protected from incompatible land 
development. 
 
Relief sought: 

No changes sought. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.99  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The proposed Policy is supported, in particular, that relating to reverse sensitivity, and sterilisation of resources. 
Addressing these matters is becoming a standard concern around New Zealand, to avoid, for example, people building 
their holiday homes next to undeveloped mineral resources, mines and quarries, or on top of the next mine or quarry.  
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Decision Requested: 5.100  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Transpower supports the reference to existing and planned regionally significant infrastructure within Policy 
2 as it clearly articulates that such infrastructure needs to be protected from the negative impacts of new subdivision, 
use and development. Specific to the National Grid, such reference is consistent with Policy 10 of the NPSET.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Policy 2 (in particular clause v)) be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.101   
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

It is not clear what is meant by “reverse sensitivity” and sterilisation”, which need to be more fully explained.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.102   
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We strongly support the policy and are extremely pleased the significance and importance of the use of resources is 
recognised.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.103   
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Whilst the tenor of the proposed policy is supported with respect to avoiding reverse sensitivity it would seem that the 
proposed list of activities is not exhaustive or encompassing of reverse sensitivity in general. From a Fish and Game 
perspective hunting and fishing opportunities can also be compromised by new subdivision, use and development yet 
such activities are not included on the list of activities. Whilst fishing and hunting is playing an increasing role in 
attracting national and international visitors to the region, and plays an ongoing role in providing opportunities to the 
local communities, it is not clear in the policy whether reverse sensitivity is considered to be an issue in this regard. 
Development of a list of activities would seem to be at odds with earlier objectives and policies aimed at a 
performance standard approach, enabling a range of activities and simplifying processes. It is also unclear what 
protection from land protection refers to as there is no explanation in that regard, ie if protection is for the purpose of 
sustainable management can it be interpreted that the policy is aimed at avoiding sustainable management and the 
purpose of the Act? It seems clear that the intention of the Proposed RPS is to achieve the purpose of the Act in the 
context of the West Coast and therefore this ambiguity does not assist in achieving that outcome. As there is no 
specific section in the Proposed RPS outlining intentions, objectives and policies for protection of natural and physical 
resources and what "protection" means in the context of the West Coast, compared with a section on "Use and 
Development", it is difficult to interpret the proposed policy in that regard. It is unclear whether the sustainable 
management of other activities related to use, development or protection of natural and physical resources is of lesser 
importance than the matters listed in (a) and (b)? 
 
Relief sought: 

Policy 2 be amended to read: 
“To recognise that natural and physical resources important for to the West Coast’s social, economic and cultural 
wellbeing economy need to be protected from significant negative impacts of new subdivision, use and development, 
and land protection with particular emphasis on either including matters related to:  
a) reverse sensitivity  

i) primary production activities 
ii) industrial and commercial activities; 
iii) minerals extraction* 
iv) significant tourism infrastructure; and 
v) existing and planned regionally significant infrastructure 

b) sterilisation of:  
i) land with significant mineral resource; or  
ii) land which is likely to be needed for regionally significant infrastructure.” 

 
Decision Requested: 5.104   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is also considered that there is a lack of clarity as to how plan users will determine if land is “likely to be needed for 
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regionally significant infrastructure” due to the broad definition of what regionally significant infrastructure is. 
 

Decision Requested: 5.105  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of recognition of the role of use and development of resources 
and the potential for conflict between some land uses.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.106  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

To recognise the role of resource use and development Westland Milk Products acknowledges the policies for the use 
and development of natural resources, and the value around land use compatibility, but not at the expense of the 
farmer. 
 
Relief sought: 

Where farmers have an opportunity to develop land that is traditionally incompatible, consideration should be given in 
light of any mitigation or environmental initiatives that may be introduced to avoid any adverse effects.  
 
NEW POLICY 

 
Decision Requested: 5.107  
 
Submitter  
 

19 ELWEP 

I seek inclusion of a new policy to recognise the economic and social advantages for the West Coast of being and 
remaining free of genetically engineered (GE) organisms in any agricultural, forestry, pest control or other profess 
taking place outside of a contained laboratory. Globally, the demand for certified GE-free products is growing fast. 
The West Coast can use its isolation to advantage by producing GE-free products branded as from “GE-free West 
Coast”. Issues around food and environmental safety of GE products have yet to be resolved. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.108   
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

For the purposes of this submission point it has been assumed that "Use and Development of Resources" relates to all 
use of natural and physical resources, whether economic, social or cultural, which tends to be borne out in the 
commentary under "Background to the Issues" on page 18. Fish and Game submits that there are no provisions with 
regard to public access to water bodies per Section 6(d) of the Act. The current Proposed RPS does not contain any 
stated objectives or policies regarding Section 6(d) of the RMA, ie. the maintenance and enhancement of public 
access to the coastal marine area, rivers, lakes and their margins. An objective in regard to Section 6(d) had been 
provided for in the previous version of the RPS in Chapter 9 Habitats and Landscapes but has been removed. There is 
no detail in the Section 32 report with regard to this matter which might assist with understanding how this resource 
management matter is provided for or why it should not be included in the Proposed RPS. Fish and Game would 
submit that as a long established activity, with an increasing importance for national and international visitors, on the 
West Coast such access is an important part of enabling a sustainable and resilient community to provide for its social 
and economic wellbeing through the undertaking of hunting and fishing activities as part of enjoyment and use of the 
natural and physical resources of the West Coast. There is potential for activities to affect, or as per proposed Policy 2 
to be sensitive to, access arrangements and it is considered that this is a matter relevant to the region as a whole. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a new Policy 3 with associated explanation: “To maintain and enhance public access to the coastal marine area, 
rivers, lakes and their margins.”  
 
Decision Requested: 5.109  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 5.51.  
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Relief sought: 

Add new Policy: “Activities shall be managed, including through the use of zoning’s to ensure activities of a like nature 
are grouped together so as to manage potential effects and also to enable the efficient use of infrastructure.” 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 5.110  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The explanation to Policy 2 refers to lost opportunities for development and higher uses of land.  This 
approach fails to value protected land for example for; 
� Tourism industry which Councils’ want to grow; 
� For the ecosystems services such as provision of clean water and reduction in floods; and  
In determining whether a use of land is of a higher value, all the costs must be recognised. Examples include 
remediation of mining sites after the activities have ceased such as acid mine drainage. The background also assumes 
protection sterilises land. A wide range of activities occur on land managed by the Department of Conservation.  
These activities include mining, dairying and tourism including private tourism infrastructure. Secondly, the 
Department’s concession regime can lead to land uses changing to obtain better value.   
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Paragraph 2 to the Explanation to the Policies by: 
“Some activities can only occur in certain places depending on where the natural resource is located. Should other 
development occur there, then this can lead to a lost opportunity for development, and a higher value use of that 
land.  This is known as the sterilisation of land.“  
 
Decision Requested: 5.111  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Although reference to applicable parts of the RMA are listed, there are also other sections of the RMA that must be 
observed, such as section 6 e.g. 6(b): The protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from 
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development; and section 199: Water conservation orders.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.112  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Policy 2 should also emphasise that infrastructure and land-use change should ensure that natural landscape values 
and areas of significant indigenous ecology are protected. 
 
Decision Requested: 5.113  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Having added a new Policy 3 regarding public access [refer Decision Requested 5.108] this section should be 
amended to provide an explanation for the Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add an explanation for new Policy 3 to read: “Policy 3 aims to ensure that the important aspect of access to water 
bodies in the region is maintained and, where possible, enhanced for the wellbeing of the community and a diverse 
range of lifestyle opportunities.”  
 
RELATED POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 5.114   
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Having added a new Policy 3 [refer Decision Requested 5.108] it is important that this is referenced in the related 
Sections of the Proposed RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add consequential amendments to refer to Policy 3 to:  
Section 6. Regionally Significant Infrastructure, Related Policies: “Policy 1, 2 and 3 of Section 5 [Use and Development 
of Resources]” 
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Section 7. Biodiversity and Landscapes Values: “Policy 1 and 3 of Section 5 [Use and Development of Resources]”  
Section 8. Land and Water: “Policy 1, 2 and 3 of Section 5 [Use and Development of Resources]”  
Section 9. Coastal Environment: “Policy 1 and 3 of Section 5 [Use and Development of Resources]” 
 
METHOD 1 

 
Decision Requested: 5.115  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Method 1: “Provide for sustainable use and development of natural resources through Regional and District 
Plan rules, and resource consents, whilst protecting natural values.” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.116  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support in part – For petroleum minerals, the words “Provide for sustainable use and development of natural 
resources” in Method 1 do not appear to account for the s(5)(2) RMA exclusion of these resources, i.e., that the use 
of minerals (and petroleum), especially extraction, is to be managed sustainably in every way except by controlling 
the rate at which mineral supplies are exhausted.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add * to the words “natural resources” in Method 1 and then below that Method 1 insert the qualifier “*This Method 
takes account of the non-renewable nature of mineral and petroleum resources.” 
 
And such further relief or alternative relief as is appropriate to give effect to this submission.  
 
NEW METHOD 

 

Decision Requested: 5.117  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

The use of minerals on the West Coast has been a highly contested activity over recent years with strong opposition 
from environmental groups to new mines while strong support from others to that development. Each new mine on 
the West Coast has therefore become a battleground through the resource consenting process in respect of 
competing ideologies over and above issues of effects on the environment, both physical and the social and economic 
environment.  
 
In some areas of the West Coast this has led to a comprehensive technical knowledge about where mineral resources 
are and what are the significant environmental biodiversity, historic, heritage and landscape values in those areas. In 
those areas we think that the proposed RPS could provide more guidance to district councils as to how they should 
properly make provision both for the use of the mineral resources while at the same time ensuring that overall 
environmental values are preserved. 
 
Relief sought: 
In an appropriate part of the proposed RPS add an Objective, Policies and Explanation to the Policies to the effect that 
councils should, where appropriate, identify areas within their region or district where detailed knowledge of mineral 
resources and associated environmental values exist and to make provision in those particular areas through rules for 
the enablement of exploration and mining of the mining resources and for the protection of the balance of the area 
from exploration and mining, to the intent that an appropriate in the relevant area is struck between utilisation of the 
resource and the retention of biodiversity, historic, heritage and landscape values.  
 
Decision Requested: 5.118   
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We are concerned subdivisions across the region have been developed on the alluvial goldfield. It would be helpful if 
a map were produced showing areas covered under Policy 2b(i). 
 
Decision Requested: 5.119   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Encouraging specific methods within District and Regional Plans to address this [perceived conflict between mineral 
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extraction, commercial activities, and their residential or rural residential neighbours] is supported. However, in order 
to implement the proposed policies into the District and Regional Plans, it is considered that further work will be 
required to obtain sufficient information to identify where significant mineral resources exist within each District. This 
information will also benefit the Councils to promote opportunities within each District and could be undertaken as an 
economic development initiative. It is considered necessary that this information is collated by the Council, as 
alternatively individual landowners will be required to obtain this information themselves which will increase costs and 
deter development for rural activities that may be required to establish whether or not a mineral resource is present 
prior to further development of agricultural activities. If an additional method was added to clarify that the Region 
was collating this information and will make this publicly available, then it will enable clear precise implementation of 
this policy.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add new method: “The West Coast Regional Council shall, with the support of Minerals West Coast, Development 
West Coast and the District Councils undertake a study to collate information held on the mineral resource of the 
West Coast, to be utilised to confirm whether the resource is considered ‘significant’ in relation to Policy 2(b).” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.120  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25. 
 

Relief sought: 
Add new method: ”When encouraging the development of resources, ensure such use and development will not 
significantly impact other development opportunities and that best practices are incorporated into a development to 
manage environmental impacts.” 
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 5.121  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend the Principal Reasons for Adopting the Objectives, Policies and Methods: “The objectives, policies and methods 
of implementation have been adopted to ensure that the role of resource use and development in enabling people 
and communities to provide for their economic, ecosystem services, social and cultural wellbeing is recognised in 
resource management decision making processes. Such recognition, alongside protection of natural values is a core 
part of will support the sustainable management of resources and the sustainable development of our communities.” 
 
Decision Requested: 5.122  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Whilst the 1st paragraph is generally supported an amendment is needed to reflect the policies and objectives as a 
whole. As a whole they provide for use, development and to some degree protection. The paragraph should be 
amended to reflect that. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend 1st paragraph to read: “The objectives, policies and methods of implementation have been adopted to ensure 
that the role of sustainable resource use, development and protection in enabling people and communities to provide 
for ......”  
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Decision Requested: 5.123  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 

 
Decision Requested: 5.124  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 2: “The ability to access, or use or protect significant natural resources is not compromised by 
inappropriate subdivision, use or development.” 
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6. REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
Decision Requested: 6.1  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that regionally significant infrastructure and network utilities such as roading, water supplies and 
wastewater services, flood-protection and radio and telecommunications are important for the economic and social 
wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast. We agree that high speed broadband has potential to assist 
with economic diversification.   
 
Decision Requested: 6.2  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree there needs to be clear processes, however, the need for processes to be simple, quick and low cost may 
lead to poor decision making, especially if, as Council states, there is limited information about some resources. We 
suggest the RMA processes need to be efficient and effective, a closely related but somewhat different focus from 
that of being simple, quick and low cost.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.3  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We also recognise the importance of adequate energy supply and support the concept of renewable energy. However, 
as current predictions of the negative global effect of using non-renewable energy sources includes negative impacts 
on people’s health and wellbeing we cannot support the development of energy supplies using non-renewable energy 
sources. The global economic market for coal is one of boom and bust but the environmental effect of burning coal is 
overwhelmingly negative. Additionally, the use of non-renewable resources is, by its very description, unsustainable 
and does not fit into the purpose of the RPS: to sustainably manage natural and physical resources. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.4  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Notwithstanding importance of regionally significant infrastructure, EDS considers that it would be appropriate to 
include direction to locate such activities outside of sensitive areas wherever possible. 
 
Relief sought: 

Provide for the protection of sensitive areas through directing regionally significant infrastructure outside those areas 
whenever possible.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.5  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

That Chapter 6 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.6  
 
Submitter 
 

49 RODGJ 

As for alternative energy - wind turbines could be fixed to the top of the old railway bridge piles in the Grey river to 
take advantage of the strong wind that is a regular feature of that spot. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.7   
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The strategic integration of infrastructure such as coordination and cooperation between all West Coast Councils is 
fully supported.  
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Decision Requested: 6.8  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products is very supportive of regional wellbeing regarding sustainable infrastructure development. 
Potential adverse environmental effects are always factored into any planning and mitigation measures employed 
where needed. Westland acknowledges the Councils efforts to embrace infrastructure development for community 
benefit but not at the expense of the environment. Westland already adopts internal external checks and measures to 
ensure infrastructure and forward planning considers regional economic wellbeing and continuous operational 
improvement.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 
 
Decision Requested: 6.9  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 also has reference to infrastructure in particular in Policy 
6.  Of importance to the West Coast is the maintenance of the road network. Roads affected include State Highway 6 
especially in the coastal environment where its integrity is at risk from land slumping and coastal processes and the 
road to Jacksons Bay. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include in Paragraph 4; 
� “New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.10  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers agrees generally that regionally significant infrastructure should be recognised and provided for. 
However, it also needs to be recognised that the distribution or transmission of energy can have adverse effects on 
other land uses, by restricting the ability to use that land. In the case of primary production, which has been lawfully 
established and existed prior to the construction of infrastructure, particularly where that relates to electricity 
generation, there are significant reverse sensitivity effects, meaning that the land involved in that generation activity 
is not being used to contribute to the wellbeing of people and communities.  
 
The treatment of electricity transmission infrastructure is a particular concern for farmers as large landowners, given 
the proportion of electricity transmission infrastructure situated on private land. The National Policy Statement for 
Electricity Transmission (NPSET) sets out the requirements for territorial authorities to provide for electricity 
transmission specifically, and the implementation of the NPSET already imposes significant real and opportunity costs 
to landowners.  
 
We consider an additional comment is required within the introduction to the chapter that recognises that along with 
the benefits of such infrastructure, come costs and implications to private landowners.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council include the following (or similar) within the introduction to the chapter: “Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure can, however, also diminish landscape values, and land involved in the transmission of energy reduces 
the opportunity and scope for other land uses, including primary production, which can have an adverse effect on the 
wellbeing of people and communities.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.11  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“...Energy enables people to provide for their wellbeing, and is a key facet of the regional (and national) economy.”  
 
Energy is a basic necessity, and our modern society has exploited it with outstanding success, but there are huge 
pitfalls, including a warming planet. With abundant natural resources of coal and water, the West Coast must ensure 
that energy is produced wisely, with consideration for adverse environmental effects, including air pollution, acid mine 
drainage, loss of significant indigenous ecology, global warming. 
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Decision Requested: 6.12  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The RPS should not be inclusive when considering all people in the region. Many people on the West Coast prefer a 
slower pace of life, which may not include world-class infrastructure, but rather more hands-on infrastructure, 
especially in the more rural areas. Many people here also prefer to be away from cell phone reception and radiation; 
cell phone radiation has not been proven conclusively to be completely safe. The background radiation due to cell 
phones can be many times that within a 2 metre radius of electric stoves, electron-tube televisions, 400v transformers 
etc. Within a metre of a cell phone radiation can register 1700milligaus; the National Radiation Laboratory and the 
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection recommend that exposure should not be greater than 
1000mG. There needs to be cell phone-free areas on the west coast. Important groups of people appreciate cell 
phone-free areas and, rather than rolling out cell phone reception to every little corner, it could be in the economic 
interests of the west coast to provide such havens. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Background to the Issues: “The council assumption is that the ambition of West Coast communities is to 
develop world class infrastructure, including high speed broadband and enhanced cellular coverage, and to use this 
infrastructure to enable new diversified economic development and employment opportunities on the West Coast. The 
Resource Management Act (RMA) planning processes that are required for this infrastructure therefore need to be 
simple, quick and low cost.” 
 

Decision Requested: 6.13  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Overall, Transpower supports the Background to the Issues within Section 6 - paragraphs 1, 3 and 5 
adequately outline the role, importance and significance of regionally significant infrastructure to the West Coast. 
[Further relief sought in Decisions Requested 6.14 and 6.15] 
 
Relief Sought:  
That paragraphs 1, 3, and 5 of the ‘Background to the Issues’ be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.14  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Although paragraphs 1, 3 and 5 adequately outline the role, importance and significance of regionally significant 
infrastructure to the West Coast, an amendment is sought to paragraph 4 to provide clear reference to the National 
Grid as the first sentence of the paragraph as notified only refers to renewable energy. The insertion of reference to 
the National Grid would reflect the reference to the NPSET within the first bullet point of the proposed RPS.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That paragraph 4 be amended as follows: “The government has also acknowledged that the electricity transmission 
network forming the National Grid and renewable electricity generation and infrastructure is are a matters of national 
importance, and developed the following policies and regulations…”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.15  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

The relief sought below relates to paragraph 6 of the proposed RPS. As with the comment above [Decision Requested 
6.14], this paragraph only makes specific reference to the NPSREG and is silent on the NPSET. The amendments as 
sought below would clarify that the NPSET is also of relevance, and would ensure the proposed RPS gives effect to 
the NPSET as required under section 62(3) of the RMA.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That paragraph 6 be amended as follows: “The NPSET and NPSREG requires that some matters be addressed in 
regional policy statements. Specific to the NPSET, the national, regional and local benefits of sustainable, secure and 
efficient electricity transmission are to be recognised and provided for. The potential …” 
  
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
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Decision Requested: 6.16  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part  
It is noted that Issue 1 refers to ‘nationally significant infrastructure’ To assist with plan interpretation, and given 
regional and district plans are be required to give effect to the RPS, it is requested that this term either be defined in 
the RPS (or explained within the Background to the Issues). Nationally significant infrastructure should include the 
National Grid given the NPSET identifies the National Grid as a matter of national significance.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That the term ‘nationally significant infrastructure’ be defined in the RPS, and which includes specific reference to the 
National Grid. A potential definition is as follows: “Nationally significant infrastructure is infrastructure which forms 
part of a network of strategic importance nationally. This includes the National Grid ……”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.17   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - Trustpower supports the recognition given to the importance of regionally significant infrastructure and the 
need for their establishment and continued operation to provide for people’s wellbeing and to support the region’s 
economy. Trustpower also supports the references to the requirements of the NPSREG that are highlighted in this 
section of the RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain ‘Regionally Significant Infrastructure’, Background to the Issues.  
 
ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 6.18  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail supports the Regional Council specifically acknowledging the benefits obtained from regionally and nationally 
significant infrastructure, including in the establishment and continued operation of the infrastructure. KiwiRail support 
the specific recognition of the establishment and continued operation of regionally and nationally significant 
infrastructure as proposed in Issue 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 6.19  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

It is not clear whether the WCRC wishes to provide electricity generation for the West Coast (regionally) or nationally. 
It seems to want both. 

 
Relief sought: 
Delete the word “nationally” or the words “(including renewable electricity generation)”. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.20  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
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Decision Requested: 6.21   
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports the wording of this issue. RNZ particularly supports the first bullet point which acknowledges the 
importance of existing infrastructure (such as RNZ’s facilities). 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the issue as notified, particularly subsection 1.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.22  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part  
The issue is supported in so far as it recognises the need for the continued operation of regionally significant 
infrastructure. It is noted that Issue 1 refers to ‘nationally significant infrastructure’ (as does Objective 1). Reference 
within the Issue to the National Grid is also requested to reflect the national significance of the NPSET. Such an 
amendment would align with the reference within Issue 1 to ‘renewable electricity generation’ which is also subject to 
a national policy statement.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Significant Issue 1 be amended as follows: “1. Recognising the benefits of, and providing for, the establishment 
and continued operation of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure (including the National Grid and 
renewable electricity generation), particularly where they cross district and/or regional boundaries.”  
 
 Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.23  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the identification of those issues that recognise the contribution that regionally significant 
infrastructure make to local communities and the need to encourage economic growth as part of achieving 
sustainable management.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.24   
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB is in agreement with the issue with reservations on the potential impacts of any further developments on 
the natural landscape and conservation e.g. hydro dam development.  
 
ISSUE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 6.25  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Issue 2: “Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use, notwithstanding that ecological values should 
not be undermined. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.26  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the intention that infrastructure should be integrated with land use. 
 

Relief sought: 
Retain provision. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.27  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
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Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.28  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

The issue is supported in so far as it recognises the need for the continued operation of regionally significant 
infrastructure, and b) the relationship between land use and regionally significant infrastructure 
 
Relief sought: 

That Significant Issue 2 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.29   
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB is in agreement with the issue with reservations on the potential impacts of any further developments on 
the natural landscape and conservation e.g. hydro dam development.  
 
NEW ISSUE 
 
Decision Requested: 6.30  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider an additional significant issue that recognises that along with the benefits of such infrastructure, come 
costs and implications to private landowners. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Council includes an additional significant issue: “The positive and negative impacts of the use and development 
of regionally significant infrastructure on the region’s resource users and land owners.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.31  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

A third issue is preparedness for and resilience during a major earthquake. With the potential to have major routes 
out for months, there needs to be preparedness to repair power lines, water supplies, sewage and bridges etc. Should 
this be included here? 
 
Relief sought: 
New Issue 3: “Recognising and being prepared for the likely damage to regionally significant infrastructure to 
minimise disruption in the event of a major natural hazard.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.32  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The issues do not properly consider the significant resource management matters that need to be considered in 
relation to any new infrastructure in the Region. New and significant infrastructural development can be contentious 
as there are potential adverse impacts on biodiversity and other natural values as well are public access and the 
communities recreational opportunities.  
 
Relief sought  
Re-write the issues to give effect to s.59 of the Act and properly identify the issues, including the proper consideration 
of the adverse effects, associated with development of infrastructure other than simply stating that the benefits of, 
and the provision for, establishing significant infrastructure.  
 
OBJECTIVE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 6.33  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Significant tourism infrastructure should be recognised in the Objective as it is a major industry on 
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the West Coast which Councils’ seek to grow. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Objective 1 to read: “...and nationally significant infrastructure and significant tourism infrastructure which 
contributes to regions wellbeing...” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.34  
 
Submitter  
 

21 FFNZ 

We have concerns with the wording of Objective 1 and don’t consider it appropriately recognises issues associated 
with the maintenance of infrastructure, particularly where that falls on private property. What may be convenient for 
the owner of that infrastructure is often at considerable inconvenience and cost to the landowner of the property. 
There will be instances where what is efficient for the infrastructure owner is of disproportionate cost to the 
landowner. 
 

Relief sought: 
That Council amends Objective 1 as suggested or similar: “Enable the safe and efficient development, operation and 
maintenance, and upgrading of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure which contribute to the region’s 
wellbeing, where it will provide long term benefits to the community and is not of disproportionate cost and 
inconvenience to affected landowners.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.35  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 1: “Enable the safe and efficient development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading of regionally 
and nationally significant infrastructure which contributes to the region’s wellbeing, where it will provide long term 
benefits to the community, whilst protecting natural values.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.36  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail further support that Objective 1 specifically include maintenance and upgrading as key aspects to the 
continued operation of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure. This reflects that there are various distinct 
activities involved in the delivery of a network and that these are all recognised and provided for within the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.37  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

A necessary proviso to this objective is that it must not be at the expense of more than minor effects to the 
environment. Not stating this is misleading. 

 
Relief sought: 
Add a clause such as 'providing these activities have no more than minor effects on the environment.' 
 
Decision Requested: 6.38   
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 6.39  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

Support in part. The struck out text can be interpreted as consisting of two qualifiers to the text preceding it. This 
struck text could be interpreted as a ‘test’ that the infrastructure must satisfy before the objective applies. This adds 
uncertainty to the objective and may weaken it and should therefore be amended.  
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Relief sought: 

That the Objective be modified to remove apparent qualifiers. Amend: “Enable the safe and efficient development, 
operation, maintenance, and upgrading of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure. Which contributes to the 
region’s wellbeing, where it will provide long term benefits to the community.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.40   
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports the wording of this objective, which provides appropriate policy direction that recognises the 
contribution that facilities such as RNZ’s make to the region’s wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the objective as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.41   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support Objective. 
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.42  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - While the majority of the Objective is supported on the basis it specifically refers to the 
development, operation, maintenance and upgrade, an amendment is sought to recognise that for some regionally 
significant infrastructure (in particular the National Grid) there will not only be local benefits, but also regional and 
national benefits.  
 
Relief sought:  
That Objective 1 be amended as follows: “Enable the safe and efficient development, operation, maintenance, and 
upgrading of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure which contributes to the region’s wellbeing, where it 
will provide long term benefits to the community, region or nation.  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.43   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - While Trustpower supports the thrust of Objective 1, it is considered that it will be more effective if 
the text at the end of the objective is deleted as it is otherwise duplicating what is already stated.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend ‘Regionally Significant Infrastructure’ Objective 1 to read: “Enable the safe and efficient development, 
operation, maintenance, and upgrading of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure which contributes to the 
region’s wellbeing, where it will provide long term benefits to the community.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.44  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective as proposed and the recognition of, and provision for, the requirements of the 
National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained. 
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NEW OBJECTIVE 

 
Decision Requested: 6.45  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

The issues include point and non-point discharges and provision for infrastructure, including specific mention of 
sewage treatment plants. Also includes discussions on storrmwater (drainage). Unfortunately drainage (stormwater) 
and sewage treatment plants are not specifically mentioned in the objectives and policies and the opportunity that this 
provides for different interpretations of what the objectives and policies mean by different parties during resource 
consent and designation processes is not likely to help infrastructure managers. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include drainage and sewage treatment plants in the objectives. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.46   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objectives fail to recognise that that there may be some situations where regionally significant infrastructure is 
not appropriate, particularly where there are adverse effects on matters of national importance.  
 
Relief sought: 
Insert a new objective recognising that regionally significant infrastructure will not be appropriate in all location and 
requiring that the adverse effects of regionally significant infrastructure are avoided remedied or mitigated, 
particularly where there are effects on significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and landscapes or the coastal environment.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.47  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

A new objective is sought which relates to managing the impact of growth on the infrastructure itself. Such an 
objective would give effect to proposed RPS Issue 2 Strategically integrating infrastructure and land use, as well as 
form the basis for Policy 4 within the Regionally Significant Infrastructure chapter of the proposed RPS which relates 
to the reverse sensitivity effects of incompatible activities on infrastructure.  
 
Relief sought: 
That a new Objective 2 be provided as follows: “To ensure that land use, urban growth and other forms of land 
development and subdivision avoid adverse effects on the operation, maintenance, upgrading and long-term 
development of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure, and in particular National Grid (transmission) 
corridors.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
POLICY 1 
 
Decision Requested: 6.48  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

As I understand, the West Coast is currently generating its own energy requirements with medium to small sized 
generation. I am in favour of local generation from hydro sources, and recent resource consents regionally have 
provided for this. Emphasis should be placed by the WCRC on this and other forms of renewable energy, and in 
advocating for the reduction in consumption of energy by proactively promoting solar and wind opportunities.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.49  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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Decision Requested: 6.50  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [refer Decision Requested GL10]) is an appropriate 
approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
NZDF generally supports Policy 1 and considers it should be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.51   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.52   
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Policy 1 is supported as it refers to the importance of infrastructure. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Policy 1 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.53  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part – Gives effect to a number of policies in the NPSREG. Minor improvements are requested to improve 
the accuracy of the policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 “Recognise the importance of an adequate a secure electricity supply of energy resources to meet the 
needs of people and communities on the West Coast, and to meet the foreseeable future needs of economic growth 
in the region.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.54  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 6.55  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS supports the provision for regionally significant infrastructure to meet the needs of future generations. In 
particular, Policy 2 which emphasises importance of the development of renewable energy generation. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.56  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
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Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 6.57  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [as proposed by the submitter]) is an appropriate 
approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

NZDF generally supports Policy 2 and considers it should be retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.58  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support the Policy.  
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.59  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Gives effect to a number of policies in the NPSREG. Minor improvements are requested to improve 
the accuracy of the policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy as follows: “Provide for the development, operation, maintenance, and upgrading of new and existing 
renewable energy electricity generation activities.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.60  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed and the recognition of, and provision for, the requirements of the 
National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 3 
 
Decision Requested: 6.61  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Significant tourism infrastructure should be recognised in the policy as it is a major industry on the 
West Coast which Councils’ seek to grow.   
 
Relief sought: 
Add to Policy 3: “...or telecommunications or significant tourism infrastructure.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.62  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail further support that Policy 3 specifically include maintenance and upgrading as key aspects to the continued 
operation of regionally and nationally significant infrastructure. This reflects that there are various distinct activities 
involved in the delivery of a network and that these are all recognised and provided for within the RPS. 
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Decision Requested: 6.63  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 6.64  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

Support in part. Including defence facilities in Policy 3 as proposed would clarify that the policy applies to defence 
facilities. It’s a logical extension of including defence facilities within the definition of ‘regionally significant 
infrastructure’. This insertion is appropriate given that defence facilities are key strategic infrastructure of national and 
regional importance, playing a significant role in both military training and civil and/or national defence operations. 
While defence facilities within the region are currently limited, this does not preclude the potential for NZDF to need 
larger or additional facilities in the West Coast region in the future.  
 
NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (with the changes proposed, and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [refer Decision Requested 
GL10]) is an appropriate approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought:  

That ‘defence facilities’ be added as one of the regionally significant infrastructure examples in Policy 3. Amend: “To 
provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of any other new and existing regionally 
significant infrastructure, whether for transport, power supply, erosion or flood protection, water services, 
telecommunications, or defence facilities.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.65  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

Support with amendment – RNZ supports the wording of this policy, but considers it appropriate to also include a 
reference to “radio communications” in the policy.  
 
Relief sought: 

Make the following addition to the policy or other wording to similar effect: “To provide for the development, 
operation, maintenance, and upgrading of any other new and existing regionally significant infrastructure, whether for 
transport, power supply, erosion or flood protection, water services, or telecommunication, or radio communications.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.66  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Particularly support Policy 3 which underpins the future development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of 
infrastructure including transportation infrastructure such as road and rail.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.67  
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports this policy. Reliable and well maintained infrastructure will aid the West Coast in attracting 
and retaining business. 
 
Relief sought: 
No changes sought. 
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Decision Requested: 6.68  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Policy 3 is supported as it refers to the need to develop, operate and maintain regionally significant infrastructure. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Policy 3 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.69   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Policy 3. Gives effect to a number of policies in the NPSREG. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 3.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.70  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 4 

 
Decision Requested: 6.71  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose this policy. The concept of “reverse sensitivity” is used here to override the principles of sustainable 
management of natural and physical resources as set out in Part 2 of the RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that the concept of “reverse sensitivity” be removed from this policy.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.72  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

Seek amendment. Kiwirail support the recognition of reverse sensitivity effects, however as proposed the Policy 
restricts this to new subdivision, use and development and the effects of that on the effective operation, maintenance 
or upgrading of the infrastructure. In KiwiRail’s experience, the alteration/expansion of existing land use and 
development can also in some instances lead to reverse sensitivity effects where appropriate mitigation is not 
provided. KiwiRail therefore seek that the policy be amended to include altered as well as new, subdivision, use and 
development to ensure that where applicable reverse sensitivity is considered and addressed.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend provision as follows: “To recognise that regionally significant infrastructure important to the West Coast’s 
economy needs to be protected from the reverse sensitivity effects of incompatible new or altered subdivision, use 
and development, which would compromise the effective operation, maintenance, or upgrading of the infrastructure.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.73  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 4. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
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Decision Requested: 6.74  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [refer Decision Requested GL10]) is an appropriate 
approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
NZDF generally supports Policy 4 and considers it should be retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.75   
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports the wording of this policy, but consider it would be useful to include a broad statement to encompass 
any activity that might procure reverse sensitivity effects. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the policy as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.76   
 
Submitter 
 

50 SENZ 

Particularly support Policy 4 which recognises the need to avoid reverse sensitivity effects on infrastructure.  
 
Relief sought: 
None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.77  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Policy 4 is supported as it refers to the reverse sensitivity effects of incompatible activities on infrastructure. 
 
Relief sought: 
Policy 4 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.78  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Policy 4. Gives effect to a number of policies in the NPSREG.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 4.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.79  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
POLICY 5 
 
Decision Requested: 6.80  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose this policy. Firstly this policy is symptomatic of Council’s attempt to undermine environmental protection on 
the West Coast by explicitly placing environmental values below economic development in the hierarchy of values 
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expressed in the RPS, whereas economic development and prosperity can only be sustained if environmental well-
being is placed at the top of that list. The practice of offsetting environmental degradation or destruction is a formula 
for “death by a thousand cuts”, and merely having “regard to” offsets in cases where significant infrastructure has 
negative environmental impacts is a very weak and meaningless statement, and an effective “out” enabling council to 
ignore environmental issues Also, council may well lack the expertise and resources to properly assess the impact that 
new or expanded infrastructure is having, or will have on environmental values. 
 
Relief sought: 
I seek that the wording of this policy be strengthened to reflect the mandatory requirement to use offsets only as a 
measure of last resort, that development and application of offsets in those cases will be undertaken as a matter of 
national importance, and that those offsets will be approved by independent and appropriately qualified ecologists 
who will prepare peer-reviewed reports. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.81  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Policy 5 relates to RMA sections 104(1)(a) and 5(2), where case law says that, "The Proposed National Policy 
Statement on Biodiversity is worthy of respect as a reflection of considered opinion, particularly with regards to 
Schedule 2" (Day and Others v The Manawatu-Wanganui Regional Council [2012] NZEnvC 182 at paragraph [3-59]). 
 
The High Court has recently held that under the RMA, offsets are not mitigation and do not address effects at the 
point of impact; rather, they are better viewed as a positive environmental effect and are able to be taken into 
account under section 104(1)(a) and section 5(2).  
 
Policy 5 must also have regard for Department of Conservation's, "Guidance on Biodiversity Offsetting in New 
Zealand", with respect to biodiversity offsetting. http://www.doc.govt.nz/about-us/our-policies-and-plans/guidance-
onbiodiversity-offsetting/#3 It says, "Under the RMA, Section 5(2)(c) requires adverse effects to be avoided, 
remedied or mitigated. Case law indicates that there is no hierarchy in these terms. However, policy statements and 
plans are able to express a hierarchy similar to the BBOP hierarchy and, in the same vein, consent conditions may 
require adverse effects on particular identified features to be avoided, and other effects mitigated or remedied."  
 
There also needs to be an explanation of the meaning of offset, preferably according to ecological best practice. The, 
"Building Natural Resources (2012)", document (MBIE) recommends a nationally consistent biodiversity offsetting 
regime with best practice guidelines. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 5: “When considering any residual adverse environmental effects of regionally significant infrastructure 
that cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, decision-makers shall have regard to offsets which benefit the 
environment, where biodiversity offsets of no nett loss and preferably a perpetual gain are achieved, and to other 
offsets which benefit the community affected.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.82  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support that where residual environmental effects are unable to be avoided, remedied or mitigated, that 
offsets benefitting the community and environment are able to be considered.  
 
Recognising the constraints that exist with the operation, upgrade and maintenance of a long linear infrastructure 
network such as the rail corridor, and that there are at times limited opportunities for effective mitigation to be 
achieved, is fundamental for KiwiRail. 
 
Relief sought: 

 Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 6.83  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 5. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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Decision Requested: 6.84  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [as proposed by the submitter]) is an appropriate 
approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
NZDF generally supports Policy 5 and considers it should be retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.85  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports the wording of this policy, which provides infrastructure operators with appropriate additional flexibility 
to address any residual effects from their operations.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the policy as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.86   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Policy 5 is inconsistent with case law regarding offsets. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Policy 5. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.87   
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Particularly support policy 5 which promotes recognition of the value of offsets that benefit the environment and 
community in instances where effects of regionally significant infrastructure cannot be avoided remedied or mitigated. 
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified.   
 
Decision Requested: 6.88  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

While Policy 5 is supported to the extent that regard is to be had to the benefits when considering the effects of 
infrastructure, Transpower seeks an amendment to the policy to also recognise the technical and operational 
constraints of regionally significant infrastructure. Such an amendment would also reflect the explanation to Policy 5.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Policy 5 be amended as follows: “When considering any residual adverse environmental effects of regionally 
significant infrastructure that cannot be avoided, remedied or mitigated, decision-makers shall have regard to offsets 
which benefit the environment and community affected, and the constraints imposed by the technical and operational 
requirements of the regionally significant infrastructure.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.89  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
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POLICY 6 

 
Decision Requested: 6.90  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the Council seeking to ensure land use and infrastructure are integrated as far as practicable.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 6.91  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 6. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 6.92  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS, particularly protection 
measures relating to infrastructure and incompatible land uses to avoid reverse sensitivity. NZDF considers that this 
Policy (and the definition of regionally significant infrastructure [refer Decision Requested GL10]) is an appropriate 
approach to achieving Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

NZDF generally supports Policy 2 and considers it should be retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.93  
 
Submitter 
 

51 SENZ 

Support policy. 
 
Relief sought: 

None – retain as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.94   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Policy 5. Gives effect to a number of policies in the NPSREG.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 5. 
 
 
Decision Requested: 6.95  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy as proposed.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
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NEW POLICY 

 
Decision Requested: 6.96   
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

While Policy 4 recognises the need to protect infrastructure from adverse environmental impacts of encroaching 
activities, there is no equivalent policy recognising the need to protect sensitive areas from impacts of infrastructure. 
 
Relief sought: 
Provide for protection of sensitive areas through directing regionally significant infrastructure outside those areas 
whenever possible.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.97  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Where regionally significant infrastructure has residual effects, “offsets” are provided for. Policy guidance on what this 
would allow is entirely absent from the PRPS. 
 
Relief sought: 
Provide direction and clarity on offsetting to guide decisions-making. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.98  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

The issues include point and non-point discharges and provision for infrastructure, including specific mention of 
sewage treatment plants. Also includes discussions on storrmwater (drainage). Unfortunately drainage (stormwater) 
and sewage treatment plants are not specifically mentioned in the objectives and policies and the opportunity that this 
provides for different interpretations of what the objectives and policies mean by different parties during resource 
consent and designation processes is not likely to help infrastructure managers. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include drainage and sewage treatment plants in the policies. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.99  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

The RPS should lead in encouraging the installation of renewable energy schemes, particularly at the micro and small 
scale level. This could be achieved by the requirement that new build projects have a degree of self-sufficiency 
incorporated into their development. 10% of energy needs being met through the design and build would be a good 
place to start, but why not make it even greater, putting the responsibility on developers to consider sustainable 
development through the use of renewables.  
 
Relief sought: 

New Policy 7 (or 2(b)): “Recognise the responsibility of developers to incorporate renewable energy into residential or 
commercial new build projects.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.100   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The policies fail to recognise that that there may be some situations where regionally significant infrastructure is not 
appropriate, particularly where there are adverse effects on matters of national importance. 
 
Relief sought: 

Insert a new policy recognising that regionally significant infrastructure will not be appropriate in all location and 
requiring that the adverse effects of regionally significant infrastructure are avoided remedied or mitigated, 
particularly where there are effects on significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of indigenous fauna, 
outstanding natural features and landscapes or the coastal environment. 
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Decision Requested: 6.101  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Two new policies specific to the National Grid are also sought to give effect the NPSET. In this regard it is noted that 
a specific policy is provided in relation to renewable energy generation and therefore the provision of a policy specific 
to the National Grid would not be inconsistent with the RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 

That a new Policy 7 be provided as follows: “Provide for the development, operation, maintenance, and upgrade of 
new and existing National Grid infrastructure.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.102  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Refer Decision Requested 6.101. 
 
Relief sought: 
That a new Policy 8 be provided as follows: “Identify and protect (existing) National Grid (transmission) corridors to 
facilitate the ongoing operation, maintenance, upgrade and development of the National Grid by ensuring that 
development within these corridors does not generate adverse effects on the National Grid.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.103  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

While Trustpower supports existing Policies 1-6 (subject to the amendments requested in Decision Requested 6.53 
and 6.59) as means to give effect to the NPSREG, it is not considered that these policies give sufficient recognition to 
the practical and locational constraints often encountered by renewable energy facilities requiring to be located at 
source. Policy C1 of the NPSREG requires ‘particular regard’ to be given to such matters in the formulation of an RPS. 
Trustpower therefore requests the insertion of a new policy and associated explanation to give effect to Policy C1 of 
the NPSREG.  
 
Relief sought: 

Insert a new ‘Regionally Significant Infrastructure’ Policy 7 as follows: “In managing the effects of new and existing 
renewable energy generation activities, particular regard shall be had to the practical constraints, such as the location 
of the resource, existing infrastructure and electricity generation transmission facilities (including the national grid), as 
well as their technical and operational requirements.”  
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 6.104  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Generally the explanations to the policies within Section 6 are supported as they clearly explain the policies.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Explanation to Policies 3, 4 and 5 are retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.105  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

A new explanation is sought to support Policy 7. The purpose of this commentary is to indicate the relationship 
between the RPS and the NPSET and to provide useful guidance as to why the policies are provided within Section 6 
of the proposed RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

That a new Explanation 7 be provided as follows: “Policy 7 give effect to the Policies 2 and 5 of the NSPET which seek 
to facilitate the ongoing use and development of the National Grid to meet the needs of present and future 
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generations.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.106  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

A new explanation is sought to support Policy 8. The purpose of this commentary is to indicate the relationship 
between the RPS and the NPSET and to provide useful guidance as to why the policies are provided within Section 6 
of the proposed RPS. 
 
 
Relief sought: 

That a new Explanation 8 be provided as follows: “Policy 8 gives effect to Polices 10 and 11 of the NPSET which seek 
to manage the adverse effects of third parties on the National Grid through the implementation of a National Grid 
corridor.”  
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.107   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part – Minor amendment is requested to improve the accuracy of the associated ‘explanation’.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend: “Policy 1 seeks to ensure that the West Coast has an adequate a secure electricity supply of energy to meet 
the needs of people and communities from either non-renewable or renewable sources. The Policy applies to 
infrastructure which supplies energy rather than energy suppliers per se.”  
 
Decision Requested: 6.108  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

New explanation to the Policies to support new Policy as per Decision Requested 6.53 and 6.59.  
 
Relief sought: 
 

Insert a new explanation to the Policies: “…Policy 6 recognises the need for planning for growth and development and 
the provision of local, regional and national infrastructure to proceed side-by-side in a coordinated and integrated 
way. Policy 7 gives effect to Policy C1 of the NPSREG, which seeks to recognise the practical and locational constraints 
often encountered by renewable energy facilities requiring to be located at source.”  
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 6.109  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - The Principal Reasons are supported as they clearly articulate the reasoning behind the RPS provisions.  
 

Relief sought:  
That the Principal Reasons be retained.  
 
METHOD 1 

 
Decision Requested: 6.110  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the method to provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of micro and small 
scale hydro electricity generation activities where appropriate. While hydro generation is an obvious option there may 
be other opportunities for renewable energy generation on the West Coast. We therefore suggest that method one 
includes support for other renewable energy options. 
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Decision Requested: 6.111  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Micro and small scale hydroelectric generation facilities can have very significant adverse effects on 
river or stream flow regimes resulting in for example loss of freshwater fish values or can adversely affect fish 
passage. These are Section 5 RMA matters.  
 
Micro and small scale hydroelectric power generation should also be defined.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Method 1 to read: “...appropriate conditions in particular maintenance of environmental flow and allocation 
regimes and where appropriate fish passage conditions, in regional plans...” 
 
Micro hydroelectric generation is a scheme where total production is less than 1MW. Small scale hydro electric 
generation is a scheme where total production is less than 5MW. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.112  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Micro and small scale hydroelectric power generation should also be defined.  
 
Relief sought: 

Micro hydroelectric generation is a scheme where total production is less than 1MW. Small scale hydroelectric 
generation is a scheme where total production is less than 5MW. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.113  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

In Methods, “micro” and “small-scale hydro generation” are directed to be permitted or controlled activities in regional 
and district plans. Although EDS supports the development of renewable energy, it is inappropriate to provide for 
activities that may have significant impacts on freshwater eco-systems as permitted or controlled activities. An activity 
status of permitted or controlled gives Council no ability to restrict these activities which amounts to a failure to give 
effect to NPSFM (e.g. Objective A1(a) and A2). 
 
Relief sought: 
Provide for the protection of freshwater eco-systems in the development of renewable energy generation (eg hydro). 
 

Decision Requested: 6.114  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Small-scale” should be defined. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.115  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

I endorse the development of small scale hydro generation but not as permitted or controlled activities. Each site is 
individual and it is not appropriate to indicate that an activity will necessarily be permitted or controlled in such 
circumstances. 
 
Relief sought: 

Provide for the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of micro and small-scale hydro electricity 
generation activities, subject to appropriate conditions, in regional plans and in district plans where appropriate. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.116  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Method 1.  
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METHOD 2 

 
Decision Requested: 6.117  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Significant tourism infrastructure should be recognised in the policy as it is a major industry on the 
West Coast which Councils’ seek to grow.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add to the Method 2: “...of regionally significant infrastructure or significant tourism infrastructure and manage 
adverse environmental effects....” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.118  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Method 2: “Through Regional and District Plan rules, or conditions of resource consents, recognise the positive 
benefits of regionally significant infrastructure, and manage/avoid adverse environmental effects on the safe and 
efficient operation of the region’s network utilities and other regionally significant infrastructure (including where this 
is of national importance).” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.119   
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Method 2 is supported as it addresses the majority of the policies above. However a modification is 
sought to the Method to provide reference to technical and operational constraints. Such an amendment would give 
effect to amended Policy 5, and reflect Policy 3 of the NPSET.  
 
Relief sought:  
That Method 2. be amended as follows: “Through Regional and District Plan rules, or conditions of resource consents, 
recognise the positive benefits of regionally significant infrastructure, the constraints imposed by the technical and 
operational requirements of regionally significant infrastructure, and manage adverse environmental effects on the 
safe and efficient operation of the region’s network utilities and other regionally significant infrastructure (including 
where this is of national importance).  
  
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.120   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Method 2. 
 
METHOD 3 
 
Decision Requested: 6.121  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Method 3: “Maintain river control and flood protection works and services where appropriate.” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.122  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support Method 3.  
 
NEW METHOD 

 
Decision Requested: 6.123  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

A new Method 4 is sought which specifically relates to the National Grid. Transpower supports the provision of such a 
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method as it would give effect to Policy 10, and more particularly Policy 11, of the NPSET which relate to managing 
the adverse effects of third parties on the transmission network. Policy 11 of the NPSET specifically refers to the 
identification of an appropriate buffer corridor, and on this basis, Transpower supports the provision of a specific 
method within the proposed RPS to recognise this requirement. It is noted that a specific method is already provided 
in relation to renewable energy generation, and therefore the provision of a method specific to the National Grid 
would not be inconsistent with the approach adopted in the RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 
That a new method 4 be provided as follows: “District plans shall include objectives, policies and methods (including 
rules) to recognise National Grid (transmission) corridors within their district, and to develop a transmission corridor 
management approach which is consistently implemented across the region and which:  
a) recognises the benefits of the National Grid;  
b) identifies the National Grid corridors in district plans, and:  

i)   protects the corridor and electricity transmission network from inappropriate activities (including “sensitive 
activities”, as defined in the National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission); and  

ii)   manages activities to avoid the adverse effects (including reverse sensitivity effects) of subdivision, use and 
development on the operation, maintenance, upgrading and development of the National Grid.  

c) identifies and addresses potential effects on people and communities and natural and physical resources from new 
National Grid infrastructure;  

d) recognises that the operator of the National Grid may be an affected party with respect to landuse change, 
including subdivision and development; and  

e) seeks to manage the effects of third parties on the safe and efficient operation of the National Grid.” 
 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 

NOTES 

 

Decision Requested: 6.124  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

New Note to be included to explain the reasoning behind proposed Method 4 [Decision Requested 120]. 
 
Relief sought:  
That a new Note 2. for proposed Method 4 be provided as follows: “2. Method 4. Policy 4 of the NPSET requires that 
Regional Councils must include objectives, policies and methods to facilitate long term planning for investment in 
transmission infrastructure and its integration with land uses. Many effects of reverse sensitivity can be avoided 
through developing a National Grid (transmission) corridor management approach as described in Method 4.”  

 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.125  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Retain the note to Method 1. 
 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Decision Requested: 6.126  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 1 

 
Decision Requested: 6.127  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower supports the Anticipated Environmental Results, which follow through from the 
preceding policy framework to give effect to the NPSREG. However amendment is requested to improve the accuracy 
of the Anticipated Environmental Results 
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Relief sought: 

Amend AER 1: “A perpetually adequate secure electricity supply of energy to meet the needs of people and 
communities and industry on the West Coast.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 

 
Decision Requested: 6.128  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - Trustpower supports the Anticipated Environmental Results, which follow through from the preceding policy 
framework to give effect to the NPSREG.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain AER 2.  
  
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 3 
  
Decision Requested: 6.129  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Anticipated Environmental Result 3 is supported as it clearly articulates the anticipated results behind the 
RPS provisions.  
 
Relief sought:  
That Anticipated Environmental Result 3 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 6.130  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower supports the Anticipated Environmental Results, which follow through from the 
preceding policy framework to give effect to the NPSREG. However amendment is requested to improve the accuracy 
of the Anticipated Environmental Results 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend AER 3: “Continued development, and operation, and maintenance of regionally significant infrastructure.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 4 
 
Decision Requested: 6.131  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 4: “Effective management of potential resource management conflicts so as to avoid, remedy, or mitigate 
significant adverse effects on network utilities and infrastructure whilst protecting natural values” 
 
Decision Requested: 6.132  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Anticipated Environmental Result 4 is supported as it clearly articulates the anticipated results behind the 
RPS provisions.  
 
Relief sought:  

That Anticipated Environmental Result 4 be retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 6.133  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower supports the Anticipated Environmental Results, which follow through from the 
preceding policy framework to give effect to the NPSREG. However amendment is requested to improve the accuracy 
of the Anticipated Environmental Results, including clarification of how the RPS intends to address reverse sensitivity 
effects as identified in Policy 4 and raised in Decision Requested 5.69.  
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Relief sought: 

Amend AER 4: “Effective management of potential resource management conflicts so as to avoid, remedy, or mitigate 
significant adverse effects on network utilities and infrastructure.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 5 

 
Decision Requested: 6.134  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - Trustpower supports the Anticipated Environmental Results, which follow through from the preceding policy 
framework to give effect to the NPSREG.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain AER 5. 
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7. BIODIVERSITY AND LANDSCAPE VALUES 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON BIODIVERSITY AND LANDSCAPE VALUES 

 
Decision Requested: 7.1  
 
Submitter 
 

3 BACKC 

The Council appears to want to transfer its responsibilities arising from the RMA to the Department of Conservation. 
The Council claims that land under the care of DOC is completely protected – this is blatantly not true (for instance look 
at the many examples of environmental destruction either caused by mining or left as a result of mining on many areas 
of public conservation land on the West Coast). Applications for access to mine on conservation land actually face a 
lower legal hurdle than other commercial activities (Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment) and it is often 
cheaper to mine public conservation land than private land. 
 
The Council is required under the RMA to maintain indigenous biodiversity. Resource development can occur on both 
public conservation and private land. It does not matter how much land is managed by DOC, the Council still has 
responsibility for biodiversity protection. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.2  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

It is a concern that the Council indicates that only the Department of Conservation is responsible for protection of 
indigenous flora and fauna. No mention is made of QEII National Trust Covenants, or the responsibilities to protect 
biodiversity in the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.3  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

Tourism is a major economic contributor to the West Coast, therefore protection of landscape, natural features and the 
environment in general is essential to maintain and improve this significant industry. The recent granting of consents to 
log rimu and other native timbers on private land adjacent to the road in South Westland is not the way to give tourist 
a natural environment experience! It is not just the “iconic tourist vistas” that are important but the overall intrinsic 
values of the West Coast.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.4  
 
Submitter 
 

10 BURTW 

Plan ignores the provisions for the protection of indigenous vegetation and significant habitats and Council’s 
responsibility under S30 of the RMA to maintain biodiversity. 
 
Repeal the proposed amendments. Even changes to RMA have not yet been made by central government, so what right 
has Council to pre-empt any changes.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.5  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

The reason one quarter of New Zealand’s protected land is on the West Coast is because it is an important national 
(and possibly global) taonga. The West Coast is rich in its level of biodiversity and simply put that is what we have to 
lose. The model above demonstrates the importance of a healthy biodiversity and natural ecosystems on health and 
wellbeing. The challenge of an ‘enabling RPS’ will be one of juggling (as opposed to balancing) the need to protect 
biodiversity and the desire to use and develop resources to promote economic and social wellbeing.   

 
Decisions regarding the management of the use and development of the West Coast’s largely unmodified environment 
will be the crux of decisions made under the current and/or amended RMA. Whilst it may be ‘abundant’, without careful 
management the West Coast could easily lose its unique environmental biodiversity.  
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Decision Requested: 7.6  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

The West Coast has potential to become a Centre of Excellence for environmental protection and enhancement while 
also allowing for development that supports the economic and social wellbeing of its residents. The large DOC estate 
currently supports a number of jobs and has potential to support a range of tourism opportunities.  
 

Decision Requested: 7.7  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Section name: Oppose - The present name of the Section and its scope is inappropriate. To compliment Section 5 it 
should be renamed Protection of Natural and Physical Resources to address Part 2 RMA issues. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.8  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The plan lacks direction, strategy and aspirations for improved standards of biodiversity protection in line with other 
second generation regional policy statements. The lack of vision is best evidenced by the anticipated environmental 
results of the RPS provisions. The anticipated environmental results, even if achieved, would still not have implemented 
the functions of either the Council or the RPS. For example, AER1 (Maintenance and enhancement of areas with 
regionally significant indigenous biodiversity values in the West Coast region) refers specifically to “regionally” 
significant biodiversity. In fact, the Act contains no caveats regarding the scale of significance (see also Friends of 
Shearer Swamp decision). 
 
Decision Requested: 7.9  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Delegation of biodiversity protection to district and regional plans and DOC 
The overarching policy approach of the PRPS is one of minimal intervention and a strong emphasis on the importance 
of economic development over management of environmental bottom lines. The PRPS provides minimal guidance on 
the content and focus for lower tier planning documents. 
 
Although the PRPS notes that “Biodiversity protection under the Resource Management Act (RMA) is not absolute”, the 
matters outlined in s.6 were confirmed in King Salmon to constitute environmental bottom lines. The role of DOC in 
protecting significant biodiversity and the reliance on district and regional plan rules to affect biodiversity protection is a 
nonsense when the RPS contains limited support for this core function. Weak objectives and policies in the RPS are 
likely to have the effect of undermining any rules in lower tier instruments. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.10  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Landscape 
There are several statutory and policy provisions which apply to the management of landscape and natural character 
values within the West Coast region, and which the PRPS needs to give effect to. These include: 
(a) Section 6(a) of the RMA which requires “the preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment 

(including the coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the protection of them 
from inappropriate subdivision use and development”. 

(b) Section 6(b) of the RMA which requires “the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development”. 

(c) Section 7 of the RMA which refers to “the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values”. 
(d) Policies 13, 14 and 15 of the NZCPS address the preservation of natural character, restoration of natural character 

and natural features and natural landscapes respectively. These require amongst other things, the avoidance of 
adverse effects on areas of the coastal environment with outstanding natural character and on outstanding natural 
features and landscapes. Significant adverse effects need to be avoided on other natural character areas and 
natural landscapes in the coastal environment. 

 
The requirement to “give effect” is a strongly worded directive meaning to implement. The lack of protection afforded 
to ONC, ONL and ONF areas in the PRPS is inadequate. Critically, it does not give effect to the NZCPS, and fails to 
implement environmental bottom lines. It is insufficient to ensure their protection from individual or cumulative impacts. 
 
Landscapes which contribute to the amenity of the region have not been identified, and there are no objectives or 
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policies to ensure their protection. This means that the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values as required 
under s7 RMA is unlikely to be achieved. 
 
Relief sought: 
That Chapter 7 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an 
RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.11  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The PRPS does not map and identify ONLS, ONFS, ONCs or SEAs. Failure to incorporate overlays into the PRPS opens 
the door for overlay maps to be changed by ad hoc plan changes, undermining strategic direction. Chapter 7 fails to 
provide for the protection and preservation of ONCs, ONLs and ONFs as required by Part 2 RMA. Conversely objectives 
appear to caveat the need for protection as result of their “abundance” in the area, and their ownership being primarily 
in the hands of the Crown. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 7 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an 
RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.12  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Chapter 7 fails to give effect to policies 13 and 15 NZCPS and to implement environment bottom lines (King Salmon 
[132]). The NZCPS requires adverse effects on ONC, ONL and ONFs to be avoided in the coastal environment. In light 
of and protection of these areas being a matter of national importance, EDS considers the requirement to avoid adverse 
effects should apply to all outstanding areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 7 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an 
RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA. 
 
 
Decision Requested: 7.13  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Farmers will play a fundamental role in the on-going active management and or protection of Biodiversity on private 
land in the West Coast. The biggest threat to Biodiversity on private land may be clearance, yet the biggest threat to 
biodiversity on crown land is weeds and pests. We know for a fact that landowners invest hundreds and thousands of 
dollars on weed and pest control on their own land, every single year. At an average of approx. $8.00 a hectare across 
each hectare millions of dollars worth of private investment in weed and pest control on those areas alone. It is little 
wonder that weed and pest control are identified as less of a threat on private land. This issue alone highlights one of 
the fundamental issues facing private landowners, is that convincing anyone, any member of the public, any local, 
regional or Central Government agency that they invest hugely in biodiversity management is an uphill battle, when the 
focus remains squarely on the less than 1.0% a year that is lost through clearance.  
 
The biggest challenge in the Regional Policy Statement is what value it can add to the decisions people make on their 
own land when they choose to nurture, manage and protect indigenous biodiversity.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.14  
 
Submitter 
 

23 GRAHG 

It is stated that “biodiversity protection under the RMA is not absolute” which is stated in the Background to the Issues. 
That is not correct as section 6 of the RMA is for matters of national importance. Any landowner served with a notice 
under section 6 of the RMA, that person does not no longer the owner of that land. The land now belongs to the Crown 
as a matter of national importance. There is no section in the RMA that deals with issues relating to resources important 
to the region. The RMA only deals with issues that are important to the nation.  
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Decision Requested: 7.15  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Where is the mention of intrinsic values and any values other than economic? Where is the mention of ecosystem 
services? Where is the mention of RMA s6 as matters of national importance? Why is this particular section only on 
landscape values, shouldn't it be more a RMA s6 evaluation? 
 
Decision Requested: 7.16  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of the significant natural areas programme in the PRPS, which is quoted in the 2005 [Efficiency and 
Effectiveness] report as the reason that any significance criteria may be changed/ eliminated from the PRPS. The 2005 
report says there are no future pressures on biodiversity - is that because there is no more indigenous biodiversity left 
to potentially degrade? NO, therefore a false statement. There is no mention of the QEII project in the PRPS, as 
mentioned in the 2005 report.  
 
Policy 9.11 [current RPS] - wetlands - says that rules in plans will protect wetlands. However, it required Forest and Bird 
to challenge the wetland provisions in the Land and Water Plan to get near to proper protection of significant wetlands.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.17  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB has significant concerns relating to the statements in this section. Many aspects of protection to significant 
indigenous flora and fauna are embedded in other legislation and not only in the RMA. Does the Council not recognise 
the jurisdiction of the other legislation? It is a concern that the Council does not recognise the importance of individual 
landowners protecting indigenous flora and fauna. There is also a failure to acknowledge alternative routes for 
protection such as the Queen Elizabeth II National Trust, which provides for individual decisions on protection on 
private land rather than the Department of Conservation.  
 
It is important to recognise that the principle reason the West coast is rich in remaining biodiversity compared with the 
other regions in new Zealand is due to the conservation Estate, which has significant economic returns to the region. 
There is general agreement that the land with high conservation values should be protected and managed by the 
Department of Conservation, however it is important that the Council recognises the important role it also has in 
protection of these areas, for example, wetlands on private property.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.18  
 
Submitter 
 

67 WCPT 

The terms “significant” and “outstanding” when referring to indigenous vegetation, habitat and natural character are 
undefined within the document and are often used to suggest that such values will have a greater degree of protection, 
but may still be subjected to use and development whereby adverse effects will require remedying or mitigating.  We 
ask that the current system whereby such areas are considered carefully through the consent process remain in place, 
so that biodiversity and habitat for native wildlife is protected.  This may mean, for example, that a dispersed penguin 
colony, while perhaps not deserving of the description “significant”, would still be protected from adverse effects of 
development through consent conditions such as buffers etc. 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 
 
Decision Requested: 7.19  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

In the absence of a National Policy Statement on Biodiversity, it is incumbent on the Regional Councils, partly through 
RPS’s, to provide adequate protection for biodiversity, which is currently decreasing. This RPS fails to do that.  
 
The background information in this section is highly misleading, which matters because this flawing thinking has led to 
flawed policy making. Biodiversity protection should occur on Public Conservation Land (PCL) because “This ensures the 
small proportion of private land in this region will not shrink further.” (p24). This proposition is simply wrong. The West 
Coast is a large region with a small population. In fact, per person, there is 3 times more land that it not conservation 
land on the West Coast than the rest of New Zealand.  
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In detail, according to the figures in the RPS, the West Coast has 2.3 million ha of land, and 388,000 ha that is not 
Public Conservation Land. According to the 2013 Census, the West Coast population is 32,148, giving 12.1 ha per 
person (a small amount of this land is held by the crown for other purposes e.g. roads, some riverbeds). According to 
the same Census, the population of NZ is 4,242,048. The total conservation estate is about 8.8 million ha (PCE), and 
the total area of NZ is 27 million ha (maf.govt.nz). Hence, outside of the West Coast there is c. 24.8 of land, and 6.9 
million hectares of conservation land, and 4,209,900 people. So the average non-conservation land, per person, outside 
of the West Coast is 4.2 ha.  
 
As much of the rest of this section flows from the false premise that the West Coast is short of private land, the 
objectives and policies are flawed. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.20  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

While we do not oppose the concept that the Department of Conservation (DOC) should be the natural manager of land 
with significant indigenous fauna and flora etc we are concerned that this may lead to the impression that all land 
managed by DOC is of a nature that it should be protected and no development should ever take place on it.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Background to this section to remove any suggestion that all land help by DOC should be protected from 
development.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.21  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

“The relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast provides a wealth of outstanding natural features and 
landscapes, and outstanding natural character. Management of these areas should not unnecessarily restrict future 
employment, regional growth or development.” (p.24)  
 
It is not clear how the second sentence follows from the first. Is the RPS implying here tat because we have a wealth of 
outstanding natural features therefore we can afford to degrade some of these in the interests of future employment 
and regional growth? It could equally (or better) be asserted that if the features and landscapes are truly outstanding 
then of course they should be preserved as a matter of national priority and a mandatory requirement of the RMA (s6). 
These features and landscapes in their own right already provide for future employment via the tourist industry as is 
acknowledged elsewhere in the RPS (“With world renowned attraction the region is gaining traction in international 
markets” (p.18)). 
 
As well as giving one-sided support for generic considerations of future employment, regional growth and development, 
this begs the question of what is a ‘necessary/unnecessary’ restriction on such activities. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.22  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYG 

Section 7 includes the debateable assertion that “Biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather 
than by applying planning restrictions. The long term objective for our region is for all high [conservation] value land to 
be in Crown ownership and all low [conservation] value land to be in private ownership.” (p.24) However, land owned 
by the Department of Conservation may still be subject to resource development proposals, and Regional Council 
planning restrictions in the interests of biodiversity protection may still be required. The matter of ownership does not 
obviate the RMA requirements on territorial authorities for the maintenance of indigenous biodiversity. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.23  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The land managed by the Department of Conservation on behalf of all New Zealanders is often hill and mountain 
country. A special feature of the West Coast indigenous biodiversity is that on both publicly owned and privately owned 
land there are still kiwi populations and other species found only on the West Coast.  
 
It is Councils’ functions under s30(1)(ga) and s31(1)(b)(iii) Part 2 of the RMA to maintain indigenous biodiversity. The 
Department can assist through purchase of lands, but under the RMA maintenance of indigenous biodiversity are 
functions of both regional and district Councils. 
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Relief sought: 

Delete the paragraphs discussing the Background to the issues. Replace with: 
“The West Coast sits astride the Australian and Pacific Plate boundary which is the Alpine Fault. As a result, the West 
Coast is a very tectonically active region. The results of this tectonic activity are steep hill and mountain ranges, still 
clothed in its indigenous vegetation cover such as forests, shrublands and tussock grasslands. On the highest ranges 
such as the Southern Alps there are permanent snowfields and glaciers which have in past chiselled the mountains, 
transporting gravel downstream to form moraines and creating lakes. Some of these landscapes, natural features, 
natural character and indigenous biodiversity are natural resources that are internationally, nationally and regionally 
significant. A significant part of Westland is an integral part of Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World 
Heritage Area. This area is the largest temperate rainforest in the Southern Hemisphere. 
Along the coast between Westport and Greymouth, are the stunning Paparoa Ranges which rise, often near vertical 
from the Tasman Sea creating stunning seascapes and karst landscape. Significant parts of these ranges are protected 
as part of the Paparoa National Park. 
 
In Buller, there is the Kahurangi National Park.   
 
There also significant reserves such as historic and scenic reserves, ecological areas and stewardship areas.  These 
areas can include the lake beds of many of the West Coast lakes.  
 
These areas contain indigenous biodiversity including significant ecological corridors such as the North Westland 
Ecological Corridor, significant wildlife refuges and a range of natural features such as glaciers, lakes, Punakaiki 
pancake rocks creating unique landscapes. These areas and tracks such as the Heaphy Track are managed by the 
Department of Conservation for protection of their indigenous biodiversity and visitor appreciation. The most frequented 
visitor sites are nationally significant attracting people from throughout the World. Other sites are regionally significant 
attracting visitors from other regions and other sites are locally significant being used by West Coasters. These sites 
together contribute to tourism currently one of the top three drivers for the region.  
 
These are all areas managed by the Department of Conservation which totals 84% of the entire West Coast land area.  
The area under management by the Department of Conservation is large from a national perspective but reflects the 
often remote isolated and mountainous landscape of the West Coast.  There are also natural resources which are not 
protected or only partially protected from certain activities. Examples include some parts of lake catchments, some 
wetlands, lowland indigenous biodiversity, the habitat of weka, fernbird, inanga and eels and shrubland on sandstone. 
Some of these areas still contain kiwi populations and other fauna found only on the West Coast.  
 
It is Councils’ functions to maintain indigenous biodiversity. Some Councils’ are also significant land managers and thus 
also have a land owner function of maintaining natural resources for the benefits of their communities.  However it 
recognised the Department of Conservation has a major role in particular managing the natural resources on land 
managed by the Department.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.24  
 
Submitter 
 

23 GRAHG 

It is also stated in the Background to the Issues that the “West Coast Regional Council and Department of Conservation 
share the view that significant habitats and vegetation is best protected when the underlying land is owned by the 
Department. This is best achieved through land exchange or purchase.”  
 
Land exchange will not work as it is not an apple for an apple thing.  

1. Is the land in exchange river silt or terrace gravel. 
2. If the land is in forest that would mean a tree for a tree of equal millable value.  
3. The remaining forest that did not contain millable timber would have to be equal number of trees and size. 
4. Does the land contain gold and silver. 
5. What species of trees are on the land, rimu, birch or other. 
6. Land value. 

 
Purchase – If a landowner has been “notified” under section 6 of the RMA, then if the land was in forest the Council 
would have to supply a valuation of the land and forest under the provisions of the Public Works Act 1981. If the 
landowner has a section of land that only a portion of that land was in forest the remaining land would come under the 
provisions of injurious affection of the Public Works Act 1981 as the land would be incapable of reasonable use. 
Significant issue 1 states “The RMA requires councils to provide protection to significant indigenous vegetation and 
significant habitats of indigenous fauna.” Section 6 of the RMA, ‘matters of national importance’, states “in achieving the 
purpose of the Act all persons exercising functions and powers under it in relation to managing the use, development 
and protection of natural and physical resources shall recognise and provide for the following matters of national 
importance.” Section 6 of the RMA only provides for the protection of matters of national importance which is important 
to the nation. 
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The West Coast Regional Council or Grey District Council cannot issue a resource consent for an area that has been 
notified under section 6 of the RMA which is important to the nation.  
 
In the Principal Reasons for Adopting Objectives, Policies and Methods, the section focuses on the requirements of 
sections 6a, 6b and 6c of the RMA. Any landowner who has been “notified” under any of these sections n longer own 
their land as the land has been protected as a matter of national importance. Any landowner cannot obtain a resource 
consent to do anything on the land. It cannot be sold as it is of national importance no one can purchase the land as it 
belongs to the crown. The land cannot be used to enable people and communities to provide for their social economic 
and cultural wellbeing health and safety. 
 
The Public Works Act 1981 s60 “Basic entitlement to compensation” 
1. Where under this Act any land – 

a) Is required or taken for any essential work; or 
b) Suffers any injurious affection resulting from the acquisition or taking of any other land of the owner for any 

essential work; or 
c) Suffers any damage from the exercise (whether proper or improper and whether normal or excessive of –  

(i) Any power under this Act; or 
(ii) Any power which relates to a public work and is contained in any other Act. 

 
Principle of equivalence – compensation paid to the owner should be equivalent to the loss suffered. This is the 
objective monetary value of the asset at the time of acquisition. Owners should be placed in a financial position as near 
as possible to that which they were in before the construction of the public work. The principle of equivalence comes 
from a metaphorical pair of scales – compensation is the balancing of money paid against the value of property lost. 
 
Any landowners who has been “notified” under s6 of the RMA the land has to be valued by a registered land valuer to 
obtain the value of the land lost.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.25  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Contradiction - purchase by DOC will decrease private land further if there is no exchange. The converse should be the 
important tenet here - the priority must be that, rather than losing private land to the conservation estate we cannot 
afford to further lose remaining lowland Gondwana biodiversity, even if it is on private land; this biodiversity must be 
protected. Unfortunately, local councils often pay only lip service to rules in the plans and conditions in resource 
consents protecting significant ecology on private lands, through nonenforcement of those rules and consents for land 
development. Land exchange with DOC may see nett biodiversity loss via any remnant indigenous biodiversity on the 
lower value land being destroyed through development. 
 
Such land exchange should not be promoted through this RPS but left entirely in the hands of DOC and the private 
land-owners involved. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete from the Background to the Issues: Biodiversity protection under the Resource Management Act (RMA) is not 
absolute, as resource consents can be granted for developing such areas. The West Coast Regional Council and 
Department of Conservation share the view that significant habitats and vegetation is best protected when the 
underlying land is owned by the Department. This is best achieved through land exchange or purchase. This ensures 
the small proportion of private land in this region will not shrink further - 
 
Decision Requested: 7.26  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

DOC's budget was drastically reduced a couple of years ago - where are the finances to ensure this sweeping statement 
of getting all significant ecology in private land into DOC ownership? Planning restrictions must be retained for these 
significant areas. Sometimes there is an area of significance in the middle of a farm, with no public access. Surely it is 
better to get a QEII covenant then create public conservation land out of it. The paragraph is too elementary to be 
included in a regional document and requires reasoned and considered rewriting. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete from Background to the Issues: As well as high conservation value areas, the Department administers some land 
considered to be of limited conservation value. Land exchanges should occur by swapping such land for high 
conservation value land in private ownership. Biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather than by 
applying planning restrictions. The long term objective for our region is for all high value land to be in Crown ownership 
and all low (conservation) value land to be in private ownership, and being used to generate employment and income. 
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Decision Requested: 7.27  
 
Submitter 
 

40 MPI 

Reference to Part 3A of the Forests Act 
The proposed RPS has an important role for setting the overall direction for the management of natural and physical 
resources and the environment. Although an RPS does not contain rules to regulate activities the Regional or District 
Councils of the region are required to give effect  to this document when preparing or changing regional or district 
plans. In addition Territorial authorities are required to “…have regard to” relevant objectives and policies in the RPS 
when considering an application for resource consent.  
 
It is therefore important that the proposed RPS recognises that the wider regulatory management regime is adaptive 
and able to respond to change (e.g. Cyclone Ita windfall recovery of indigenous trees for timber production) as required 
in order to achieve sustainable resource management. This includes acknowledging other statutory instruments, notably 
provisions under Part 3A of the Forests Act, which are not currently referenced in Part C – Section 7 of the proposed 
RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the ‘Background to the Issues’ be amended to include the following statement (or similar wording), and that 
subsequent changes be made to the remainder of Section 7 as necessary: “MPI is responsible for the administration of 
Part 3A of the Forest Act 1949 which regulates the sustainable management of New Zealand’s privately owned 
indigenous forest. Part 3A of the Forest Act 1949 is aimed at the sustainable management and harvesting of indigenous 
forests in a way that maintains the ability of the forest to continue to provide a full range of products and amenities in 
perpetuity while retaining the forest’s natural values. It also provides for other minor sawmilling provisions for the 
milling of indigenous trees affected by windfall, mining or tracking and roading and the maintenance of infrastructure. 
This is a significant matter on the West Coast as an estimated 37% of private land consists of indigenous forest, in one 
form or another.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.28  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Please provide the background or evidence to the statement that DOC believes significant habitats and vegetation is 
best protected when the underlying land is owned by the Department. SNA’s may be best protected by covenant.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.29  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

We are deeply concerned by the statement on page 24 - “The West Coast Regional Council and Department of 
Conservation share the view that significant habitats and vegetation is best protected when the underlying land is 
owned by the Department. This is best achieved through land exchange or purchase. This ensures the small proportion 
of private land in this region will not shrink further.” This is also covered in Policy 2 (page 25), and Method 2 (page 26).  
 
The implications of the above approach are far reaching - a rationalisation of land tenure on the West Coast. This could 
lead expressly or tacitly to a zoning mechanism. It could create the expectation in future that all pubic conservation 
land in the region will be off-limits to mining because it is deemed to be high-value land, whether or not it is high-value 
land. That would amount to adding land to schedule 4 of the Crown Minerals Act 1991 by stealth, and, therefore, the 
proposed direction in the RPS is strongly opposed.  
 
To encourage minerals exploration, access to land has to be maximised because exploration is done over large areas. 
The proposal goes against this objective, and will frustrate exploration. Once more the implications for the minerals 
industry are far reaching. Exploration is the life blood of the industry - less exploration, less likelihood of finding a new 
mine.  
 
There is also the practicality of implementation to consider. Is the council proposing to compel all private owners of 
land deemed to hold high conservation values to transfer that land into the public conservation estate in exchange for 
either cash, or some other low-value land nearby that may or may not exist, or a combination? If anything, the amount 
of land held in private ownership on the West Coast would decrease under such as policy, even if it could be achieved. 
Private land owners are likely to strongly resist such an initiative.  
 
Straterra’s position is that mining companies should have the opportunity to apply for resource consents, on any land, 
to provide for a proper consideration of the economic benefits of the proposal, the likely environmental impacts, and 
proposals for their management, which could include ad hoc land swaps (covered in Policy 3 on page 25). The rationale 
for that is that every mining proposal is different, and that the footprint of mining is very small, all things considered.  
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Note that where any land exchange involves DOC-administered “stewardship areas”, section 16A of the Conservation 
Act 1987 applies, in particular, “(2) The Minister shall not authorise any such exchange unless the Minister is satisfied, 
after consultation with the local Conservation Board, that the exchange will enhance the conservation values of 
land managed by the Department and promote the purposes of this Act” (emphasis added). On the above, a 
determination of whether or not the conservation values will be enhanced is very difficult to achieve in practice because 
conservation values entail biodiversity, recreational opportunities and historic heritage. These conservation values are 
incommensurate, that is, there is no objective way of weighing up gains in some of these values and losses in others. 
That is to say that achieving land swaps consistent with section 16A is less than straightforward, and this reflection may 
explain the reason for this mechanism being little use since its inclusion in the Conservation Act in 1990.  
 
Relief sought: 

The proposal undermines the proposed RPS, in particular, in relation to resilient and sustainable communities, and the 
use and development of resources, and should be rescinded as undesirable and unworkable.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.30  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower acknowledges that biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather than 
by applying planning restrictions. However, it is considered that reference to the protection of significant indigenous 
flora and fauna within ‘Biodiversity and Landscapes’ Issue No.2 as being directed to Crown ownership, may not be 
achievable where regionally significant infrastructure is located within these areas. As such, a minor amendment is 
sought to recognise that there will be some circumstances where it is appropriate for such land to stay in private 
ownership.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Background to the Issues: “…The long term objective for our region is for all high value land to be in Crown 
ownership as far as practicable and all low (conservation) value land to be in private ownership, and being used to 
generate employment and income…”   
 
ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 7.31  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The West Coast has a unique natural and built heritage and a stunning natural environment. Part of this 
environment is recognised internationally as Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World Heritage Area.  
Protection of this environment is essential for the wellbeing of the West Coast communities and its economy. The issue 
is maintaining these values to maintain and increase economic activity such as tourism, attract new residents and 
businesses and for future generations.   
 
Significant historic heritage includes Denniston and Brunner coal mining and Reefton gold mining heritage. These places 
are significant visitor attractions. 
 
The existing issues see protection as an impediment to the development of the West Coast yet the values that have 
been protected are a driver of in particular the tourist industry. Maintenance of indigenous biodiversity is also important 
from a natural hazard viewpoint. It reduces flood flows and erosion including soil loss. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Issue 1 – replace with new Issue refer Decision Requested 7.53  
 
Decision Requested: 7.32  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The issue as identified is inappropriate because it is simply a restating of a statutory mandate. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.33  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

Much of the West Coast’s land is vulnerable, not the place to put farms, build hotels, houses or swimming baths! The 
high rainfall at times puts the steep places into the neutral position. Much flak is pointed at the Department of 
Conservation re the normal meaning of getting in the way of ‘development’ yet most of the Department‘s land is too 
fragile to be of any use in the public sector being of steep silicate nature and very unstable.  
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Decision Requested: 7.34  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
ISSUE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 7.35  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The West Coast has a unique natural and built heritage and a stunning natural environment. Part of this 
environment is recognised internationally as Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World Heritage Area.  
Protection of this environment is essential for the well being of the West Coast communities and its economy. The issue 
is maintaining these values to maintain and increase economic activity such as tourism, attract new residents and 
businesses and for future generations.   
 
Significant historic heritage includes Denniston and Brunner coal mining and Reefton gold mining heritage. These places 
are significant visitor attractions. 
 
The existing issues see protection as an impediment to the development of the West Coast yet the values that have 
been protected are a driver of in particular the tourist industry. Maintenance of indigenous biodiversity is also important 
from a natural hazard viewpoint. It reduces flood flows and erosion including soil loss. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Issue 2 – replace with new Issue refer Decision Requested 7.54  
 
Decision Requested: 7.36  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The issue as identified is inappropriate because it absolves the Council of having to do it. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.37  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

As per reasoning in Decisions Requested 7.25 and 7.26. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Issue 2: “While tThe protection of significant vegetation and habitat of significant indigenous fauna is provided 
for within Regional and District Plans, in the context of the current abundance of conservation land it would be sensible 
for ownership of all such significant areas to be within the Department of Conservation’s land portfolio.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.38  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

This is a simplistic and unrealistic approach to SNAs 'it would be sensible for ownership of all such significant areas to 
be within the Department of Conservation’s land portfolio.' There are likely to be SNAs surrounded by private land 
which would not easily be managed by anyone other than the surrounding landowner. DoC will not necessarily have all 
significant areas under their management, and other landowners may well wish to retain theirs as they may feel it adds 
value to the rest of their land. How does the WCRC regard QE2 Trust land still retained by the landowner? 
 
It may not be possible for DoC to 'find' a suitable parcel of land of low conservation value in the appropriate area to 
exchange. “In the context of current abundance ...”  has no relevance to the following clause   “it would be sensible to 
...” 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Clause [Issue] 2. 
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Decision Requested: 7.39  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

The word ‘significant’ [‘significant indigenous vegetation’] sounds royal when in fact the council can just say what they 
like with regard to what is significant the public at this time have no say in the matter.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.40  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.41  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Stewardship land managed by DOC requires careful assessment to determine high or low value areas. It Is not realistic 
to expect this to happen quickly. Issue 2 does not make sense.  
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Issue 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.42  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The issues are contrary to many requirements of the RMA:  
a. The Regional Council is required under s 6(c) RMA (the Act) to recognise and provide for, as a matter of national 

importance, the protection of significant indigenous vegetation and vegetation and the habitat of significant 
indigenous fauna.  

b. It is not the role of an RPS to speculate as to whether it is a ‘sensible ‘ to have all significant areas of land on the 
West Coast managed by the Department of Conservation given it (DOC) already has an ‘abundance’ of conservation 
land. The RPS cannot set policy for a government department.  

c. Such speculation fails to provide a proper overview of the resource management issues of the region as set out in s 
59 of the Act and does not properly consider Council’s responsibilities under Part 2 of the Act, in particular s.6(c).  

 
Relief sought: 

Re-write Issue 2 to:  
a. properly identify the resource management issues of biodiversity in the region including how Council is going to give 

effect to s 6(c) requirement to recognise and provide for the protection of significant indigenous vegetation and 
significant habitats of significant fauna.  

b. delete the reference to the Department of Conservation and how significant areas within the region could be 
managed by them.  

 
Decision Requested: 7.43   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower acknowledges that biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather than 
by applying planning restrictions. However, it is considered that reference to the protection of significant indigenous 
flora and fauna within ‘Biodiversity and Landscapes’ Issue No.2 as being directed to Crown ownership, may not be 
achievable where regionally significant infrastructure is located within these areas. As such, a minor amendment is 
sought to recognise that there will be some circumstances where it is appropriate for such land to stay in private 
ownership.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Issue 2: “While the protection of significant vegetation and habitat of significant indigenous fauna is provided 
for within Regional and District Plans, in the context of the current abundance of conservation land it would be sensible 
for ownership of all such significant areas to be within the Department of Conservation’s land portfolio, where 
practicable.” 
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ISSUE 3 

 
Decision Requested: 7.44  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

We support that management of relatively unmodified environments should not unnecessarily restrict future 
employment, regional growth or development.   
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Issues 
 
Decision Requested: 7.45  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The West Coast has a unique natural and built heritage and a stunning natural environment. Part of this 
environment is recognised internationally as Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World Heritage Area.  
Protection of this environment is essential for the wellbeing of the West Coast communities and its economy. The issue 
is maintaining these values to maintain and increase economic activity such as tourism, attract new residents and 
businesses and for future generations.   
 
Significant historic heritage includes Denniston and Brunner coal mining and Reefton gold mining heritage. These places 
are significant visitor attractions. 
 
The existing issues see protection as an impediment to the development of the West Coast yet the values that have 
been protected are a driver of in particular the tourist industry. Maintenance of indigenous biodiversity is also important 
from a natural hazard viewpoint. It reduces flood flows and erosion including soil loss. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Issue 3 – replace with new Issue refer Decision Requested 7.55.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.46  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The issue as identified is inappropriate because it implies that it is not necessary anyway because economic 
development is more important than fulfilling this function. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.47  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Issue 3. Given the vast scale of the relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast, management of 
these areas should not unnecessarily restrict future employment, regional growth or development.  
 
Relief sought  

That Council adopt issue 3 as worded. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.48  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Much of the unmodified environment of the west coast is in the conservation estate; so much of our wetlands have 
been drained (one example being the approximate 21km of coastal area between Kumara Junction and Hokitika, where 
there is hardly a tree or flax left to bend in the wind of that once rich coastal wetland; so much of our coastal wetland 
is now highly modified) the remaining pockets of significance in the lowlands is incrementally reducing because of 
permitted activities in plans and also non-enforcement of rules and land development consents. Development has also 
taken away the natural cover of many of our steep hill and mountain sides in private ownership. Furthermore, these 
remaining pockets need to restrict economic development there because of their importance in providing refugia and 
protecting genetic diversity as well as contributing to climate amelioration. 
It is apparent that non-enforcement of rules and consent conditions in relation to protection of the natural environment 
is because the essence of this PRPS is in fact being played out now, and this PRPS's intention is to entrench these 
extant attitudes. 
 
The relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast provides a wealth of outstanding natural features 
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and landscapes, and outstanding natural character. Management of these areas should not unnecessarily restrict future 
employment, regional growth or development. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Issue 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.49  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

No I don’t think regional growth and employment should be allowed to compromise these areas. Except in regards to 
cycle ways. Our environment is still the jewel in our crown and should not be compromised. We must never have an 
every things for sale attitude just for jobs. Our dignity is not for sale. Recently I saw an American company had secured 
prospecting rights for garnet sands at Gillespies beach plus several other beaches on the West Coast. Mining Gillespies 
beach would be like mining Franz Josef. The comment in [Issue 3] that the West Coast is relatively unmodified holds no 
truth to me. If you look back in history you will find that from Karamea down to Okuru south of Haast millions of rimu, 
kahikatea, matai, rata, silver pine and totara on the flat lands were milled by firms from Dunedin, Wellington, 
Christchurch and Auckland. The money needless to say was not left on the “Coast”. History has shown me that the 
Board members past in the WCRC have shown that they are capable of digging up highly valued swamps and turning 
them to pasture and also finding they are in a position to purchase endowment land at a pittance of the minimum 
estimated value at a cost to the local population to whom the sale monies were to be received.  
 
I am highly sceptical that the WCRC will follow through on compliance issues even though I feel having met and spoken 
with the compliance staff I was left with the impression that they are of a very good calibre I do feel the board in its 
current state is not a healthy one and can allocate funds for the use of the compliance staff work use or not as provide 
as they desire. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.50  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.51  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Issue 3 is not properly set out as an issue. The issue should consider how the natural features and landscapes are 
being protected as they are currently unidentified. The Issue discussion maintains that because there is a ‘wealth of 
outstanding natural features and landscapes’ their development should not be ‘unnecessarily restricted’. The role of the 
PRPS is to set out how the outstanding natural features and outstanding landscapes within the region will be protected 
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development, in the West Coast region. The current issue provides no basis for 
doing so.  
 
Relief sought  
Re-write Issue 3 to:  
a. Properly identify the resource management issues around the protection of the region’s outstanding landscapes and 

natural features in the region to give effect to Council’s responsibilities under s.59 and s.6 (b) of the Act.  
b. Consider how outstanding landscapes and natural features can be identified to give effect to s6 (b).  
c. Consider how the ‘largely unmodified’ features contribute to the well-being of the community and to the economic 

development of the region and potential adverse effects on these features. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.52  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Significant Issue 3 is supported as it appropriately recognises that is some instances development within the 
largely unmodified West Coast environment is not inappropriate.  
 

Relief Sought:  
That Significant Issue 3 be retained. 
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NEW ISSUE 

 
Decision Requested: 7.53  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The West Coast has a unique natural and built heritage and a stunning natural environment. Part of this environment is 
recognised internationally as Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World Heritage Area. Protection of this 
environment is essential for the wellbeing of the West Coast communities and its economy. The issue is maintaining 
these values to maintain and increase economic activity such as tourism, attract new residents and businesses and for 
future generations.   
 
Relief sought: 

Add new issue 1: “Biodiversity, Landscapes, Natural Features, Natural Character and Historic Heritage 
1. West Coast has regionally, nationally and internationally significant landscapes, natural features, indigenous 

biodiversity and outstanding natural character of lakes, rivers and wetlands. Inappropriate use and development of 
these natural resources will result in the loss of significant values and loss of opportunities for the West Coast 
communities now and for future generations. 

 
Decision Requested: 7.54  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Significant historic heritage includes Denniston and Brunner coal mining and Reefton gold mining heritage. These places 
are significant visitor attractions. 
 

Relief sought: 
Add new Issue 2: “The West Coast has locally, regionally and nationally important physical resources such as historic 
heritage including coal and gold mining sites. Inappropriate use and development of these physical resources could 
result in the loss of historic heritage which has a role in diversifying local economies.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.55  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The existing issues see protection as an impediment to the development of the West Coast yet the values that have 
been protected are a driver of in particular the tourist industry. Maintenance of indigenous biodiversity is also important 
from a natural hazard viewpoint. It reduces flood flows and erosion including soil loss. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add new Issue 3: “Inappropriate use and development such as removal of indigenous biodiversity can increase the rate 
of soil loss and adversely affect natural resources such as lakes, wetlands and coastal lagoons and, increase rate of run-
off of water and reduce low flows to the detriment of downstream users of water and communities.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.56  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

 Refer Decision Requested 1.25. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add new Issue 4: “Attracting and maintaining residents and visitors requires suitable management of potential impacts 
on the amenity and character of the West coast, including its biodiversity and landscapes.”   
 
OBJECTIVE 1 
 
Decision Requested: 7.57  
 
Submitter 
 

2 ANDB 

Objective 1 (p24) is so flawed that it cannot be used as the basis for any policy making. The biodiversity of the West 
Coast, as in the rest of the country, is in crisis. Only by extremely intensive management are a few endangered species, 
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such as kiwi and mohua, surviving, while much of the rest of our native fauna and flora are declining. Some of this 
decline is directly related to large-scale mining operations in historically rare and highly-biodiverse areas on the Stockton 
and Denniston Plateaux, some is related to the continuing degradation of wetlands, and some is because of the 
predation by introduced predators. 
 
WCRC and TLAs under this RPS have a responsibility to maintain and protect biodiversity on private land. Under the RMA 
this responsibility cannot be simply divested to DoC. The Department of Conservation has limited capacity to buy or 
exchange private land. In addition, as we see from Denniston, biodiversity on DoC land does not have absolute 
protection, so strong protection under the RMA is still required. This RPS must include strong protection for biodiversity, 
natural character, natural features and landscapes. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.58  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

“A regulatory framework that reflects the abundance of biodiversity, natural character and natural features ad 
landscapes whilst enabling West Coast communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.” What is 
the RPA actually trying to say here? While the RMA allows for providing for economic, social and cultural well-being, this 
is in the context of sustainable management irrespective of ‘relative abundance’ or otherwise.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.59  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - The objective fails to recognise the significance of the natural resources on the West Coast such as 
indigenous biodiversity, natural features and landscapes. It is these significant natural resources that make a major 
contribution to West Coast’s wellbeing. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 1 to read: “A regulatory framework that reflects the abundance of significance of the natural and 
physical resources of the West Coast including its biodiversity in particular its indigenous biodiversity, natural character, 
and natural features and landscapes and the significance of its physical resources namely its historic heritage, and the 
requirements for its protection whilst enabling West Coast communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.60  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Objective 1. Given the vast scale of the relatively unmodified environment of the West Coast, management 
of these areas should not unnecessarily restrict future employment, regional growth or development.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopt Objective 1 as worded.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.61  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 1: “A regulatory framework that reflects, protects and enhances the abundance of biodiversity, natural 
character, and natural features and landscapes of the West Coast whilst enabling West Coast communities to provide for 
their economic, social and cultural wellbeing.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.62  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
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Decision Requested: 7.63  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.64  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objective is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to properly take 
into account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. Council is required to protect significant 
indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna as well as outstanding landscapes and natural 
features in the Region as a matter of national importance. It is not a relative judgement based on the ‘abundance’ of 
these values.  
 

Relief sought: 
Rewrite objective to properly provide for Part 2. Amend Objective 1 to read: “A regulatory framework that reflects the 
abundance of Recognise and provide for the protection of significant biodiversity, natural character, and natural features 
and landscapes whilst enabling West Coast communities to provide for their economic social and cultural well-being.”  
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.65  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Objective 1 is supported as it appropriately recognises wellbeing. The recognition is specifically relevant in the 
context of the National Grid.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Objective 1 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.66  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We support the Objective.  
 
OBJECTIVE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 7.67  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The Buller and Westland District Plans currently contain criteria for determining significance of indigenous 
biodiversity which are similar to each other. The current West Coast RPS and the Grey District Plan also contain their 
own criteria for the significance of indigenous biodiversity   
 
There is a general inconsistency between the criteria used by the Councils in the in the region. It is also considered that 
there are deficiencies in some of the measures of significance used in each of the current criteria. Given this it is likely 
that the Council function of maintaining indigenous biodiversity is being carried out inconsistently within the West Coast 
region. It is also likely that loss of significant indigenous biodiversity is occurring and will continue to occur unless a set 
of robust criteria to determine significance is applied across the region. 
 
The significance criteria [as proposed in Decision Requested 14.1] is considered appropriate for implementation at a 
regional scale. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Objective 2 and replace with: “Ensure the consistent and integrated management by Councils’ of biodiversity in 
particular indigenous biodiversity throughout the West Coast Region by having criteria to identify and protect areas of 
significant indigenous biodiversity and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.” 
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Decision Requested: 7.68  
 
Submitter  
 

18 EDS 

Land swaps - The RPS fails to give effect to the Regional Council functions related to biodiversity because it relies on an 
inappropriate method (land swaps) to divide land suitable for development from land that should be protected from 
development in accordance with the purpose and principles of the RMA. The PRPS presently relies upon land tenure of 
significant areas and significant habitats of indigenous fauna being changed to include them on public conservation land: 
“The long term objective for our region is for all high value land to be in Crown ownership and all low (conservation) 
value land to be in private ownership, and being used to generate employment and income”. 
 
This approach is in place of providing for their protection outside of the Crown estate via controls on environmentally 
damaging activities commonly found in other RPSs. Altering land tenure is a costly, time-consuming and inefficient 
process, that is unlikely to be either flexible or effective enough to generate good environmental outcomes. Land use 
pressure is likely to outpace capacity to include significant biodiversity, both in financial resources to acquire the land and 
in time to undertake gazetting processes. In the interim, significant biodiversity is likely to be lost. 
 
The PRPS implies that the Department of Conservation is supportive of this approach in noting: “The West Coast Regional 
Council and Department of Conservation share the view that significant habitats and vegetation is best protected when 
the underlying land is owned by the Department.”  The Department of Conservation is not of this view, rendering this 
policy approach as stated to be somewhat misleading. Land protected by the Crown is also subject to a range of possible 
impacts under the Conservation Act 1987 and the ongoing impacts of introduced pests and a high burden of management 
unmet by present operating budgets. Furthermore, protecting land in public conservation land does not address other 
impacts on biodiversity on private land more efficiently and appropriately managed through policy and plan provisions 
under the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.69  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports Objective 2. We endorse the RPS proposal for the Crown to acquire private land of notable 
conservation value through the means of land swaps with farmers and landowners. It is obvious that some land on farms 
would ideally be professionally managed as part of the conservation estate. On the other hand, it is clear that some 
stewardship land is much more suited to farming development. 
 

Relief sought: 
That Council adopt Objective 2 as worded 
 
Decision Requested: 7.70  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 2: “Recognising the need to protect significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitat of native 
fauna, while encouraging the Crown to acquire ownership of large areas of high value indigenous ecology located on 
private land that can be conveniently annexed to the public estate, either through the Department of Conservation or 
Queen Elizabeth II Trust while ensuring the proportion of private land to conservation land in the region does not 
decrease.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.71  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objective is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fais to properly take 
into account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. It is not the role of Council to ‘encourage’ a policy 
of the Crown as a means of stepping away from their own responsibility under s.5, 6, and 7 of the Act. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Objective 2. Add new Objective 2 to read (or words similar): “Areas of significant indigenous vegetation and 
significant habitats of indigenous fauna are identified and their values and ecosystem functions protected.” 
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly. 
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Decision Requested: 7.72  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

Straterra strongly opposes the proposed direction to move private land with high conservation values into the 
conservation estate, and conservation land with low conservation values into private ownership for the following reasons 
(explained further in the main text of this submission):  
� All conservation land on the West Coast could be seen to be off-limits to minerals exploration and mining, 

unnecessarily limiting access to land for exploration, and preventing any consideration of the relative merits of any 
mining proposal and the conservation values;  

� The only way to achieve the policy direction would be to force private land owners with land containing high 
conservation values to transfer that land into the conservation estate, in exchange for either cash, some other land of 
interest to the private land owner, or a combination – leading to a net decrease in privately-owned land on the West 
Coast;  

� Private land owners would likely strongly resist being told or compelled to rationalise their land holdings in the way 
proposed because they would see this direction as unwarranted and potentially unlawful interference in their property 
rights; and  

� The proposal is in conflict with the overall tenor and intent of the proposed RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Council agree to rescind the proposal to actively reconfigure privately-owned land, and public conservation land 
tenure because it would: disincentivise minerals exploration, discriminate unfairly against mining projects, be 
unachievable, interfere with the property rights of private land owners, and because it is contrary to the overall tenor and 
intent of the proposed RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.73   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the use of the term ‘encouraging’ in Objective 2, rather than ‘requiring’ in the context of the 
concerns raised above in Decision Requested 7.30.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.74   
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We support the Objective. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.75   
 
Submitter 
 

67 WCPT 

Encouraging landowners to exchange high value for low value conservation land with DOC seems out of place in a RPS.  
The expectation is that if managed by DOC, high value conservation land is protected but this is not the case, as clearly 
evidenced by the many activities that occur on conservation land, mining in particular.  Regardless of the amount of land 
managed by DOC, the Council still has responsibilities under the RMA to protect habitat for indigenous wildlife under the 
RMA.   
 
There are examples of mining that can work alongside wildlife. Black sand mining within the Coastal Marine Area, through 
careful management and appropriate conditions, can often be operating away from and not disturbing penguins nesting 
close to the beach. 
 
OBJECTIVE 3 

 
Decision Requested: 7.76  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - Outstanding natural features and landscapes are not only on land managed by the Department of 
Conservation. Activities on their margins can also adversely affect their values. 
 
The scope of the objective should include; 
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� natural character a product of natural resources including land water and biodiversity; 
� Historic Heritage. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 3 to read: “Recognising and providing for areas of outstanding natural features and landscape, noting 
that these are primarily located on Crown conservation lands the; 
� protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes; and 
� preservation of the natural character of lakes rivers wetlands and their margins and the coastal environment; and  
� protection of historic heritage;  
all from inappropriate use and development.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.77   
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 3: “Recognising and providing for areas of outstanding natural features and landscape, as required by 
s6(b) of the RMA, noting that these are primarily, but not always, located on Crown conservation lands.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.78  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

The paper gleefully plans to lump all significant areas into DOC ownership. Get used to it – biodiversity occurs across the 
mosaic of farmland and forest, and is subject to new discoveries and change, especially with global warming.  
 
Relief sought: 

SNA’s need to be take account of by the Regional Council – the process of acquisition is too slow and clumsy, and there 
are special opportunities in enhancing parts of farmland adjacent to waterbodies, indigenous fauna, flora. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.79  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 3. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 7.80  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.81   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objective is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to properly take 
into account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Objective 3. Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.82   
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

We support the Objective. 
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NEW OBJECTIVE 

 
Decision Requested: 7.83  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Add new objective to read (or words similar): “Indigenous biodiversity is maintained.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.84  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Fish and Game objects to the removal of the policy to achieve the Section 7(h) requirement for the protection of the 
habitat of trout and salmon from the Proposed RPS. This was a specific policy of the previous version of the RPS and it is 
submitted that the issue should be provided for in the current Proposed RPS to ensure that the matter is provided for on 
an ongoing basis and in a consistent manner across the region. Whilst the provision had previously been a policy 
provision it is noted that the only reference in its removal from the RPS is that it provided little guidance. On the contrary 
Fish and Game has been actively involved in the later development of Land and Water Plans and ensuring that the 
detailed provisions are established to reflect the policy. There is no guidance in the proposed RPS as to how Section 7(h) 
is required to be provided for during plan and policy development processes, or through consequent resource consent 
process yet these matters have been accepted as relevant matters through the policy, plan and consent processes in the 
Region to date and there has been no change in circumstances which would suggest that this is no longer an issue. There 
is no commentary within either the Proposed RPS or accompanying Section 32 Report that Section 7(h) is not a relevant 
resource management issue for the West Coast region. Whilst specific policies are also appropriate in the Land and Water 
and Coastal Environment sections of the Proposed RPS, as they relate to the relevant issues regarding land and water 
resources, it is submitted that an objective should be inserted in Section 7 which establishes what is to be achieved. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a new Objective 4: “That particular regard is had to the protection of the habitat of trout and salmon through 
resource management processes and in achieving the purpose of sustainable management of natural and physical 
resources in the West Coast region.”  
 
POLICY 1 

 
Decision Requested: 7.85  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain the Policy as proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.86  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The tests in Policy 1 do not reflect s5 and s6 RMA or New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 or National 
Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 or s30 and s31 RMA. 
 
The policy gives no guidance as it uses avoid remedy or mitigate. 
 
Relief sought: 

Reword Policy 1 to read: “Adverse effects on significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitats of indigenous native 
fauna and outstanding natural character of lakes rivers wetlands and their margins and the coastal environment arising 
from the use and development of natural resources will be avoided where the values of those places are significant or 
outstanding or avoided remedied or mitigated via Regional and District Plans and resource consent processes.”   
 

Decision Requested: 7.87  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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Decision Requested: 7.88  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.89  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

An emphasis on ‘significant’ risks other areas of indigenous vegetation and habitat receiving inadequate protection. 
Adverse effects need to be considered and may need to be avoided in areas where indigenous vegetation is not so 
significant and habitat is less than significant, but use or development could destroy threatened wildlife. Where 
assessment of SNA’s and areas of ONC have still to be completed, this needs to be expedited.  
 
Relief sought: 

Extend Policy 1 to other areas of natural character, features and landscapes, that may not be categorised as outstanding, 
but may be local valued.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.90   
 
Submitter  
 

50 RF&B 

The policy is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to properly take into 
account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 1 by adding a requirement that indigenous biodiversity is maintained. Amend introductory and explanatory 
text and reasons accordingly. 
 
POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 7.91  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain the Policy as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.92  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that areas of significant vegetation and fauna should be protected and that land exchange or purchase 
provides a means of ensuring this protection. However if biodiversity threats are generally on farmed productive lowland 
environments changes in farming practice is also necessary. Many farmers throughout New Zealand now recognise the 
importance and economic benefits of farming practice that restores and enhances the natural environment. This has 
potential to become a marketing tool for the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.93  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - This Policy advocates that the Crown acquires ownership of any areas of significant fauna or vegetation on 
private land. There are a number of mechanisms of protection private land including covenanting. Land exchanges have 
limited utility as areas being exchanged may have other values. For examples areas could be rough pasture but be 
required for natural river processes. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Policy 2. 
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Decision Requested: 7.94  
 
Submitter 
 

17 DONOBW 

Advocating that the Government acquire privately-owned land should be of no concern to the Council. If any agency is to 
advocate for the conservation of areas of significant biodiversity it is the Department of Conservation. The property rights 
of private owners of land are constantly under attack from many quarters by agents of local and central Government, for 
example the Forests Amendment Act 1993 which stripped away the rights to clearfell native trees without compensation, 
the Windblown Timber Act of 2014 which is flooding the market with DoC wood which has destroyed the market for 
private foresters with no compensation, and the moves by the West Coast Regional Council in conjunction with DoC to 
declare many privately-owned lands to be wetlands, so restricting potential usage, with no compensation.  
 
Personnel of the Council must remember that they are employees of the ratepayers, and as such should be advocating 
for the protection of our property rights, and absolutely not advocating for the removal of such rights. Following the 
pattern set by the Acts etc. mentioned above, any identification of areas of significant biodiversity value by the Council 
would nearly certainly result in confiscation of these areas without compensation. The Council should concentrate on its 
core purposes and not get involved in matters concerning private property rights. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.95  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I very strongly oppose the concept of all areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant indigenous fauna being 
transferred out of WCRC administration and into the land portfolio of the Department of Conservation (DOC). Council is 
seeking to divest itself of its statutory responsibilities under Part 2 of the RMA, towards the environment, which is surely 
illegal. DOC lacks the funding to manage an increase in the conservation land which it administers, and is chronically 
underfunded, receiving a minute fraction of what the health or education sectors receive, to administer what is a 
significant (about 1/3) proportion of New Zealand’s land area. The proposal that high conservation land be swapped for 
lower value conservation land fails to recognise that: 
� Most of the supposed low conservation land on the West Coast is in fact stewardship land which, since 1987, has 

awaited assessment of its conservation values, and may well have very high values and: 
� Most conservation land is mountainous or swamp, and therefore of little or no use to farming or forestry, with an 

under-representation of lowland and coastal ecosystems, where the need for conservation of typical ecosystems is 
most needed. 

� The concept of land swap is based on the assumptions that: 
- Suitable land of supposedly low conservation values is located in proximity to the areas of private land with high 

conservation values. As explained previously, much conservation land under stewardship, though commonly 
assumed to be of low conservation value, may, once an ecological assessment has been performed, be found to 
have high conservation values. 

- The landowners are agreeable to a land swap. 
From an historical perspective, it is likely and natural that land owners will want the better deal in terms of land area.  
� The land swap process is a means to decimate the lowland areas of conservation land on the Coast, through attrition, 

and potentially amounts to “death by a thousand cuts” of those parts of the conservation estate. The claim by West 
Coast authorities, that 84% of the coast is “locked up” in conservation land, is misleading and specious, and would 
only be meaningful if applied to the aggregate of lowland areas because so much conservation land is mountainous 
or swamp, and therefore unsuitable for anything other than extractive development (logging, mining), which I 
strongly oppose on all conservation land.  

In the light of the above, there is little or no scope for land swaps to occur.  
� The proposed RPS needs to recognise that areas of significant indigenous vegetation and fauna exist outside of DOC-

administered land, in many cases on privately held land, where a land exchange is neither feasible, nor acceptable to 
the landowner. 

� There is an implication in this policy, that land which is not transferred into DOC administration will not be of any 
ecological, natural or landscape significance, and will effectively be open to development and exploitation without 
regard to its natural values. The preservation of areas of significant ecological, natural and landscape values on 
private land has been recognised as one of national importance by the document titled “Biodiversity and Private 
Land” issued in August 2000 by Ministry for the Environment. Furthermore, the WCRC’s LTCCP for July 2006 to June 
2016 makes it clear that a core function of council under the RMA is environmental outcomes (p.14), a function which 
I strongly support. Rather than “passing the buck”, council needs to develop and apply incentives for preservation of 
these areas, such as rates relief, especially in view of the fact that public land, such as conservation land, does not as 
a rule, pay rates. In this context its worth remembering that property ownership in New Zealand, and in most, if not 
all countries, is not absolute, and is underlain by state ownership. Hence in order to keep the peace, we have 
government plans and rules regulating what one can do and cannot do on one’s private land, as well as a public 
police force and military to protect that land. Therefore, local or central government can legitimately require 
protection of high biodiversity values on private land, provided that fair and equable redress is offered 
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for that imposition. 
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that this policy be struck out from the proposed RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.96  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports Policy 2. We endorse the RPS proposal for the Crown to acquire private land of notable 
conservation value through the means of land swaps with farmers and landowners. It is obvious that some land on farms 
would ideally be professionally managed as part of the conservation estate. On the other hand, it is clear that some 
stewardship land is much more suited to farming development. 
 

Relief sought: 
That Council adopt Policy 2 as worded. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.97  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Policy 2 would have an overall effect of degrading the amount of biodiversity by allowing that with lower values to be 
destroyed. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 2: “Advocate that the Crown acquires ownership of any large areas of significant fauna or vegetation 
indigenous ecology on private land, if convenient to be annexed to the public estate, by exchanging such areas for an 
equal value area with lower conservation value, currently held by the Crown., and encouraging exchanges if there is no 
net loss of indigenous biodiversity. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.98  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

Refer Decision Requested 7.38. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Policy 2 
 
Decision Requested: 7.99   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The policy is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to properly take into 
account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. It is not the role of Council to ‘encourage’ a policy of 
the Crown as a means of stepping away from their own responsibility under s.5, 6, and 7 of the Act.  
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Policy 2. Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.100   
 
Submitter  
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the use of the term ‘advocate’ in Policy 2, rather than ‘requiring’ in the context of the concerns 
raised above in Decision Requested 7.30.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.101  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

There are already substantial areas of land in the Conservation Estate with low conservation values and any swap should 
Not be restricted to an equal area 
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Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 2: “Advocate that the Crown acquires ownership of any areas of significant fauna or vegetation on private 
land by exchanging such areas for no less than an equal value area with lower conservation value, currently held by the 
Crown.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.102  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

The approach proposed by this policy would be supported if land swaps were considered to be equal value and practical 
for agricultural use. West Coast farmers do have areas of natural significance and when identified as SNA’s the protection 
of this should sit with DoC but with some level of fairness when any landswap is considered. The recognition for land 
value for conservation should be included in any proposal that is any land considered as high value should be exchanged 
for land that has an equally high value for farming or development. 
 
POLICY 3 

 
Decision Requested: 7.103  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

As the council will be aware DOC Manages most of the land under which minerals are located and that the Crown 
Minerals Act 1991 provides a route, via access arrangements, by which access to that land can be granted by DOC for 
exploration and mining.  
 
We think it would be appropriate to add an additional criterion to Policy 3 allowing proposed compensation and/or offsets, 
either on the application site, or offsite to be considered along with the other criteria set out in this policy.  
 
Decision sought: 
Add an additional criterion to Policy 3 that allows compensation and/or offsets, both on the application site and offsite to 
be considered.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.104  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - The matters in this policy are appropriate. A number of natural features or landscapes are nationally and 
international significant.   
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 3 with the following amendment: “a) … national or international level;” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.105  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The appropriateness of subdivision and development should be assessed against what is sought to be protected. In 
respect of Use of ONC, ONL and ONCs it is specific characteristics and values which lead to their identification as 
“outstanding” which require protection. The assessment criteria, in Policy 3 allows for degradation of the “outstanding” 
qualities of these areas. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.106  
 
Submitter 
 

19 EWELP 

I oppose this policy as it is worded. The word “shall” provides the opportunity for Council to disregard the criteria to be 
assessed in this policy, potentially rendering those criteria meaningless in a practical sense. Council has yet to create a 
comprehensive inventory of areas of significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitat of indigenous fauna or 
outstanding natural features and landscapes. Until that has been completed, this policy is of little or no worth. The 
wording fails to include significant indigenous flora and fauna.  
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that “shall” be replaced with “will” and that this policy will not be operative until the comprehensive inventory of 
those significant and outstanding areas has been completed. In the meantime, the previous RPS to remain operational.  
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Decision Requested: 7.107  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Why has there been no public input into the degradation of outstanding landscape values of the Lyell Range in putting 
the Lyell Cycleway through? [Refer to Submitters original submission to view Appendix 1]. This was a pristine landscape 
and now it is degraded, thus, according to policy 3(d) it could now potentially be degraded further. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.108  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the recognition that sometimes the location of infrastructure is dictated by other factors and in instances 
where the infrastructure is nationally or regionally significant, this can result in a location that might not otherwise be 
supported, e.g. areas identified as highly valued.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 7.109  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail particularly support Policy 3(c) where it recognises that regional and national benefits are relevant considerations 
for an application for subdivision, use or development that has the potential to impact on outstanding national features or 
landscapes. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.110  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 7.111  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.112   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The policy is contrary to many requirements of the RMA and is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to properly take into 
account Regional Council’s responsibilities when preparing a RPS. Policy 3 is contrary to the case law regarding the 
manner in which section 6(b) should be interpreted.  
 
Relief sought: 
Rewrite Policy 3 so that it is consistent with case law on the way in which section 6(b) should be interpreted. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.113  
 

Submitter   

 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Policy 3c) is supported as it appropriately recognises benefits. The recognition of such benefits is 
specifically relevant in context of the National Grid.  
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Relief sought:  
That Policy 3c) be retained.  

 
Decision Requested: 7.114  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

A further policy to give effect to Policy 3 and 5 of the NPSET is proposed which recognises the practical technical and 
operational constraints faced by regionally significant infrastructure. As an alternative to the relief sought [of the inclusion 
of new 3(f)] Transpower would support the application of the sought policy to the National Grid, or confined to nationally 
significant infrastructure (on the basis a definition is provided in the RPS and such a definition includes the National Grid).  
  
Relief sought: 

That a new policy 3. f) be provided as follows: “(f) Specific to Regionally Significant Infrastructure, the constraints 
imposed by the technical and operational requirements of the infrastructure.”  
 
And any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.115   
 

Submitter  61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports the overall broad judgement approach to managing the effects of resource use and development, 
including regionally significant infrastructure, in areas of outstanding natural landscape or features. In particular, 
Trustpower supports the recognition of the benefits that are derived from the use of natural resources at a local, regional 
and national level, as part of determining the appropriateness of the proposal.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 3.  

 
Decision Requested: 7.116  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is also considered that Policy 3(c) in Section 7 Biodiversity and Landscapes requires amendment to recognise the 
benefit obtained from our Outstanding Landscapes in the Region. There are sufficient policies elsewhere within this RPS 
that ensure that during consideration of any proposal, the benefit obtained from the use and development will be 
considered alongside any effects. It is not necessary therefore to have the consideration of the benefits derived from use 
and development being assessed as a criteria when considering if subdivision, use and development of an outstanding 
landscape or feature is appropriate. This duplication weakens, rather than strengthens the clarity of the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.117  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part - Policy 3 sets out criteria to be used to determine the appropriateness of subdivision, use and 
development which may potentially affect an outstanding natural feature or landscape identified in Regional and District 
Plans. While a set of criteria is supported in this regard to assist with assessing the matter it is noted that consideration of 
the technical and operational requirements for the location of a network utility or regionally significant infrastructure is 
not a consideration. The National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 requires acknowledgement 
of the practical constraints associated with the development, operation, maintenance and upgrading of new and existing 
renewable electricity generation activities. This is also a relevant matter for network infrastructure that is operated by 
Westpower within the West Coast to provide for the ongoing and improved servicing of communities. It is therefore 
relevant to have a criterion that reflects this matter, and for a consistency perspective it is noted that this is a matter 
addressed through consideration of function requirements of some uses and developments in the Coastal Area (Section 9 
- Policy 2(c)). Accordingly Policy 3 should be amended to provide for consideration of the technical and operational 
requirements of network utility operations and regionally significant infrastructure when assessing the appropriateness of 
any particular subdivision, use or development. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 3 to add an extra criterion (f) to read: 
“f) the technical and operational requirements of network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure.”  
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NEW POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 7.118  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

New Policy protecting significant natural areas - District Plans within the region currently have different and inconsistent 
criteria for determining the significance of indigenous biodiversity. From an efficiency and effectiveness viewpoint this is 
considered to be inadequate and inappropriate. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new policy: “Protecting significant natural areas: 
1) Significance, with respect to ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, will be determined by assessing areas and 

habitats against the following matters: 
(a) Representativeness 
(b) Rarity or distinctive features 
(c) Diversity and pattern 
(d) Ecological context 

The assessment of each matter will be made using the criteria listed in Appendix 1. 
2) Areas or habitats are considered to be significant if they meet one or more of the criteria in Appendix 1. 
3) Areas identified as significant will be protected to ensure no net loss of indigenous biodiversity or indigenous 

biodiversity values as a result of land use activities. 
4)  Where adverse effects on significant indigenous biodiversity cannot be avoided remedied or mitigated, biodiversity 

offsets will be considered to compensate for residual adverse effects.”  
 
[Refer Decision Requested 14.1 for new Appendix]. 
 
And include an appropriate explanation to the policy. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.119  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

New Policy for limitations on biodiversity offsets - Adverse effects of some use and development cannot be avoided 
remedied or mitigated. Offsetting is a possibility for addressing residual adverse effects but the use of offsetting has 
inherent limitations that need to be recognised in determining where offsetting is appropriate. Biodiversity offsetting 
should be undertaken in a transparent, consistent and measurable manner consistent with the national guidance provided 
in the Good Practice Guidance on Biodiversity Offsetting in New Zealand 2014. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include a new policy that reflects the Government’s Good Practice Guidance on Biodiversity Offsetting in New Zealand 
2014 and includes the following matters: “The following principles will apply to the use of biodiversity offsets: 
1. A biodiversity offset is a commitment to compensate for significant residual adverse impacts on biodiversity identified 

after appropriate avoidance, minimisation and on-site rehabilitation measures have been taken according to the 
mitigation hierarchy. 

2. There are situations where residual impacts cannot be fully compensated for by a biodiversity offset because of the 
irreplaceability or vulnerability of the biodiversity affected. 

3. A biodiversity offset should be designed and implemented in a landscape context to achieve the expected measurable 
conservation outcomes, taking into account available information on the full range of biological, social and cultural 
values of biodiversity and supporting an ecosystem approach. 

4. A biodiversity offset should be designed and implemented to achieve in situ, measurable conservation outcomes that 
can reasonably be expected to result in no net loss and, preferably, a net gain of biodiversity. 

5. A biodiversity offset should achieve conservation outcomes above and beyond results that would have occurred if the 
offset had not taken place. Offset design and implementation should avoid displacing activities harmful to biodiversity 
to other locations. 

6. In areas affected by the project and by the biodiversity offset, the effective participation of stakeholders should be 
ensured in decision-making about biodiversity offsets, including their evaluation, selection, design, implementation 
and monitoring. 

7. A biodiversity offset should be designed and implemented in an equitable manner, which means the sharing among 
stakeholders of the rights and responsibilities, risks and rewards associated with a project and offset in a fair and 
balanced way, respecting legal and customary arrangements. Special consideration should be given to respecting 
both internationally and nationally recognised rights of indigenous peoples and local communities. 

8. The design and implementation of a biodiversity offset should be based on an adaptive management approach, 
incorporating monitoring and evaluation, with the objective of securing outcomes that last at least as long as the 
project’s impacts and, preferably, in perpetuity. 
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9. The design and implementation of a biodiversity offset, and communication of its results to the public, should be 
undertaken in a transparent and timely manner. 

10. The design and implementation of a biodiversity offset should be a documented process informed by sound science, 
including an appropriate consideration of traditional knowledge.” 

 
And include an appropriate explanation to the policy. 
 
And include a definition of Biodiversity Offset [refer Decision Requested 13.17] and no net loss [refer Decision Requested 
13.18]. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.120  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Historic heritage is a significant physical resource on the West Coast. Subdivision use and development could result in 
loss of significant physical resources. Examples include mining within areas of historic heritage value.  
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new policy which gives effect to s5 and 6(f) RMA and will result in provisions in District Plans requiring the 
identification and appropriate protection of the physical resources of historic heritage of the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.121  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The planning framework fails to recognise the importance of healthy indigenous biodiversity reducing the risk from 
natural hazards. Examples include reducing the rate of erosion of mountainous lands and reducing the rate of rainfall 
runoff. This is an example of an ecosystem service. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new policy: “Recognise the importance of healthy indigenous vegetation for the provision of ecosystem services 
such as reduction of erosion and flood peaks and provision of clean water when preparing plans in particular natural 
hazard plans and considering resource consent applications.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.122  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I seek that the following policy be added as Policy 4. “The completion of a coast-wide and comprehensive inventory of 
areas of significant ecological, natural and landscape values will be expedited. No plans based on this RPS will be 
developed or come into force according to its objectives, policies and methods until that inventory has been completed.” 
Failure to complete the inventory leaves potentially valuable areas of significance open to inappropriate development.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.123  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We note the comment within the proposed RPS that Biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather 
than by applying planning restrictions and that the long term objective for the region is for all high value land to be in 
Crown ownership and all low (conservation) value land to be in private ownership, and being used to generate 
employment and income.  
 
While we agree in theory with this position, we consider there inevitably will be high value land that remains in private 
land ownership. For that land, Federated Farmers seeks that the RPS includes a policy to foster the ethic of stewardship 
to achieve enhanced outcomes for biodiversity on private land. Stewardship is important because attention and care, 
beyond what can be reasonably or legally expected of all land occupiers and councils is often required to achieve long-
term positive outcomes for biodiversity and overall enhancement of biodiversity at the regional level. It is therefore 
incredibly important that the RPS and district plans subservient to it avoid to the greatest extent possible a management 
framework that punishes those who exercise stewardship while rewarding those who do not.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council includes an additional policy to foster the ethic of stewardship to achieve enhanced outcomes for biodiversity 
on private land. 
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Decision Requested: 7.124  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Policy 9.2 of the [current] RPS, covering criteria for protection of significant indigenous ecology, still needs inclusion as 
the SNA project has been fatally stalled; meanwhile, unconsented land clearance continues. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.125  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Council cannot recognise and provide for the matters as set out in Part 2 and meet their requirement to maintain 
biodiversity (s 30) if the important values in the region are not identified. The RPS should provide a method for the 
spatial identification of areas of significant indigenous vegetation, significant habitats of indigenous fauna and 
outstanding natural features and landscapes.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add a new policy to read (or words similar): “Significance, with respect to ecosystems and indigenous biodiversity, will be 
determined by assessing areas and habitats against the following matters:  
(a) Representativeness  
(b) Rarity or distinctive features  
(c) Diversity and pattern  
(d) Ecological context.”  
 
And, add accepted ecological criteria to provide for the assessment of each of those matters.  
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.126   
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Cultural needs of tangata whenua not adequately provided for. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy enabling Ngāi Tahu cultural use of indigenous biodiversity according to tikanga. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.127   
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Tangata whenua responsibility of kaitiakitanga not adequately provided for. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy recognising the role of tangata whenua as kaitiaki and providing for our values to be incorporated into 
biodiversity management. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.128  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Inadequate protection of cultural and heritage values via cultural landscapes. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy recognising that cultural and heritage values are often expressed in a landscape setting and these 
landscapes need protection from inappropriate development. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.129  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

The Council should be aware that it is proposed to include the Te Wai Pounamu World heritage Area in Schedule 2 of the 
Crown Minerals Act. This will stop all mining and exploration on conservation land south of Harihari.  
 
The Policy recommendation may sit better in Part C – 5, because sterilisation of land by legislation is in many ways no  
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different to doing it by inappropriate subdivision.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add an additional Policy 4: “Advocate that where the Crown proposes to close access to natural resources in any area it 
will divest itself of an equal area of land with low conservation values.”  
 
Decision Requested: 7.130  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Fish and Game objects to the removal of the policy to achieve the Section 7(h) requirement for the protection of the 
habitat of trout and salmon from the Proposed RPS. This was a specific policy of the previous version of the RPS and it is 
submitted that the issue should be provided for in the current Proposed RPS to ensure that the matter is provided for on 
an ongoing basis and in a consistent manner across the region. Having provided a new Objective it is relevant to provide 
Policy guidance in this section as to how that objective can be achieved with respect to the resource management issues 
for the West Coast Region. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a new Policy 4 to read: “The habitat of trout and salmon in and along water bodies, and within the coastal marine 
area, is maintained by ensuring that the adverse effects of the subdivision of land and/or the use and development of 
land and water resources are avoided, remedied or mitigated.” 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 
 
Decision Requested: 7.131  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 1: Support in part - The explanation ignores the significance of biodiversity, natural character and 
landscapes and natural features of the West Coast and its importance for the well being of the West Coast and its 
communities. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 1 as notified with the following amendment: “Decision makers need to apply this in 
context to the West Coast and the exceptional quantity and quality of biodiversity in particular indigenous biodiversity, 
natural character, and natural features and landscapes remaining throughout the region and its role in maintaining the 
wellbeing of West Coasters and their communities…” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.132  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 2: Oppose - The explanation infers that land managed by the Department is an impediment to the 
development of the West Coast. Whereas it is the major natural and physical resource which creates a number of 
opportunities for West Coasters and new migrants to create new jobs. These areas are also important for West Coast 
recreation. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete the explanation to Policy 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.133   
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

According to your BERL and other reports, the West Coast is doing extremely well nationally with respect to household 
income and employment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Explanation to the Policies: “Policy 2 encourages the purchase of high value land, or exchange of land with 
high conservation values, with areas that have a lower value, whilst protecting nett indigenous biodiversity value and may 
be utilised for growing the regional economy and much needed employment.” 
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Decision Requested: 7.134   
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no need to discuss the financial woes and wants of the Department of Conservation in a Regional Policy 
Statement, unless in an appendix. 
 

Relief sought: 
Delete from Explanation to the Policies: This approach is vital in a region where such a high proportion of land is already 
under the administration of the Department of Conservation. It also presents a prudent, and pragmatic, approach to the 
management of land in the region and allows conservation monies to be spent on areas of higher significance reducing 
the burden of managing areas that do not have high conservation values. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.135  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

There is currently no explanation for the new Policy 4. Having provided a Policy to achieve the Objective it is appropriate 
to explain the reasoning for the need of such a Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a new explanation paragraph to read: “Policy 4 requires that the use and development of natural and physical 
resources is undertaken in a manner which requires that the effects on the habitat of trout and salmon are identified and 
appropriately managed to ensure habitat is maintained for present and future generations. This Policy recognises the 
value to the community of both enabling the use and development of natural and physical resources whilst ensuring the 
West Coast community, and national and international visitors to the region, continue to have access to sports fishing 
resources throughout the region. The Policy will promote the purpose of sustainable management under the RMA in this 
regard.”  
 
Decision Requested: 7.136  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. The explanation is generally supported however having added a new criterion to Policy 3 it is important 
that the explanation reflect the additional matter. In terms of renewable electricity generation under the National Policy 
Statement for Renewable Electricity Generation 2011 practical constraints are also a relevant matter to be acknowledged, 
as discussed in the Decision Requested 7.117. 
 
Relief sought:  

Amend the third paragraph to read: 
“Recognising that the West Coast has a wealth of ..... The benefits to be considered derived from the use or development 
at the local, regional and national level must be considered, as must the operational and technical requirements for 
network utility and regionally significant infrastructure activities. Consideration of the practical constraints, in terms of 
renewable electricity generation activities, is consistent with the National Policy Statement for Renewable Electricity 
Generation 2011. These, and the other matters .....” 
 
RELATED POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 7.137  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

This section provides cross reference to other policies in the Proposed RPS that will assist in achieving Objectives and 
Policies to provide for integrated management of resource management issues. Having added a new Policy 4 it is 
important that the correct cross references are provided throughout the document. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add consequential amendments to refer to Policy 4 in:  
Section 6. Regionally Significant Infrastructure: “Policy 1, 3 and 4 of Section 7 [Biodiversity and Landscape Values]”  
Section 8. Land and Water: “Policy 1 and 4 of Section 7 [Biodiversity and Landscape Values]”  
Section 9. Coastal Environment: “Policy 1, 3 and 4 of Section 7 [Biodiversity and Landscape Values]”  
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METHOD 1 

 
Decision Requested: 7.138  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Method 1 should be retained as it requires objectives policies and methods presumably including rules in 
regional and district plans with regard to indigenous vegetation. (Refer s30 and s31 RMA) 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Method 1 to read: “Maintain the Regional and District Plans with objectives, policies, rules and methods of 
implementation addressing potential impacts on significant indigenous biodiversity.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.139  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
METHOD 2 

 
Decision Requested: 7.140  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - Land exchanges have limited utility as areas being exchanged may have other values. For example areas 
required for natural river processes. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Method 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.141  
 
Submitter 
 

23 GRAHG 

Method 2 “Encourage the Crown to acquire ownership of an area of significant biodiversity value on private land in 
exchange for lower conservation value land currently held by the Crown.” 
 
That will never happen. No one is going to exchange a high value tree for a lower value tree in the conservation estate. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.142  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Method 2: “Encourage the Crown to acquire ownership of any large areas of significant biodiversity value on 
private land, if convenient to annex to the public estate in exchange for lower conservation value land currently held by 
the Crown.” 
 
METHOD 3 
 
Decision Requested: 7.143  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - The proposed method fails to implement NZCPS in the coastal environment, and is inconsistent with Part 
2 RMA elsewhere. Historic Heritage should also be included.   
 
Relief sought: 

Amend  Method 3 to read 
“Avoid adverse effects where there is outstanding natural character of the coastal environment and wetland, lakes rivers 
and their margins or outstanding natural features or landscapes or historic heritage, or otherwise avoid remedy or 
mitigate adverse effects on outstanding natural character and outstanding natural features and landscapes the 
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above matters via regional or district plan objectives policies and rules and/or resource consent processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.144  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions protect biodiversity and landscape values that are most significant, whilst allowing appropriate 
development to occur enabling communities to provide for their wellbeing.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision without amendment. 
 
NEW METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 7.145  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Historic heritage is a significant physical resource on the West Coast.  Subdivision use and development could result in 
loss of significant physical resources. Examples include mining within areas of historic heritage value.  
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new method which gives effect to s5 and 6(f) RMA and will result in provisions in District Plans requiring the 
identification and appropriate protection of the physical resources of historic heritage of the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.146  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We also consider policies and objectives must reflect that there will be indigenous biodiversity and habitats of indigenous 
fauna that may not meet significance thresholds, and for those, a Biodiversity Strategy may provide the necessary level of 
certainty landowners require.  
 

Relief sought: 
That Council considers adoption of a Biodiversity Strategy to provide certainty for landowners were significance 
thresholds may not have been met. 
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 
 
Decision Requested: 7.147  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 2: Oppose - Fails to give effect to Part 2, s30 and s31 RMA. Fails to recognise that land managed by the 
Department creates a number of opportunities for West Coasters to provide for their well being including providing a 
range of employment opportunities. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete paragraph 2.  
 
Decision Requested: 7.148  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Reasoning must include that no matter how little or how much land the west coast has in private ownership, the 
population will adjust accordingly, so reference to having such a small amount of land in comparison to the conservation 
estate amounts to nothing but an unsubstantial complaint. From other viewpoints the conservation estate and Gondwana 
remnants on private land are a great asset, especially with respect to the revenue and jobs to be gained from tourism. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.149  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“A range of methods are proposed to implement the policies and achieve the objectives. Where regulatory tools are to be 
applied these are to be targeted to significant values, not preventing appropriate use and development.”  This sentence is 
so very derogatory of our natural Gondwana heritage. What are these significant values? What is this range of methods 
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besides selling/exchanging areas of significant ecology? 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Decision Requested: 7.150  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the policies. 
At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 1 
 
Decision Requested: 7.151  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - Contrary to RMA. Significance of indigenous vegetation is determined on an ecological district or other methods 
as outlined in Appendix 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Anticipated Environment Results 1 by deleting the words “regionally significant.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.152   
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 1: “Maintenance and enhancement of areas with regionally significant indigenous biodiversity values in the 
West Coast region.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 

 
Decision Requested: 7.153  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - Land supporting significant indigenous biodiversity will be held in Crown ownership fails to recognise some 
Councils’ ownership of areas that support indigenous biodiversity and  Councils’ functions under s30(1)(ga) and 
s31(1)(b)(iii) RMA to maintain indigenous biodiversity. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Anticipated Environment Results 2. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.154  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 2: “Large areas of land supporting significant biodiversity values will be held in Crown ownership, without 
reducing the proportion of land in the region currently held in private ownership.” 
 
Decision Requested: 7.155  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - Trustpower acknowledges that biodiversity is better protected by land ownership changing rather than 
by applying planning restrictions. However, it is considered that reference to the protection of significant indigenous flora 
and fauna as being directed to Crown ownership, may not be achievable where regionally significant infrastructure is 
located within these areas. As such, a minor amendment is sought to recognise that there will be some circumstances 
where it is appropriate for such land to stay in private ownership.  
 
Trustpower supports the overall broad judgement approach to managing the effects of resource use and development, 
including regionally significant infrastructure, in areas of outstanding natural landscape or features. In particular, 
Trustpower supports the recognition of the benefits that are derived from the use of natural resources at a local, regional 
and national level, as part of determining the appropriateness of the proposal.  
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Relief sought: 

Amend AER 2: “Land supporting significant biodiversity values will be held in Crown ownership as far as practicable, 
without reducing the proportion of land in the region.”   
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 3 

 
Decision Requested: 7.156  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – These measures are appropriate. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Anticipated Environment Result 3 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.157  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 3: “Appropriate protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes, in particular the iconic tourist 
vistas that attract visitors to the region, but also those that have intrinsic value.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 4 
 
Decision Requested: 7.158  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – These measures are appropriate. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Anticipated Environment Result 4 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.159  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

AER4 (Appropriate subdivision, use and development are able to occur, and regulatory processes do not unduly delay 
appropriate resource use and development taking place) is clearly focussed on environmentally damaging activities not 
being “held up” by environmental controls. Delays” as a result of complex consenting matters are usually evidence of a 
careful process being undertaken in respect of a proposed development, including seeking further information on likely 
impacts and consultation of affected parties. Such lengthier decision-making processes may well generate better 
outcomes, so the thinking of shorter consenting timeframes and better environmental outcomes is fanciful. 
 
Decision Requested: 7.160  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 4: “Appropriate subdivision, use and development are able to occur, and regulatory processes do not unduly 
delay appropriate resource use and development taking place, but not at a rate that will prevent the full implications of 
the adverse effects being understood and addressed where, in such cases, an appropriate time for full consideration is 
implemented.” 
 
A definition or example of the word, 'appropriate', is needed. 
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8. LAND AND WATER 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON LAND AND WATER 

 
Decision Requested: 8.1  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

That the proposed RPS include high level direction on the water quality outcomes that are sought for the Region. And 
any similar amendments with like effect, and any consequential amendments that stem from this. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.2  
 
Submitter 
 

5 BRL 

Retain 8: Land and Water as proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.3  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

Support is given to improving water quality on the West Coast, however the contribution to water and land 
degradation by the dairy industry is not addressed in this document.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.4  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

As access to quality water is essential to survival and wellbeing we support the intention of safe-guarding the life-
supporting capacity of water on the West Coast. The increased frequency of droughts and the predicted rainfall 
increases due to climate change means planning for the use of and protecting water supplies will be a significant issue 
for the West Coast.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.5  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

While it is encouraging that the State of Environment report indicates that freshwater quality on the West Coast is 
improving, the draft also states that ‘it is the activities on land that has the greatest influence on the quality of fresh 
water’. The need to manage the impact of the dairy and mining industry will continue to grow if the WC Regional 
Economic Development Plan 2014-2030 visions of ‘a diverse economy underpinned by the three cornerstone sectors 
of Dairy, Mining and Tourism – all of which have strengthened and expanded’ is to be achieved without significant 
environmental degradation.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.6  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

The draft RPS has already identified the need to prioritise water allocation between users (irrigation) and in-stream 
uses (such as fish habitat). This is an example of the tension Bal Matheson refers to and indicates the need for good 
decision making processes. How conflicts around water, and other resources, are resolved will determine the success 
of the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.7  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The wording in this section is noticeably out of date, given that it refers to the National Policy Statement on 
Freshwater Management 2011, instead of the more recent 2014 version. However, of greatest concern is the 
relationship between the PRPS and the Regional Land and Water Plan, particularly in that the Council again transfers 
responsibility for giving effect to the NPSFM to lower tier instruments (as issue discussed earlier). EDS considers that 
in order to give effect to the NPSFM, Chapter 8 needs to more clearly delineate between addressing water quality and 
water quantity within environmental limits. 
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Decision Requested: 8.8  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

That Chapter 8 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and give effect to the 
NPSFM. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.9  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Land and water use, and water quality and quantity are key topics for the RPS because it provides essential strategic 
direction for the implementation of the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (the NPSFWM) on the 
West Coast. The manner in which the NPSFWM is implemented will have implications for farm business plans and 
business risk. If it is done well, farm businesses, and the local environment, will remain heathy and can be enhanced 
over time. If it is not, farm businesses will be subject to a high level of uncertainty and additional cost, most likely (at 
least on the West Coast) for minimal environmental gain.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.10  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the principle of integrating land use management with water management. We support the policy of 
placing the responsibility on farmers and landowners for deciding how to best manage their land whilst meeting 
environmental obligations.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.11  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Famers seeks that sustainable farm practice is promoted in all places. This applies to all catchments, 
including those where water quality limits are already met and/or unlikely to be exceeded in the future.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.12  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

All dairy shed effluent needs to be discharged to land and this needs to be incorporated in the RPS. The west coast 
has some of the highest rates of land conversions to dairy in NZ; there needs to be either a cap on dairy conversions 
per catchment, due to increasing amounts of pesticides, fertilizers, sediment, dairy effluent degrading soils, 
discharging to aquifers, groundwaters and waterways; or, a cap on both diffuse and point discharges to water per 
catchment.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.13  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of the values of water, including intrinsic, indigenous and economic other than extraction. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.14  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of the issues concerning the monitoring of bathing/recreation areas on the west coast, where 
water-borne pathogens are an ongoing issue. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.15  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Geothermal: there are geothermal resources on the west coast therefore they need to be addressed. 
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Decision Requested: 8.16  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Soil erosion issues have not been addressed; erosion of soils in this high rainfall region should be a vital inclusion in 
this chapter.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.17  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Riparian margins are an important issue and need to be included. There needs to be guidance around riparian 
margins, of how fencing off waterways, with a sound buffer zone, from stock, can keep waterways cleaner; of how 
planting vegetation along the margins can reduce run-off, provide shading for both the land and aquatic life, and 
ameliorate water temperatures. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.18  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

This chapter unintentionally emphasizes the fact that the extant regional plan could have ensured that water quality in 
the region remained high or improved. Unfortunately those rules have not been acted on in many instances, with 
resultant degraded lowland waterways, but now the National Policy Statement on Fresh Water will give greater 
impetus for those rules to be acted on. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.19  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Are nitrate levels in groundwater being monitored and monitoring sites increased? Has assistance been asked and 
granted for soil and river provisions effectiveness and efficiency? Where is the RPS discussion on riparian margins and 
their setbacks? 
 
Decision Requested: 8.20  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

As far as I can tell there is no mention of soil. Without soil there is no life; we all ultimately depend on it, and it is in 
decline worldwide. The high rainfall, steepness of terrain, and preponderance of extractive industries and farming 
make soil a very important issue for the Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 
Put soil conservation back into the plan please.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.21  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

The key freshwater management issues for West Coast mining operations are discharges of sediment, elevated 
concentrations of trace elements or acidity or low pH drainages from mine operations. Insofar as mining is concerned, 
the relevant management tools are already in place, the prevention, mitigation and management of these impacts of 
mining on downstream environments is already occurring.  
 
These areas are also the subject of active research, as discussed, and active management by mining companies. They 
are under active consideration by Central Government, and the independent Land and Water Forum (Straterra has 
been a member of the LAWF since 2010). 
 
Decision Requested: 8.22  
 
Submitter 
 

56 TERAK 

Waimea Creek, Awatuna 
� I have physically lived beside the Waimea River waterway since 1970 to the present day; 
� My children and grandchildren have been born beside the river and continue to live there currently; 
� My grandfather and uncles came down from the Hokianga annually to fish for piharau and to keep the fires warm 

on our lands; 
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� His father, my great grandfather, a signatory to the Treaty of Waitangi in 1840, also came here and his name is 
etched into the landscapes of the region; 

� The whakapapa line of my family pre-dates Ngai Tahu by many generations; however, we acknowledge the 
currency and mana ki te whenua of  Ngai Tahu occupation and governance through their two Papatipu Runanga, 
Makawhio and Waewae. 

� The waters of the Waimea River were described by my ancestors as being deep blue in colour, stoney, firm of  
bed and navigable up to where Goldsborough now stands; 

� There was a large lagoon to the east of my present house where the Pacific voyaging waaka came in from the 
ocean, through the reef Rangiriri, to enter the waters of the Waimea and the wetlands extending from the 
Taramakau to Arahura Rivers, to rest, fish and re-provision prior to going out to sea again. 

� My family, through their multi-generational eyes, have seen this ecologically- interwoven eco system reduced by 
European colonising entrepreneurs to the status of a “sludge channel” as stated in the NZ Government Gazette 
registry of 1906 for the Waimea River catchment! 

� Since 1966 my generation have sought to restore the waters of the Waimea “legally” by the removal of the 
“sludge channel” status via the NZ Gazettal processes. However, unfortunately, our work in restoration of the 
physical biota, flora and turbidity of the same Waimea waters have been stymied many times over the last 46 
years by the debris from mining discharges, forestry and farm development, farm practices and stock intrusions, 
plus effluent, to name but a few.  

� My submission is that the actual volume of waters in the Waimea catchment available to maintain a healthy, 
natural and flourishing ecosystem has not been addressed by the Management Plans/Strategies or consents 
processes. Each application for water take, diversion or river works or abstractions do not appear to take into 
account either the accumulative effect nor the actual practices performed by the applicants. In the last 3 years, 
there have been times when the Waimea waters above the Stafford area have dried up! The miners were notably 
displeased by this! However, the limits of accumulated abstraction amounts have not been set or pre-empted and 
so the system failed because of too much allocated useage of the land and catchment waters. 

� My point is that the “theories” of what constitutes a healthy river flow and the actual industrial situation re too 
much “take” are not to the fore as the prime mover when addressing the useage situation of applications from a 
cultural perspective. There are statements made by applicants and professionals alike using the terminology of 
“residual flow” and “ability to sustain ecosystems”, etc. Nice terminology but not evidenced in practice as 
traditional expectations demand. 

� The primal consideration for me culturally, should be that the river is unchanged by the activities that are being 
enabled and permitted through Regional Council consents processes. At the present time, my opinion is that the 
cultural values of the Waimea waters (if even recognised) are at the bottom of the planned priorities list and have 
to survive (or not) dependant on what happens up-stream or in the catchments sourcing the flow of the waters. 

 
I submit that the Regional Policy Statement does not address the issues I have raised to this point in respect to the 
Waimea River systems.  
 
Relief sought: 

That in respect to all of the Waters of the entire Waimea River Catchment and the Tributaries thereof, from source to 
the sea, that they are maintained by a deliberate planning regime that ensures full circumstantial volume of water is 
available to the ecosystems at all times and not affected by the accumulated abstractions as are currently permitted 
by the Regional Plans and Strategies. Thus, over time, will the mauri become healthy and the viability of the Waimea 
River restored and maintained as it was the days of my old people past. 
 
This is a right and expectation I have by descent and granted to me under the Treaty of Waitangi signed by my Great 
Grandfather and to which the Council is legally bound. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.23  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB is in agreement that water is a valuable resource and both quality and quantity should be protected. It is 
important to consider that any future land management may affect water quality and that neither can be considered 
in isolation.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.24  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB has particular concerns regarding water quality from mining activities and adherence to compliance 
conditions. In addition there is concern regarding long-term effects from old and historic mine site drainage and the 
potential impact on land and fresh water quality. In addition there are still issues relating to dairy farming and the 
development of riparian strips. There is concern also regarding logging of native timber and consequently water 
quality.  
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BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 8.25  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - This Section requires updating by; 
� Reflecting the findings of the State of Environment Report West Coast Surface Water Quality February 2015 

(SOE); 
� Implementing the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 (NPSFWM 2014). 
 
The above SOE report has concentrated on the water quality of small streams and includes the monitoring results of 
the NIWA sites on the large rivers. It appropriately includes detailed sampling of Lake Brunner. However The West 
Coast has a number of other lakes and coastal lagoons which have development in their catchments including farms, 
forestry operations and small communities. Given the size and characteristics of these water bodies and coastal 
lagoons, these lakes and coastal lagoons are potentially susceptible to enrichment by nutrients and/or accelerated 
deposition of sediment affecting their biodiversity and their natural character. Potential contamination by faecal matter 
affects their recreation potential. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Background to the issues by including a summary of information from the State of Environment Report 
West Coast Surface Water Quality February 2015. 
 
Update the Section by stating how Council is going to implement the National Policy Statement for Freshwater 
Management 2014. Matters to be included are: 
� How Council is going to determine the freshwater management units. Because of the special characteristics of 

lake catchments these should be each identified. The possible exception is alpine tarns; 
� The process for Identifying the values of these freshwater management units including working with the lake bed 

managers and other parties; 
� To simplify the process with regard to lakes, Council could consider using a simple classification of lakes based on 

the Freshwater Ecosystems of New Zealand geodatabase. One method could be identifying lakes in the two 
primary groups represented on the West Coast namely warm shallow moderate size lakes (Primary Group A) and 
Mild moderate depth and size (Primary Group E). Secondly identify the values including health and integrity of the 
catchment. Finally attributes have to be set. The trophic state of the lakes in particular those lakes that are similar 
to natural reference conditions or should be at natural reference condition should be managed for this attribute 
state; 

� Such other matters Council considers appropriate. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.26  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

‘Background To The Issues’ (4th paragraph) refers to the withdrawn 2011 National Policy Statement on Freshwater. 
The PRPS Land and Water section has not considered the provisions in the NPS Freshwater 2014 that replaced the 
one gazetted in 2011. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the PRPS, particularly the fourth paragraph of “Background to the Issues” so it refers to and gives effect to 
the Freshwater National Policy Statement 2014. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.27  
 
Submitter 
 

54 STRAT 

It is noted that the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management (see page 28) was amended in 2014, and 
is now the NPS-FM 2014. Draft implementation guidance has also been produced by the Ministry for the Environment 
(http://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Fresh%20water/nps-fw-draft-guide-final.pdf). 
 
Decision Requested: 8.28  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Background to the Issues - Oppose in part.  
While the tenor of the commentary is generally supported, and reference to the Freshwater NPS is noted, there is no 
commentary regarding effects of activities related to water itself. The current commentary seems to relate in the main 
to effects from the use of land. Potential effects on aquatic ecology, instream habitats and the life supporting capacity 
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of water can occur from activities related to both land and water. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a new paragraph to read: “Activities both on land and within water bodies can have an effect on the aquatic 
ecology of waterways, and instream habitat. The community relies on water resources to meet a range of social, 
economic and cultural needs and it is important that activities both on land and within water bodies are managed in a 
sustainable manner.” 
 
ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 8.29  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Further emphasis is required on lake management as there are a number of small lakes with small 
communities, agriculture, forestry or other activities that could adversely affect their water quality. With regard to 
coastal water there are coastal lagoons, swimming areas and shell fish gathering areas which are all susceptible to 
poor fresh water quality. Discharges from land can also occur to coastal water. For example via drains or 
contaminants flow across land to coastal water. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Issue 1 to read: “Managing adverse effects on water quality in particular in lakes and sensitive coastal waters 
arising from point source and diffuse source discharges to waterbodies from activities on land.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.30  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt the Proposed Issue.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.31  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
ISSUE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 8.32  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Overuse of water resources is an issue on the West Coast in certain catchments during droughts. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Issue 2 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.33  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We note the comment within the Background to the Issues that “However, water availability is coming under 
increased seasonal pressure due to extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may require further work to 
prioritise water allocation between water uses (such as pasture irrigation) and in-stream uses (such as fish 
habitat/aquatic ecology and other in-stream needs).” 
 
Related to the above comment is Significant Issue 2. We express caution that any further work in this area must fully 
involve affected landowners, and must appropriately ensure and provide for the continuation of existing irrigation 
water rights given the considerable investment undertaken based on Council’s existing provisions and rules.  
 
Relief sought  
That Council ensure that any further work undertaken, as indicated within Significant Issue 2, involves both 
landowner input and engagement throughout. 
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Decision Requested: 8.34  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.35   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - The availability of water resources is of key importance to the long-term operation of Trustpower’s HEP 
facilities within the West Coast region. Trustpower therefore supports the identification of the potential effects 
associated with the overuse of water resources and the need for allocation priorities for water to be determined in 
catchments where there are competing or conflicting demands. These provisions are also considered necessary to 
give effect to the NPSFM, as referred to in the ‘Background to the Issues’.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Issue 2.  
 
ISSUE 3 
 
Decision Requested: 8.36  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Poorly managed subdivision use and development will adversely affect water quality. Council’s latest State 
of Environment report highlights declining water turbidity at four of the five NIWA sampling sites.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Issue 3 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.37  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt the proposed Issue. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.38  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.39   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - The availability of water resources is of key importance to the long-term operation of Trustpower’s HEP 
facilities within the West Coast region. Trustpower therefore supports the identification of the potential effects 
associated with the overuse of water resources and the need for allocation priorities for water to be determined in 
catchments where there are competing or conflicting demands. These provisions are also considered necessary to 
give effect to the NPSFM, as referred to in the ‘Background to the Issues’.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Issue 3.  
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NEW ISSUE 

 
Decision Requested: 8.40  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The Issues do not include consideration for the provisions of s.6 the Act particularly relevant to freshwater 
management. For example the importance of the coasts rivers, lakes and wetlands for their recreational values, their 
importance to Maori and significant habitat for the regions threatened and declining indigenous freshwater fish and 
indigenous water birds. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a New Issue 4 and describe the importance of the regions water bodies and the need for them be managed to 
protect the values mentioned in the above paragraph. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.41  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Whilst the range of issues identified is supported the need for sustainable management of activities which may affect 
water resources, including aquatic ecology and instream habitat should be recognised. This is particularly given the 
function of Regional Councils per Section 30 and Section 7(h) of the Act. There does not appear to be a disagreement 
in the Proposed RPS that these are relevant matters simply that the more detailed provisions are provided for through 
the more detailed Regional Land and Water Plan and other planning documents. A new Issue should be added in this 
regard. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a new issue 4 (including update of Table 2) to read: “Management of the use and development of land and water 
resources to ensure the maintenance of aquatic ecology and instream habitat values.”  
 
Decision Requested: 8.42  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer Decision Requested 1.25. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add new Issue 4: “Managing activities on land and water to reduce impacts on other potential activities, including 
developments, and to ensure the attractions of the West Coast environment are maintained and enhanced.”     
 
OBJECTIVE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 8.43  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Support (with amendments) - Objective 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS. Ballance supports the 
Objective insofar as it seeks to provide for a range of land use activities and uses of water in recognition of the 
positive economic, social and cultural effects such activities generate.  Ballance is concerned, however, that Objective 
1 states that all adverse effects are to be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Ballance notes the RMA is not a ‘no (or nil) effects’ statute and, as such, consider that Objective 1 should 
acknowledge that some adverse effects can be acceptable (insofar as a proposal may generate adverse effects and 
still give effect to Part 2 of the Act) and that these effects need not be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Relief sought: 
Ballance seeks that Objective 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS, be adopted with the following 
amendments: “Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and cultural wellbeing of 
West Coast communities while avoiding, remedying or mitigating unacceptable adverse effects on the environment.”  
 
Any similar amendments with like effect. 
Any consequential amendments that stem from the amendments to Objective 1. 
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Decision Requested: 8.44   
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - This objective fails to implement the NPSFWM 2014 and fails to give direction so that the anticipated 
environmental result is achieved. It also has to give effect to NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Objective 1 and replace with; 
“Manage the use of land and water so that the existing water quality of West Coast’s water bodies and coastal water 
are maintained or improved to; 
� protect the significant values of outstanding freshwater water bodies  and significant values of wetlands; or  
� where values including uses are compromised of the water body or coastal water, improve the water quality so 

that those values are improved or uses can be safely undertaken by 2025.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.45  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Water Quality 
As currently worded, the objective: 
(a) Fails to implement Objectives A1 and A2 of the NPSFM; 
(b) Fails to provide for protection of significant biodiversity, habitats of significant indigenous fauna or the 

maintenance of life supporting capacity of the environment. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 8 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and give effect to the 
NPSFM.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.46  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt the proposed Objective.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.47  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.48  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.49  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Ensure highest possible standards of management/best practice are applied across the region to prevent worsening of 
current conditions and a return to high quality in degraded waterways.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Objective 1: “Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and cultural wellbeing 
of West Coast communities while avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment applying best 
practice standards consistently across the region.” 
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Decision Requested: 8.50   
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The objectives need to be re-written to be consistent with the Objectives and corresponding policies in the 2014 NPS 
Freshwater Management and Part 2. This particularly applies to Objective 1, which is inconsistent with s.5 (2).  
 
Relief sought: 
Objective 1 should be amended so that it provides for a range of land and water uses while safeguarding the life 
supporting capacity of the regions rivers, lakes and wetlands enable the economic, social and cultural well-being of 
West Coast communities while avoiding remedying or mitigating adverse effects on the environment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.51   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - While Trustpower supports the general intent of Objective 1 it is considered necessary for the 
qualifier ‘significant’ to be inserted so that only significant adverse effects need to be avoided, remedied or mitigated 
in considering a water use proposal. Any minor adverse effects arising from any new, or maintenance of existing, 
HEPS facilities will (by definition) not be of sufficient scale to warrant further regulation.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Objective 1: “Provide for a range of land and water uses to enable the economic, social and cultural wellbeing 
of West Coast communities while avoiding, remedying or mitigating significant adverse effects on the environment.”  
 
Decision Requested: 8.52  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.53  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products accepts and acknowledges the need for managing adverse effects on water quality from on 
farm and from the factory site at Hokitika.  
 
OBJECTIVE 2 

 

Decision Requested: 8.54  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - The Objective should recognise the requirements to safeguard the life-supporting capacity of 
freshwater ecosystems and preserve the natural character and protect outstanding natural features and landscapes 
and recreation use of water bodies. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 2 to read: “Determine allocation priorities for water in catchments where there are competing or 
conflicting demands while safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of freshwater ecosystems and preserve the 
natural character and protect outstanding natural features and landscapes and recreational use of water bodies.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.55  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Water Quantity 
As currently worded, the objective: 
(a) Fail to implement Objective B1-B4 of the NPSFM. 
(b) Fail to provide for protection of significant biodiversity, habitats of significant indigenous fauna or the maintenance 

of life supporting capacity of the environment. 
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(c) The first come, first served approach to water allocation does not adequately manage conflicting resource 
requirements and the need for environmental protection. The criteria (a) to (c) do not provide for the avoidance 
of a water take if it will exceed environmental bottom lines. 

 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 8 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and give effect to the 
NPSFM.  
 
And additional criteria are added to provide for the avoidance of water take where it will have deleterious impacts on 
sensitive freshwater eco-systems.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.56  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We note the comment within the Background to the Issues that “However, water availability is coming under 
increased seasonal pressure due to extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may require further work to 
prioritise water allocation between water uses (such as pasture irrigation) and in-stream uses (such as fish 
habitat/aquatic ecology and other in-stream needs).” 
 
Related to the above comment is Objective 2. We express caution that any further work in this area must fully involve 
affected landowners, and must appropriately ensure and provide for the continuation of existing irrigation water rights 
given the considerable investment undertaken based on Council’s existing provisions and rules.  
 
Relief sought  
That Council ensure that any further work undertaken, as indicated within Objective 2, involves both landowner input 
and engagement throughout. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.57  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.58  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.59   
 
Submitter  
 

50 RF&B 

Objective 2 needs to be amended to give effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 by 
seeking to avoid over allocation of water and stating how over allocated catchments will be identified. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.60  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - The availability of water resources is of key importance to the long-term operation of Trustpower’s HEP 
facilities within the West Coast region. Trustpower therefore supports the identification of the potential effects 
associated with the overuse of water resources and the need for allocation priorities for water to be determined in 
catchments where there are competing or conflicting demands. These provisions are also considered necessary to 
give effect to the NPSFM, as referred to in the ‘Background to the Issues’.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Objective 2. 
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Decision Requested: 8.61  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Objective is retained. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.62  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

While there is traditionally sufficient rainfall to suit the dairy sector there are some areas that are more susceptible to 
drought conditions than others. Forward planning to identify these areas, prioritise them and avoid “bottlenecks” at 
application stage would be beneficial.  
 
Relief sought: 
What is the practicality of potentially forming “rating districts” for irrigation schemes involving storage dams and water 
capture during high rainfall events for future use? 
 
OBJECTIVE 3 
 
Decision Requested: 8.63  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance supports Objective 3 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS. Ballance supports the direction 
provided by Objective 3 seeking the integrated management of freshwater, land use and subdivision activities within 
catchments. Ballance is acutely aware of the efforts that are underway to manage the cumulative discharge of 
nutrients into New Zealand’s freshwater bodies and is supportive of any approach that seeks to improve water quality 
in a sensible and robust way. 
 
The Company notes that the NPS FM, at Objective C1 and Policies C1 and C2, promotes the integrated management 
of freshwater and the use and development of land and considers this in the context of whole catchments. Policy C2 
of the NPS FM, in particular, requires the Regional Council to make changes to the RPS to the extent needed to 
provide for integrated management of the effects of land use and development of land on freshwater. 
 
Relief sought: 
Ballance seeks that Objective 3 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS, be adopted as notified. 
 
Any similar amendments with like effect. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.64  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - The objective is consistent with the NPSFWM 2014. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Objective 3 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.65  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt proposed Objective 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.66  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 3. 
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Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.67  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.68  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support - The availability of water resources is of key importance to the long-term operation of Trustpower’s HEP 
facilities within the West Coast region. Trustpower therefore supports the identification of the potential effects 
associated with the overuse of water resources and the need for allocation priorities for water to be determined in 
catchments where there are competing or conflicting demands. These provisions are also considered necessary to 
give effect to the NPSFM, as referred to in the ‘Background to the Issues’.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Objective 3. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.69  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Objective and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Objective is retained. 
 
NEW OBJECTIVE 
 
Decision Requested: 8.70  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

A new objective should be inserted which responds to the reference in the ‘Background to the Issues’ to increased 
extraction for irrigation in the Upper Grey Valley and further work may need to be done to prioritise allocation 
between irrigation and in-stream values, fish habitat and aquatic ecology for example. The new objective should set 
out how the competing or conflicting demands will be identified, in particular the identification of the habitats of the 
Regions threatened freshwater fish species (Brown mudfish for example) and endangered river birds such as the 
Whio. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.71   
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

A holistic view of environmental management has not been addressed. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add an objective on the integrated management of land use, water quality, water quantity and use and development 
of resources where possible. 
 
POLICY 1 
  
Decision Requested: 8.72  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance opposes Policy 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS. Ballance opposes Policy 1 for similar 
reasons to those that it seeks amendments to Objective 1 to Section 8: Land and Water, insofar as Policy 1 prescribes 
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that all adverse effects be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Additionally, Policy 1 provides the direction that these effects are to be mitigated via Regional and District Plans and 
resource consent processes. Ballance is concerned that this could be interpreted as requiring that all adverse effects 
on water quality be avoided, remedied or mitigated by provisions within Regional and District Plans and in the 
consideration of resource consent applications. 
 
The Company considers that such an outcome would be inconsistent with the RMA’s sustainable management 
purpose, would also be inconsistent with the apparent ‘enabling’ outcomes sought by the proposed RPS and may 
unnecessarily fetter appropriate productive land use activities. 
 
Although Ballance acknowledge the difficulties in setting desired water quality outcomes for the Region due to the 
requirements of NPS FM section CA: National Objectives, Ballance considers that the proposed RPS should, as a 
minimum, provide some high level direction around water quality outcomes that are sought for the Region. Ballance 
contends that, without this direction, certainty around the ability to achieve Objective 1 of Section 8: Land and Water 
of the proposed RPS will be substantially undermined. 
 
Additionally, Policy 1 reads as though it is a method, not a Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 
Ballance seek that Policy 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS, be deleted and replaced as follows: 
Adverse effects on water arising from subdivision, use or development of land will be avoided, remedied or mitigated 
via Regional and District Plans and resource consent processes. “Maintain the West Coast’s water quality and improve 
degraded areas by adopting a regionally integrated catchment-based management approach to land and water 
resources.” 
 

And any similar amendments with like effect, and any consequential amendments that stem from the amendment 

above, including but not limited to, the ‘Explanation to the Policies’ section.  

 
Decision Requested: 8.73  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Avoid, remedy or mitigate fails to give direction to decision makers. The NPSFWM 2014 requires implementation to 
maintain or improve water quality. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 1 to read: “Adverse effects on water arising from subdivision, use or development of land will be 
avoided where the water quality will be degraded or values lost, remedied or mitigated via Regional and District Plans 
and resource consent processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.74  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Water Quality 
As currently worded, the policy: 
(a) Fail to implement Objectives A1 and A2 of the NPSFM; 
(b) Fail to provide for protection of significant biodiversity, habitats of significant indigenous fauna or the maintenance 

of life supporting capacity of the environment. 
 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 8 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and give effect to the 
NPSFM. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.75  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

I oppose Policy 1. Council maintains in the background to this chapter, that “there are relatively few significant water 
use pressures on water bodies on the West Coast”. I strongly dispute this assertion because it fails to include water 
pollution from mining and intensive agricultural practices now prevalent on the coast, and likely to continue into the 
future. Wetlands in particular, are, and continue to be degraded through draining and pollution.  
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Relief sought: 

I seek that this policy be re-worded by adding “The coast-wide assessment of wetlands on council-administered land 
according to the criteria set out in schedule 3 of the WCRC Land and Water Management Plan will be completed 
without delay. Water quality o all lowland lakes, rivers and scheduled wetlands will be enhanced where degradation 
has occurred due to man-made causes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.76  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt proposed Policy 1.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.77  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.78  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.79   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - While Trustpower supports the general intent of Policy 1 it is considered necessary for the qualifier 
‘significant’ to be inserted so that only significant adverse effects need to be avoided, remedied or mitigated in 
considering a water use proposal. Any minor adverse effects arising from any new, or maintenance of existing, HEPS 
facilities will (by definition) not be of sufficient scale to warrant further regulation.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1: “Significant adverse effects on water arising from subdivision, use or development of land will be 
avoided, remedied or mitigated via Regional and District Plans and resource consent processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.80  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Oppose in part. Whilst the general tenor of Policy 1 is supported as it relate to use of land there appears to be no 
corresponding policy related to water, however proposed Objective 1 appears to indicate that such a policy would be 
anticipated. Policy 1 should be amended to reflect that it is the potential effects of activities related to both land and 
water use that require management. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 to read: “Adverse effects on water resources arising from subdivision, use or development of land, 
and/or the use and development of land and water resources will be avoided, remedied or mitigated via Regional and 
District Plans and resource consent processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.81  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the Policy is retained. 
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POLICY 2 

 
Decision Requested: 8.82  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose - The RPS has to give effect to Part 2 RMA. Fails to give effect to NPSFWM 2014 in particular B Water 
Quantity and Policies CA1-CA4. 
 
Relief sought: 
Delete Policy 2 as notified. 

 
Include a method how Council is going to give effect to NPSFWM 2014 including research on the effect of the present 
minimum flow regime on fish populations such as swift water fish on rivers where there are water shortages during 
droughts. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.83  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Water Quantity 
As currently worded, the policy: 
(a) Fail to implement Objective B1-B4 of the NPSFM. 
(b) Fail to provide for protection of significant biodiversity, habitats of significant indigenous fauna or the maintenance 

of life supporting capacity of the environment. 
(c) The first come, first served approach to water allocation does not adequately manage conflicting resource 

requirements and the need for environmental protection. The criteria (a) to (c) do not provide for the avoidance 
of a water take if it will exceed environmental bottom lines. 

 
Relief sought: 

That Chapter 8 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and give effect to the 
NPSFM.  
 
And additional criteria are added to provide for the avoidance of water take where it will have deleterious impacts on 
sensitive freshwater eco-systems.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.84  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support Policy 2 including reference to ensuring appropriate factors for consideration where there are competing 
uses of water resources, and that these appropriately include stock drinking water, domestic and community water 
supply needs and that required for firefighting. However, we consider an additional factor should be included to 
reflect existing irrigation use within the catchments.  
 
Relief sought: 

That an additional factor to have regard to is added to Policy 2 to reflect the below (or similar):  
“d) existing irrigation investment, infrastructure and reliance;” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.85  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We note the comment within the Background to the Issues that “However, water availability is coming under 
increased seasonal pressure due to extraction for irrigation in the upper Grey Valley. This may require further work to 
prioritise water allocation between water uses (such as pasture irrigation) and in-stream uses (such as fish 
habitat/aquatic ecology and other in-stream needs).” 
 
Related to the above comment is Policy 2. We express caution that any further work in this area must fully involve 
affected landowners, and must appropriately ensure and provide for the continuation of existing irrigation water rights 
given the considerable investment undertaken based on Council’s existing provisions and rules.  
 
Relief sought  
That Council ensure that any further work undertaken, as indicated within Policy 2, involves both landowner input and 
engagement throughout. 
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Decision Requested: 8.86  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.87  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.88  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Policy 2 provides for the allocation of freshwater in a manner that is inconsistent with Part 2, the National Policy 
Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 and case law. 
 
Relief sought: 

Policy 2 is rewritten so that the allocation of water is undertaken in a manner consistent with Part 2 and the National 
Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.89  
 
Submitter 
 

52 SFFL 

Silver Fern Farms supports assigning water allocation priorities where there are competing or conflicting demands. A 
fair approach is required to ensure that the reasonable needs of both farming and industry, in particular, are met. 
 
Relief sought: 

No changes sought.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.90   
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Support in part - While Trustpower supports the general intent of Policy 2 it is considered necessary for the qualifier 
‘significant’ to be inserted so that only significant adverse effects need to be avoided, remedied or mitigated in 
considering a water use proposal. Any minor adverse effects arising from any new, or maintenance of existing, HEPS 
facilities will (by definition) not be of sufficient scale to warrant further regulation.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 2 (c): “That any significant adverse environmental effects from the allocation of water will be avoided, 
remedied or mitigated as far as practicable in accordance with other policies of this Policy Statement or Regional 
Plans, and the requirements of the RMA.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.91  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
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POLICY 3 

 
Decision Requested: 8.92  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – consistent with NPSFWM. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 3 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.93  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopt proposed Policy 3.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.94  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 8.95  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The provisions are consistent with the RMA framework and serve the West Coast environment.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain provisions without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.96  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Westpower supports the Policy and the overall tenor of providing for a range of land and water uses to enable the 
wellbeing of West Coast communities whilst managing potential adverse effects.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Policy is retained. 
 
NEW POLICY 
 
Decision Requested: 8.97   
 
Submitter  
 

16 DOC 

Preference should be given to discharges to land rather than water. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new policy: 
“Preference for discharge to land 
Prefer discharges to land over discharges to water where: 
� A discharge to land is practicable; 
� The adverse effects associated with a discharge to land are less than discharge to water; 
� And wherever practical manage the discharge of contaminants in a way that nutrients are retained in the plant 

root zone and sediment trapped by the vegetation.” 
 
Include an Explanation to the above Policy 
“This policy expresses a definite preference to discharge to land for example dairy shed effluent. The policy 
recognises there are some limited situations where a discharge to water may be a more suitable option.” 
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Decision Requested: 8.98  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values do not support the mixing of stormwater and freshwater/coastal waters. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy for preference of discharge to land over discharge to water and where adverse effects of discharge to 
land are less than discharge to water. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.99  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize freshwater and advocate for all steps toward minimising contaminants reaching 
waterways or coastal areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy ensuring new development includes land treatment of sewage and stormwater, and encourage/require 
where appropriate progressive upgrading of sewage and stormwater discharge to water to include land treatment. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.100  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

More steps need to be taken to protect the environment during development. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy to manage the effects of land development to ensure soil erosion is minimised, soil compaction and 
nutrient and sediment loss is minimized and indigenous biodiversity is maintained or enhanced. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.101  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu advocate for catchment-based water management. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy to identify and manage catchments where water quality may become degraded by establishing water 
quality standards and where appropriate catchment contaminant load thresholds. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.102  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize freshwater and advocate for all steps toward minimising contaminants reaching 
waterways or coastal areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy on the management of the effects of rural land development (e.g. farming and mining) to ensure that 
water quality is maintained (or enhanced if it becomes degraded). 
 
Decision Requested: 8.103  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize freshwater and advocate for all steps toward minimising contaminants reaching 
waterways or coastal areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy that protects and encourages the enhancement of riparian zones. 
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Decision Requested: 8.104  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

We are concerned about the over allocation of water and the detrimental effects this has on indigenous biodiversity. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy to manage demand for water if a catchment needs allocation limits in order to protect in stream values 
and community water supplies. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.105  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

We consider current rules surrounding water allocation, intensification, and discharges to be too liberal considering 
the uncertainty surrounding the effects of these activities on freshwater bodies. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy requiring a precautionary approach to the allocation of water or the intensification of land uses or 
discharges, in circumstances where the effects of these activities on freshwater bodies are unknown or uncertain. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.106  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Guaranteeing tangata whenua access to their whenua and moana is a key issue for Ngāi Tahu. We also advocate for 
the wider public to be ensured of their access to their areas too. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy to maintain and enhance Ngai Tahu and public access to and along rivers and lakes. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.107  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize waterways and advocate for the protection of their natural values. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy on managing the removal of vegetation and gravel from river beds to ensure it does not adversely affect 
in stream values. 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 
 
Decision Requested: 8.108  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 1: Support in part - The last sentence should be deleted. This sentence should be in a policy as outlined in 
Decision Requested 8.97. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the explanation to Policy 1 with the last sentence deleted: “This includes providing for discharges…” 
 

Decision Requested: 8.109  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 2: Support – consistent with Part 2 and s62 RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the explanation to Policy 2 as notified. 
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Decision Requested: 8.110  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Third paragraph: Support in part - Include NZCPS 2010 policies 4, 21, 22 and 23 are very relevant as there seems to 
be contamination of for example mussel beds. 
 

Relief sought: 
Retain the explanation to Policy 3 as notified with the following additions: “The Freshwater NPS and New Zealand 
Coastal Policy Statement 2010 requires the Regional Policy Statement....” and ”...or causing sedimentation of water 
bodies or coastal lagoons.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.111  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

There is no mention anywhere in the document that I could see that refers to managing stock in waterways, which I 
thought should at least get a mention in the RPS, though more specifically dealt with in other plans. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Explanation to the Policies: “This includes providing for discharges to land where this is more appropriate 
than discharging contaminants to water, for example dairy shed effluent, and requiring treatment of certain 
contaminants prior to discharging into water, such as sewage effluent. Stock in waterways is also an issue.” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.112  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Oppose in part. Whilst the explanation for Policy 1 had been consistent with the policy prior to the submitted 
amendment in Decision Requested 8.80 it will require amendment to reflect the new wording of Policy 1 submitted. 
Amend the explanation of Policy 1 to reflect the addition of effects from the use and development of water resources. 
The current explanation, even in its current form, appears to be narrowly focused and not related to all potential land 
use effects. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Explanation to read: “Policy 1 requires the adverse effects of subdivision, use and development activities 
on of land, and/or activities related to the use and development of land and water resources will to be managed in a 
way that will contribute to maintaining and/or improving water quality, aquatic ecology and instream habitat 
(including the habitat of trout and salmon) by reducing controlling the effects of discharges of contaminants activities 
on water resources.  
 
METHOD 1 
 
Decision Requested: 8.113  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance supports (with amendments) Method 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS. Notwithstanding 
Ballance's submission on Policy 1 to Section 8, the Company is generally supportive of the proposed RPS prescribing 
that a Regional Plan be maintained to address the effects of discharges on water quality as a means of achieving 
Objectives 1 and 3. 
 
However, Ballance is concerned by the potential implications of the current wording, namely the reference to ‘any 
effects’ and the requirement that the Regional Plan contain provisions (including rules) that require water quality to be 
‘maintained and enhanced’. 
 
As per its submissions on Objective 1 and Policy 1 of Section 8, the Company is concerned that Method 1 may be 
interpreted as requiring that all effects on water quality be avoided, remedied or mitigated.  Ballance reiterates that 
the RMA is not a ‘no (or ‘nil’) effects’ statute and, as such, consider that Method 1 should acknowledge that some 
effects may be acceptable and that all adverse effects need not be avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
In terms of the maintenance and enhancement of water quality, Ballance considers that the wording should be 
amended to recognise and clarify that the enhancement of water quality is not necessarily required or appropriate in 
all cases. 
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Relief sought: 
Ballance seek that Method 1 to Section 8: Land and Water of the proposed RPS, be adopted with the following 
amendments: 
1. Maintain a Regional Plan with objectives, policies, rules and methods of implementation to ensure that any the 

adverse effects of point and diffuse source discharges to land and water are avoided, remedied or mitigated, and 
managed to ensure that water quality is maintained and or enhanced.  

 
Any similar amendments with like effect. 
 
Any consequential amendments that stem from the amendments to Method 1. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.114  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - This method requires further development to implement NPSFWM 2014. Lake catchments with use 
and development should be prioritised when implementing the NPSFWM 2014. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Method 1 as notified with the following addition: “Priority should be given to the management of lake 
catchments where development has or is occurring in these catchments…” 
 
Decision Requested: 8.115  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We have concerns with Method 1 and consider some amendment is required around the contents on a Regional Plan 
to ensure that water quality is maintained and enhanced as required. It will not always be necessary, appropriate or 
achievable to aspire to enhance water quality.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council amends Method 1 wording as follows (or similar): “Maintain a Regional Plan with objectives, policies, 
rules and methods of implementation to ensure that any adverse effects of point and diffuse source discharges to 
land and water are avoided, remedied or mitigated, and that water quality is maintained and or enhanced as 
considered necessary and appropriate.” 
 
METHOD 2 

 
Decision Requested: 8.116  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – consistent with RMA including Part 2 and s229. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retail Method 2 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.117  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We also have concerns with Method 2, which specifies to “include in District Plans, policies, rules, guidelines or other 
information to avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of land use activities and management practices on 
water quality”. We consider this potentially introduces unnecessary duplication of a Regional Council function. 
Sections 30 and 31 of the Resource Management Act set out the functions of regional councils and territorial 
authorities and make it clear that these functions should be carried out at Regional Council level. We are cautious that 
this Method seems to be asking the District Councils to manage land use for water quality purposes which is 
inconsistent with both the RMA and the direction indicated elsewhere in the Proposed RPS, for example at page 26, 
bottom paragraph.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council delete Method 2. 
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METHOD 3 

 
Decision Requested: 8.118  
 

Submitter  16 DOC 

Support in part - Protection of freshwater ecosystems is required. An example is the swift water suite of fish. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend  Method 3 as follows: “Maintain a Regional Plan with objectives, policies, rules and methods of implementation 
to ensure the prioritisation of freshwater to ensure protection of the life supporting capacity of freshwater bodies and 
to prioritise the freshwater available for use in catchments where conflict may arise in dry periods.” 

 
METHOD 4 

 
Decision Requested: 8.119  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – Consistent with NPSFWM 2014 and NZCPS 2010.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Method 4 as notified. 
 
NEW METHOD 

 
Decision Requested: 8.120  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Seek that the Methods section include an additional ‘Method’ as follows: “Adverse effects on water arising from 
subdivisions, use or development of land will be managed in an integrated manner via Regional and District Plan 
provisions and through the resource consent process.”  
 
And any similar amendments with like effect, and any consequential amendments that stem from the new method. 
 

Decision Requested: 8.121  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

To ensure drinking water supplies are protected we encourage Council to include source protection zones for drinking 
water supplies as a method for achieving Objective one. 
 
Decision Requested: 8.122  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The RPS has to give effect to Part 2 RMA. Fails to give effect to NPSFWM 2014 in particular B Water Quantity and 
Policies CA1-CA4. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a method how Council is going to give effect to NPSFWM 2014 including research on the effect of the present 
minimum flow regime on fish populations such as swift water fish on rivers where there are water shortages during 
droughts. 
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 
 
Decision Requested: 8.123  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend the Principal Reasons: “...Their aim is to maintain the West Coast’s generally high to excellent water quality in 
the higher reaches of rivers and to reduce the low quality in many of the lower reaches of west coast rivers and to 
enhance that water quality by addressing the effects of water contamination from diffuse and point sources. 
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Decision Requested: 8.124  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Anticipated Environmental Results 1- 3 - Support  
Consistent with RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Anticipated Environmental Results 1- 3 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 8.125  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
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9. COASTAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON THE COASTAL ENVIRONMENT 

 
Decision Requested: 9.1  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

Regarding the coastal environmental, coastal erosion and mining on the coast are significant concerns but no mention 
is specifically made of either. Similarly there is no discussion relating to protection of coastal wetlands and estuaries.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.2  
 
Submitter 
 

8 BROWK 

There did not appear to be very strategic considerations relating to sea level rise.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.3  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that protecting and managing the use and development of the West Coast’s coastal environment is 
significant within the RPS. As stated, our abundant and largely unmodified coastal area already attracts visitors to the 
region. In addition,  the coastal area benefits health and wellbeing as it connects residents to the natural environment 
and provides opportunities for food gathering, physical activity and communing with nature.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.4  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree with the need to have Plans that will avoid adverse effects arising from use and development of coastal 
resources on significant indigenous biodiversity, outstanding natural character areas and outstanding landscapes. We 
also agree there are opportunities for appropriate development, particularly where this enhances the environment and 
people’s connection to it. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.5  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

The predicted effects of climate change will necessitate good decisions with respect to sub-divisions, and land use and 
development.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.6  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Section 6(a) of the RMA requires “the preservation of the natural character (including the coastal marine area), 
wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development”. Section 6(c) of the RMA requires “the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and 
significant habitats of indigenous fauna”. Section 6(d) of the RMA requires “the maintenance and enhancement of 
public access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers.”  The NZCPS provides more direction on how 
these and other provisions are to be implemented within the coastal environment, including how to protect natural 
character, coastal landscapes and biodiversity, how to effectively manage use and development to avoid cumulative 
effects; how to protect and enhance public access; how to address sedimentation; and how to manage coastal 
hazards. 
 
The proposed RPS must “give effect” to the requirements of the NZCPS. 
 

Decision Requested: 9.7  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS considers that Chapter 9 fails to implement the RMA, the purpose of a RPS, the NZCPS and statutory role of 
Council.  
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Relief sought: 

That Chapter 9 is revised in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of 
an RPS and the statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect 
to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.8  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The PRPS limits its consideration to Policies 6, 7, 11, 13, 15, 24 and 27 of the NZCPS. As the guiding strategic 
document in the region, it is imperative that it addresses all issues in the coastal space within RMA jurisdiction. This is 
not at the discretion of Council, but a statutory requirement. 
 
Relief sought: 

Revise in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an RPS and the 
statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.9  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Chapter 9 advocates a balancing of protection and development. This is incorrect. This approach fails to implement 
the environmental bottom lines in Policies 11, 13 and 15, and to reflect the hierarchy of protection envisaged in the 
NZCSP (King Salmon [124]). 
 
Relief sought: 

Revise in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an RPS and the 
statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.10  
 
Submitter  
 

18 EDS 

Chapter 9 relies on the “relatively unmodified” and “abundant” coastal environment to justify uninhibited 
development. This implies little desire to constrain or avoid development on the 16% of the region in private 
ownership. The statutory requirement to avoid effects on areas such as outstanding landscapes persist irrespective of 
proportional ownership. 
 
Relief sought: 

Revise in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an RPS and the 
statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.11  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

The West Coast coastal environment includes natural resources of great value to West Coast residents and tourists 
alike, and Federated Farmers support the protection of these resources for the enjoyment of future generations. We 
similarly advocate environmentally responsible farm practice as we do with other resource management issues.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.12  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not provide reference to Policy 17 of the NZCPS. The RMA section 62(3) provides that RPS’s 
must give effect to the NZCPS. HNZ notes that the West Coast Regional Coastal Plan was approved in the year 2000. 
Historic heritage was elevated to a matter of national importance in 2003, therefore HNZ is concerned that the 
Coastal Plan has not adequately considered heritage in light of its elevated status.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to include a Chapter or section which addresses Policy 17 of the NZCPS. 
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Decision Requested: 9.13  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of increasing eutrophication of coastal environments and the potential to be further impacted by 
coastal development. A small waterway discharging into the Mokihinui estuary was recorded in 2012 as being: BOD 
1.4gm/m3, E.coli 2,200MPN/100ml, ammonia 1g/m3 at pH 6.4, yet the WCRC interpreted those results as not a 
problem. Bright green estuarine algal blooms and slime on previously clean and pristine estuarine rocks were 
classified as natural seasonal expectations - perhaps the new normal but incomparable in contrast to that of a few 
years earlier.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.14  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There has been no publication I am aware of that speaks of the abrupt decrease in frequency of contamination of the 
mussel beds in the Buller concomitant with the introduction and continuance of sewage treatment in Westport. In 
fact, in the last few years there have been no notifications of such, whereas previously they had become alarmingly 
frequent. This contamination had nothing to do with algal blooms as a result of global warming, but much to do with 
algal blooms as a result of eutrophication of coastal waters. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.15  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The s32 Evaluation Report mentions the timely removal of whitebait stands at the end of the season. Yet still there 
are ugly concrete and other structures on our rivers throughout the year.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.16  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of whitebait in relation to the coastal environment in the proposed RPS. Protecting whitebait 
spawning habitats are considered to be too hard to implement. However, the protection of them should be at least 
promoted, and education provided for, if not mandated. There needs to be a schedule listing all sites on the West 
Coast that are whitebait spawning grounds, and which schedule also includes those with potential for spawning (and 
which may have been spawning grounds in an earlier time). 
 
Decision Requested: 9.17  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

Reads as if the Coast, apart from the bit utilised by tourists is up for grabs if someone thinks it’s appropriate. The 
coast is similarly a national treasure. It is very fragile and unpredictable – prone to erosion, storm surges, and 
tsunamis occasionally.  
 
Relief sought: 

It should be treated with respect, development and subdivision minimised, and consideration given to maximising 
public access while also enhancing the habitat for penguins for instance, and other seashore inhabitants. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.18  
 
Submitter 
 

36 MACDB 

Support this Chapter. For too long Councils have not really given sufficient weighting to the social and economic 
wellbeing of communities when preparing RMA Plans.  
 
Relief sought: 

That this proposed RPS be adopted as soon as possible. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.19  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

Although there is an abundance of natural habitat and character, there is not an abundance of native wildlife. 
Emphasis on meeting tourist needs may be detrimental to the natural habitat and wildlife that draws them to the 
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coast. There should not be a presumption that low levels of development provide the potential for more development 
in the dynamic and fragile coastal environment. Climate change will affect the coastal environment via sea level rise 
and storm intensity. The focus needs to be on protecting the coastal environment, The issues should relate to the risk 
of erosion and the risk from climate change induced effects on existing coastal communities. There is not a great 
quantity of biodiversity remaining. There are dispersed and small colonies of threatened seabirds including penguins. 
An abundance of natural values remaining does not provide license to destroy.  
 
Relief sought: 
No new development within the coastal environment. Revisit this whole section.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.20  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

There is an inference of extraction in the coastal environment rather than protection and conservation. In this regard 
the WCCB has concerns relating to the granting of non-notifiable resource consents to extraction industries for both 
exploration and mining such as the recent ilmenite exploration consents in Barrytown. In addition there is no 
reference to the WCRC responsibilities under the RMA for the marine environment. Similarly there is no mention of 
the marine-estuarine environment. Whilst the document correctly identifies the WCRC jurisdiction out to the 12 
nautical mile limit at sea, it makes no specific mention of seabed protection under the RMA.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.21  
 
Submitter 
 

67 WCPT 

There are rules and regulations in the plans to protect and enhance the coastal environment yet the intention of the 
PRPS appears to be to protect only those parts that are of interest to the tourism industry and to allow greater 
development of the rest.  Tourist activity appears to be having an adverse effect on a colony of Fiordland crested 
penguins (tawaki) in South Westland (Monro Beach). Breeding success in this colony is poor, apparently due to 
human disturbance, and it relies on the protection of nearby colonies for its continued existence. Thus the tourism 
resource relies on the protection of non- or less accessible surrounding areas. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.22  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The coastal area is a significant part of the West Coast and it is important that there is a clear understanding of the 
roles and responsibilities between councils particularly in relation to cross boundary issues and how they will be 
managed.   
 
It is noted that the RPS provides direction that the coastal environment is not limited to the area below Mean High 
Water Springs (MHWS) and it instead covers those areas where there is a coastal influence. This is supported. It is 
considered that the WCRC has a broader role within the management of the Coastal Environment than stated in the 
introductory paragraphs of this section which seems to state that management of the Coastal Environment above the 
Coastal Marine Area is the “jurisdiction of district councils”. The efficient management of the coastal area is a cross 
boundary issue for the West Coast, and the RPS could be a document to clearly set out how the multitude of 
requirements set out within the NZCPS and RMA will be managed within the coastal environment. The WCRC needs to 
review this section of the RPS to ensure that the requirements of the NZCPS are met in full.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.23  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Westland Milk Products is largely silent on this as very few dairy farming activities exist within or near to the CMA. 
Where they do operate (Karamea) there is a good understanding on the CMA values and parameters attached to 
requirements when conducting farming activities here.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 9.24  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 1: Sharing of management between regional and district council - Support in part   
A significant resource management issue is: The coast is a highly dynamic environment because of a combination of 
extreme marine, terrestrial including fluvial and glacio-fluvial and tectonic energy that results in most of the coast 
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being in a coastal erosion phase or subject to river mouth migration. Because of the limited flat areas on the coast, 
development has historically occurred in these areas and sometimes in areas subject to coastal hazards Measures to 
halt coastal erosion have in places been piecemeal and ineffectual or have resulted in loss of beaches in particular at 
high water. 
 
Discussion is required in this background to issues, on these natural hazards and the responsibilities of the Regional 
and District Councils’. This is a cross boundary issue that can either be managed by District and/or the Regional 
Councils. For example setting of hazard lines which manage land use activities adversely affected by existing coastal 
hazards and controlling future use and development.   
 
Of importance is whether the West Coast Regional Council wishes to use it powers under s30(1)(c) (iv) and s10(4) 
RMA to control the use of land for the purpose of avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.25  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Relevant NZCPS policies - Support in part 
The other NZCPS policy particularly relevant to the RPS is Policy 5 as there are considerable areas of land and water 
managed for protection including land managed by the Department such as national parks, waters such as marine 
reserves and mataitai reserves managed by iwi. 
 
Policy 5 requires the integration of land and water managed under or held under other acts in the coastal 
environment in a way that adverse effects are avoided that are significant in relation to the purposes the land or 
water is held for.   
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Paragraph 2 by including the following: “Policy 5 requires the management of lands and waters managed 
under other Acts such as the Conservation Act 1987 and Fisheries Act 1996 in a way that avoids adverse effects that 
are significant in relation to the purposes of these lands and waters are held.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.26  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 5: Oppose - The section fails to recognise the West Coast’s unique natural heritage which helps generate 
social and economic benefits for the region. The paragraph also fails to identify the conflicts between various 
industries. The use of “avoiding remedying and mitigating adverse effects of development on important values” fails 
to implement NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete the Paragraph 5 starting with “As referred to in Section 7...” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.27  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 6: Support in part - The paragraph on climate change generally gives effect to NZCPS 2010. Mention 
should be made of river mouth migration which is assisted by the lack of rainfall events allowing coastal processes to 
dominate over river processes. Subsequently heavy rainfall events can cause significant flooding before a new river 
mouth is created. 

 
Relief sought: 
Retain Paragraph 6 as notified. Add after... “...storm surges and waves. These storm surges and waves can affect 
river mouth migration and lagoon flood levels.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.28  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWELP 

I oppose the contention that the West Coast has a “relatively unmodified coastal environment.” Large sections of the 
coast are occupied up to and below MHWS by pastoral activities. Objectives, policies and methods need to reflect this 
by heightening the significance of existing and unmodified sections, including those readily accessible by the public.  
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Decision Requested: 9.29  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The coastal area of the West Coast is a highly modified environment in many cases, particularly where farmland is 
involved. It is not appropriate that only the iconic, tourist attractions be protected from development. There needs to 
be policies in this RPS to regenerate coastal indigenous vegetation along farmland margins. 
 
Relief sought: 

Delete the following sentence from para 6: “…While there is currently a relatively low level of development particularly 
in the coastal marine area,…”  
 
Decision Requested: 9.30  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The beginning of this paragraph is weak. We all know climate change has been with us for a long time now, and 
increasing. One example is: a large type of jellyfish, possibly the spotted jellyfish, has been seen in abundance 2.5km 
up the Mokihinui River from the river mouth, stranded on the shallow banks after high tide; at a place that a few 
years ago experienced a few centimetre tide range and now experiences metres tide range. The 2005 [Efficiency and 
Effectiveness report acknowledges that there actually is climate change - "There is also now conclusive evidence that 
sea level rise is occurring. This has potential future implications in terms of water quality being affected by sewage 
disposal, and property damage from coastal hazards.", yet the PRPS has done a complete reversal on that, being in 
denial that climate change and global warming is here. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the Background to the Issues: “Climate change can potentially is affecting the coastal environment via sea 
level rise, and changes to, with changes in the intensity and frequency of storm surges and waves. More frequent or 
and greater erosion and inundation can be expected in coming decades. Inappropriate subdivision, use and 
development can increase the exposure of people and communities to risks from coastal hazards. This Section 
proposes guidance on the balancing of allowing appropriate development in the coastal environment while managing 
inappropriate development that increases the risk of hazards that affect people and communities.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.31  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Background to the Issues - Oppose in part. 
Generally the matters covered in this section describe the issues for the Coastal Environment however in relation to 
the role of Fish and Game it is noted that there is not recognition that for waterways there is an overlap of functions 
where the coastal marine area (CMA) extends up rivers. The part of a river which may be within the CMA extends 
from the river mouth upstream as defined in the Regional Coastal Plan. This part of the river provides an important 
resource for those utilising fishing opportunities on the West Coast as well as providing fish habitat and migratory 
passage upstream. Accordingly the values of the CMA as it affects the lower portions of waterways running to the sea 
should be identified to ensure that they are considered as part of the balance of use and protection currently 
identified in this section. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a new paragraph (following the existing 4th paragraph) to the section to read: “The coastal marine area as it 
relates to the lower reach of a river overlaps with matters outside the coastal area in relation to the provision of 
aquatic ecosystems, instream habitat and migration of fish up river. Lower reaches of rivers may be subject to a range 
of potential uses which can result in conflict between uses or degradation of instream habitat values. Adverse effects 
in the coastal marine area can therefore result in detrimental effects for users of the rivers in the region above the 
coastal marine area.” 
 
SIGNIFICANT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 9.32  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

The significant issues of the Coastal Environment acknowledges Councils responsibilities under the NZCPS and then 
qualifies the Councils statutory responsibility to give effect to the objectives and policies of the NZNPS by stating 
“however with a relatively unmodified coastal environment on the West Coast management of these areas may also 
need to enable appropriate future employment, regional growth and development.  
The section does not identify significant issues within the Coastal Environment. The Preamble to the NZCPS identifies 
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some of the issues and these may be helpful for Council to consider. Many of these issues exist despite the Council’s 
claim that the coastal environment is ‘relatively unmodified’. These include the potential for adverse effects on 
threatened plant species and habitats, weed invasion, cultivation and erosion.  
 
Relief Sought:  

Rewrite “Coastal Environment’ significant resource management issues to give proper effect to the Objectives and 
Policies of the NZCPS and Part 2 of the Act including s.6 (a), (b) and (d).  
 
ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 9.33  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Issue 1: Oppose in part - The issue does not give effect to NZCPS 2010. The coastal environment of the West Coast 
has areas containing outstanding natural features and natural landscapes, and outstanding natural character and 
significant biodiversity. These values attract visitors to the West Coast provide employment thereby sustaining local 
communities. Excellent examples include the whitebait fishery and the various tourist attractions such as Ship Creek 
and Punakaiki. Maintenance of these values will also help maintain the West Coast economy by encouraging people to 
migrate to the Coast for the lifestyle and set up new businesses.  
 
Relief sought: 

Delete Issue 1 and replace with: “The West Coast has significant areas with outstanding natural character, 
outstanding natural landscapes and natural features and significant indigenous biodiversity. These values make the 
West Coast a unique natural environment. Inappropriate use and development will result in the loss of opportunities 
for the West Coast today and for future generations.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.34  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the significant issue as identified in this area, the dilemma for Council is how to ensure appropriate 
balance between avoiding adverse effects in this area while enabling appropriate future employment, regional growth 
and development.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the issue as proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.35  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Issue 1 “The NZCPS requires the avoidance of adverse effects on significant coastal biodiversity, and 
outstanding natural character and landscapes, however with a relatively unmodified coastal environment on the West 
Coast, m Management of these areas may also need to enable appropriate future employment, regional growth and 
development.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.36  
 
Submitter 
 

35 MACBH 

“…however with a relatively unmodified coastal environment on the West Coast, management of these areas may also 
need to enable...” It is the 'relatively unmodified coastal environment' which is so desirable and attractive to locals 
and tourists alike, that to suggest that some of it can be suitable for development just because there is lots of it is 
unjustifiable. The case stands or falls on the effects of the activity. 

 
Relief sought: 
Amend Issue 1: “The NZCPS requires the avoidance of adverse effects on significant coastal biodiversity, and 
outstanding natural character and landscapes, however with. The West Coast has a relatively unmodified coastal 
environment on the West Coast  management. Management of these areas may also need to enable appropriate 
future employment, regional growth and development, but subject to the usual constraints of the RMA.” 
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Decision Requested: 9.37  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
ISSUE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 9.38  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Issue 2: Support - The issue identifies a significant issue for the West Coast. It is the starting point to implementing 
New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 (NZCPS) policies. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Issue 2 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.39  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the significant issue as identified in this area, the dilemma for Council is how to ensure appropriate 
balance between avoiding adverse effects in this area while enabling appropriate future employment, regional growth 
and development.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts the issue as proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.40  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
NEW ISSUE 
 
Decision Requested: 9.42  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The Department of Conservation is a significant manager of land including land that is part of the coastal marine area 
and marine reserves on the West Coast. There are also mataitai reserves. It is essential that that the coastal 
environment is managed in an integrated manner to protect the values of the coastal environment to implement 
NZCPS in particular Policies 4 and 5. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include a new issue: “There is a need to recognise and provide for the integrated management of the coastal 
environment in particular by recognising the values of the land and coastal waters managed by the Department of 
Conservation and those that are important to iwi such as mataitai reserves and provide for the ongoing protection of 
those values.” 
 
OBJECTIVE 1 
 
Decision Requested: 9.43  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - The objective is supported as it gives effect to NZCPS 2010. The term required is outstanding natural 
landscapes. Thus outstanding industrial landscapes are not captured by the NZCPS 2010 such as the river mouth 
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entrances of the ports of Greymouth and Westport. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 1 with the following amendment: “A regulatory framework that protects significant coastal 
biodiversity, outstanding natural character areas, and outstanding natural features and outstanding natural 
landscapes from adverse effects.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.44  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the objective in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of 
the coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers 
has previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as 
appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the objective as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.45  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.46  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Objective 1 is unhelpful in providing any direction as to how Regional and District Plans should be developed to give 
effect to the NZCPS and Part 2 matters regarding the protection of the natural character of the coastal environment. 
 
Relief sought: 
Rewrite objectives to give proper effect to the NZCPS and Part 2 matters, including but not limited to, an objective(s) 
to:  
a. identify areas where development would be considered inappropriate;  
b. recognise the characteristics and qualities that contribute to natural character, natural features and landscape 

values and their location,  
c. provide for public space and access;  
d. encourage restoration of biodiversity within the coastal environment  
e. recognise that historic heritage in the coastal environment is vulnerable to loss or damage from inappropriate 

subdivision, use, and development.   
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.47  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 1.   
 
OBJECTIVE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 9.48  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - Protection has major role in the coastal environment as the natural heritage attracts tourists to the 
West Coast. Use of the resource by creating appropriate facilities gives people visiting the West Coast and West 
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Coasters the opportunity to treasure their unique heritage. Protection of whitebait spawning areas maintains the 
whitebait fishery, a major seasonal industry on the coast. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Objective 2 to read: “Recognise the role of resource protection, use or development in the coastal 
environment...” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.49  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the objective in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of 
the coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers 
has previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as 
appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the objective as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.50  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend Objective 2: “Recognise the role of resource use and development in the coastal environment and its 
contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing, whilst 
protecting natural values.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.51  
 
Submitter  
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.52  
 
Submitter 
 

50 RF&B 

Objective 2 merely restates (part of) Objective 6 of the NZCPS (in part). Objective 6 recognises that the protection of 
the values of the coastal environment does not preclude use and development in appropriate places and forms, and 
within appropriate limits.  Objective 2 of the PRPS should set out an intention to identify where development would be 
inappropriate within the region’s coastal environment in accordance with the NZCPS including the recognise that 
historic heritage in the coastal environment is vulnerable to loss or damage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and 
development. Objective 2 does not do this.  
 
Relief sought: 
Rewrite objectives to give proper effect to the NZCPS and Part 2 matters, including but not limited to, an objective(s) 
to:  
a. identify areas where development would be considered inappropriate;  
b. recognise the characteristics and qualities that contribute to natural character, natural features and landscape 

values and their location; 
c. provide for public space and access;  
d. encourage restoration of biodiversity within the coastal environment; 
e. recognise that historic heritage in the coastal environment is vulnerable to loss or damage from inappropriate 

subdivision, use, and development.  
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly.   
 
Decision Requested: 9.53  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part - Transpower supports Objective 2 as it recognises the role and importance of some activities within 
the coastal environment. Such an approach is consistent with Policy 6(1)(a) of the New Zealand Coastal Policy 
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Statement 2010 (“NZECP”) which specifically refers to infrastructure, energy and mineral use activities important to 
the social, economic and cultural well-being. Given the specific references within the NZECP to infrastructure, an 
amendment is sought to Objective 2 so as to specifically reference infrastructure.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Objective 2 be amended as follows: “Recognise the role of resource use and development, in particular the 
provision of infrastructure, in the coastal environment and its contribution to enabling people and communities to 
provide for their economic, social, and cultural wellbeing.”  

 
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.54  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Oppose in part. While the objective is generally supported it should be made clear that it is sustainable use and 
development of resources that is required and that recognition will be given at the same as ensuring that adverse 
effects are avoided, remedied or mitigated. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Objective 2 to read: “Recognise the role of sustainable resource use and development in the coastal 
environment and its contribution to enabling people and communities to provide for their economic, social and cultural 
wellbeing while ensuring that the adverse effects of activities are avoided remedied or mitigated.”  
 
Decision Requested: 9.55  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

Small scale mining occurs on many beaches on the West Coast. We support the approach taken and the recognition in 
Objective 2 which will allow such activities to continue to take place.  
 
OBJECTIVE 3 
 
Decision Requested: 9.56  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – consistent with RMA and implements NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Objective 3 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.57  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the objective in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of 
the coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers 
has previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as 
appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the objective as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.58  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 3. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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OBJECTIVE 4 

 
Decision Requested: 9.59  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – consistent with RMA and implements NZCPS 2010.  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 4 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.60  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the objective in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of 
the coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers 
has previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as 
appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the objective as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.61  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 4. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
NEW OBJECTIVE 

 
Decision Requested: 9.62  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

The avoidance adverse effects on the significant values land or waters managed under other Acts should also be 
recognised as a significant resource management issue. 
 
Relief sought: 
Insert a new objective: “A regulatory regime that avoids the adverse effects of activities that are significant on 
purposes of the land and water held under the Conservation Act 1987 and Fisheries Act 1996.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.63  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Much of the coastal indigenous vegetation, particularly along farming areas, needs reinstating. There is reference in 
the Land and Water Plan to the riparian (assumption that that riparian margin is 20m wide) margin alongside the 
coastal marine area but that needs to be affirmed in this RPS. 
 
The Land and Water Plan says at p15, in reference to that land bordering the coastal marine area; Policy 4.3.1 “...the 
retention of riparian vegetation contributes to maintaining indigenous biological diversity of the coastal 
environment...” and Policy 4.3.3(d) says to “protect the natural character of the coastal (riparian) environment.” 
 
Relief sought: 

Add new Objective 5: “Reinstate indigenous coastal vegetation that has been removed, mainly along farm margins.” 
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POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 9.64  
 
Submitter 
 

50  RF&B 

Rewrite policies to give proper effect to the NZCPS and Part 2 matters [and] so they properly give effect to the 
objectives, including how spatial identification of the natural values within the coastal environment will occur.  
 
Amend introductory and explanatory text and reasons accordingly.   
 
POLICY 1 
 
Decision Requested: 9.65  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - It is consistent with NZCPS 2010 such as Policy 11. Missing from the policy are outstanding natural 
landscapes and natural features. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 to read: “Adverse effects on significant indigenous biodiversity, outstanding natural character, 
outstanding natural features, outstanding natural landscapes in the coastal environment arising from the use and 
development of coastal resources will be avoided via Regional and District Plans  and resource consent  processes.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.66  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

The PRPS delegates responsibility to lower tier documents. As previously stated, the RPS is the heart of resource 
management in the region. It is critical that it creates the framework required by the NZCPS (e.g. see Policy 1). 
 
Relief sought: 

Revise in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an RPS and the 
statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.67  
 
Submitter 
 

19  
 

ELWELP 

I partially oppose policy 1. This policy needs to be amended to require that all areas of significant natural, ecological 
and landscape values are assessed and inventoried before this part of the RPS becomes active. Those assessments to 
be carried out by independent and suitable qualified ecologists. Failure to accomplish this risks loss of such significant 
areas though in appropriate development. Accessible estuaries are particularly at risk from pastoral and sub-division 
development.  
 
Relief sought: 

I seek that Policy 1 be amended as outlined above. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.68  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the policy in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of the 
coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers has 
previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the policy as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.69  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
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Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.70  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 1.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.71  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCPT 

This policy needs to be amended to require that all areas of significant natural, ecological and landscape values are 
assessed and inventoried before this part of the RPS becomes active. Those assessments to be carried out by 
independent and suitably qualified ecologists. Failure to accomplish this risks loss of such significant areas through 
inappropriate development. 
 

Decision Requested: 9.72  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCPT 

This policy excludes areas with natural, ecological and landscape values that are not deemed “significant”.  
“Significant” is not defined.  Any development within the coastal environment has the potential to adversely affect 
biodiversity and landscape values. These are considered within the current approach to assessing consent applications 
and should continue to be considered when assessing applications for development so that protection of penguins, 
other seabirds and their habitat can be achieved through appropriate buffers or exclusion areas. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.73  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. Whilst the general intent of the policy is supported it is unclear whether proposed Policy 1 relates to 
new use and development or is also related to existing use and development. It is important that where network 
utilities are already located within such areas these are able to be operated and maintained. Policy 1 should therefore 
be amended to ensure that it relates to new use and development and that existing network utility uses are able to be 
operated and maintained for the benefit of the community. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 to read: “Adverse effects on significant indigenous biodiversity, outstanding natural character, and 
outstanding landscapes in the coastal environment arising from new use and development of coastal resources will be 
avoided via Regional and District Plans and resource consent processes”. 
 
POLICY 2 
 
Decision Requested: 9.74  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 2 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.75  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Chapter 9 does not adequately anticipate the protection of the coastal environment and the avoidance of adverse 
effects (see Policy 2(a)). The Supreme Court clarified that in combination Policies 6, 13 and 15 of the NZCPS 
anticipate that development be appropriate in some areas and will not be appropriate in others. It may be that 
protection will necessitate complete avoidance. 
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Relief sought: 

Revise in its entirety and provisions included which reflect the purpose of the RMA, the purpose of an RPS and the 
statutory role of Council, and which comply with the requirements of the RMA, and which give effect to the NZCPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.76  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the policy in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of the 
coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers has 
previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the policy as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.77  
 
Submitter  
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.78  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - As with Objective 2, Transpower supports Policy 2 as it recognises the role and importance of some 
activities within the coastal environment.  
 
Relief Sought:  
That Policy 2 be retained.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.79  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
However, Trustpower considers that recognition should also be given to the inability of some types of facilities to be 
removed from hazard areas, such as the need for HEPS to be located near water resources. This issue is 
acknowledged to some extent within Policy 4, but it is considered necessary to amend Policy 2 (and the subsequent 
explanation) so as to avoid any internal inconsistency in this regard. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 2: “New subdivision, use and development should be located and designed so that the need for hazard 
protection works is avoided, where practicable. Where necessary, further development in hazard-prone areas will be 
restricted, unless regionally significant infrastructure demonstrates a locational/functional constraint.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.80  
 
Submitter 
 

64 WCCGM 

Small scale mining occurs on many beaches on the West Coast. We support the approach taken and the recognition in 
Policy 2 which will allow such activities to continue to take place. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.81  
 
Submitter 
 

66 WCF&G 

Oppose in part - Whilst the policy is generally supported it is important that the ability to avoid remedy or mitigate 
adverse effects is a consideration in relation to subdivision, use and development which may affect the coastal 
environment and the coastal marine area. This is in accord with the explanation of Policy 2 given at page 33. 
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Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 2 with the addition of a new d): “the ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.82  
 
Submitter 
 

67 WCPT 

Policy 2a notes that protection does not preclude use and development in “appropriate places and forms, and within 
appropriate limits”. The use of the term “appropriate” is too subjective. A renewable energy installation to extract 
renewable energy may be appropriate, provided that there would be no risk to marine wildlife including penguins and 
other seabirds. Rock protection to protect an airport runway would be appropriate, provided that checks are made for 
nesting penguins first. The current RPS and RCS allows such development and no easing of protection is necessary 
under the PRPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.83  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part - Whilst the general intent of the policy is supported it is unclear whether proposed Policy 2(c) relates 
to providing for the technical and operational requirements which may result in network utilities and regionally 
significant infrastructure being located in the coastal area, particularly given the long extent of coast line, and the 
topography, in the region and the need to service communities up and down the West Coast. It is important that 
network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure are able to be located in the Coastal Area where required for 
operational and technical reasons to achieve community outcomes. An additional criteria should be added to allow for 
the technical and operational requirements of network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure to be 
considered along with the other criteria in the Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 2 to add criterion (d) to read: “the technical and operational requirements of network utilities and 
regionally significant infrastructure.” 
 
POLICY 3 
  
Decision Requested: 9.84  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. An amendment is required. The type and life cycle of the proposed 
development. For example a skate boarding area playground or seating may have a long life cycle but if it is flooded 
by storm surge, then the effects are likely to minor as long as people are not using the facilities.   
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 3 as notified with the following amendment: “b) The type and life cycle of the proposed development 
including (i.e.short term, long term, permanent);” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.85  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Policy 3 of the PRPS does not give effect to Policy 25 NZCPS. Policy 25 requires: 
a) Avoidance of an increase in risk of social, environmental and economic harm from coastal hazards. 
b) Avoidance of redevelopment or change inland use to increase this effect.  
 
Providing for new subdivision or coastal development in areas of risk of coastal hazards does not achieve these 
requirements.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.86  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the policy in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of the 
coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers has 
previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as appropriate. 
  
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the policy as proposed. 
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Decision Requested: 9.87  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.88  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 3.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.89  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. Whilst a risk management approach is understood and supported with respect to coastal hazards, and 
it is preferable to locate use and development to avoid such hazards, there may from time to time be technical or 
operational requirements for the location of network utilities or regionally significant infrastructure to service the 
needs of the community which cannot avoid such hazards. An additional criteria should be added to allow for the 
technical and operational requirements of network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure to be considered 
along with the other criteria in the Policy. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Policy 3 to add an addition criterion (f) to read: 
“f) the technical and operational requirements of network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure.” 
 
POLICY 4 

 
Decision Requested: 9.90  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 4 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.91  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS supports the 100 year management timeframe for coastal hazard risk, as required by Policy 24 of the NZCPS.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.92  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the policy in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of the 
coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers has 
previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the policy as proposed. 
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Decision Requested: 9.93  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 4. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 9.94  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Policy 4.  
 
POLICY 5 

 
Decision Requested: 9.95  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Inconsistent with Policy 25 NZCPS 2010. Relocation of development should be considered. However 
as stated in the policy in some areas the only option is protection structures. Designed hard rock structures are 
preferred as other types of structures or isolated rock walls protecting individual sections have the propensity to be 
damaged as outlined in reports Council has commissioned on natural hazards. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 5 as notified with the following amendments: “... a range of options for reducing coastal hazard risk 
should be assessed including relocation of development. This should include recognition that appropriately designed 
hard rock protection structures…” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.96  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS understands that in some instances, hard protection structures may be necessary. However, Policy 5 gives 
inappropriate emphasis to hard structures which is contrary to Policy 25(d) of the NZCPS which discourages their use. 
Policy 5 fails to promote alternatives such as natural defences which have greatly reduced adverse impacts.  
 
Decision Requested: 9.97  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider Council has worded the policy in a way that will ensure appropriate protection and management of the 
coastal environment in line with the NZ Coastal Policy Statement, while addressing concerns Federated Farmers has 
previously raised with Council around ensuring appropriate economic activities on the Coast continue as appropriate.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the policy as proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.98  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 5. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
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NEW POLICY 

 
Decision Requested: 9.99  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy direction is required to avoid adverse effects that are significant in relation to the purposes land and water is 
held under the Conservation Act 1987 such as national parks and marine reserves and mataitai reserves under the 
Fisheries Act 1996. These areas are very significant on the West Coast and are essential for the wellbeing of West 
Coasters. 
 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new policy that: “Adverse effects of activities are avoided that are significant on purposes of the land and 
water held under the Conservation Act 1987 and Fisheries Act 1996 by Regional and District Plans and resource 
consent processes.”   
 
Decision Requested: 9.100  
 
Submitter   
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There needs to be policy surrounding farming next to the coast. Farm fences need to be a mandated distance from 
the shore, taking sea level rise into consideration. The seaward side of the fence, if not reinstated with indigenous 
vegetation, should at least be left to nature to heal itself. This lack of coastal vegetation is an important reason why 
our special little blue penguin is suffering from low recruitment. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Policy 6 “Coastal indigenous vegetation along the high tide interface, removed through farming, needs to be 
reinstated, with fencing moved back to above that interface.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.101  
 
Submitter  57 TRONT 

Guaranteeing tangata whenua access to their whenua and moana is a key issue for Ngāi Tahu. We also advocate for 
the wider public to be ensured of their access to their areas too. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy to maintain and enhance Ngai Tahu and public access to and along the coastal marine area. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.102  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Coastal environments are a taonga and are commonly mahinga kai – a cornerstone of Ngāi Tahu culture. These 
coastal environments need greater protection. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy protecting coastal water quality and associated values of the coastal environment, and enhancement of 
coastal water quality where it has been degraded. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.103  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

We consider that greater steps should be taken toward protecting landscapes and areas of cultural significance. Ngāi 
Tahu should be involved in these processes. 
 
Relief sought: 
Add a policy protecting areas and landscapes of cultural significance identified in consultation with Ngai Tahu. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.104  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize freshwater and advocate for all steps toward minimising contaminants reaching 
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waterways or coastal areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy to ensure that human sewage is not discharged directly into the CMA without treatment appropriate for 
the receiving environment. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.105  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Ngāi Tahu cultural values prize freshwater and advocate for all steps toward minimising contaminants reaching 
waterways or coastal areas. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add a policy protecting coastal water quality in relation to off-shore mining proposals. 
 
RELATED POLICIES 
 
Decision Requested: 9.106  
 
Submitter 
 

62 WCF&G 

Oppose in part - Whilst this provides cross references to other sections of the Proposed RPS there is no cross 
reference in regard to water resources. As discussed in Decision Requested 9.31 there is an overlap with respect to 
rivers between the coastal marine area (CMA) from the mouth of the river upstream to the CMA boundary and 
beyond. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the paragraph to include: “Policy 1 in Section 8 [Land and Water];”  
 
Add a consequential amendment to Section 8 Land and Water, Related Policies: “Policy 2 of Section 9 [Coastal 
Environment]” 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 
 
Decision Requested: 9.107  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 1: Support in Part - West Coast values are unique. An example is the forests of South Westland 
are the largest area of temperate rainforest left in the Southern Hemisphere. Explanation is also contrary to King 
Salmon case law. The West Coast natural heritage is unique. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the Explanation to Policy 1 as notified to read: “Policy 1 gives effect to Policies 11, 13, and 15 of the NZCPS 
2010.  In applying this Policy, caselaw indicates that it may be acceptable to allow activities that have minor or 
temporary adverse effects on significant biodiversity or outstanding natural character or landscape areas and still give 
effect to these NZCPS policies, where the avoidance of the effects of an activity is not necessary (or relevant) to 
protect the particular values. Consideration should be given to the nature and scale of effects, what adverse effects 
are to be avoided, and what values are to be protected. Decision makers need to apply this in context of the West 
Coast where the natural heritage is unique. and the quantity and quality of biodiversity and natural values remaining 
throughout the region’s coastal environment.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.108  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 2: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 2 as notified.  
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Decision Requested: 9.109  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 3: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 3 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.110  
 
Submitter  
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 4: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 4 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.111  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to Policy 5: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the explanation to Policy 5 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.112  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Explanation to new Policy - An explanation is required for the new policy. 
 

Relief sought: 
Include an explanation for the new policy. “New Policy: On land and water within the coastal environment are 
considerable areas managed under the Conservation Act 1987 including National Parks and Stewardship Areas which 
are part of Te Wähipounamu South West New Zealand World Heritage Area. Within the coastal waters are some 
marine reserves. In other areas there are mataitai reserves created under the Fisheries Act 1996 for kaimoana. Policy 
5 NZCPS directs that adverse effects that are significant in relation to the purposes the land and water is held must be 
avoided.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.113  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

Trustpower supports recognition of the West Coast as having a range of high risk environments that are susceptible 
to natural hazards, and that measures need to be taken to minimise the potential impacts of natural hazard events. 
However, Trustpower considers that recognition should also be given to the inability of some types of facilities to be 
removed from hazard areas, such as the need for HEPS to be located near water resources. This issue is 
acknowledged to some extent within Policy 4, but it is considered necessary to amend Policy 2 (and the subsequent 
explanation) so as to avoid any internal inconsistency in this regard. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the Explanation to the Policies: “…Policy 2 recognises that through appropriate planning, the need for 
protection works can be avoided by siting new subdivision, use and development away from existing or potential 
natural hazards. Research on natural hazards is ongoing. This information may indicate that in places where 
development has already occurred these areas may be susceptible to natural hazards. In such cases, further 
permanent development may need to be restricted to reduce additional risk to people or property. However, it is 
recognised that it may not be practicable to require all activities, such as regionally significant infrastructure, to locate 
away from hazard areas due to their locational/functional requirements.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.114  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCPT 

The explanation for Policy 1 implies that there is an abundance of biodiversity and natural values remaining 
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throughout the coastal environment and therefore it is acceptable to approve the destruction of some of it. Such an 
approach and premise is unacceptable. For most species of seabird, there is not an abundance. Quite the opposite.  
For example, for both West Coast penguins, Westland petrels and sooty shearwaters, West Coast populations are so 
small and dispersed that a loss of small ‘insignificant’ colonies threaten the integrity of the whole. 
 
METHOD 1 
 
Decision Requested: 9.115  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support – consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Method 1 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.116  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support - Transpower supports Method 1 as it reflects the objectives and policies within the proposed RPS.  
 

Relief Sought:  
That Method 1 be retained. 
 
METHOD 2 

 
Decision Requested: 9.117  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. However Council should consider development of a natural hazard plan 
to manage these coastal hazards as they are a significant resource management issue. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Method 2 as notified with the following amendment: “Use plans, resource consent applications...” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.118  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

EDS is concerned that Method 2 relies on the use of consenting processes to manage coastal hazards. This is a poor 
practice as it is reactive and is contradictory to the 100 year management approach otherwise mentioned. 
 
Decision Requested: 9.119   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Although it may be considered to have been addressed within the Natural Hazards section, it is considered that in 
areas of significant hazard risk, new development and use should be avoided where possible. The current Method 2 
utilises resource consent, building consents, and rating districts only to manage hazard risk when in some situations 
plan provisions would provide greater certainty.   
 
METHOD 3 

 
Decision Requested: 9.120  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010. Council should also consider whether natural hazard plan should be prepared.  
It is also noted that in some areas “soft” options such as creating dunes could assist in reducing the risk of coastal 
hazards. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Method 3 as notified with the following amendment: “Identify Coastal Hazard Areas in the coastal environment 
marine area in the Regional Coastal Environment Plan, including areas at high risk of being affected by a coastal 
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hazard.”   

 

Decision Requested: 9.121  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

One method of cross boundary management is that the current methods state that the Coastal Plan will identify 
hazards within the CMA only. Given that an area of hazard is unlikely to terminate at the Mean High Water Spring, 
and indeed has most likely been considered a hazard area because of effects occurring above Mean High Water 
Spring, it is considered that this method should be amended to address hazards within the Coastal Environment. 
Alternatively, if the WCRC does not wish this component to be within the Coastal Plan, then it could create an 
additional schedule to this RPS in relation to Coastal hazards and then state that Regional and District Plans will 
address hazard risks within those areas.  
 
METHOD 4 

 
Decision Requested: 9.122  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Expert advice is required to be consistent with NZCPS 2010 particularly Policy 25. Secondly poorly 
designed structures can be abandoned leaving the Council and the Crown with costs to remediate. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain method 4 as notified with the following amendment. “Consider using Use expert advice where there may be a 
medium or high risk…” 
 
NEW METHOD 

 
Decision Requested: 9.123  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Include a new method to give effect to NZCPS 2010 in particular Policies 5, 11, 13 and 15. Adverse effects that could 
affect marine and mataitai reserves could include water quality. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include a new method: “Include provisions in regional and district plans that protect areas of outstanding natural 
character, outstanding natural landscapes, outstanding natural features and ensure there are no adverse effects that 
affect the purposes of land and water managed under the Conservation Act 1987 and Fisheries Act 1996.” 
 
Decision Requested: 9.124   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Following the West Coast Regional Council’s release of the draft Coastal Plan, there appears to be a policy gap in 
managing the coastal environment between the draft Coastal Plan and the Land and Water Plan. It may be that some 
of these matters could be resolved through greater discussion and collaboration between Councils and additional 
guidance within the RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 

Add new method: “Review and amend the Coastal Plan and the Land and Water Plan to ensure the area influenced by 
the coastal environment is addressed by both documents including direct connections and overlap between the two 
documents.”   
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Decision Requested: 9.125  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 1 

 
Decision Requested: 9.126  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Outcome 1: Support in part - Partially consistent with NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Anticipated Environmental Outcome 1 to read: “...natural character, natural landscape and natural features 
landscape areas significant and outstanding... “ 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 
 
Decision Requested: 9.127  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Outcome 2: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010,  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Anticipated Environmental Outcome 2 as notified.  
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 3 
 
Decision Requested: 9.128  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Outcome 3: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010,  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain Anticipated Environmental Outcome 3 as notified. 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 4 
 
Decision Requested: 9.129  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Outcome 4: Support - Consistent with NZCPS 2010,  
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Anticipated Environmental Outcome 4 as notified. 
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10. AIR QUALITY 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON AIR QUALITY 

 
Decision Requested: 10.1  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

Air quality in West Coast urban areas other than just Reefton is significantly compromised by burning coal for 
domestic heating in winter. It is known from previous monitoring that Greymouth air quality sometimes falls below 
NESAQ limits, with likely adverse health effects and the considerable nuisance factor of the smell and grime of dense 
low-hanging coal smoke. Despite this, “The Regional Air Quality Plan does not have provision to deal with individual 
discharges of smoke from domestic fires, except for in the Reefton Airshed.” (p.35) The RPS goes on to say that “It is 
uncertain if or what action may be needed or feasible in other urban places to meet the NESAQ for PM10 once 
compliance is achieved in Reefton.” (p.36) This dilatory attitude to a significant air pollution issue is unacceptable. 
Winter air quality should be monitored regularly in Greymouth as well as Reefton, and in any other urban areas on the 
West Coast prone to air pollution. 
 
Decision Requested: 10.2  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Good air quality is essential to health and wellbeing. Although the West Coast may enjoy a generally high standard of 
air quality, many areas (including some outside the Reefton air-shed) are prone to reduced air quality in winter. The 
burning of fossil fuels has adverse effects on air-quality and also contributes to green-house gas emissions and 
climate change. All of these have and will continue to have negative impact on health, and the social and economic 
wellbeing of the West Coast.  
 
Decision Requested: 10.3  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Without adequate monitoring it is difficult to get an overall picture of the level of PM10 and other pollutants in our air. 
 
Decision Requested: 10.4  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

It is disappointing to note that when balancing the needs of people Council is prepared to accept ongoing health 
issues as a result of seasonal reductions in air quality, especially when these health effects in turn affect social and 
economic wellbeing which is a central focus of the draft RPS.   
 
Decision Requested: 10.5  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of the drift of agrichemicals in the PRPS in relation to air quality. This is an issue that needs 
addressing as farmers, especially with the increase in dairy farming, are opening up areas nearer residential places 
and areas of sensitive indigenous fauna.   
 
Decision Requested: 10.6  
 
Submitter 
 

34 KREMA 

Not only from winter heating it is an issue, also in the Glacier Valley with the helicopters and the noise from it. In 
front of the state highway the air is full of fumes from the helicopters. Also noise in rural areas is above the 55 
decibels. Here, when the helicopters take off is about 74-88 decibels. Less use of helicopters everywhere. Noise 
distracts a lot from a good experience. 
 
Decision Requested: 10.7  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

I do believe it is the inalienable right of all human beings to have access to shelter fire and water at an affordable 
price. I do not want to see West Coasters forced to become subscribers to ever increasing power charges suffering 
the same fate as our Canterbury neighbours. Commercial emitters should still remain within the National legal limits.  
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Decision Requested: 10.8  
 
Submitter 
 

70 WMP 

Support – Westland Milk Products has implemented at the Hokitika factory site efficient measures to ensure low CO2 

emissions from its boiler stack and filters for the powder driers. This will minimise adverse effects. Being a big part of 
the Hokitika community Westland does not contribute CO2 emissions therefore not compromising the health of the 
Hokitika community.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 
 
Decision Requested: 10.9  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend the Background to the Issues: “…Burning coal and wood for domestic heating in Winter affects air quality in 
some most, if not all, urban areas on the West Coast. The main contaminants affecting Wintertime air quality are is 
particulate matter or PM10, which are the particles smaller than 10 micrometres in diameter, and the products of coal 
combustion, that can adversely affect human health. .....A balance needs to be achieved between fulfilling Council’s 
obligations under the NESAQ to meet PM10 standards, the adverse health effects of the products in coalsmoke, and 
ensuring that people are able to keep warm in their homes during cold winter months.” 
 
Decision Requested: 10.10  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

There is clear international evidence linking air quality to human health. In particular it is internationally agreed that 
PM10 emissions do affect human health and there is increasing evidence linking PM5 emissions also. It is incorrect to 
state, “can potentially” when it is know that these emissions are detrimental to human health. There is some 
confusion between terminologies, in the Summary it is stated “can potentially” [Issue 1] and in Section 10 it is stated 
“can adversely” affect human health.  
 
ISSUES  

 
Decision Requested: 10.11  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
OBJECTIVE 1 
 
Decision Requested: 10.12  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
OBJECTIVE 2 
 
Decision Requested: 10.13  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance supports (with amendments) Objective 2 to Section 10: Air Quality of the proposed RPS. Ballance generally 
supports the outcomes sought by Objective 2 insofar as the Objective seeks to provide for discharges to air associated 
with activities that contribute to social and economic wellbeing, subject to the management of effects on air quality. 
In this respect, the application of fertiliser to land can constitute a discharge to air but is associated with 
improvements to the productivity of land and, in turn, generates positive economic effects and associated social 
benefits. 
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Ballance, however, considers that the term ‘other values’ within Objective 2 creates uncertainty as it is unclear what 
these ‘other values’ are. Such subjectivity is not useful to those seeking to interpret and apply the proposed RPS, and 
does not represent good resource management and planning practice. 
 
Relief sought: 
Ballance seek that Objective 2 to Section 10: Air Quality of the proposed RPS, be adopted with the following 
amendments: “To allow discharges to air which are part of activities contributing to the social, economic, and cultural 
wellbeing of people and communities on the West Coast, while managing adverse effects of those discharges on air 
quality and other values.”  
 
Any similar amendments with like effect and any consequential amendments that stem from the amendments above. 
 
Decision Requested: 10.14  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
POLICY 1 

 

Decision Requested: 10.15  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
POLICY 2 

  
Decision Requested: 10.16  
 
Submitter 
 

4 BALL 

Ballance supports (with amendments) Policy 2 to Section 10: Air Quality of the proposed RPS. Ballance supports the 
direction provided within the Policy in relation to reverse sensitivity considerations under clause ‘a’. Ballance, however, 
considers that the Policy should be clarified by referring to activities that discharge contaminants to air (such as rural 
production land and manufacturing activities). 
 
Ballance also supports the direction provided within Policy 2 in relation to ‘codes of practice’ and ‘industry standards’ 
under clause ‘b’.  In this respect the storage, use and handling of fertiliser is subject to, and effectively managed by, 
the following Group Standards under the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996 and FertResearch’s 
Code of Practice for Nutrient Management 2007: 
� Fertiliser (Corrosive) Group Standard HSR002569; 
� Fertiliser (Oxidising) Group Standard HSR002570;  
� Fertiliser (Subsidiary Hazard) Group Standard HSR002571; and 
� Fertiliser (Toxic) Group Standard HSR002572. 
 
Relief sought: 
Ballance seek that Policy 2 to Section 10: Air Quality of the proposed RPS, be adopted with the following 
amendments: 
“Management of adverse effects of the discharge of contaminants to air shall include consideration of the following:  
a)   Reverse sensitivity, including the siting of inappropriate development in proximity to activities that discharge 

contaminants to air;  
b)   Use of technology, codes of practice, and industry standards; and 
c)   Best practicable option.”  
 
Any similar amendments with like effect, and any consequential amendments that stem from the amendments above. 
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Decision Requested: 10.17  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers welcomes the fact that the Regional Council has considered reverse sensitivity issues in how to 
manage the adverse effects of discharges to air. Federated Farmers supports the recognition that sound planning 
requires some strategic consideration of what types of activities may be deemed sensitive and how incompatibilities 
can be addressed.  
 
Decision Requested: 10.18  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We support the use of good management practice guidance for the protection of air, and welcome the opportunity to 
develop appropriate guidance for farmers within the West Coast region. It is essential that good management 
practices are only determined following rigorous consideration of the costs and benefits of the best practicable options 
for managing air and odour discharges from farms.  
 
Decision Requested: 10.19  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
NEW POLICY 

 
Decision Requested: 10.20  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

It is unfortunate that this RPS, which has far reaching implications, has decided that ‘greenhouse gas emissions are 
national and international issues for central government to deal with’. The West Coast could choose to have a policy 
for managing greenhouse gases which would benefit our population in the long term. 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 
 
Decision Requested: 10.21  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend the Explanation to the Policies: “....Reverse sensitivity compounding effects can occur when sensitive further 
air discharging activities are inappropriately located in close proximity to activities which discharge contaminants to 
air. In conjunction with Policy 2 of the Use and Development of Resources Section, this Policy 2 allows for the 
consideration of the siting and establishment of subdivision, use and development to avoid, remedy or mitigate 
reverse sensitivity compounding effects.” 
 
METHOD 1 

 
Decision Requested: 10.22  
 
Submitter 
 

12 CAYGJ 

As a bare minimum, Method 1 should be implemented unconditionally, with funding made available to provide 
education and advice on how PM10 emissions can be reduced from domestic solid fuel burners. Other more proactive 
policies and methods should be included in the Regional Air Quality Plan.  
 
Decision Requested: 10.23  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

While coal remains relatively cheap on the West Coast, domestic fire emissions impact on PM10 levels in the air. The 
method identified by Council to ‘consider providing education and advice on reducing PM10’ is unlikely to be very 
effective unless opportunities to improve housing conditions (e.g. retrofitting insulation and installation of clean-air 
burning fires so people are less dependent on burning fossil fuels) is supported across the West Coast.   
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Decision Requested: 10.24  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Education in this area is essential, especially the use of coal. John Grant, in 1662, looked at mortality records in 
London, England, and discovered that the leading cause of death in London was lung disorder. John Evelyn said, at a 
similar time, "so vile are these effusions they can be smelled miles away from London, and London resembles the fires 
of Hell". Alfred Russel Wallace (cofounder of the theory of evolution) said, "The foul effusions from the industrial 
evolution threaten humanity". The great 1952 smog of London killed 12,000 people. Not only is coal a producer of 
copious CO2 but it is also an emitter of mercury, cadmium, uranium and other noxious elements, including 
carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons which is particularly abundant in smouldering coal fires. Lung cancer 
can come from the radioactive emissions. Coasters need to be encouraged to find alternatives to this filthy substance, 
for their own and their neighbours' health and wellbeing. Individual complaints about adverse effects of coalsmoke on 
themselves and their families, gardens and properties need to be taken a lot more seriously than they are, and acted 
on to ensure that all people on the coast can breathe fresh, uncontaminated air. It is not just the PM10 that needs to 
be controlled but the type of air emissions. Attracting people to the coast would be easier with cleaner winter air. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Method 1: “Consider providing Provide education and advice on how PM10 and toxic emissions can be reduced 
from domestic solid fuel burners, subject to available funding.” 
 
METHOD 2 

 
Decision Requested: 10.25  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Discharge of contaminants to air from domestic fires is dealt with under the Regional Air Quality Plan passing 
responsibility over to the district council, which deals with them through the Health Act; this needs to be expressed in 
the RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Method 2:  “Allow discharges of contaminants to air and manage the effects through Regional and District 
plan rules, and resource consents (apart from domestic fires outside the Reefton Airshed).” 
 
NEW METHOD 
 
Decision Requested: 10.26  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

I would like to see the Regional Council become more proactive in educating people about the dangers of burning 
CCA treated timbers, plastics and custom wood on domestic and rubbish fires. And to make people aware that is an 
offence to do so. These materials are extremely toxic to human health.  
 
Decision Requested: 10.27  
 
Submitter 
 

37 MAITG 

Education, to domestic users on the importance of burning dry firewood and using efficient coal burning fires would 
be the way to go.  
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Decision Requested: 10.28  
 
Submitter  
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 1 

 
Decision Requested: 10.29  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The air in Westport is foul on winter evenings due to the coalsmoke, Although it is just a chimney here and there 
emitting, those chimneys can foul up a whole neighbourhood. WCRC has monitored air quality in Westport but the 
monitors are not in places that are the most affected. The air quality in Westport badly needs improvement. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend AER 1: “Reduced PM10 levels and associated toxic contaminants in Winter in some all urban residential and 
rural-residential areas.” 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 
 
Decision Requested: 10.30  
 
Submitter 11 CALCN 
The toxic dust from 1080 aerial operations is uncontrolled and poses a health threat when these operations are close 
to communities and rural dwellings. This dust can spread up to 5km from proposed buffer zones and is not taken into 
consideration presently.  
 
Decision sought: 

Under Anticipated Environmental Results: “Odour, dust, smoke and other contaminant emissions are discharged at 
acceptable levels under the RMA, enabling resource use and development to occur for people’s social, cultural, 
economic and physical well-being.” 
 
Decision Requested: 10.31  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend AER 2: “Odour, dust, smoke, and other non-toxic contaminant emissions are discharged at acceptable levels 
for people, community and environmental health and wellbeing, under the RMA, whilst enabling resource use and 
development to occur within the bounds of the RMA. for people’s social, cultural and economic wellbeing.” 
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11. NATURAL HAZARDS 
 
GENERAL SUBMISSIONS ON NATURAL HAZARDS 

 
Decision Requested: 11.1  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that natural hazards pose a significant risk to the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.2  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Furthermore, while we understand the Courts have said that ‘Councils do not need to have regard to those activities 
that may accelerate climate change’, it would be more prudent for an RPS to take steps to avoid enabling actions that 
will contribute to climate change.  We are disappointed that the Regional Economic Development Plan, which links to 
the RPS and Regional and District Plans, has an action point to further develop mining on the West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.3  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

The draft RPS’s intention of preventing inappropriate building risk because of future costs to subsequent owners and 
Councils is sound. We question then why the RPS would allow for an activity which will have the same effect? 
Allowing people to continue to burn fossil fuels is also inappropriate as the costs and risks of doing so will also be 
passed on to people and Councils. We encourage Council to work to increase community awareness on the long-term 
effects of using fossil-fuels by providing up-to-date research regarding the burning of fossil fuels and climate change. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.4  
 
Submitter 
 

18 EDS 

Concerns raised in Decisions Requested 9.85, 9.91, 9.96 and 9.118  [of the Coastal Chapter] are equally relevant to 
Natural Hazards Chapter. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.5  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not consider the impacts on historic heritage as a result of natural hazards. HNZ notes that 
the requirements to earthquake strengthen buildings under the provisions of the Building Act applies to Districts 
within the Region. These matters require a level of guidance and leadership from a number of parties.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the Natural Hazards chapter is revised to recognise the impact on historic heritage from natural hazards.  
 
Decision Requested: 11.6  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

This chapter needs to show how global warming and climate change are both linked to economic activity, where the 
capacity of the biosphere to protect itself is being incrementally destroyed by not just the overuse of our natural 
resources but also the ways in which they are being used. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.7  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Natural hazards have been identified as a significant resource management issue in the RPS and this is supported.  
There is growing understanding of the risks and effects of natural hazards and the importance of attempting to 
reduce the substantial effects that a natural event can have. The Westland District Council has been working on 
potential hazard controls in the Franz Josef area and attempting to control or reduce the effects of fault rupture 
during an Alpine Fault earthquake event. We expect that these kinds of attempts will be supported through the RPS. 
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Decision Requested: 11.8  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is also considered that in promoting the development of the region consideration needs to be given to those areas 
which are appropriate for development and will not be susceptible to significant natural hazards. A developer would 
expect to have this information readily available in considering the establishment of an activity.  
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 11.9  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 3 - Support in part: Good natural hazard planning includes managing catchments as a whole including the 
coastal marine area in an integrated manner. For example indigenous vegetation removal in a steep catchment can 
result in large quantities of sediment entering water and increased flood flows. Climate change exacerbates these 
hazards for example more intense rainfall events. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend Paragraph 3 to read: “...This can exacerbate potential natural hazards.  And Good planning is needed. This 
planning includes the integrated management of a catchment subject to natural hazards from the mountain tops, to 
and including the coast so that use and development do not exacerbate, for example, flood risk. Secondly good 
planning includes avoid locating inappropriate land uses in high risk areas.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.10  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Paragraph 5 - Oppose in part: Peoples and communities health and safety is a requirement of s5 RMA. S106 RMA has 
specific requirement that consent authorities may refuse a consent application for a subdivision for an area subject to 
a range of natural hazards. In the coastal environment, this paragraph fails to implement NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Paragraph 5 by deleting the first sentence that states: Under the Resource Management Act (RMA),..against 
the risk to people, property infrastructure from natural hazard events. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.11  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Amend the Background to the Issues: “The effects of climate change are addressed in this Section. The West Coast is 
expected to have both experiencing more severe and frequent extreme weather events, and expected to worsen in 
future decades. This can exacerbate potential natural hazards and good planning is needed to avoid locating 
inappropriate land uses in high risk areas... The management of natural hazards in New Zealand is under review. 
Following the Canterbury and Christchurch earthquakes the management of natural hazards is being reviewed 
through the government RMA reform proposals 2014. If enacted, and natural hazard management may will be 
elevated to a matter of national importance.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.12  
 
Submitter 
 

31 KAYEB 

The paper reads as if climate change is in doubt, and that coal has a viable future. Climate change is happening now 
– see occurrences such as Cyclone Ita and the inundation of Punakaiki and many Pacific Islands. And coal is a sunset 
industry – it needs to be phased out.  
 
Relief sought: 

Rephrase “possible climate change effects” to “impending and already occurring effects.” And treat coal as the has-
been it is. 
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ISSUE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 11.13  
 
Submitter  
 

16 DOC 

Support - Natural hazards are a very significant risk on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Issue 1 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.14  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the issue proposed and considers that an appropriate focus does need to be on 
increasing public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards to ensure communities become more resilient.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the issue proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.15  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.16  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

The WCCB are in agreement with statement 1.  
 
ISSUE 2 

 
Decision Requested: 11.17  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Increased public awareness and planning for natural hazards is required on the West Coast. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Issue 2 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.18  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers supports the issue proposed and consider that an appropriate focus does need to be on increasing 
public awareness of, and planning for, natural hazards to ensure communities become more resilient.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council adopts the issue proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.19  
 
Submitter 
 

46 NZP&M 

Support – The regionally significant resource management issues for the West Coast are substantively identified. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain without amendment. 
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Decision Requested: 11.20  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

Whilst the WCCB are in agreement with statement 2, is not clear what making communities “more resilient” will mean.  
 
NEW ISSUE 

 
Decision Requested: 11.21  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

A new issue is required: The potential for inappropriate use and development to exacerbate natural hazards risk. An 
example includes clearing indigenous vegetation in hill catchments that have communities in their lower catchments 
located on flood plains or alluvial fans. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include the following issue: “The potential for inappropriate use and development to exacerbate natural hazards risk.” 
 
OBJECTIVE 1 

 
Decision Requested: 11.22  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - The objective is consistent with RMA. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Objective 1 as notified 
 
Decision Requested: 11.23  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We seek a balanced approach to natural hazards that recognizes the role of Councils in ensuring that financial (and 
other) risks to the West Coast community are minimised, without undue interference in the day to day activities of the 
West Coast people. As it is not always practically possible to avoid the risks and impacts of natural hazard events, we 
propose that the words ‘are avoided or minimised’ in Objective 1 is substituted by ‘should be minimised where 
practically and economically feasible, following cost/benefit analysis’.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council amends the wording of Objective 1 as follows (or similar): “The risks and impacts of natural hazard 
events on people, communities, property, infrastructure and our regional economy are avoided or minimised should 
be minimised where practically and economically feasible following cost/benefit analysis.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.24  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Objective 1. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 11.25  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

A review of the provisions of the RPS identifies a strong objective relating to the need to increase community 
awareness, improving planning to reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community, avoiding the need for 
protection works, and avoiding the adverse effects of climate change through the location and protection of new 
development. This provision is supported.  
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POLICY 1 

 
Decision Requested: 11.26  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Improved planning should include adopting an integrated catchment management planning 
framework looking at the issues in the catchment as a whole from the headwaters of the catchment to and including 
the coastal environment. The coastal environment is included as for example gravel extraction in the lower part of a 
river may exacerbate coastal erosion or could reduce flooding. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Policy 1 to read: “Reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community and environment to natural hazards 
by improving planning in particular by adopting an integrated catchment planning framework, responsibility and 
community awareness for the avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.27  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We propose that ‘the avoidance and mitigation’ is substituted with ‘the mitigation of natural hazards where practically 
and economically feasible following cost/benefit analysis’, to take account of the Council’s inability to absolutely avoid 
natural hazard events from occurring.  
Relief sought: 

That Council amends the wording of Policy 1 as follows (or similar): “Reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast 
community and environment to natural hazards by improving planning, responsibility and community awareness for 
the avoidance and mitigation of natural hazards where practically and economically feasible following cost/benefit 
analysis.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.28  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 1. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 11.29  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

A review of the provisions of the RPS identifies strong policies relating to the need to increase community awareness, 
improving planning to reduce the susceptibility of the West Coast community. This provision is supported. 
 
POLICY 2 
 
Decision Requested: 11.30  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with RMA and implements NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought:  

Retain Policy 2 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.31  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

We consider the wording within Policy 2 is too onerous. There will be occasions in which new subdivision, use and 
development can be located and/or designed in harmony with appropriate hazard protection works. We seek 
amendment to the wording on that basis.  
 
Relief sought: 
That Council amend Policy 2 wording as follows (or similar): “New subdivision, use and development should be 
located and designed so that the need for hazard protection works is avoided or minimised. Where it is considered 
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necessary, further development in hazard-prone areas will may be restricted.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.32  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support that new subdivision, use and development should be located and designed to avoid hazard 
protection works, as proposed in Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 11.33  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 2. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 

Decision Requested: 11.34  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. Whilst the general avoidance of natural hazards is a sound practice where possible there may be 
instances where for technical and operational reasons network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure are 
located in or adjacent to hazard prone areas, particularly given the dynamic nature and topography of the West Coast 
Region and the servicing needs and requirements of communities throughout the region. It is accepted that sound 
risk management is required for utilities to ensure that the servicing of the community is maintained, particularly 
during hazard events. For example the location of extensive lines networks within the region will inevitably result in 
location of infrastructure in or adjacent to hazard prone areas, or the requirements of hydro-electricity generation 
activities will by their nature require location adjacent to potential hazards. Whilst avoidance can be provided for as 
far as possible through sound infrastructure planning and design Policy 2 does not currently identify that there may be 
instances where, for technical or operational reasons, network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure will be 
required to plan for risk and remedy or mitigate the effects of natural hazards. 
 
Relief sought:   

Amend Policy 2 to read: “New subdivision, use and development should be located and designed so that the need for 
hazard protection is avoided Where necessary, further development in hazard prone areas will be restricted. In cases 
where network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure cannot avoid natural hazards for technical and 
operational reasons measures to remedy or mitigate the effects of natural hazards will be required to be provided 
for.” 
 
POLICY 3 
 
Decision Requested: 11.35  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We support the policy to avoid and mitigate the adverse effects on the environment arising from climate change by 
providing for development and protection of the built environment. It is prudent to avoid development and use in high 
risk areas and to plan for provision of essential life-line utilities. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.36  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Consistent with RMA. 
 
Relief sought:  

Petain Policy 3 as notified. 
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Decision Requested: 11.37  
 
Submitter  
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 3. 
 
Relief sought: 

Nil 
 
Decision Requested: 11.38  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

A review of the provisions of the RPS identifies strong policies relating to avoiding the need for protection works, and 
avoiding the adverse effects of climate change through the location and protection of new development. This 
provision is supported. 
 
POLICY 4 

 
Decision Requested: 11.39  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Consistent with RMA. The response to hazards needs to be in a whole of catchment including the 
associated coastal environment integrated planning approach. Response to individual requests for individual proposals 
to protect private property can have adverse effects on neighbouring properties. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Policy 4 as notified with the following inclusion:  A new a) “A whole of catchment including associated coastal 
environment integrated planning approach.” The levels of risk and the likely increase in disaster or risk potential. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.40  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support that the Council’s preference is for soft engineering rather than hard engineering structures to 
manage the risk from natural hazards. KiwiRail also support the policy recognition that sometimes hard engineering 
structures are required. This is particularly recognised through Policy 4(d) where the practicalities of alternatives or 
relocation are required to be considered. The rail network is not easily able to be relocated, however still passes 
through areas of the region that are susceptible to natural hazards. Council recognition of the constraints around the 
network at the time that consideration of the upgrade and maintenance of the asset occurs is therefore supported by 
KiwiRail. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 11.41  
 
Submitter 
 

44 NZCC 

Support Policy 4. 
 
Relief sought: 
Nil 
 
EXPLANATION TO THE POLICIES 

 
Decision Requested: 11.42  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 1: Support in part - Improved planning should include adopting an integrated catchment management planning 
framework looking at the issues in the catchment as a whole from the headwaters of the catchment to and including 
the coastal environment.   
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the explanation to Policy 1 to read: “Policy 1 seeks to increase awareness of hazard risks and the adoption of 
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an integrated catchment management planning framework with appropriate building controls, including avoiding 
inappropriate development in hazard prone areas and in areas which will exacerbate natural hazards, to reduce the 
susceptibility of the West Coast community to the adverse effects of natural hazards.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.43  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 2: Support - Consistent with RMA and implements NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 2 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 11.44  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 3: Support - Consistent with RMA and implements NZCPS 2010. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the explanation to Policy 3 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.45  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Policy 4: Support in part - An Integrated catchment management plan will identify situations where modifying the 
environment to reduce susceptibility to natural hazards will produce benefits. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the Explanation to Policy 4 as notified with the following amendment: “Policy 4 recognises that there will be an 
integrated catchment planning process will be used to manage the catchment including any affected part of the 
coastal environment as a whole. This process will result in the development of a plan and will identify situations where 
modifying the environment...” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.46  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. Having amended proposed Policy 2 it is important to amend the explanation to clarify the matter. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the 2nd paragraph to read: “Policy 2 recognises that through appropriate planning, the need ....... to reduce 
risk to people and property. Whilst it is preferable to avoid natural hazards where possible it is accepted that there will 
be instances where network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure by their nature will be located in or 
adjacent to natural hazards. Given the importance of network utilities and regionally significant infrastructure to the 
wellbeing of the community it is important that risks are soundly assessed and appropriate measures to remedy or 
mitigate the effects of natural hazards are put in place to ensure the ongoing functioning of utilities to service, and for 
the benefit of, the community.” 
 
METHOD 1 
 
Decision Requested: 11.47  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

Although we support the method of increasing community awareness regarding natural hazard mitigation and 
preparation we remind Council that many people on the West Coast are economically unable to take more than a few 
basic steps to prepare for a large hazard event. This, along with the many visitors that will need to be catered for, will 
impact on the required level of Civil Defence Emergency planning and response. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.48  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support as public awareness of hazards ensures community involvement when managing use and development that is 
affected by natural hazards. 
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Relief sought: 

Retain Method 1 as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.49  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.50  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The WCRC needs to be more pro-active on climate change, and actually acknowledge that it is with us now, as the 
extant RPS does.  
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Method 1: “Increase understanding and public awareness of natural hazards, including the potential influence 
of climate change on natural hazard events.” 
 
METHOD 2 
 
Decision Requested: 11.51  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Up to date information enables Council to manage natural hazards more effectively as public awareness of 
hazards ensures community involvement when managing use and development that is affected by natural hazards. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain Method 2 as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 11.52  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
METHOD 3 

 
Decision Requested: 11.53  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We also support the need to enable hazard mitigation measures where development exists in hazard prone areas 
 
Decision Requested: 11.54  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - There are several catchments where there are very significant natural hazard issues. In these 
catchments Council should undertake an integrated management of the catchment involving all parties. This process 
should result in the preparation of a plan which manages the catchment including affected coastal environment as a 
whole. It will manage activities which will exacerbate natural hazards as well as existing and new activities that will be 
affected by natural hazards. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend method 3 to read: “Where there are major natural hazard issue, the regional council with the appropriate 
district council, land managers and the community prepare using an integrated management process prepare a 
natural hazard plan using a whole of catchment including affected coastal environment approach. These plans Where 
appropriate, include provisions in regional and district plans that will address the natural hazard issues including 
control of use of land to avoid or mitigate natural hazards. Particular methods may include:...” 
a).. 
b)... 
c)... 
d)... 
Where the natural hazard issues are less than major provisions in regional or district plans shall address the above 
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issues.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.55  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

Federated Farmers seeks policies and methods that recognizes the resilience of farmers and farming activities to 
natural hazards, with simple farm structures (hay sheds, storage bins) exempt from natural hazards rules in District 
Plans that exclude structures. We seek that the subsequent methods appropriately reflect the risk relative to different 
land use types, ‘structures’ and practices. In short, we expect that the majority of activities related to farming 
(excluding residencies) will be considered low risk both to and from the majority of natural hazards.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
METHOD 4 

 
Decision Requested: 11.56  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
METHOD 5 

 
Decision Requested: 11.57  
 
Submitter 
 

11 CPHWC 

However we question the fairness of the ‘user-pays for mitigation’ method where Council had approved the 
development. 
 
Decision Requested: 11.58  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
METHOD 6 

 
Decision Requested: 11.59  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
METHOD 7 

 
Decision Requested: 11.60  
 
Submitter 
 

21 FFNZ 

That Council adopts proposed Method. 
 
NEW METHOD 
 
Decision Requested: 11.61  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add new method: “The Regional Council shall, with the support of District Councils, develop or support programmes, 
where necessary, to investigate the following: 
a.  Identify areas subject to coastal erosion; 
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b.  Identify areas subject to coastal inundation including at risk from a tsunami;  
c.  Determine areas subject to 1% AEP flood events;  
d.  Delineate fault avoidance zones along known active fault traces;  
e.  Delineate areas susceptible to liquefaction and lateral spreading; and 
f.  Identify those built up areas at risk from land slippage and erosion.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.62  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add new method: “The Regional and District Councils will work together to investigate and define potential high 
hazard areas where information is uncertain or insufficient.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.63  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add new method: “The Regional and District Councils will promote the development and use of guidelines to guide 
the design and assessment of new development in relation to hazards.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.64  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add new method: “Both the Regional and District Councils request applicants for privately initiated plan changes or 
resource consents, where relevant, to provide baseline information or fund investigation on risks or impacts of 
natural hazards such as flooding, land instability, coastal hazards or active faults at a local scale, in order that the 
environmental effects of the proposal or change can be adequately assessed at an appropriate level of detail. This 
may include the applicant working with the West Coast Regional Council to gather information.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.65  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 

Add new method: “Initiate, coordinate and promote activities that assist communities to build resilience to the effects 
of natural hazards.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.66  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

It is suggested that the methods of implementation could be further strengthened to better reflect the objectives and 
policies.  
 
Relief sought: 
Add new method: “Assist vulnerable communities to adapt to the consequences of natural hazards, including those 
that are likely to be adversely affected by climate change and resultant sea level rise.” 
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PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 11.67  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Second paragraph: Support in part - Where there are major natural hazard issues which traverse the responsibilities 
of regional and district councils and major land managers a joint plan will be prepared by the Regional Council with 
District Council and major land manager input using an integrated management approach. 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new paragraph after Paragraph 2 which states: “Where there are major natural hazard issues which 
traverse the responsibilities of regional and district councils and major land managers a joint plan will be prepared by 
the Regional Council with District Council and major land manager input using an integrated management approach.” 
 
Decision Requested: 11.68  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

The Franz Josef/Waiau community has expressed a strong desire for an ‘all hazard’ approach to hazard identification 
and mitigation to facilitate the future development of Franz Josef, a critical contributor to the regional economy. This 
will require a cross Council, multi-agency approach. Clear direction set within the methods of the RPS would provide 
clarity as to how the Councils intend to work together to plan for the future of communities such as Franz 
Josef/Waiau that are subject to multiple hazards. It is also an important function of the RPS under section 62(1)(i)(i) 
to set out local authority roles in the region in relation to setting out objectives and policies in relation to the “control 
of the use of land to avoid or mitigate natural hazards or any group of hazards”.  The present provisions within the 
‘reasons’ section of this chapter simply state that the WCRC will control functions under the Land and Water Plan and 
activities within the CMA or beds of lakes and rivers and other waterbodies. This does not give any clarity as to how 
the Regional and District Plans will jointly address a hazard such as the Waiho River. It is our view that the 
requirements of section 62(1)(i)(i) and section 30(i)(c)(iv) of the RMA have not been met in this regard.  
 

ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Decision Requested: 11.69  
 
Submitter 
 

47 PERKI 

These sections need to be clearer on the potential environmental results and outcomes that may arise from the 
policies. At present they are vague and generally do not reflect environmental outcomes. 
 
ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL RESULT 2 
 
Decision Requested: 11.70  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - Protection of natural resources may be required to reduce the risk of exacerbating the natural 
hazards. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Anticipated Environmental Results 2 to read: “Protection, use and development of resources consistent with 
the level of risk.” 
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12. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 
 
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT 

 
Decision Requested: 12.1  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We agree that integrated planning will be assisted by coordinated planning.  
  
Decision Requested: 12.2  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

We also support submissions to central government on matters that impact on WCRC resource functions.  
 
Our natural environment is recognised by central government as being in need of protection. This is socially, 
environmentally and economically beneficial to our nation and also now has global benefits. However, we appreciate 
that this has impacts on economic use and development. We encourage Councils to submit to central government 
that the West Coast would benefit from some continued financial recognition of our role as kaitiaki and protector of 
such a unique and vital environment. We note the Regional Economic Development Plan: Action Plan has an action to 
‘encourage political parties to consider ‘royalties for regions’ concept so that some of the money earned from mining 
is used for community improvements in the region.’ While this is one means of economic development it encourages 
historical non-sustainable practice based on exploiting a product which has volatile commercial returns.  
 
Decision Requested: 12.3  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support in part - The Department of Conservation manages 84% of the total land area in the West Coast region. It 
prepares National Park Plans and Conservation Management Strategies to manage activities on these lands under in 
particular the Conservation Act 1987 and the National Parks Act 1980. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend Administrative procedures to include recognition of the Department of Conservation managing about 84% of 
the West Coast, the need to integrate the management of these lands into the RMA framework and note there are 
national park plans and conservation management strategies prepared to manage these lands. Some of these lands in 
particular waters in lakes require integrated management.    
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13. GLOSSARY 
 
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT 

 
Decision Requested: 13.1  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Integrated management 
Oppose in part - In case of land managed under for example the National Parks Act 1980, Reserves Act 1977 or 
Conservation Act 1987, these lands and waters are managed for specific purposes. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the definition of Integrated Management to read: “The integration of management systems within agencies  to 
ensure that other legislation or administrative actions are consistent with their legislative requirements and facilitate 
where practicable the requirements of the RMA.” 
 
NETWORK UTILITIES 

 
Decision Requested: 13.2  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

All RMA Section 166 defined networks are not included in the Definition of Network Utilities. Include the full list as per 
Section 166 of the Resource Management. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include the full list as per Section 166 of the Resource Management. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.3  
 
Submitter  
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support the definition as it includes the rail network. 
 
Relief sought: 
Retain provision 
 
Decision Requested: 13.4  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

Support with amendment. RNZ Considers it appropriate that this definition should include a reference to “radio 
communications”.  
 
Relief sought: 
Make the following addition to the definition (or other wording to similar effect): “Includes telecommunication, radio 
communication, electricity operation distribution and generation, water supply, drainage and sewage systems, roads, 
railways and airports”.  
 
REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
Decision Requested: 13.5  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Oppose in part - A 1MW Power Scheme is not regionally significant. Small scale hydro-electric infrastructure is less 
than 5MW. 
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the definition of regional significant infrastructure to be a 10MW Power Scheme. Small scale hydro electric 
generation is a scheme where total production is less than 5MW. 
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Decision Requested: 13.6  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

The inclusion of a definition for “Regionally significant infrastructure” is positive. It includes sewage treatment plants, 
however which roads are included is not clear. A cross reference is made to the road and rail networks as mapped in 
the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP). Is it acceptable to do this if these are likely to change in the RLTP. Also 
which ones? A check of the RLTP shows there are several maps and different roads included. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the RPS to include all regionally significant road and rail infrastructure as a Map or Maps in the RPS including 
roads that are recognized as important alternative routes when state highways are closed. such as but not limited to: 
� Arnold Valley Road and Lake Brunner Road; 
� Coal Creek - Taylorville - Blackball and Atarau to Ikamatua Road. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.7  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

There are omissions from the definition of regional significant infrastructure. Petroleum, biofuel, or geothermal energy 
have also been omitted, see Section 166 (a) of the RMA. Fuel supplies to and on the West Coast are considered 
regional infrastructure. Unaware of any geothermal energy on the Coast at present, this could be considered in a 
future review of the RPS. 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend to include: “Pipelines, and gas fuel facilities and associated infrastructure including fuel tankers used for the 
transmission and distribution of natural and manufactured gas fuel and biofuel.” 
 
Decision Requested: 13.8  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

While management and control of hazardous substances is covered in the PRPS there is no mention of the importance 
of hazardous and solid waste (refuse) collection and disposal or recycling to the region.  
 
Relief sought: 
Include in the list of regionally significant infrastructure: “Public or community hazardous waste, solid waste and 
recycling facilities and associated infrastructure including collection and transportation.” 
 
Decision Requested: 13.9  
 
Submitter 
 

32 KIWIR 

KiwiRail support that the definition makes specific reference to the rail network at point (d). 
 
Decision Requested: 13.10  
 
Submitter 
 

45 NZDF 

NZDF supports the inclusion of strong provisions for infrastructure within the proposed RPS. However, as the 
proposed RPS is currently written it does not provide any protection for the current or any future potential defence 
facilities as they are not included within the definition of regionally significant infrastructure. Defence facilities are key 
strategic infrastructure of national and regional importance, playing a significant role in both military training and civil 
and/or national defence operations. They also play an important role in supporting search and rescue operations. 
They also play an important role in supporting searc and rescue operations and infrastructure support capabilities (for 
example deployment of water purification and supply facilities as used in the aftermath of the Christchurch 
earthquakes).  
 
The proposed definition modification will provide defence facilities with the policy support and protection that is 
appropriate given their regional and national importance.  
 
Relief sought: 

Amend the definition, include a new (i): 
“i) Defence facilities.” 
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Decision Requested: 13.11  
 
Submitter 
 

48 RNZ 

RNZ supports this definition as it encompasses RNZ’s facilities, so providing appropriate recognition and protection for 
RNZ in the policy structure of the RPS.  
 
Relief sought: 
Retain the definition as notified.  
 
Decision Requested: 13.12  
 
Submitter 
 

60 TRANSP 

Support in part. Transpower supports the reference to the National Grid within the definition of Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure as such reference reflects the significance of the National Grid. However, amendment is sought to 
clause b) to clarify that the National Grid includes associated infrastructure in addition to lines. This is particularly 
relevant given the related definition of Network Utilities does not specifically apply to the National Grid.  
 
Relief sought: 

That Clause b) be amended as follows: “The National Grid (as defined by the Electricity Industry Act 2010) and 
electricity distribution and transmission networks defined as the system of transmission lines, sub transmission and 
distribution feeders and all associated substations and other works to convey electricity;” 
  
Any consequential amendments that arise from the amendments proposed. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.13  
 
Submitter 
 

69 WESTP 

Oppose in part. Whilst a definition is supported to assist with the interpretation of the Proposed RPS 2015 it is noted 
with reference to the definition of "Regionally Significant Infrastructure" that the network of assets and infrastructure 
owned and/or operated by Westpower are not defined as regionally significant infrastructure for the purpose of the 
Proposed RPS 2015. It is further noted that other than reference to the National Grid and associated infrastructure 
there is no reference to electricity distribution and transmission networks within the region, except in relation to 
generation facilities supplying electricity distribution and transmission networks. 
 
Westpower submits that the electricity supply and distribution network which it owns and/or operates is regionally 
significant infrastructure. This therefore needs to be provided for in the definition of "Regionally Significant 
Infrastructure" as it services a significant proportion of the West Coast region, crosses territorial authority boundaries, 
and benefits the communities it serves in that regard by allowing them to provide for their social, economic and 
cultural wellbeing. It is also important to note that Westpower is a 100% community-owned company, which again 
ensures that the benefits of generation, supply and distribution are to the West Coast communities it serves. 
 
The network of assets and infrastructure owned and/or operated by Westpower is located across a significant portion 
of the West Coast and supplies in the order of 13,300 consumers. In terms of that infrastructure, and to supply some 
context in terms of regional significance to West Coast communities, the network as at 2015 covers approximately 
18,017 square kilometres from Lyell in the north to Paringa in South Westland and consists of; 2169 circuit kilometres 
of lines and cables, 19 zone substations and 2424 distribution substations. From a regional policy and planning 
perspective that network crosses territorial authority boundaries between Westland, Grey and Buller Districts. 
 
As discussed above Westpower had taken the opportunity to become involved with electricity generation for the 
benefit of the community it serves and, through a joint venture, owns and operates a 7.6MW hydro scheme on the 
Amethyst River near Hari Hari. Based on the current definition of "Regionally Significant Infrastructure" the scheme 
and supporting infrastructure to supply the generated electricity to the electricity and distribution network would meet 
the definition but the electricity distribution and transmission network being supplied would not. 
 
To ensure holistic management of the network owned and/or operated by Westpower across the region, and to 
recognise the benefit to a range of communities on the West Coast in enabling them to provide for their social, 
economic and cultural wellbeing, it is important that the regional significance of the network is provided for in the 
definition of "Regionally Significant Infrastructure". 
 
Relief sought: 
Amend the definition of "Regionally Significant Infrastructure" to read: “Regionally Significant Infrastructure means: 
....... 
l) Westpower owned and/or operated electricity supply, transmission and distribution networks and including all 

associated assets, lines and cables, infrastructure, substations, systems and works for the purpose of supply and 
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conveyance of electricity.” 
 
SIGNIFICANT TOURISM INFRASTRUCTURE 

 
Decision Requested: 13.14  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Support - Regionally significant tourism infrastructure supports a significant part of the West Coast economy. 
 
Relief sought: 

Retain the definition of Significant Tourism Infrastructure as notified. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.15  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

Definition only refers to DOC facilities? 
 
Relief sought: 

Change Definition to: “Significant tourism infrastructure refers to the major tracks, roads and facilities managed by 
the Department of Conservation and other public or community infrastructure providers which are regionally and 
nationally important in terms of their contribution to the regional economy such as the 13.acier Roads, Heaphy Track, 
Punakaiki and other visitor information and visitor access facilities. Also includes the West Coast Wilderness Trail and 
the Ghost Road Trail.” 
 

NEW DEFINITIONS 

 
Decision Requested: 13.16  
 
Submitter 
 

14 CPHWC 

To improve reader understanding the word ‘mataitai’ in method 6 should be included in the RPS Glossary. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.17  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Include a new definition Biodiversity Offset to reflect NZ Government Guidance on Good Practice Biodiversity 
Offsetting in New Zealand August 2014 (or any successor document). 
 
Relief sought: 

Include a new definition: “Biodiversity Offset - Measureable conservation outcomes resulting from actions designed to 
compensate for more than minor residual adverse biodiversity impacts arising from project development after 
appropriate prevention and mitigation measures  have been taken. The goal of biodiversity offsets is to achieve no net 
loss and preferably a net gain of biodiversity on the ground.” 
 
Decision Requested: 13.18  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

Include a new definition of no net loss. 
 
Relief sought: 
Include a new definition: “No Net Loss - No net loss means in relation to effects on indigenous biodiversity , no overall 
reduction in biodiversity, as measured by type, amount and condition.” 
 
Decision Requested: 13.19  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not have any definitions relating to historic heritage. HNZ recommends the following 
definitions which provide clear and concise terms to recognise historic heritage on the West Coast. 
 
Resource Management Act 1991 
“Historic heritage –  

(a) Means those natural and physical resources that contribute to an understanding and appreciation of New 
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Zealand’s history and cultures, deriving from any of the following qualities: 
(i) Archaeological; 
(ii) Architectural; 
(iii) Cultural; 
(iv) Historic; 
(v) Scientific; 
(vi) Technological; and 

(b) Incudes – 
(i) Historic sites, structures, places, and areas; and 
(ii) Archaeological sites; and 
(iii) Sites of significance to Maori, including wahi tapu; and 
(iv) Surroundings associated with the natural and physical resources.” 

 
Definition for archaeology based on the HNZ Pouhere Taonga Act 2014: 
“An archaeological site means, subject to s42(3) of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014: 

(a) Any place in New Zealand, including any building or structure (or part of a building or structure), that –  
(i) Was associated with human activity that occurred before 1900 or is the site of the wreck of any 

vessel where the wreck occurred before 1900; and 
(ii) Provides or may provide, through investigation by archaeological methods, evidence relating to the 

history of New Zealand; and  
(b) Includes a site for which a declaration is made under s43(1) of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga 

Act 2014.” 
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to include definitions for historic heritage and archaeological sites.  
 
Decision Requested: 13.20  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There needs to be inclusion of the meaning of “heritage”, a good explanation of which is in RMAs2: Interpretation, of 
the RMA. 
 
Decision Requested: 13.21  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There needs to be inclusion of the meaning of “offsetting”. 
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14. NEW APPENDIX 
 
Decision Requested: 14.1  
 
Submitter 
 

16 DOC 

A new appendix is required with regard to s6(c) RMA. [Refer Decision Requested 7.118] 
 
Relief sought: 

Insert  a new appendix: 
“Criteria for significance of Indigenous Biodiversity Representativeness 
1. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is representative, typical or characteristic of the natural 

diversity of the relevant ecological district. This can include degraded examples where they are some of the best 
remaining examples of their type, or represent all that remains of indigenous biodiversity in some areas. 

2. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that is a relatively large example of its type within the 
relevant ecological district.  

 
Rarity/Distinctiveness 
3. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that has been reduced to less than 20% of its former extent 

in the Region, or relevant land environment, ecological district, or freshwater environment. 
4. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that supports an indigenous species that is threatened, at 

risk, or uncommon, nationally or within the relevant ecological district. 
5. The site contains indigenous vegetation or an indigenous species at its distribution limit within West Coast Region 

or nationally. 
6. Indigenous vegetation or an association of indigenous species that is distinctive, of restricted occurrence, occurs 

within an originally rare ecosystem, or has developed as a result of an unusual environmental factor or 
combinations of factors. 

 
Diversity and Pattern 
7. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that contains a high diversity of indigenous ecosystem or 

habitat types, indigenous taxa, or has changes in species composition reflecting the existence of diverse natural 
features or ecological gradients. 

 
Ecological Context 
8. Vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides or contributes to an important ecological linkage or 

network, or provides an important buffering function. 
9. A wetland which plays an important hydrological, biological or ecological role in the natural functioning of a river or 

coastal system. 
10. Indigenous vegetation or habitat of indigenous fauna that provides important habitat (including refuges from 

predation, or key habitat for feeding, breeding, or resting) for indigenous species, either seasonally or 
permanently.” 
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15. NEW CHAPTER - HERITAGE 
 
Decision Requested: 15.1  
 
Submitter 
 

10 BURTW 

[The Plan] completely fails to recognise and provide for heritage s(6)f) as the RMA requires it to do. 
 
Decision Requested: 15.2  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

It is ridiculous to claim that heritage issues are of no importance or significance, or that there is no widespread 
destruction or damage occurring in these sites. The Coast has many historic sites that are an important part of our 
heritage and should be used as attractions to visitors. Many of them are former gold mining settlements and some 
have already been destroyed or are being destroyed at present. Two that come to mind are Danganville and Notown, 
Of course modern miners realise that there is possibly still some gold there and by using modern destructive 
equipment they might reach it – and leave a moonscape behind, attractive to no one. We all realise that there are 
vested interests at play here.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.3  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

HNZ oppose the proposed RPS and seeks that the RPS is revised to reflect historic heritage in the region. The 
proposed RPS does not contain a chapter or section specific to historic heritage. Under s6(f) of the RMA, the 
protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and development is a matter of national 
importance. Section 2 of the RMA defines historic heritage as meaning natural and physical resources that contribute 
to an understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and cultures. This includes historic sites, structures, 
places and areas; archaeological sites, sires of significance to Maori (including wahi tapu, wahi tupuna); and 
surrounds associated with heritage resources.  
 
Under section 61(1) of the RMA, a regional council in preparing and changing its RPS must do this “in accordance with 
the provisions of Part 2” (which includes section 6(f)). Section 61(2) states that one of the matters to be had regard 
to is any relevant entry in the New Zealand Heritage List / Raranga Korero. The omission of historic heritage from the 
proposed RPS ignores the fact that the region has 142 individual items identified on the New Zealand Heritage List / 
Rarangi Korero. 
 
It is inadequate to recognise historic heritage in the RPS solely by making reference within the Resilient and 
Sustainable Communities chapter of the proposed RPS, which refers to ‘sense of place’ and ‘identity’.  
 
The proposed RPS acknowledges the importance of mining to the district, however it does not acknowledge that 
mining history forms an indelible component of the historic infrastructure of the region. For example, Denniston 
Plateau, Brunner Industrial Site are both Category 1 items which attract a high number of tourists and visitors. 
Additional sites of mines and mining infrastructure such as Runanga Miners Hall, Reefton School of Mines, Ross 
Historic Area and Blackball and Waiuta townships are scattered throughout the district and contribute to the essence 
of the region. 
 
Relief sought: 
That the proposed RPS is revised to include a chapter or section specific to historic heritage, taking into account its 
status as a matter of national importance.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.4  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not identify historic heritage as a significant resource management issue for the West Coast 
and does not include a discussion about significant heritage issues for the region. Given that historic heritage is a 
matter of national importance Heritage New Zealand is concerned and surprised that it hasn’t been identified as a 
significant issue in the region.  
 
By excluding historic heritage from the RPS the WCRC have not provided an adequate overview of the management 
of resources in the region, nor provided for the fundamental purpose of the RMA, to promote the sustainable 
management of the natural and physical resources of the whole region, as required by s59 of the RMA. 
 
The Section 32 Report asserts that historic heritage is provided for in the Regional Land and Water Plan and District 
Plans. Whilst heritage is identified in the Land and Water Plan it does little to neither provide high level guidance nor 
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provide leadership or direction to district councils for them to adequately address historic heritage.  
 
The constituent plans in the region were prepared before historic heritage was elevated to a matter of national 
importance, and do not adequately address historic heritage. (The term ‘constituent plans’ includes not only district 
plans but also the Regional Coastal Plan which has a responsibility for historic heritage that occurs within the coastal 
marine area and any new plans dealing with allocation of water or protection of water quality). Their time for review 
is imminent and there is an expectation that the RPS would provide guidance, leadership and direction to ensure 
integrated management of the natural and physical resources of the region as well as recognition of s6(f) RMA. 
 
HNZ notes that the requirements to earthquake strengthen buildings under the provisions of the Building Act applies 
to the Districts within the Region. These matters require a level of guidance and leadership from a number of parties.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to reflect for historic heritage as a Significant Resource Management Issue for the 
West Coast. 
 
Decision Requested: 15.5  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

Archaeological sites 
The proposed RPS does not recognise the responsibilities of HNZ for the management of archaeological sites under 
the HNZ Pouhere Taonga Act 2014. We provide an example text adapted from the notified proposed Southland RPS: 
“Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga is the Crown entity that promotes the recognition, protection and promotion 
of New Zealand’s historic and cultural heritage. It is also the consenting authority for all pre-1900 archeological sites 
and compiles the New Zealand Heritage List / Rarangi Korero of Historic Place, Historic Areas, WAhi Tapu Areas and 
Wahi Tupuna. The List is established under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 therefore 
consultation with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga is not only valuable, it is often a legal requirement.”  
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to recognise HNZ Pouhere as the agency responsible for the management of 
archaeological sites.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.6  
 
Submitter 
 

27 HWC 

HWC does not share the view of the WCRC in its RPS Section 32 Evaluation Report that “while registered heritage 
resources are acknowledged to be regionally significant, the common view of most regional and district council 
consents staff is that there are no significant resource management issues with heritage resources.” In terms of the 
RMA this ignores section 6.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.7  
 
Submitter 
 

27 HWC 

Heritage is strongly valued on the West Coast and should be actively protected, conserved, promoted and interpreted. 
The current proposed RPS does not recognise or provide for the benefit that heritage provides to the region. The RPS 
should provide the foundation for planning, including proper attention to heritage. It should contain heritage 
objectives and policies for the identification, protection, conservation, promotion and management of heritage on the 
West Coast. 
 
The inclusion of heritage provisions into the RPS is an opportunity to recognise the contribution of heritage to the 
West Coast region, and to ensure that significant heritage is retained to allow the economic opportunities of this 
resource to be realised. It is not adequate to recognise heritage in the RPS merely by references within the Resilient 
and Sustainable Communities Chapter of the proposed RPS which refer to ‘sense of place’ and ‘identity’. 
 
There are a large number of heritage groups and individuals involved, largely in a voluntary capacity, in heritage 
projects in this region. Evidence of the level of contribution, support and investment is recorded in the HWC Strategic 
Vision 2015 [copy supplied with submission]. 
 
The vision of HWC strategy is: 

1. Increased collaboration between heritage organisations to further elevate the protection, conservation, 
understanding and appreciation of West Coast heritage. 

2. Cultural/heritage tourism will become a much stronger part of West Coast tourism, and contribute to the 
economic well-being of communities and the region. A number of places representing the Coast’s distinctive 
history will become significant places of visitor interest and provide engaging and quality visitor experiences. 
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3. A coordinated approach will be taken to marketing and promotion. 
4. The capacity of those involved in heritage management is more substantially extended and the levevl of 

professionalism of those in the heritage sector is developed and enhanced. 
5. HWC is sustained for the longer term so it can extend its facilitative role and contribute to heritage 

development from a regional perspective.   
 
It is imperative that West Coast heritage is valued and conserved, now and in the future and this legacy for 
the future will be at least as rich as what was passed down previously, and hopefully enhanced. 
 
An understanding of the past allows West Coast people and visitors to more easily comprehend what our 
place, the West Coast / Te Tai o Poutini is about, and what may be shaped for the future.  

 
In order to achieve this vision, HWC makes this submission in order to achieve the following goal and principle of our 
Strategic Vision: 

Goal 6: to encourage West Coast Heritage to be conserved, sets an action point that the organisation will work 
with heritage organisation to promote the inclusion of policies to conserve West Coast heritage in management 
strategies and plans.  

 
Further Principle 7: Preservation and conservation as a prerequisite acknowledges that while a strong component 
of the vision focuses on interpretive and visitor opportunity, a pre-requisite is the conservation of the heritage 
resource. 

 
Relief sought: 
HWC requests that the Regional Council recognise the protection, conservation and interpretation in the RPS under 
the RMA, and the West Coast Economic Development Plan 2014-2030, and integrates all of these documents and 
their powers in order to protect, conserve, promote and interpret our heritage. HWC proposes the WCRC planners 
look to the heritage provisions contained within Chapter 15 of the Proposed Southland RPS as notified and 
recommend these be used as a foundation to work from for heritage in the West Coast’s RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 15.8  
 
Submitter 
 

27 HWC 

HWC recognises that Councils are not well resources to fund heritage identification and protection and this is a 
challenge. We propose a collaborative approach to this.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.9  
 
Submitter 
 

27 HWC 

In terms of built heritage, much has been lost over the last decade. Further, as buildings are required to be 
earthquake strengthened there is potential for further pressure to be placed on heritage assets and their potential 
loss.  
 
HWC recognises that not all assets are able to be retained in the current environment and that proactive strategic 
planning between all parties is required for the best outcomes for all parties and West Coast communities.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.10  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The internationally embarrassing WCRC-consented assault on the Waiho Loop is a prime example of why Heritage 
should still be included in the RPS. A comprehensive list of all places and structures needs to be actively sought, and 
the RPS needs to be the guiding document for this. As the 2005 RPS report says, increased development makes the 
protection of historic and other heritage an issue that needs addressing. 
 
Decision Requested: 15.11  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

As promoted in the introduction of this submission the RPS covers issues of significance to both the Regional Council 
and the District Councils.  The RPS is designed to guide all of the Councils and in fact requires Councils to follow 
specific directions through other documents including District Plans.  The Westland District Council considers that a 
significant resource management issue for the region is heritage.   
 
Our Council’s vision includes “proudly promoting, protecting and leveraging our historic, environmental and natural 
resource base to enhance lifestyle and opportunity for future generations”. We consider that heritage is valued by this 
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Council and the Westland community. The RPS does not consider the protection of heritage values to be a regionally 
significant issue and states that guidance can be provided for within the Regional and District Plans without mention 
within the RPS.  We disagree and consider the RPS should include provisions reflecting the contribution of heritage to 
our region, and promoting the protection of significant heritage items.    
 
As previously stated, the RPS provides the guidance as to the implementation of the RMA at a Regional level. Through 
not including guidance on a matter stated within the RMA as a matter of national importance, the RPS has missed an 
opportunity to set consistent regional direction as to how each Council will manage how potential effects of the use 
and development of land and resources on heritage values and amenity will be managed, and to set out methods for 
the positive benefits brought about by protecting our significant historic heritage can be enhanced.   
 
It is our view that Westland’s heritage forms a core part of our identity, and is leveraged for tourism and associated 
commercial development. Heritage buildings and features also add to the character and amenity of our towns.  
 
The West Coast has an abundance of heritage and archaeological sites, of varying significance. In order to facilitate 
use and development within the region, whilst protecting heritage values, the RPS could contain provisions relating to 
the importance of protecting and preserving significant heritage items, places, buildings and archaeological sites, and 
the ability to work with and advocate to Heritage New Zealand to study, record or relocate other items of less 
significance.  
 
It is important to acknowledge that ongoing use of heritage buildings allows for their protection, and avoids 
“demolition by neglect”. The requirement to strengthen earthquake prone buildings to meet the current Building Code 
is a significant challenge for communities across the Region.  
 
However heritage is also more than built structures, and in addition to Part II, the New Zealand Coastal Policy 
Statement requires additional matters to be provided for within Regional Policy Statements and Plans in relation to 
historic heritage within the coastal environment.  It is considered that even if the WCRC does not agree that the 
protection of heritage is a significant matter for the Region, that the RPS should contain provisions relating to heritage 
values as part of providing for integrated management within the Region and to meet the requirements of the Act.  
It is therefore proposed that a new section is incorporated into the RPS which is set out in Decisions Requested 15.12, 
15.13, 15.14, 15.16, 15.17, 15.18, 15.21, 15.22, 15.23, 15.24, 15.25, 15.26, 15.27, 15.28, 15.30, 15.31, 15.32, 15.33 
15. 34 and 15.35. The Council considers that the provisions strike the right balance by recognising the contribution of 
heritage to our communities, while ensuring that the focus is on significant heritage 
 
BACKGROUND TO THE ISSUE 

 
Decision Requested: 15.12  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11 
 
Relief sought: 

Background to the Issues to be added to the proposed RPS:  
“Historic heritage contributes to the West Coast’s unique identity. The West Coast’s communities each have sites and 
areas, both natural and built and including areas within past and present settlements, which have particular cultural 
and heritage value. The contribution that such sites, and their associated values, have on cultural well-being are often 
not recognised or appreciated until they are lost forever.  
 
Section 6(f) of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) recognises the protection of historic heritage from 
inappropriate subdivision, use and development as a matter of national importance, which must be recognised and 
provided for. The definition of Historic Heritage in Section 2 of the RMA is broad and inclusive and includes the 
management of the relationships and linkages of historic heritage sites, places and areas in their whole context as 
historic landscapes. Historic landscapes in the coastal environment are specifically recognised in Policy 17 of the New 
Zealand Coastal Policy Statement. 
 
The West Coast has a rich history of people, industry and development, which has shaped the character and 
development that continues today. This history should be celebrated and expanded upon to continue to provide 
opportunity to the Region. 
 
The significant issues in relation to the management of heritage for the West Coast are:” 
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NEW ISSUES 

 
Decision Requested: 15.13  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11 
 
Relief sought: 

New Issue 1 to be added: “LOSS OR DEGRADATION OF HISTORIC HERITAGE - Inappropriate use, development or 
subdivision can lead to loss or degradation of historic heritage values that make a significant contribution to a regional 
sense of identity.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.14  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11 
 
Relief sought: 

New Issue 2 to be added: “HISTORIC CULTURAL AND HISTORIC HERITAGE LANDSCAPES - Historic cultural and 
historic heritage landscapes can be adversely affected by inappropriate subdivision, use and development.” 
 
NEW OBJECTIVE 

 
Decision Requested: 15.15  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not provide Objectives to identify and protect: 
� Historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and development 
� Maori heritage, including wahi tapu and other Taonga from inappropriate subdivision, use and development 
� Landscapes, including cultural landscapes values, from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 
� Coastal heritage from inappropriate use and development.  
 
HNZ notes that the role of the RPS is to provide high level guidance to Local Authorities and in turn for Regional and 
District Plans to give effect to the RPS. 
 
Without guidance from the RPS there is a risk that historic heritage resources will not be provided for in District Plan 
documents. This may lead to confusion, uncertainty and a mismanagement of heritage resources. 
HNZ provides an example of suitable Objectives adapted from the notified proposed Southland RPS: 
� Significant historic heritage is identified and protected from inappropriate subdivision use and development. 
� The built heritage of the West Coast is appropriately recognised, and where possible utilised in a sustainable 

manner. 
� Historic heritage is appropriately managed to avoid or mitigate the potential adverse effects of natural processes 

and climate change.  
 
Relief sought: 
That the proposed RPS is revised to provide Objectives for the management of historic heritage in the region. 
 
Decision Requested: 15.16  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Objective 1 to be added: “Protection of historic heritage - Historic heritage values are identified and protected 
from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Historic heritage supports the cultural, social and economic wellbeing of the community. For example, many 
community activities celebrate the historical characters, industries and other activities in the region. Protecting this 
resource will ensure that the opportunity to benefit from historic heritage is open to both current and future 
generations.” 
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Decision Requested: 15.17  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 

New Objective 2 to be added: “Built heritage - The built heritage of the West Coast is appropriately recognised, and 
where possible utilised.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
The West Coast’s built heritage supports community identity and wellbeing and is integral to the character of the 
region. Recognising the West Coast’s built heritage and utilising it in a manner that provides for contemporary use 
while integrating the resource into the streetscape and landscape, and ensuring that the values of the resource are 
retained, will increase the community’s understanding and appreciation of built heritage and enable the resource to be 
protected for future generations.” 
 

Decision Requested: 15.18  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Objective 3 to be added: “Historic heritage values - Historic heritage values are appropriately managed to avoid 
or mitigate the potential adverse effects of natural processes and climate change. 
 
Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Natural hazards may pose a risk to historic heritage (for example, flooding, earthquakes, storms). Climate change 
may intensify the effects of certain natural hazards (for example, coastal erosion because of sea level rise). Avoiding 
these effects may be achievable in certain circumstances, but it may be impractical and even undesirable in others. 
Therefore, it is important to improve knowledge around the threats that natural hazards and climate change pose to 
the West Coast’s heritage, so that priority and resources can be given to protecting and managing the region’s most 
important historic heritage.” 
 
NEW POLICY 

 
Decision Requested: 15.19  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not provide directive policy on historic heritage: 
 
HNZ submits that the RPS should include at least four key directive policies relating to historic heritage. These policies 
include provisions that identify and protect: historic heritage, landscape, coastal heritage and Maori heritage.  
 
HNZ provides examples based on the Sustainable Management of Historic Heritage Guidance No.1, Operative 
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement as well as adaptations from the notified proposed Southland RPS: 
� Recognise and provide for the protection of significant historic heritage items, places and areas.  
� Avoid, mitigate and where appropriate remedy adverse effects on historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, 

use and development.  
� Coastal heritage is to be protected from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 
� Promote public awareness and appreciation of the West Coast’s historic heritage. 
� Recognise and provide for appropriate upgrading, seismic strengthening and adaptive reuse fo historic heritage 

and their surrounds in a manner that is sensitive to their heritage values. 
� Provide for the West Coast’s historic heritage resources to be managed in a regionally consistent collaborative and 

integrated manner.  
� Have regard to the New Zealand Heritage List / Rarangi Korero and shall recognise Heritage New Zealand’s roles 

as the consenting authority for all pre-1900 archaeological sites. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to include directive policies for the management of historic heritage.  
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Decision Requested: 15.20  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not provide a non-regulatory policy stating that local authorities should prepare and 
implement incentives to facilitate the preservation of historic heritage. The ongoing utility of heritage resources 
requires a suite of tools to encourage adaptive reuse and continuance. Local authorities need guidance on appropriate 
methodologies to creatively provide incentives to building owners. HNZ can assist in the development of non-
regulatory incentives.  
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to provide a policy for the promotion of non-regulatory incentives for historic 
heritage.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.21  
 
Submitter  
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Policy 1 to be added: “Public awareness and appreciation - Promote public awareness and appreciation of the 
West Coast’s historic heritage.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Raising public awareness and increasing the understanding of historic heritage will help protect 
the resource for future generations. Non-regulatory methods such as providing information, education and financial 
incentives for protection where possible are important because much of the region’s historic heritage is on privately 
owned land.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.22  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 

New Policy 2 to be added: “Protection of historic heritage - Protect historic heritage values from inappropriate 
subdivision, use and development.” 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
On the West Coast, there are a wide range of historic heritage resources including built heritage, heritage landscapes, 
archaeological sites and cultural heritage resources significant to tangata whenua. Some heritage values are being 
modified or damaged by subdivision, use and development. Local authorities have an obligation under Section 6(f) of 
the Act to protect historic heritage values.”  
 
Decision Requested: 15.23  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 

New Policy 3 to be added: “Integration with new use - Encourage the integration of historic heritage with new 
subdivision, use and development in both rural and urban areas.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Integrating historic heritage with new subdivision, use and development can help retain heritage values as well as 
enhance contemporary developments. Provided that the values and integrity of the historic heritage site are not 
compromised, redevelopment should sympathetically extend the life and enhance appreciation of the site’s historic 
heritage. For example, subdivisions utilising water races as walkway features may be allowed to reduce allotment 
sizes.”  
 
Decision Requested: 15.24  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
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Relief sought: 

New Policy 4 to be added: “Consultation - Consult tangata whenua, Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, and the 
community in the management of historic heritage.” 
  
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Tangata whenua have occupied the West Coast for 700 years or more. Therefore, a significant proportion of the 
region’s heritage (including wāhi tapu, wāhi taonga and other sites of cultural significance) is associated with Māori 
occupation. To recognise the sensitivity associated with some historic heritage resources this policy affirms the need 
to consult with tangata whenua, as kaitiaki, when managing the West Coast’s historic heritage resources. 
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga is the Crown entity that promotes the recognition, protection and promotion 
of New Zealand’s historic and cultural heritage. It is also the consenting authority for all pre-1900 archaeological sites 
and compiles Rarangi Taonga: the Register of Historic Places, Historic Areas, Wāhi Tapu and Wāhi Tapu Areas. The 
Register is established under the Historic Places Act 1993, therefore consultation with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere 
Taonga is not only valuable, it is often a legal requirement. 
 
Many historic heritage values are determined at a community level. These values may also be significant at a local 
level. Local significance should not necessarily be considered as of lesser importance than regionally, nationally or 
internationally recognised values. To determine local values and their significance, consultation with the community is 
essential.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.25  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Policy 5 to be added: “Natural processes and climate change - Manage the adverse effects of natural processes 
and climate change on historic heritage values.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Many of the West Coast’s historic heritage sites are located along the coastline, so they are particularly vulnerable to 
coastal erosion. Natural processes such as flooding and changing weather patterns and alterations associated with 
climate change, such as sea level rise, can erode and break down the physical structure of heritage sites and modify 
the surrounding landscape. Natural hazards may also pose a risk to historic heritage (for example flooding, 
earthquakes and storms.) A number of methods are available to manage historic heritage values at risk from natural 
processes and climate change, for example salvage, relocation or excavation; and methods to obtain information from 
the site for records such as augering and radio carbon dating.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.26  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 
Relief sought: 
New Policy 6 to be added: “Collaborative management - Provide for the West Coast’s historic heritage resources to be 
managed in a regionally consistent, collaborative and integrated manner.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
A number of agencies including the West Coast Regional Council, the territorial authorities, the Department of 
Conservation, Heritage New Zealand, Te Runanga o Makaawhio, Te Runanga o Ngati Waewae and Te Runanga o Ngai 
Tahu have roles and responsibilities regarding the management of historic heritage on the West Coast. For example, 
Heritage New Zealand maintains a register of historic and wāhi tapu places and areas. This aids the management of 
historic heritage by providing information to local authorities and the community. However, each agency has skills, 
interests and values that contribute to heritage management. To ensure the resources of each agency are employed 
to greatest effect and the best outcome is achieved, open communication and the free flow of information between all 
parties is important.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.27  
 
Submitter 68 WDC 
 
Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 

 
Relief sought: 

New Policy 7 to be added: “Adaptive reuse - Encourage the adaptive reuse of historic heritage.” 
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“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
Adaptive reuse involves modifying historic heritage buildings or structures that may require new architectural 
interior/exterior features to allow for a compatible new use with the least possible loss of historic heritage. It is an 
effective way to prevent historic heritage buildings and structures from becoming degraded due to neglect and to 
retain the usefulness of the building or structure to conserve historic heritage for future generations. This policy 
recognises the direct relationship between social, cultural and economic wellbeing and the ability to repair, 
reconstruct, seismic strengthen, conserve and maintain historic buildings, while being sensitive to the historic values 
of the buildings and their surrounds. Economics will often be a factor as to how quickly or easily re-use can be 
achieved, and will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.28  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 
New Policy 8 to be added: “Decisions relating to protection - Ensure that decisions relating to the protection of historic 
heritage take into account factors such as any heritage values, financial cost and technical feasibility.” 
 
“Explanation/Principal Reasons 
The contribution of an historic heritage resource to the West Coast’s identity and culture will depend on the nature 
and significance of the resource. It may be appropriate to allocate funding to protecting only those resources of 
significance to the community. However, such a decision must take into account the values of the resource, the cost 
of protecting the resource and the technical feasibility.” 
 
NEW METHODS 
 
Decision Requested: 15.29  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not include range of methods for historic heritage which improve information, provide 
education, support the upgrade of archaeological sites information, provide for advice notes about archaeological 
authority process in all resource consent decisions and implement a monitoring strategy for historic heritage. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to provide a range of methods providing guidance or direction for the management 
of historic heritage for territorial authorities.  
 
Decision Requested: 15.30   
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 

New Method 1 to be added: “The West Coast Regional Council will: Method 1 - Regional heritage inventory 
The West Coast Regional Council will collaborate with the territorial authorities, tangata whenua, Heritage New 
Zealand, Department of Conservation and other relevant stakeholders to facilitate, develop and provide access to a 
GIS-based inventory of Historic Heritage (Regional Heritage Register) for the West Coast region.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.31  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 
New Method 2 to be added:  
“Local Authorities will: Method 2 – District Plans and Regional Plans 
Establish and maintain provisions in regional plans and district plans that: 
a) Provide for the protection of Historic Heritage from the potential adverse effects associated with natural processes 

and climate change. 
b) Provide for the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use and development. 
 
Mechanisms may include: 
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i) Archaeological and heritage assessments. 
ii) Heritage alert layers. 
iii) Accidental discovery protocols. 
iv) Cultural value assessments and/or cultural impact assessments. 
v) Conservation, open space and other appropriate covenants. 
vi) Heritage orders; and 
vii) Financial and other incentives.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.32  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 
New Method 3 to be added: “Method 3 – Identification, prioritisation and protection of historic heritage. 
Work collaboratively to identify known historic heritage sites, structures, areas, landscapes or places that require 
protection from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.33  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 

New Method 4 to be added:  
“Local Authorities will be encouraged to: 
Method 4 - Regional heritage forum 
Collaborate with regional and territorial authorities, tangata whenua, Heritage New Zealand, Department of 
Conservation, Te Runanga o Makaawhio, Te Runanga o Ngati Waewae, and Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu,  the New 
Zealand Archaeological Association and other stakeholders (as relevant) to facilitate the establishment of a Regional 
Heritage Forum. This forum will develop and assess options for a framework for the management of Historic Heritage.  
This framework may include recommendations such as: 
a) the development and management of the West Coast Coastal Heritage Inventory Project; 
b) new or additional provisions in regional or district plans; 
c) heritage schedules; 
d) the development of regional and local heritage strategies; 
e) the development of protocols for dealing with cross-boundary issues; 
f) identification of available incentives or grants; 
g) identification and monitoring of threats and recommendations to address or respond to those threats.” 
 
Decision Requested: 15.34  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 

New Method 5 to be added: “Method 5 - Education, information, advocacy and consultation 
a) Advocate for appropriate recognition and consideration of specialist assessment and other 

resources, including the Heritage New Zealand Guidance Series. 
b) Undertake and support education programmes and the provision of information that promote awareness, 

understanding and conservation of Historic Heritage. 
c) Consultation shall be undertaken to ensure the views of interest groups and the public are taken into account in 

preparing documents and prior to making decisions on non-statutory matters. 
d) Advocate for the protection and, where possible, the enhancement of Historic Heritage to landowners and 

developers, and consult and engage with Heritage New Zealand, tangata whenua, the Department of Conservation 
and other relevant interest groups concerned with Historic Heritage. 

e) Actively encourage and support tangata whenua to identify areas and values of cultural, spiritual and traditional 
significance (including appropriate protocols and access) and to monitor and manage such areas by providing 
technical advice, information and/or administrative support.” 
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Decision Requested: 15.35  
 
Submitter 
 

68 WDC 

Refer to Decision Requested 15.11. 
 

Relief sought: 

New Method 6 to be added: “Other Methods 
Collaborate with other local authorities to investigate additional methods that may be used to implement the policies 
of this chapter of the West Coast Regional Policy Statement. 
 
Explanation/Principal Reasons 
The methods provide a means of achieving a council’s objectives and policies in relation to meeting their statutory 
obligations under the Act. The costs of adopting these methods are outweighed by the benefits, particularly where the 
sustainable management of the natural and physical environment in relation to Historic Heritage is concerned. These 
methods are considered to be most appropriate for achieving the West Coast Regional Council’s objectives and 
policies, and meeting their wider statutory obligations.” 
 
PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR ADOPTING OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 
 
Decision Requested: 15.36  
 
Submitter 
 

26 HNZ 

The proposed RPS does not contain principal reasons from adopting objectives, policies and methods relating to 
historic heritage. 
 
Relief sought: 

That the proposed RPS is revised to include principal reasons for adopting objectives, policies and methods relating to 
historic heritage.  
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16. OTHER DECISIONS REQUESTED 
 
Decision Requested: 16.1  
 
Submitter 
 

7 BROWB 

The WCRC request the NZTA to arrange for a flush median be painted on the SH6 from before Jacks Road to Saltwater 
Creek starting south coming off the South Beach overbridge [diagram included with submission]. Because the road was 
reconstructed wide enough to accommodate a wide shoulder and median strips. With increased turning traffic, please 
for safety accept this submission.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.2  
 
Submitter 
 

7 BROWB 

That the WCRC rate the whole catchment area of a flood prone waterway not just the worst affected, usually near the 
river mouth. We are all part of the problem.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.3  
 
Submitter 
 

9 BRUNC 

I wish to question Section 32; as written, does this now give us the most appropriate format to achieve the purpose of 
the act. Or whether the policies and methods described, are only a way of government achieve their objectives; with 
disregard to their effectiveness and the cost it has to the rate payers of the region.  
 
My proposal is to hand back to Central Government all responsibility pertaining to section 32 and all others covering 
governance of its land tenure under the management of the Department of Conservation. 
 
In saying this, it is now time for Central Government to take full control of mining issues on conservation land, 
safeguarding the viability of resources that may be important to all New Zealanders. Whether decisions on negative 
impact of new development and the resource consent process is appropriate for only West Coasters to decide. Or more 
importantly is this a decision now effecting all New Zealanders? 
 
My reasons are as follows. 
 
� 84% of our region is under the management of the Department of Conservation, yet we are asked as rate payers, 

to contribute to all decisions pertaining to the use of the land in question 

� Too often the swing from boom to bust is outside the control of the region.  

� The mining houses come from outside the West Coast, but their decisions are influenced mostly by factors outside 

any control that anyone on the Coast may offer. 

� The mined product is taken out of the region where it is sold and profits are distributed outside the region. Only 

production costs – mostly wages are spent in the region. 

� Large expenditures on capital goods are also mostly outside the region.  

 
We are masters of our own destiny. 
 
� 32,000 people live on the West Coast living as guardians on 16% of the land, (equivalent to that in distance from 

Wellington to Auckland). 

� The burden of maintaining the infrastructure on such a vast area is becoming too much on too few, to the point it 

will soon be too expensive for the average man, to maintain an existence in the region.  

 
I wish to propose, that the West Coast Regional Council consider neutralising most of its responsibility it has to the 
tenure of land held under the responsibility of the Department of Conservation. In return for rates payable to a regional 
based council. This is a win - win situation; on one hand the regional council receives all funding for specified 
infrastructure on the West Coast, and the Country, as tax payers, get to make the decisions on what and who uses 
conservation land. 
 
Decision Requested: 16.4  
 
Submitter 
 

15 DAVIY 

More recognition and publicity for the many tramping tracks would also act as a drawcard. Some of those have also 
been destroyed by mining, such as the Goldsborough water-race tracks.  
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Decision Requested: 16.5  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The issues, and especially the AERs, identified in the [Section 35] report on Energy are important. Although it says that 
AER 14.1 and 14.3 are unachievable the WCRC can still use education and guidance concerning these.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.6  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

There is no mention of bonds anywhere in the PRPS. Bonds are becoming more important for the rehabilitation of 
activity sites with the potential for adverse effects coupled with bankruptcy etc.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.7  
 
Submitter 
 

34 KREMA 

Land use, better use has to be made for visitors to walk in this area, even if it means providing more rest places or 
toilet facilities.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.8  
 
Submitter 
 

34 KREMA 

River control: Stopbanks some are not put in place as a stopbank. Access road in front of Franz Josef Glacier not 
classed as a stopbank. Got built as a access road with rock protection for access to the further holding pens and 
sewage ponds. Also helicopter airport bank is not up to standard so, why all the talk about the banks. When is the 
Council coming to do something about the defunct Kanavans Knob rating scheme.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.9  
 
Submitter 
 

38 MAITS 

The amount of funding looking from the outside for policing on mining by the WCRC is pitiful and I put it to you that 
the WCRC board makeup being composed of farmers and miners is such that they fail to be impartial, miners need to 
fully fund observation of their practices.  
 
Decision Requested: 16.10  
 
Submitter 
 

49 RODGJ 

I would like to see the council divest from all involvement in 1080. The use of 1080 is unacceptably cruel, clearly isn't 
working and also clearly is killing many of the birds it's supposed to protect. (Kea, tomtits, robins, rockwrens). Neither 
do I believe that possums spread Tb. The Tb organism survives in cold wet soil for up to 8 years - particularly those rich 
in iron. Any land that has been humped and hollowed will be high in iron as this process brings the iron to the surface. 
The practice of strip grazing which forces cattle to eat the grass right down to the soil is likely to increase the incidence 
of Tb in cattle - particularly as they live in cold wet conditions with no shelter as most cattle on the West Coast do (in 
the winter at least). 
 
Decision Requested: 16.11  
 
Submitter 
 

53 SHARD 

There is no justification - according to your 'user pays' approach to paying higher rates (for those of us living on the 
western side of Revell Street) than my neighbours across the road for the following reasons: 
� The stone seawall extends only in front of the commercial area of Hokitika; it has no benefit for my property 

whatsoever. 
� If, by some force of nature, the sea does encroach inwards from the west the water flow will submerge the 

properties across the road on the eastern side of Revell Street as their land is considerably lower than those on the 
western side. The land on the western side is considerably higher than the eastern side. 

� The commercial area, which includes some residential properties (not mine!) is the only part of town to benefit from 
the seawall protection. If this area were inundated and destroyed it would impact on the entire town, not only those 
of us on the beachfront. Thus, I contend that the floodwall protection contingent of the regional rates should be 
shared equally by ALL ratepayers in Hokitika. I understand that this is the guiding principle behind the equitable 
rating system applied in Greymouth for the Grey River floodwall protection.   
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The same principle should apply to the Hokitika seawall. 
� Your Council employee suggested that the seawall may well someday be extended along Revell Street, in which 

case I could countenance beachfront properties being penalised, but in the meantime the disparity in rates is 
unethical and unfair.  I also understand from him that some consultant from Christchurch was responsible for the 
disparity.  I can only assume the Council accepted this totally unfair rates distribution en masse. 
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17. SECTION 32 REPORT 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED RPS 

 
Decision Requested: 17.1  
 
Submitter 
 

19 ELWEP 

P.5, para 3 contains the sentence “Community sustainability should take precedence over the narrow concerns of 
individual environmental focus groups…” This sentence is a startling demonstration of council’s inability to recognise 
that the sustainability of a community ultimately depends on the environmental services or goods, provided free of 
charge, by which that communities’ broad long-term well-being will be supported. Council’s use of “sustainability” is 
here Orwellian; bearing the implication that sustainability is the code word for development regardless of narrow 
environmental concerns. Such supposedly “narrow” concerns are, in fact, breath-taking in their long-term vision and 
scope, and are deeply humanistic. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.2  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Council has intentionally developed the proposed RPS in a new light with a focus not only on the environment but 
also the other three wellbeing’s identified in the Act - economic, social and cultural.” The greatest emphasis, 
unfortunately, is on economic. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.3  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Matheson and McVeagh (2013) provide a useful commentary on the role of regional councils and the RPS in regional 
leadership.” Perhaps too much importance placed on this paper. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.4  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“The proposed RPS takes a more mature approach to managing ecosystem values and other wellbeings.” Not mature 
but sidelining of natural values, although, through neglect of rules and consents, natural values have unfortunately 
been and continue to be, eroded. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.5  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Proposed RPS sets out that issues like the use and development of resources on the West Coast is just as important 
as the protection of those resources. Due to the high degree of conservation land under existing protection, 
regulatory protection on production land needs to be minimised and restricted to those circumstances where there is 
clear proof of significant values needing protection under the Act.” This is very bad reasoning, and unacceptable. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.6  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Avoiding duplication in the new RPS of Plan provisions that manage adverse effects has been a key consideration.” 
However, a new mandate is that the RPS is the precise guide to management therefore managing adverse effects 
must be incorporated as an important component in the RPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.7  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“Community sustainability should take precedence over the narrow concerns of individual environmental focus groups 
and the Proposed RPS takes steps to address this, particularly after hearing from the community during the 
Discussion Document process.” " the narrow concerns of individual environmental focus groups " is a derogatory 
statement to the concerns of a mostly well-informed group of people guided most often by well-entrenched, cutting 
edge, valuable information on all, not just some, facets of developments, whereas the RPS is narrowing concerns by 
trying to eliminate environmental concerns. That the majority of west coast people, importantly, the majority who 
participated in the initial stages of this PRPS, support the new approach does not necessarily mean it is right. It has 
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also been noted in supporting documents to this RPS that the higher education on the West Coast is amongst the 
lowest in the nation. It is also noted here that many officers of the WCRC do not have a background in the natural 
sciences but often in mining, farming, social/ enforcement services such as policing. Hence the move to less emphasis 
on protection of natural values, when such processes appear to be not fully understood by such officers. 
 
ISSUES NOT CONSIDERED TO BE REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT 
 
Decision Requested: 17.8  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Soils and Rivers 
“There are currently no major identified significant resource management issues in regards to soil conservation and 
land use affecting rivers…” Disagree: with the high rainfall, fast-flowing rivers, a ubiquitous iron pan encouraging 
humping and hollowing and flipping, tilling, dairy conversions, land clearances, mining (including land stripping) 
building and road construction, there is great potential for erosion of soils and a great need to be aware of and 
protect the fragility of west coast soils. Although sediment traps are often specified in land conversion consents, they 
are rarely ever implemented nor monitored and enforced. Our rivers transport massive volumes of sediment and soil 
to the sea and there is a great need to reduce the amount eroding off cultivated and urban lands. Soils can leach 
nitrates, pesticides and other harmful chemicals to groundwater, they can also absorb harmful substances and release 
them later e.g. dioxins; run-off from the addition of fertilizers, pesticides and other substances can eutrophy 
waterways. Sedimentation also covers the benthic riverbeds, suffocating life there. Soils are a very important base of 
the west coast economy yet they are sidelined. The west coast has built on the most valuable of the soils. 
 
The regional council has allowed the valuable peat soils to be destroyed, especially through humping and hollowing, 
which changes the basic ecology of those areas. In fact, peat soils are hardly ever recognised, let alone protected, by 
the regional council when considering land-use change, not just for their horticulture and ecological values but also 
for their capacity to store water, where they ameliorate flooding, provide welcome water in dry conditions and absorb 
and break down the by-products of agriculture. Their loss changes water hydraulics dramatically, another facet either 
ignored or not understood by the WCRC, and eutrophies downstream waterways.   
 

Globally, soils are being lost at an incredibly fast rate, and this west coast is no exception. Human civilizations in the 
past have died due to soil loss and abuse such as salination. Soils are an important basis of the west coast economy 
and need to be respected and cared for properly. The RPS is the guiding documentand omitting soils from it is a grave 
error. The existing RPS has a very good section on soils but unfortunately, reading through it, it can be seen that 
those principles have not been used as a guide in the ensuing use of soils in the region, one example being, "removal 
of vegetation reduces the water holding capacity of the land, which may contribute to an increase in flood severity.", 
where consenting for land conversion has often not been considered from this aspect.  
 
The extant RPS soil section has information that should be retained for the education and re-affirmation that it 
provides. Instead of eliminating the soils section, the soils section in the extant RPS needs to be evaluated in terms of 
what it has and hasn't achieved since its inception. For example, section 7.6 says, "Where applicable, conditions 
providing for sustainable management of the region’s gravel resource will be promoted during consultation on the 
development of minerals programmes, as provided for in the Crown Minerals Act 1991" - how has this been achieved 
in the intervening years? How have the expected environmental results stacked up over the years? These 
environmental results may not have been achieved therefore more energy needs to be put into achieving these 
anticipations instead of blanking them out. Extant plans do not cover the important principles behind the rules to 
nearly the same extent as the extant RPS. 
 
It is a common misconception within West Coast local government that the life supporting capacity of land is 
increased by land development procedures. However, the life-supporting capacity is the ability of beneficient soil 
organisms to proliferate, that soil pores work to enhance biological activity through drainage and gas exchange; 
instead the WCRC interprets it as the ability to pour chemicals on the land, destroy any former life, accept pugging, 
and produce short-term benefit, which, in the longer term, may destroy the life supporting capacity of the soil. No 
matter how much streamlining and efficiency of the RPS occurs, a section on soils is necessary. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.9  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Solid and Hazardous Waste 
“Based on the work that has been undertaken, guidelines issued and the extremely limited number of issues that have 
arisen, this is not considered to be a regionally significant resource management issue for the West Coast.” That may 
be the case right now but we might need guiding principles for the future e.g. what about the proposal for 
incineration of wider than regional rubbish and the co-production of bio-fuel in Westport? Dumping of rubbish illegally 
has also become an issue since tighter regulations on rubbish have occurred. 
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[The 2005 Efficiency and Effectiveness Report on the RPS] Comment on policy 12.1.1 says, "Little hazardous waste 
has been brought to the collection sheds at the three main landfills in the region in the last year ". There is nothing in 
the PRPS on hazardous waste. There is little guidance on how to drop off hazardous waste. It requires dedication to 
find out where that waste goes, requires it to be transported long distances and then often the price of handing it 
over for disposal is prohibitive. This makes it so much easier for individuals with hazardous waste to dispose of it 
inappropriately. This is not good enough. The WCRC needs to get better methods for collecting hazardous waste. The 
report mentions the high probability of future pressures yet there is no reference to it in the PRPS. 
 
PART D: EVALUATION OF OBJECTIVES, POLICIES AND METHODS 

 
Decision Requested: 17.10  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

“While there is an intent with this Proposed RPS to present a framework to encourage increased economic growth and 
development, as well as employment opportunities whilst maintaining our environmental values, rampant growth is 
not anticipated. Instead it is likely to be a gradual process, depending significantly on market forces and demands.” 
The problem here is that the environmental values have not been addressed properly in this PRPS. Many of the 
environmental values addressed in plan objectives, policies and rules have degraded in contravention of those criteria 
so the West Coast should not be just maintaining those values but also reversing degradation, and addressing the 
problems in this PRPS. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.11  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Biodiversity and Landscape Values 
The extant RPS provides a much fuller and educated approach to managing biodiversity and landscape, with an 
enthusiastic and sound, holistic approach to the legislation whereas the PRPS is more a sectarian look at the issues, 
and something bordering on an undermining of the legislation, such as a lawyer would use to argue the virtues of a 
parlous development. Obviously there are outdated parts in the extant RPS but that should not mean that the whole 
chapter be shifted sideways. There needs to be much more respect for the biodiversity values of the west coast, even 
on private land, where such values have mistakenly been bulldozed off entire regions elsewhere, creating sterile, 
monoculture, unstimulating landscapes, and where local communities are trying valiantly to regain some of those lost 
values.  
 
Disagree that the policies and methods here are the best way to achieve the objectives (the reasons the council 
provides here p 34 are upsetting). 2(c) says, "The new enabling provisions will not result in rampant, inappropriate 
development as they will be balanced with managing effects through the Regional and District Plans. It is possible 
that if the new enabling provisions are not included, the West Coast may miss out on new development opportunities. 
Risk averseness can act as a disincentive for business growth and job creation." This statement plainly puts 
biodiversity values in a very low position. 
 
Decision Requested: 17.12  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Land and Water 
This section is ok but some important policies have been omitted such as policy 9.1 - criteria for the protection of 
indigenous ecology. Efficiency within the proposed RPS should not use elimination of important principles behind our 
natural heritage, such as soils and biodiversity, to achieve its objectives.  
 
The extant RPS, as well as stating the principles of regional resource management, is also an educational document, 
where the values of the different facets of regional management are outlined; this important facet has been all but 
eliminated in the proposed RPS in favour of a corporate and hollow document. These values are not repeated in the 
plans, as suggested in the s32 Evaluation Report. The RPS is the best place for this values/ educational slant.  
 
The extant RPS could have much of the outdated data taken out but to throw away the educational/ values section of 
the document is wicked. When the s32 report says, repeatedly, "They do not accurately reflect the regionally 
significant resource management issues that are currently facing the West Coast;" it is undermining the importance of 
ecosystem services and our natural heritage in favour of corporate business. This should not be so, for healthy 
communities rely on healthy ecosystem services and inspiring and naturally beautiful environments. 
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Decision Requested: 17.13  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Air Quality has valuable information eliminated in the proposed RPS, likewise with Natural Hazards, where the extant 
talks of the legislation involved and the proposed is a hollow revamp of the extant.  
 
Decision Requested: 17.14  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

When the s32 report says, repeatedly, "All current methods are proposed to be deleted for the following reasons:- 
They have not been implemented and/or are unlikely to be;", and, "The new objectives, policies and methods will give 
direction for the Regional and District Plans.", it is more that our natural heritage and its protection does not fit the 
new, corporate image, making the protection of natural values flimsy and rudderless. 
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18. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS 
 
Decision Requested: 18.1  
 
Submitter 
 

22 GDC 

When Councils are considering resource consent applications and notices of requirement for a designation, the Council 
must have regard to the objectives and policies in the RPS and the PRPS. There are inconsistencies between issues, 
objectives and policies, definitions and cross references within and between sections of the RPS which may lead to 
different interpretations during resource consent and designation hearings.  
 
Relief sought: 

Fix the inconsistencies to reduce the possibility of different interpretations during resource consent hearings. More 
details are provided in Decisions Requested 6.45, 6.98, 13.2, 13.6, 13.7, 13.8 and 13.15. 
 
Decision Requested: 18.2  
 
Submitter 
 

57 TRONT 

Tohutō (macrons) are not used consistently through the document. 
 
Relief sought: 

Conduct a thorough spell-check of document to ensure correct and consistent use of tohutō e.g. Ngāi, papakāinga, 
Māori. 
 
Decision Requested: 18.3  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

All Objectives and Policies - It is requested that a better numbering system be developed so that the objectives and 
policies of each section are clearly referenced to enhance ease of use. 
 
Relief sought: 

Introduce a numbering system for objectives and policies that links each provision to the relevant chapter e.g. 
Chapter 4, Objective 4.1, Policy 4.1. 
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19. PROPOSED RPS SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS, RELEVANT NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENTS 

AND OTHER DOCUMENTS 
 
Decision Requested: 19.1  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

Population fluctuations can be cyclical, at the moment there is good money to be made in Christchurch so working 
people tend to migrate there; in a few years the attraction for work will be elsewhere - this is a fact of life and will not 
be changed by allowing plunder of WC resources, which would attract workers for a while but a depauperate region 
eventually. Attracting business requires more tolerance of those with different outlooks, prosperity needs innovation. 
The West Coast has some of the lowest tertiary achievements in NZ - this is a sad reflection of how the west coast 
community operates. The PRPS provides no direction to address this gaping deficiency. Higher education is a path to 
solving many of the West Coast's problems. Higher education comes from learning capacity and natural intelligence. 
The PRPS should be ensuring that we have healthy ecosystem services, including clean air and water, a stimulating 
natural environment, fresh food, a caring community and an environment that gives enough freedom for full 
development of mental and physical faculties and individual character - the basic requirements for healthy, well-
balanced, intelligent people. 
 
Decision Requested: 19.2  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The BERL report identifies that the older age group is dominant on the West Coast, therefore this sector needs to be 
catered for, which will not be economic development but retirement activities, which include protecting and enhancing 
natural values. 
 
This report says that in about the last decade employment grew on the West Coast while production fell. With respect 
to Solid Energy's Stockton Mine, an important consideration is the fact that employment and wages were booming 
whilst the company was avalanching into bankruptcy - this level of employment and wages is very obviously totally 
unsustainable and sets a dangerous and grotesque precedent to try and retain. Statistics show that in 2012 the west 
coast had by far the highest average income per household of any region in NZ, but no doubt this is a reflection of 
the unsustainability of that coal-mining bubble. 
 
The report says that dairy conversions and numbers increased way above the national average in the last decade yet 
there is nothing in the PRPS addressing this issue. So many of the lower rivers on the west coast have concomitantly 
lost quality. There needs to be a cap on dairy per catchment. Surrounding communities suffer the effects of this dairy 
increase, including degraded waterways, altered water hydraulics, dirty roads, nitrate and pesticide eutrophication of 
aquifers, pesticide and fertilizer drift. The BERL Report uses key performance indicators, but none of these consider 
our dependence on ecosystem services nor the value of the natural environment, including that on private land. 
 
Decision Requested: 19.3  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The "West Coast Indicators (2013)", runs along a similar vein to the BERL Report. It says we have a low 
unemployment rate and that we are heavily reliant on primary industry but that business growth is weak. According to 
this report the west coast is doing exceptionally well in both income and growth in jobs. This contradicts the basis on 
which the WCRC has said the focus needs to be on growing the region.  
 
Decision Requested: 19.4  
 
Submitter 
 

28, 33 INTAF, KMCT 

The "Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment Regional Activity Report 2013" says that innovation and 
diversification is the key to increasing prosperity. Chart 20 in that report shows that the West Coast registers very low 
for business innovation and that any business growth is linked closely to single sectors. This report says that the use 
of natural resources could be used more efficiently, which is another avenue of innovative business. The ministry 
wants to see a very large growth in export business by 2025 and no doubt it is this vision that is another driver of this 
PRPS.  
The "Building Natural Resources (2102) Report", (MBIE) says that:  
� there needs to be an understanding of what the sustainable limits are to resource use, and then allocate access 

rights effectively, promptly and with the right protection to ensure the best use of our resources; 
� our natural resources also provide ecosystem services such as quality fresh water and fertile soils, which in turn 

underpin our prosperity; 
� Some of our resources are becoming scarce and we are facing limits on availability and quality of those resources. 
This should all be incorporated in the PRPS rather than promoting resource extraction at any cost. 
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Decision Requested: 19.6  
 
Submitter 
 

61 TRUSTP 

As recognised in the pWCRPS there are two operative National Policy Statements (‘NPS’), which a regional policy 
statement must give effect to1. These are the NPS for Renewable Energy Generation (‘NPSREG’) and the NPS for 
Freshwater Management (‘NPSFM’). 
 
NPS for Renewable Energy Generation 
The NPSREG was gazetted on 14 April 2011 to give effect to the New Zealand Energy Strategy (NZES). This NPS 
elevates the provision of renewable electricity generation to a matter of national significance in response to growing 
energy demands; the risks of climate change; and the need to deliver secure and affordable energy; while achieving 
the Government’s target of 90% of electricity generation from renewable resources by 2025. The preamble also 
acknowledges that benefits of renewable electricity generation can compete with matters of national importance as 
set out in s.6 of the Act, and with matters to which decision-makers are required to have particular regard under s.7. 
 
The NPSREG provides for two matters of national significance, being the development, operation, maintenance and 
upgrading of new and existing renewable energy infrastructure; and the benefits of such renewable generation. The 
NPSREG has a single objective, which is to be achieved through eight policy sections (A-H). The objective seeks: 
To recognise the national significance of renewable electricity generation activities by providing for the development, 
operation, maintenance and upgrading of new and existing renewable electricity generation activities, such that the 
proportion of New Zealand’s electricity generated from renewable energy sources increases to a level that meets or 
exceeds the New Zealand Government’s national target for renewable electricity generation. 
 
The NPSREG elevates the provision of renewable energy to a matter of national significance. It provides a very clear 
policy direction at a national level that renewable energy is to be provided for, which is consistent with the matters 
contained in sections 7(ba), 7(i) and 7(j) of the RMA pertaining to energy efficiency, the effects of climate change and 
the benefits of renewable energy. Further discussion regarding how the pWCRPS responds to the NPSREG, including 
its objective and policies is contained in the detailed submission table. 
 
NPS for Freshwater Management 
The NPSFM was gazetted on 12 May 2011 and took effect from 1 July 2011. The preamble to the NPSFM identifies 
that due to the vital importance of freshwater resources to New Zealand, and in order to achieve the purpose of the 
Act, it is necessary for clear central government policy to set a national direction for the management of water 
resources. The NPSFM does, however, acknowledge that this direction needs to occur on a regional basis to reflect 
the catchment-level variation between water bodies and the different demands on freshwater resources across 
regions. 
  
The NPSFM contains two objectives and four supporting policies about water quality, and four objectives and seven 
policies about water quantity. There are similarities between these objectives and the purpose of the RMA, particularly 
in relation to ‘sustainably managing’ fresh water specifically for hydro-electric activities (Objective B1). It is also 
recognised that the use of the terms “taking, using, damming, or diverting” implies that such activities are capable of 
being undertaken while complying with the NPSFM, otherwise those words would not have appeared in Objective B1. 
As such, it is considered feasible for renewable energy generating facilities to be designed, constructed and operated 
in a manner that achieves Objective B1. In other words, this objective does not preclude this type of development as 
a matter of principle. 
 
Summary 
Overall, it is considered that both the NPSREG & NPSFM address the key resource management issues associated with 
the use of natural water resources and that these considerations need to be factored into the determination of the 
provisions of the pWCRPS. On balance, I consider that these national policy statements are seeking to encourage 
opportunities for renewable energy generation, while sustainably managing the taking, using, damming, or diverting 
of freshwater resources. 
 
Achieving these outcomes will however invariably involve a detailed assessment of whether the life-supporting 
capacity, ecosystem processes and indigenous species will be adequately safe-guarded by any specific power 
generation proposal. An assessment of the sensitivity of the existing environment and investment made in existing 
HEPS infrastructure will also need to be taken into account. Overall, it is therefore considered important that the 
policy framework of the RPS relating to such activities strikes an appropriate balance between both NPSs. 
 
Decision Requested: 19.7  
 
Submitter 
 

63 WCCB 

Under section 17D of the Conservation Act, the WCCB has the responsibility to develop the Conservation Management 
Strategy (CMS), which establishes the objectives for the integrated management of natural and historic resources 
including species managed under a number of different Acts, recreation, tourism and other conservation purposes in 
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the West Coast Region. The CMS is the key conservation management tool, which the Department of Conservation 
uses to implement legal, policy and strategic direction. The CMS is prepared with public participation and has a life of 
10 years or until formally amended or reviewed. It is disappointing, therefore that the council has not considered the 
significance of the CMS in preparing the proposed RPS.  
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Submitter 1. AML 
 

Amalgamated Mining Limited 
PO Box 278 

Greymouth 7840 
 

Attention: Joanne Cummings 
 

Submitter 2. ANDEB 
 

Brian Anderson 
17 McLeods Road 

RD1 
Ross 7885 

 
 

Submitter 3: BACKC 
 

Dr Clare Backes & Dr Keith Morfett 
PO Box 168 

Hokitika 7842 

Submitter 4. BALL 

 
Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited 

Private Bag 12 503 
Tauranga 3143 

 
Attention: Mr Warwick Catto 

 

Submitter 5: BRL 

 
Bathurst Resources Limited 

PO Box 5963 
Wellington 6145 

 
Attention: Richard Tacon 

 

Submitter 6: BDC 

 
Buller District Council 

PO Box 21  
Westport 7866 

 
Attention: Rachel Townrow 

Submitter 7: BROWB 

 
Barrie Brown 
PO Box 447 

Greymouth 7840 
 

Submitter 8: BROWK 

 
Kathleen Brown 

PO Box 457 
Westport 7866 

Submitter 9: BRUNC 

 
Charles Bruning 

32 Domett Street 
Westport 7825 

 
Submitter 10: BURTW 

 
William Burton 
PO Box 111 28 

Waimangaroa 7848 
 

Submitter 11: CALCN 
 

Nicola Calcott 
174 Greenstone Road 

Kumara 7832 
 

Submitter 12: CAYGJ 
 

John Caygill 
114 Tasman Street 
Greymouth 7805 

Submitter 13: COLL 

 
Chris Coll Surveying Ltd 

PO Box 204 
Westport 7866 

 
Attention: Jan Coll 

 

Submitter 14: CPHWC 

 
Community and Public Health 

PO Box 443 
Greymouth 7840 

 
Attention: Dr Cheryl Brunton 

 

Submitter 15: DAVIY 

 
Yvonne Davison 

82 Marlborough Street 
Greymouth 7840 

 
 

Submitter 16: DOC 

 
RMA Shared Services 

Department of Conservation 
Private Bag 4715 

Christchurch Mail Centre 8140 
 

Attention: Ken Murray 
 

Submitter 17: DONO 

 
Dr B. J. Donovan 

579 Ellesmere Road 
RD 2 Ladbrooks 

Christchurch 7672 

Submitter 18: EDS 

 
Environmental Defence Society 

Incorporated 
PO Box 91736 

Victoria Street West 
Auckland 1142 

 

Submitter 19: ELWEP 

 
Paul Elwell-Sutton 

PO Box 99 
Haast 

South Westland 7844 
 

Submitter 20: EML 

 
Eldon Mining Limited 

53 Mersey Street 
St Albans 

Christchurch 8014 

Submitter 21: FFNZ 

 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand 

PO Box 5242 
Dunedin 9058 

 
Attention: Penny Dawson 

 
Submitter 22: GDC 

 
Grey District Council 

PO Box 382 
Greymouth 7840  

 
Attention: Mel Sutherland 

Submitter 23: GRAHG 
 

Gordon Graham 
113 Main South Road 

Greymouth 7805 

Submitter 24: GOWC 
 

Go West Coast  
C/- 149 Palmerston Street 

Westport 7825 
 

Attention: Brent Oldham  
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Submitter 25: HARGL 

 
Lynley Hargreaves 
17 McLeods Road 

RD1 Ross 
Westland 7885 

 
 

Submitter 26: HNZ 

 
Heritage New Zealand 

PO Box 4403 
Christchurch 8140 

 
Attention: Mike Vincent 

Submitter 27: HWC 

 
Heritage West Coast 

PO Box 499 
Greymouth 7840 

 
Attention: Jackie Gurden 

Submitter 28: INTAF 
 

Frida Inta 
PO Box 463 

Westport 7866 
 

Submitter 29: JASPS 
 

Steven Jasper 
PO Box 249 

Greymouth 7840 

Submitter 30: JOHNW 
 

William Johnson 
115 Rutherglen Road 

Greymouth 7805 

Submitter 31: KAYEB 

 
Brenda Kaye/Dorfliger 

40 Church Street  
Reefton 7830 

 

Submitter 32: KiwiR 

 
KiwiRail Holdings Limited (KiwiRail) 

PO Box 593 
Wellington 6140 

 
Attention: Rebecca Beals 

 

Submitter 33: KMCT 

 
Kaitiaki Mohikinui Charitable Trust 

PO Box 463 
Westport 7866 

 
Attention: Frida Inta 

Submitter 34: KREMA 

 
A Kremers 

Waiho Flat Road 
Franz Josef 7886 

 

Submitter 35: MACBH 

 
Hamish Macbeth 

4545 Karamea Highway  
RD 3 

Karamea 7893 
 

Submitter 36: MACDB 

 
Barry MacDonell 
5 Orchard Grove 

East Taieri 
Dunedin 9024 

 

Submitter 37: MAITG 

 
Greg Maitland  

89 Cement Lead Road 
Blue Spur 

Hokitika 7882 
 

Submitter 38: MAITS 

 
Steve Maitland 

23 Saint James Street  
Ross 7812 

 
 

Submitter 39: MAUNP 

 
Paul Maunder 

PO Box 2 
Blackball 7804  

 

Submitter 40: MPI 

 
Ministry for Primary Industries 

PO Box 2526 
Wellington 6140 

 
Attention: Andrea Kapoutsos 

 

Submitter 41: MOGL 

 
Mosman Oil and Gas Ltd 

PO Box 739 
Rangiora 7440 

 
Attention: Graeme Alexander 

Submitter 42: MUELS 

 
Susan Mueller 

43 Bridge Street 
Reefton 7830 

Submitter 43: MWC 
 

Minerals West Coast 
PO Box 77 

Greymouth 7840 
 

Submitter 44: NZCC 
 

New Zealand Coal & Carbon Ltd 
PO Box 2341 

Christchurch 8140 
 

Attention: Andy Eccleshall 
 

Submitter 45: NZDF 
 

New Zealand Defence Force 
C/- Property Group 

Private Bag 902 
Upper Hutt 5140 

 
 

Submitter 46: NZP&M 
 

New Zealand Petroleum & Minerals 
PO Box 1473 

Wellington 6140 
 

Attention: Ilana Miller 
 

Submitter 47: PERKI 
 

Inger Perkins 
231 Revell Street 

Hokitika 7810 

Submitter 48: RNZ 
 

Radio New Zealand Limited 
PO Box 123 

Wellington 601 
 

Attention: Gary Fowles 
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Submitter 49: RODGJ 

 
Jean Rodgers 

41 Monro Street 
Cobden 

Greymouth 7802 

Submitter 50: RF&B 

 
Royal Forest and Bird Protection 

Society of New Zealand Inc 
PO Box 2516 

Christchurch 8014 
 

Attention: Jen Miller 
 

Submitter 51: SENZ 

 
Solid Energy New Zealand Limited 

C/- Ruth Bartlett 
PO Box 1303 

Christchurch 8140 

Submitter 52: SFFL 

 
Silver Fern Farms Limited 

PO Box 941  
Dunedin 9054 

 
Attention: Daryn Jemmett 

Submitter 53: SHARD 

 
Dianne Sharpe 

211 Revell Street 
Hokitika 7810 

 
 

Submitter 54: STRAT 

 
Straterra Inc 

PO Box 10668 
Wellington 6143 

 
Attention: Bernie Napp 

 
Submitter 55: SSPHAG 

 
Supersphag 

81 Granville Road 
RD 1  

Blackball 7871 
 

Attention: Bruce Truman 
 

Submitter 56: TERAK 
 

Hemi Te Rakau 
9 Stafford Road 
Awatuna RD2 
Hokitika 7882 

 

Submitter 57: TRONT 
 

Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu  
PO Box 13 046  

Christchurch 8141 
 

Attention: Philippa Lynch 

Submitter 58: THOMG 
 

Gareth Thomas 
3 Rosstown Road 

Reefton 7830 
 

Submitter 59: TPP 
 

Tai Poutini Polytechnic 
Private Bag 607 
Greymouth 7805 

 
Attention: Alan Sargison 

 

Submitter 60: TRANSP 
 

Transpower New Zealand Limited 
C/- Boffa Miskell Limited 

PO Box 11340 
Wellington 6142 

 
Attention: Pauline Whitney 

 
Submitter 61: TRUSTP 

 
Trustpower Limited 
Private Bag 12023 

Tauranga 3143 
 

Attention: Nicola Foran 
 

Submitter 62: VENAJ 

 

Justin Venable 
210 Keogans Road 

Hokitika 7882 
 
 

Submitter 63: WCCB 

 
West Coast Tai Poutini Conservation 

Board 
C/- Department of Conservation 

Private Bag 701 
Hokitika 7842 

 
Attention: Board Support Officer 

 
Submitter 64: WCCGM 

 
West Coast Gold Miners Assn Inc 

PO Box 115 
Hokitika 7842 

 
Attention: John Wood 

 

Submitter 65: WCEN 
 

West Coast Environment Network 
17 McLeods Road 

Ross 7885 
 

Attention: Karen Mayhew 
 

Submitter 66: WCF&G 
 

West Coast Fish and Game Council 
PO Box 179 

Hokitika 7842 
 

Attention : Dean Kelly 
 

Submitter 67: WCPT 

 
West Coast Penguin Trust 

PO Box 63 
Hokitika 7842 

 

Submitter 68: WDC 

 
Westland District Council 

Private Bag 704 
Hokitika 7842 

 
Attention: Rebecca Beaumont 

 

Submitter 69: WESTP 

 
Westpower Limited 

C/- West Planning Ltd 
6 Dowling Road 
Greymouth 7805 

 
Attention: Martin Kennedy 
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Submitter 70: WMP 

 
Westland Milk Products 

PO Box 96  
Hokitika 7842 

 
Attention: Chris Pullen 

 

Submitter 71: YANNH 

 
Hannah Yannai 

210 Keogans Road 
Hokitika 7882 

 

Submitter 72: YANNI 

 
Ilana Yannai 

210 Keogans Road 
Hokitika 7882 

 
 

 


